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18.1

PICL - history

18.1.1
Following the settlement on 3 June 1988 of the NCSC inquiry into the
Bell Group share transaction, PICL began to emerge as a solution to the Rothwells'
problem and efforts were concentrated in that direction. A proper understanding of the
events requires an examination of the more significant features of the development from
mid-1985. Chapter 18 deals with the events from 1985 to the agreement in principle
between Bond Corporation and the Government to buy PICL, as reflected in a
memorandum of understanding signed on 28 July 1988. The events from 28 July to the
settlement of the sale on 17 October 1988 are discussed in chapter 19. Chapter 20
covers the events following settlement until the appointment of a provisional liquidator
for Rothwells on 3 November 1988, together with some of the matters that arose in the
liquidation. For ease of reference, throughout chapters 18, 19 and 20 we have referred
to the various entities within the Bond group of companies as "Bond Corporation".
18.1.2
In July 1985 Mallina Holdings Ltd (Mallina), a company associated with
Mr Dallas Dempster, and several other companies were invited to seek a mandate to
conduct a feasibility study for the extraction of LPG from the North West Shelf gas.
Mallina responded with a fairly ambitious proposal for a massive complex including an
LPG plant, an ammonia-urea fertiliser plant and a petrochemical plant. Wesfarmers was
eventually granted that mandate.
18.1.3
In August 1985, Mallina wrote to the Minister for Minerals and Energy,
Mr Parker, indicating that the company would now concentrate its efforts on an
LPG/ethane/EDC[ethylene dichloride]/VCM[vinyl chloride monomer]/caustic soda
complex and it wrote again in September 1985 outlining proposals for a petrochemical
plant. A copy of the correspondence was sent to the Premier, Mr Burke, who indicated
to Mr Parker that he wanted to discuss the matter with him. By letter of 5 November
1985 Mr Parker responded to Mallina indicating general support for such a project and
advising that he had requested further discussions be arranged between representatives
of Mallina, officers of the Department of Resources Development ("DRD") and
SECWA.
18.1.4
Mallina sought the exclusive mandate to proceed with a feasibility study
on the petrochemical complex, and meetings and studies occurred during 1986,
including a meeting with the Premier in March 1986. Doubts had earlier been expressed
by SECWA personnel about the financial capacity of Mallina and/or Mr Dempster to
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carry out the project but, on 8 September 1986, Mr Parker wrote to Mallina advising he
had decided to seek Cabinet agreement to the granting of the exclusive mandate to
Mallina. In accordance with that advice, Mr Parker presented a submission to Cabinet
dated 15 September 1986 in which he recommended that a six month exclusive mandate
be granted to Mallina. However, on 6 October 1986, Cabinet decided to call for
expressions of interest.
18.1.5
On 19 September 1986, Mallina wrote to Mr Parker advising that
Petrochemical Industries Company Limited (PICL) had been registered to carry out the
mandate. Mr Dempster, Mr Connell, Mr Lucas and Mr Brian Rakich were named as
directors and the letter advised that the company was a joint venture between Dempster
Nominees Pty Ltd and L R Connell & Partners.
18.1.6
Mallina was involved with the Government in a dispute over its failure
to pay royalties in connection with an operation unconnected with PICL. Suggestions
have been made that Mallina was thereby out of favour. As to why Mallina ceased to
be involved with seeking the mandate, Mr Dempster said he acted after he was told
Mallina would not get the mandate it was seeking. Once that advice was received,
Mr Dempster said he sought the involvement of Mr Connell and PICL was formed as
a 50/50 joint venture between them. He said Mr Connell was perceived as a very
significant financier in Western Australia and believed he would add financial
credibility to the project.
18.1.7

The sequence of events is as follows:

6-24 August 1986

Articles appeared in The Western Mail concerning
Mallina's failure to pay certain royalties.

8 September 1986

Mr Parker advised Mallina he intended to seek Cabinet
agreement to granting a mandate to Mallina. His
decision was made when he was aware of the dispute
over royalties.

13-14 September 1986

Further article about royalties.
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15 September 1986

Mr Parker signed the submission to Cabinet
recommending the granting of the mandate to Mallina.

16 September 1986

Mr Dempster instructed solicitors to form a public
company with a name as close as possible to
Petrochemical Industries Company Limited.

19 September 1986

Mallina wrote to Mr Parker informing him of PICL's
incorporation.

6 October 1986

Cabinet decided to call for expressions of interest.

14 October 1986

Formal incorporation of PICL.

18.1.8
In the light of The Western Mail articles, in our view it is surprising that
Mr Parker would have recommended Mallina on 15 September 1986 if he had decided
that Mallina was not a suitable vehicle for the mandate. Mr Dempster was unable to
explain the timing, but he strongly denied any proposition that he decided to remove
Mallina and include Mr Connell on a 50/50 basis to improve his position. He pointed
out that if Mallina had stayed in the deal he owned 27% of Mallina's half interest and,
through Dempster Holdings, he would have owned the other 50% interest in the project.
In effect, by going into business with Connell, he reduced his interest in the project by
27%.
18.1.9
It is also surprising that Mr Parker wrote to Mallina on 19 April 1989
stating that by "the middle" of September 1986, it had become apparent that the joint
Mallina Holdings/Dempster Nominees submission seeking an exclusive petrochemical
mandate would be unacceptable to Government. On 15 September Mr Parker signed
the submission to Cabinet recommending approval to the Mallina Holdings/Dempster
Nominees' submission. When faced with that apparent conflict Mr Parker said it was
"around that time, that's why the phrase `the middle' is used, I imagine ...".
18.1.10
These issues have not been satisfactorily explained but their resolution
is not necessary for our purposes.
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18.1.11
Although Cabinet approved the calling of expressions of interest on
6 October 1986, it was not until 5 December 1986 that Mr Parker wrote to Mallina
indicating that Cabinet had decided to ascertain whether there were other parties
interested. On 20 December 1986 an advertisement appeared in The West Australian
requesting expressions of interest and Mr Graeme Blackman of SECWA was critical of
the nature and very limited circulation of the advertisement for a project of this size and
nature. By letter of 10 July 1992, Mr R G Suttie, Director of Resource Processing
Development in the Department of State Development, advised the Commission that
following Cabinet's decision of 6 October 1986 DRD identified a list of companies that
had previously shown interest in a Western Australian petrochemical project. Eleven
major international companies who had expressed interest over the previous three to
four years were identified and Mr Parker sent letters of 4 December 1986 to each of
those companies. He also wrote to Mallina and the one other local company which had
expressed interest, Parry Corporation. Mr Suttie advised that advertisements were
placed in The Australian Financial Review of 19 December, The West Australian of
20 December and The Weekend Australian of 20 December 1986. In addition copies
of the Minister's letter were sent to the Western Australian Government representative
in Tokyo and the Agent General in London. The Tokyo representative advised the DRD
of discussions about the project with Ashai Chemical and Mitsubishi Corporation in
Tokyo.
18.1.12
The results were summarised in a memorandum from the Acting CoOrdinator, Mr B A Goodheart to Mr Parker of 20 January 1987. Generally there was
a lack of interest, although Mr Goodheart expressed his belief that canvassing the
companies and advertising nationally had resulted in the Government's position being
widely known in the industry. Four written submissions were received. Barclays
Australia Ltd, Pak-Poy and Kneebone Pty Ltd sent qualification documents setting out
their consultancy capabilities in the areas of project evaluation, project financing,
technical investigations and environmental studies and offering to assist the Government
and the selected "project proponent" in any of these areas. Mitsui & Co (Australia) Ltd
wrote a one page letter of 19 January 1987 expressing interest in embarking on a study,
but Mr Suttie advised us that Mitsui misunderstood the request from the Government
as seeking someone to do a Government funded study. Mr Goodheart noted that in
recent discussions the Minister had indicated an intention to speak with Mr Okamoto
of Mitsui in order to determine whether the company really wanted to take a lead
position as the "project proponent" or whether the company only wanted to be a
participant as its letter tended to suggest. Mr Goodheart observed that there was
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insufficient information in its letter to constitute a proposal and commented that to give
Mitsui more time might be unfair to PICL which had waited since the previous August.
He described PICL's response as a comprehensive up-date of its previous analysis of the
petrochemical project of 36 pages including a description of the project, the markets and
the process, project management and financing and equity partners. That submission
was accompanied by a letter from Mr Dempster, as Chairman of PICL, dated
8 January 1987.
Not surprisingly, Mr Parker recommended PICL and on
27 January 1987 Cabinet granted the mandate to PICL. Mr Parker formally advised
PICL by letter of 12 February 1987.
18.1.13
While the process of Cabinet rejecting a recommendation in favour of
a particular company, preferring to call for expressions of interest, might evoke
memories of a similar course of conduct in connection with the casino, there is no
evidence of impropriety associated with the selection of PICL to carry out the feasibility
study.
18.1.14
Negotiations followed the granting of the mandate. The cost of the
supply of energy to the project concerned both PICL and SECWA. In a memorandum
of 2 July 1987 to the Acting Minister for Minerals and Energy, Dr John McKee, the
Chairman of SECWA and Coordinator of the DRD, observed that discussions on such
costs had not yet taken place with SECWA nor had SECWA provided prices for the
supply of energy. He said:
"... we're watching with some apprehension the expenditures
on the development of the project without this essential
element having been at least thoroughly discussed and its
parameters built into the feasibility. I had no wish, as I said,
to be painted into a corner by a fait accompli which presents
to the Government an entire project which is only viable if it
is substantially subsidised by SECWA. I advised them that I
was not prepared to accept such a scenario." (The "them"
refers to Mr Dempster and Mr Yellachich with their
supporting staff who met Dr McKee on 1 July 1987)."
18.1.15
According to Dr McKee, the PICL representatives expressed the view
that the gas price had to be internationally competitive in terms of Saudi Arabia and
Indonesia. He said he responded that SECWA's gas was not internationally competitive
in those terms. Dr McKee said he advised that a major subsidy as indicated by their
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thinking would be outside the possibility of SECWA and would have to be funded by
the Government in some separate manner.
18.1.16
The interest of the proponents in pricing is apparent from a presentation
to Mr Parker and others on 18 August 1987. In both the introduction and the summary
it was stated that the results from the feasibility study confirmed that the petrochemical
project would be viable "... given world competitive input pricing". If "world
competitive" meant prices charged in Saudi Arabia or Indonesia, according to Dr McKee
he had previously made SECWA's position quite clear.
18.1.17
Mr Dempster said he regarded the prices later agreed in the heads of
agreement of 2 November 1987 as within the description "world competitive", even
allowing for CPI escalation. He denied taking a position with SECWA that PICL
expected cheap gas to be made available along the lines of Saudi Arabia and Indonesia
because he knew that would be impossible. Mr Dempster said Dr McKee brought up
the Saudi Arabian and Indonesian position and he denied that Dr McKee had said
SECWA's gas was not internationally competitive in those terms. According to
Mr Dempster, the consortium expected cheap gas in the sense that it would be the same
price as for all existing major users in Western Australia. Mr Dempster also denied
seeking a major subsidy from SECWA or that Dr McKee had indicated a major subsidy
would be outside the possibility of SECWA and would have to be funded by
Government in some separate manner.
18.1.18
We have formed a generally unfavourable view of the reliability of
Mr Dempster's evidence and prefer that of Dr McKee. In considering the different
versions of Dr McKee and Mr Dempster on this aspect, we are satisfied there is no
reason to doubt the accuracy of the memorandum of 2 July 1987 sent by Dr McKee to
Mr Parker the day after he met Mr Dempster which is discussed in paragraph 18.1.14
of this chapter.
18.1.19
Mr Parker was anxious to proceed "with all due expedition" and,
following approval recorded in the SECWA minutes of 28 October 1987, the heads of
agreement were executed on 2 November 1987. The prices agreed were commercially
realistic and included provision for escalation based on a formula linked to the
Consumer Price Index.
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18.1.20
In December 1987 the shareholding in PICL was the subject of
correspondence. As mentioned earlier, Mr Dempster had advised Mr Parker in
September 1986 that PICL was a joint venture between Dempster Nominees Pty Ltd and
L R Connell & Partners and Mr Parker believed that Mr Connell was an equity
participant. However, on 15 December 1987 Mr J F Griffin, the Director of Finance for
PICL, wrote to Standard Chartered Australia Limited ("Standard Chartered") listing the
shareholders as Mr and Mrs Dempster and three Dempster family companies. The letter
advised that "no shareholding has been transferred or issued to Mr Laurie R Connell"
and indicated that funds injected into the project by Mr Connell were treated as loan
funds in the company's books and would be repaid, with interest, at an appropriate time.
As to Mr Connell's future involvement, Mr Griffin advised that they were not in any
way whatsoever ruling out the "Connell" connection or equity in the project and that
when that group's financial position was clarified to their satisfaction they would be
invited to subscribe for equity, "... to an agreed position".
18.1.21
Mr Dempster explained that although he and his wife and three of his
companies were the initial shareholders, it was a 50/50 arrangement between him and
Mr Connell. He said there was no particular reason why Mr Connell was not recorded
as a shareholder and he thought it might have been a matter of timing because the
company was a shelf company at Robinson Cox. According to Mr Dempster the letter
was written in view of the reluctance of Standard Chartered to permit Mr Connell to be
involved.
18.1.22
While the introduction of Mr Connell to the joint venture was originally
seen, at least by Mr Parker, as important from a financial point of view, it appears that
the difficulties of Rothwells in October 1987 resulted in a reluctance by financial
institutions to provide finance for projects involving Mr Connell. Hence it is likely that
financial considerations motivated PICL to distance itself from Mr Connell in December
1987. This is confirmed by the adverse attitude of Standard Chartered to the
involvement of Mr Connell as reflected in a telex of 21 March 1988 from that
company's London office to its Australian office. Mr Connell was unaware of this
attitude and believed he was a shareholder throughout.
18.1.23
According to an Information Memorandum prepared by Wardley
Australia Limited ("Wardleys") on the instructions of Mr Dempster, by January 1988
PICL had entered into contracts with BP to purchase 80 hectares of land at Kwinana and
with Japan Gas Corporation Chiyoda (JGC) for construction of the complex for a fixed
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total sum of approximately $580 million. The memorandum also reported the signing
of a project management contract with Gofair Investments Limited (Gofair) which it
inaccurately described as "... a Hong Kong based company with extensive petrochemical
plant construction experience". Gofair was, in reality, nothing more than an entity set
up by Mr Connell and Mr Dempster for investment and taxation purposes and the
evidence concerning Gofair is discussed in section 19.15 of chapter 19. It had no
petrochemical plant construction experience whatsoever. As to arrangements with
SECWA, the memorandum was again inaccurate. It stated that PICL had signed "... a
15 year co-extensive agreement ..." with SECWA. No such agreement had been signed.
Production and marketing were discussed, including an agreement said to have been
signed with Mitsubishi Corporation of Japan (Mitsubishi) "... whereby it will
take-or-pay for all of PICL's ethylene, EDC and VCM production". Other incidental
contracts and licensing agreements were also mentioned.
18.1.24
The Wardleys' memorandum conveyed the impression of a project far
more advanced with its contracts than the true position. For our purposes it is
unnecessary to discuss details, but deficiencies became apparent when the contracts
subsequently came under scrutiny by Government and Bond Corporation
representatives. In addition, the evidence to which we now turn demonstrates the
precarious position of the project and its need for special Government support.
18.1.25
Notwithstanding the execution of the heads of agreement with provision
for commercially realistic energy prices, Mr Dempster was soon looking for
Government assistance. By letter of 4 March 1988 to Dr McKee, Mr Dempster
suggested that SECWA issue to the merchant bank Standard Chartered Australia
Limited (Standard Chartered) a guaranteed takeout for $150 million on a specified basis.
Standard Chartered had been retained by the project to arrange finance and
Mr Dempster said suggestions of some form of support mechanism from SECWA and/or
the Government came from Dr McKee after he visited Mr Kenneth Clemens, the
Managing Director of Standard Chartered in Sydney. Hence he wrote the letter.
Mr Dempster said he knew of the intended visit but claimed the visit set them back.
Standard Chartered was looking for a way to eliminate as much of the risk as possible
and Mr Dempster was critical of the approach of Dr McKee and Standard Chartered in
seeking some form of equity or support mechanism. For the reasons that follow we do
not accept Mr Dempster's evidence in this regard. We are satisfied that Mr Dempster
initiated attempts to secure particular Government assistance because he was aware that
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the project was not viable and could not obtain finance without an injection of equity
or some form of assistance by way of support mechanisms from the Government.
18.1.26
The discussions took place mainly between Mr Dempster and
Dr McKee. A number of documents assist in tracing the history of the discussions, but
there was a significant meeting between Mr Dempster, Mr Dowding and Mr Parker
which, according to Mr Parker, occurred soon after Mr Dowding became Premier
(which was 25 February 1988). It appears likely that two such meetings occurred.
Mr Parker and Mr Dowding were scheduled to meet Mr Dempster on 18 April 1988.
Mr Parker said Mr Dempster put to them that there should be a Government guarantee
as a component to substitute for the equity required by the banks and the Premier
responded that he would much rather have this sort of exposure than the exposure
existing in Rothwells, but, given the exposure to Rothwells, he did not think the
Government could be involved. Mr Parker's initial reaction was also negative. He said
he suggested to Mr Dempster that any proposal should be put in writing to Dr McKee.
After further consideration by Dr McKee, Mr Parker said he reached a final view that
the Government and SECWA could not be involved in that manner. The meeting with
Mr Dempster served to put Mr Dowding and Mr Parker on notice that the project would
need additional support to proceed. Mr Parker agreed it became apparent in the first
half of 1988 that the project could not obtain finance as it stood without equity
participation.
18.1.27
Mr Dempster thought it was likely he met Mr Parker twice. The first
occasion was about the time Dr McKee sent to Mr Dempster an aide-memoire dated
14 March 1988 or shortly thereafter when Mr Parker indicated he did not want the
Government to be directly involved. Mr Dempster thought they met to discuss his
proposal of 4 March and Mr Parker asked Dr McKee to consider that proposal. He said
the second meeting followed the Sydney meeting between Dr McKee and Mr Clemens
and he, Mr Dempster, explained to Mr Parker that if the project was delayed it would
not proceed. There was "a window of opportunity". Mr Dempster said it was at the
second meeting they discussed Dr McKee's proposal in response (discussed in
paragraphs 18.1.33 and 18.1.34 of this chapter) which Mr Dempster said Mr Parker
supported.
18.1.28
Reverting to the chronology of events, Dr McKee and others met with
representatives of Standard Chartered in Sydney on 12 February 1988 and Dr McKee
discussed the meeting in a letter of 15 February 1988 to Mr Norman White, the
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Commissioner of SECWA. He reported that Standard Chartered wanted to establish a
contact point in SECWA and was advised to speak with Mr Blackman. Dr McKee's
letter then referred to an assurance given to Standard Chartered, in the presence of
Mr Parker, that the project had the total commitment of the Government and SECWA.
He also reported advising Standard Chartered that the gas contract had an in-built
assurance of continuity of supply and, in briefing notes for Mr Parker attached to the
letter, it was indicated that the Government's own review of the feasibility study showed
that the economics of the proposal were viable. Significantly, the briefing notes advised
that the bank was currently carrying out a credit risk analysis and Dr McKee's letter to
Mr White referred to the concern of Standard Chartered about the relationship between
the joint venture parties and SECWA.
18.1.29
Dr McKee described this as a formal courtesy meeting with the
Government. He was aware that Standard Chartered then occupied the position of chief
financing entity for PICL.
18.1.30
Dr McKee gave evidence of a second meeting with Mr Clemens of
Standard Chartered. He initially recalled it as occurring in April or early May but, on
being reminded of the date 3 March 1988, he agreed it occurred on that date. It came
about because Mr Dempster was aware that Dr McKee intended to travel to the Eastern
States and requested that he spend some time with Standard Chartered in order that the
financial side of the project might be explained to him. He said Mr Dempster was
anxious that he be encouraged by the Standard Chartered support for the project and he
understood Mr Clemens was to explain to him Standard Chartered's view of the viability
of the project. During the discussions, Mr Clemens advised Dr McKee that he was
anticipating there would be anything up to $200 million of equity in the project and he
understood or intimated to Dr McKee that those funds or that level of support would
come from the Government. Dr McKee advised him that the Government would not be
doing so. In notes of the meeting, Dr McKee recorded that he spent some three hours
with Standard Chartered and noted that the proposers were suggesting an equity
contribution of $150 million from "SECWA/WAG". He then recorded proposals that
could be made by the Government as including a guarantee by SECWA for $150 million
or SECWA or other WAG body injecting equity to match ongoing interest costs of
$150 million. The concept of Government support was obviously not rejected out of
hand, but these were discussions of the most tentative type that amounted to no more
than possibilities to be considered. This approach was consistent with the Government's
general expression of support found in the letter written by Dr McKee at Mr Parker's
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direction during the settlement discussions of 3 June 1988 related to the NCSC inquiry
into the Bell Group share transaction.
18.1.31
As to the letter of 4 March 1988 from Mr Dempster to Dr McKee
suggesting that SECWA issue to Standard Chartered a guaranteed takeout for
$150 million, the evidence of Mr Parker that he suggested to Mr Dempster that any
proposal be put in writing to Dr McKee is supported by the evidence of Dr McKee. He
said the letter was the result of a meeting with the Minister who had said privately to
Dr McKee that he would not provide the support requested but had indicated to
Mr Dempster that he was at liberty to put the request in writing to Dr McKee for
consideration in the normal processes. He was not entirely sure whether the letter came
before or after the meeting, but the topic was canvassed at the meeting and had also
been discussed by Dr McKee and Mr Dempster previously when it had been refused
outright by Dr McKee.
18.1.32
Although the letter of 4 March 1988 was written the day after
Dr McKee met Mr Clemens in Sydney, as indicated earlier, we do not accept
Mr Dempster's evidence that the suggestion of Government support first emanated from
Dr McKee as a consequence of that meeting. Mr Clemens gave evidence before
Mr Dempster spoke of the Sydney meeting. We have no hesitation, however, in
accepting the evidence of Dr McKee on this aspect in preference to that of
Mr Dempster, and we are satisfied that Mr Dempster first proposed that the
Government/SECWA provide special support.
18.1.33
On 14 March 1988 Dr McKee sent a document titled "Aide-memoire
on Floor Price Arrangement for Petrochemical Plant" to Mr Dempster. The
aide-memoire discussed an arrangement, schematically demonstrated in the attachment,
which involved support by a Government created entity to a maximum of $150 million
over the financing period of the project linked to a product price, the purpose being to
inject cash into the project to meet equity loan commitments if revenue fell below a base
price. It referred to the State guaranteeing the performance of the entity and stated that
the Government could be seen to have simply provided a commercial investment
opportunity and not to have provided any special support to the proponents. The
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arrangement thus described was remarkably similar to the support agreement that was
ultimately reached when the Government and Bond Corporation purchased PICL. The
document was accompanied by a note:
"As promised, we said we would put in writing some thoughts
on the floor pricing arrangement.
The following document indicates a broad outline of how this
would work."
18.1.34
Dr McKee said this floor plan was a common mechanism in banking
circles and he was merely attempting to set out for Mr Dempster the nature of the floor
plan and how it worked as a means of providing equity at a low cost. He said he heard
nothing from Mr Dempster after sending it and it was not something at the end of the
day that SECWA would have wanted to do. Dr McKee said that during the meeting
between the Minister and Mr Dempster and Mr Connell at about the time of the letter
of 4 March, after the request by Mr Dempster for $150 million support was rejected, it
was suggested that perhaps they had not exhausted all other alternative means of
financing. As they had not heard of a floor plan, the Minister suggested that Dr McKee
put the matter in writing for them so that they would have an understanding of how it
worked. He agreed it was designed for the serious consideration of the PICL personnel
and to give them an opportunity to respond as to whether it appealed to them or
otherwise. Dr McKee said it was a personal point of view of what a floor plan was and
it had never been discussed with a Minister or the Government. As far as he was
concerned, if it found favour it would have to be put together and presented to the
Minister and others to see if they approved. Dr McKee was adamant that it never
became anything other than an academic exercise.
18.1.35
As discussed in paragraph 18.1.25 of this chapter, Mr Dempster said
his letter of 4 March 1988 was a direct result of the meeting between Dr McKee and
Mr Clemens in Sydney. He said that, after that letter, Dr McKee came back to him with
the proposition found in the aide-memoire of 14 March 1988. He said he took it as a
firm proposition from SECWA/the Government and his view in that regard was
supported by prior conversations with Dr McKee. In addition he recalled conversations
with Mr Parker before and after the aide-memoire when Mr Parker supported
Dr McKee's recommendation in the aide-memoire.
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18.1.36
In our view, it is highly unlikely that Mr Dempster regarded the
aide-memoire as a firm proposal. However, as is demonstrated by the letter from
Mr White to Mr Dempster of 19 April 1988 which is canvassed shortly, it was more
than an "academic" exercise, the description given to it by Dr McKee. Mr Dempster
initially confirmed it was never accepted as he was still working on the first proposal
of $150 million or $200 million. He then said he could not say whether he contacted
Dr McKee or anyone at SECWA to indicate acceptance but claimed he proceeded on
that basis. A little later in evidence, Mr Dempster said either he or Mr Kins had
indicated acceptance. We found Mr Dempster's evidence most unsatisfactory and
subsequent correspondence clearly demonstrates the aide-memoire "proposal" was not
the form of support for which Mr Dempster pressed. We are satisfied that no one on
behalf of PICL purported to accept that "proposal".
18.1.37
On 21 March 1988 Mr Clemens wrote to Mr Dempster for the express
purpose of providing him with a status report as to the funding of the project following
discussions that had taken place the previous week with SECWA and Mr Tony Lloyd.
Having referred to the base case analysis of the project in a previous report from
Standard Chartered that "... an upfront equity contribution for the project was indicated
at $210 million together with debt funding calculated at $607 million", and having
indicated that the upfront equity requirement could be reduced to $150 million if further
improvements were made to certain contracts, Mr Clemens wrote
"Your recent discussions with the Minister and the proposals
now put forward by Tony Lloyd are a great breakthrough in
providing liquidity to the project during its early years of
operation. They also provide an opportunity to fund the
project during its construction phase using debt finance only."
Mr Clemens also referred to a deferral of energy charges of up $250 million and an
additional need for SECWA to understand that it or some other Government agency
would also have to be prepared to provide funding because, should operations be
stopped or production reduced for some reason during a loan repayment period, the
mere deferral of energy payments would be of no assistance in meeting the project's
interest and principal repayment obligations. He said unless SECWA/W A Government
had an obligation to provide cash funding of up to, say, $250 million, the lenders might
be put in the position of having to provide all of the construction costs without recourse
to any equity in order to ameliorate the situation.
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18.1.38
Mr Clemens said that he was told by Mr Dempster that the Minister had
agreed that energy prices would be deferred in the manner described in the letter of
21 March 1988. Mr Dempster was unable to recall whether he made that statement to
Mr Clemens. We have no doubt that Mr Dempster made the statement knowing that it
was contrary to the true position.
18.1.39
Mr Dempster also made a similar statement to Mitsubishi Corporation
("Mitsubishi"). In a letter of 25 March 1988 he wrote that the Western Australian
Government, through SECWA, would be fully backing the project by supplying a
support guarantee to the bankers saying "... the support will make available
approximately $150 million by way of deferred payment of feed gas, electricity and
ethane supplied, together with a floor base price plan to underpin the project viability".
He added that the SECWA commitment and a letter of guarantee from Mitsubishi for
a credit facility of $50 million would satisfy two major obstacles raised with him by the
bank. Mitsubishi responded by letter of 28 March 1988 indicating it was prepared to
provide the credit facility subject to obtaining copies of documents including SECWA's
formal guarantee to support the project by way of deferred payment of feedstock
together with a floor base price plan.
18.1.40
On 12 April 1988 Mr Clemens wrote to Mr Dempster seeking a
response to several questions in order to finalise their Information Memorandum on the
project for the banks. He confirmed in evidence that his understanding, as expressed
in the letter, came from an earlier conversation with Mr Dempster but, because he had
many conversations with Mr Dempster, he could not recollect in which particular
conversation these understandings were crystallised. As to the negotiations with
SECWA he wrote:
"As I understand it negotiations with SECWA have produced
the following concessions to date:
(a)

stand-by funding of up to A$200 million by way of
deferral of ethane/energy charges in the event that the
project does not reach agreed minimum cash flows to
service interest and principal repayments;

(b)

elimination of CPI increases from pricing of
ethane/energy charges.
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It is important that we have a confirmatory letter from
SECWA in relation to the above. Can you arrange this or do
you wish us to deal directly with SECWA ourselves?"
18.1.41
Mr Dempster made handwritten notations on the letter from
Mr Clemens, obviously in preparation of the response and replied in writing the same
day. He expressed surprise at the questions, indicating they were not really relevant or
pertinent to discussions of the previous week in which he advised Mr Clemens of the
position. He went on:
"... I believe I made it very clear to you that we required
project funding on a Limited Recourse basis; we have
accommodated you for AUD$200 million deferred payment
by SECWA and are negotiating a "No Escalation" provision
period in the SECWA gas contract ...".
Mr Dempster then referred specifically to subparagraphs (a) and (b) of the letter from
Mr Clemens in the following terms:
"(a) Requested letter asap.
(b)

Term still being agreed. Aiming for ten years, but will
settle for six years based on our risk assessment.

We will arrange confirmatory letter. Do not go to SECWA
direct."
18.1.42
The same day as those two letters were written, Mr Dempster met
Dr McKee and they met again three days later on 15 April 1988. Dr McKee reported
on these meetings to the Minister by memorandum dated 18 April. Dr McKee said in
evidence that the concessions referred to in the letters of 12 April had never been agreed
and, although Mr Dempster had tried to apply a deadline, he had been advised that
SECWA would not be bound by any timetable but would look at things carefully. We
are satisfied that Dr McKee is correct on these aspects and that his memorandum of
18 April 1988 is accurate.
18.1.43
In the memorandum, Dr McKee advised the Minister that Mr Dempster
had sought two assistance mechanisms. First he sought a change in the gas price to a
fixed price for 10 years or, at worst, for six years with only annual CPI thereafter, that
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is, no catch-up. This had been rejected outright for reasons set out in the memorandum.
The second assistance mechanism sought by Mr Dempster was that SECWA undertake
to provide funds through holdovers of its energy/fuel billings to the project to the extent
of $50 million per annum for the first four years of production, that is, a total of
$200 million support which was to rise to $250 million with interest over the four years.
This mechanism would apply when income of the project was insufficient to meet
operation costs plus interest and principal loan repayments. Security was to be provided
by way of a second charge over the project. It was suggested that the loan would carry
commercial rates of interest and repayment would only occur after bank project loans
were repaid, envisaged to be by the end of year four of operations. Dr McKee reported
his response that seven conditions had to be satisfied if support was to be provided,
including a charge over PICL's assets as well as the project. Support also would depend
on a satisfactory analysis of risk furnished directly by the banks to SECWA.
18.1.44
Dr McKee's version is supported by a memorandum of 15 April 1988
prepared by Mr Suttie, then the Acting Executive Director - Energy in the DRD. The
memorandum was in the form of Mr Suttie's notes of the meeting of 15 April, in which
he recorded his presence with Dr McKee, representing DRD, together with
Mr Dempster, Mr M Lewis and Mr Kins, representing PICL. The notes stated that
Dr McKee opened the meeting by referring to the meeting of 12 April and items which
PICL representatives had said must be satisfied in order to obtain finance for the project.
He recorded that Dr McKee said SECWA would not contemplate the non-escalation of
the gas price during the period of the project loan. Similarly he noted that Dr McKee
said SECWA could not contemplate deferred payment if it applied to the principal
amount of the project loan, but then said that, subject to a number of caveats, SECWA
was prepared to agree in principle to deferral if the project could not meet interest
payments, basically along the lines suggested by PICL at the meeting of 12 April.
However, "... in addition Dr McKee indicated that SECWA would require security in
this matter beyond a second charge on the project". According to the notes
Mr Dempster asked for a letter from Dr McKee rejecting the request for the nonescalation of gas price, and a separate letter from Dr McKee by Monday 18 April stating
SECWA's commitment in principle to the deferred payment request which Mr Dempster
could use as part of his company's documentation on the project to the banks.
Mr Dempster advised that senior managers from the banks would be visiting Perth early
the following week and it was essential this information was ready for presentation to
the banks during this visit.
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18.1.45
In his memorandum to the Minister, Dr McKee advised that on
12 April 1988 Mr Dempster had insisted that the support was the last requirement to
enable the project to proceed, that formal agreement was required within a week and if
it was not provided the project would not proceed. In addition he advised that at the
later meeting of the 15 April, Mr Dempster had insisted on the provision by Monday 18
April of a letter of agreement to support in principle. No assurances were given.
Dr McKee set out a number of implications that he perceived would arise if support was
provided and concluded that the proposal would clearly expose SECWA to considerable
financial risk and could not be recommended to SECWA for approval. Dr McKee
added, however, that the State might well decide from the perspective of general
industrial growth of the State that the project needed to proceed. He finished by seeking
guidance on whether SECWA should furnish the support letter to PICL.
18.1.46
Dr McKee had spoken with Mr White on 17 April 1988 and the
conversation was reflected in a confidential file note prepared by Mr White and dated
18 April 1988. Mr White wrote:
"I received a proposal from Dr McKee on April 15 which
proposed that SECWA would forgo payment for energy
supply for the PICL project of up to $50 million each year for
the first four years of the venture. The security offered to
SECWA was a second mortgage over the project. Repayment
would only be after bank project loans were repaid, envisaged
to be by the end of four years of operation."
Mr White recorded that Mr Parker wanted a response to the proposal by 18 April when
he and the Premier would meet with Mr Dempster. He noted his advice to Dr McKee
on 17 April that, although SECWA wanted to pursue the project, it could not support
the financing proposal which contained such a high level of risk. Dr McKee agreed he
would either add a written statement of SECWA's position to the Minister or clearly
state it verbally to the Minister prior to the Minister's meeting with Mr Dempster. That
position appears on page 3 of the memorandum to the Minister of 18 April 1988.
18.1.47
While the memorandum from Dr McKee to the Minister of 18 April
concerning the meetings of 12 and 15 April indicated that Mr Dempster's requests were
being seriously considered, it did not suggest that Dr McKee had given Mr Dempster
to understand that any agreement had been reached, even on a tentative basis, that the
Government would assist in the ways discussed. The passage quoted from the
confidential file note made by Mr White might, if viewed in isolation, imply that
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Dr McKee had put forward a positive proposal in favour of SECWA forgoing payment
for energy supply, but we accept the evidence of Dr McKee that he did not put it
forward as his proposal. He was unable to say whether he indicated a view on the
matter. We are satisfied that Dr McKee was conveying to Mr White the second of the
two assistance mechanisms sought by Mr Dempster and a comparison of the above
extract from Mr White's file note with the terms of Dr McKee's report to the Minister
on the second of the requests by Mr Dempster leaves us in no doubt about the issue.
18.1.48
It was Mr Parker's general recollection that, although Dr McKee did a
lot of work on how the Government might move if so minded, he was unaware of any
agreement for deferral of energy charges. If SECWA was contemplating it he would
have expected to know. As recorded in the file note by Mr White, Mr Parker and the
Premier were due to meet with Mr Dempster on 18 April 1988 and Mr Parker was
seeking a response from Dr McKee by 8.30 am that day. On 17 April Mr White advised
Dr McKee that SECWA could not support the proposal and in the memorandum of
18 April 1988 Dr McKee made that stand known to Mr Parker. Mr Parker's day sheet
recorded that he was due to meet with Mr Dempster, together with Mr Ferguson and
Mr Hawthorn of Bankers Trust Australia Limited ("BT"), but did not refer to
Mr Dowding. He had no specific recollection of the meeting and doubted that he would
have discussed the SECWA issues because that would have involved rebuffing
Mr Dempster in the presence of BT. Mr Parker believed, however, that it was made
clear that Mr Dempster's ideas were rejected and he referred to a letter from Mr White
to Mr Dempster of 19 April 1988.
18.1.49
The letter of 19 April 1988 confirmed advice given to Mr Dempster by
Dr McKee that the suggestion by Mr Dempster of deferring the CPI element of the gas
price for a number of years was not acceptable "... as the gas price negotiated by
SECWA is the lowest possible basis price that can be made available to the project and
the Agreement as negotiated will have to stand". As to the holdover of fuel billings to
a total of $200 million before interest, Mr White wrote that any assistance to be
provided by SECWA or the State would have to be on a commercial basis and be seen
as such. He went on to recommend the floor plan arrangement which he said had been
proposed to Mr Dempster earlier as providing a mechanism to insulate the project and
its financiers against undue movement in product prices during the period of capital
repayments. As to the specific proposition of holding over fuel billings, the letter made
clear that this could be considered by SECWA only if there was a commercially
acceptable level of equity within the project and if nine specified conditions were met.
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In conclusion Mr White reiterated that SECWA was able to proceed only on a
commercially acceptable basis which would require reasonable levels of equity within
the project.
18.1.50
Mr Dempster's evidence conflicts with that of both Dr McKee and
Mr Clemens. As previously mentioned, we found Mr Dempster's evidence most
unsatisfactory in a number of respects. He said that discussions concerning the
possibility of deferred payments for utilities proceeded as a separate issue from the floor
pricing arrangement canvassed in the aide-memoire and that he could not recall
specifically SECWA's response to the proposition. He acknowledged that no agreement
on deferred payments was reached before SECWA wrote on 19 April 1988 setting out
what he regarded as unacceptable conditions. However, Mr Dempster was then
confronted with his letter of 25 March 1988 to Mitsubishi in which he had stated that
the Government through SECWA would provide support to the extent of approximately
$150 million by way of deferred payments together with a floor base price plan. Asked
how he was able to make such a statement in view of his evidence that no agreement
was reached with SECWA about deferred payments, he responded that in April SECWA
changed Dr McKee's commitment. He refused to acknowledge the obvious conflict
between his evidence that no agreement had been reached and his letter to Mitsubishi.
18.1.51
As to the issue of eliminating CPI increases in the charges,
Mr Dempster specifically said it was put to SECWA which responded negatively. He
was then questioned about the contrary understanding reflected in the letter from
Standard Chartered to him of 12 April 1988 and his response of the same date, which
letters clearly indicated that agreement had been reached for the elimination of CPI
increases but the term was still being discussed. Mr Dempster denied the evidence of
Mr Clemens that he had advised Mr Clemens that negotiations with SECWA had
produced such a concession, but maintained that he conveyed the position as he
understood it to Mr Clemens, namely, that it had been agreed in principle but the term
or period was yet to be agreed. That suggestion was contrary to his earlier evidence
and, faced with that obvious conflict, Mr Dempster said there was no agreement in
writing but in negotiations, Dr McKee, representing the DRD, would invariably say
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"look I think that will be okay - I will follow it up and I will come back to you". He
went on to say that he understood that there was a distinct possibility that SECWA
would agree to a fixed CPI. He also said he:
"... was informed that they may have agreed -- at one stage
they were considering that they may drop the CPI. We had
requested it from them."
When asked which part of his evidence was correct, Mr Dempster responded that it
could have been both.
18.1.52
We have no hesitation in rejecting the evidence of Mr Dempster in
these respects. We are satisfied that no agreement was reached upon these issues with
Dr McKee or SECWA, and Mr Dempster's communications with Standard Chartered
and Mitsubishi in this regard were not merely lacking in precision. In our view
Mr Dempster deliberately misled Standard Chartered and Mitsubishi as to the position
reached with SECWA knowing that, without the additional support he claimed to have,
100% debt funding was not possible.
18.1.53
We also find ourselves unable to accept the evidence of Mr Dempster
that he believed throughout that the project could obtain 100% debt funding without an
injection of equity or the assistance of other support mechanisms. Mr Clemens recalled
that as part of the bank's role to fund debt and equity capital for the project, a
comprehensive report was prepared by the bank in about May 1988 in which they
identified, inter alia, two major areas to be addressed in order to make the project
bankable, namely, the required equity capital and the necessity to have an experienced
operator from the petrochemical industry. He said the bank expressed the view that
equity capital of 20%-30% of the total project including interest during construction was
required. We accept the evidence of Mr Clemens in this regard. It finds support in his
letter of 21 March 1988 to Mr Dempster wherein he reminded Mr Dempster of the base
case analysis in a report to him of 29 February 1988 that "... an upfront equity
contribution for the project was indicated at $210 million together with debt funding
calculated at $607 million". In that letter Mr Clemens advised that, with further
improvements to the construction and sales contracts with JGC and Mitsubishi
respectively, the upfront equity requirement could be reduced to $150 million with the
debt component rising to an estimated $667 million. $150 million is a little less than
23% of $667 million.
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18.1.54
Mr Dempster initially suggested there was correspondence from
Standard Chartered to the effect that the project could proceed in accordance with the
heads of agreement and obtain 100% debt funding without any support mechanism from
the Government or SECWA. He denied that Mr Clemens expressed the view to him that
100% debt funding was not possible. Later in his evidence Mr Dempster acknowledged
that, prior to discussions of specific support mechanisms, Mr Clemens made the point
that he could not realistically expect to get 100% debt funding, but claimed that before
being retained Mr Clemens or Mr Bradley said that 100% debt funding was a realistic
proposition. By contrast, in his later evidence, Mr Dempster agreed that Standard
Chartered continued to promote the view that equity participation was required. He
agreed it was his memory that Standard Chartered did not change that view. We find
it is clear from the evidence of Mr Clemens and the various documents that have been
tendered before us that Standard Chartered consistently maintained a view that equity
participation was required.
18.1.55
Mr Dempster said he was annoyed that Standard Chartered was seeking
equity because it had been retained to prepare funding on the basis of 100% project
financing. Wardleys was retained in January or February 1988 to obtain equity in order
to reduce the borrowings, but was unsuccessful in the limited time available. In view
of the problems with Standard Chartered, BT was asked to assist. Mr Dempster
suggested that BT demonstrated a view or belief that 100% debt funding could be
obtained without other support mechanisms. He referred to a BT proposal of
March 1988 and, in particular, to passages under the heading "Financial Objectives of
PICL". We do not agree that those passages indicate that BT held such a view. The
paragraph in which there was reference to the project being financed on a total project
basis began "... on the basis of our discussions with PICL and our understanding of the
project economics, we have set out below what we believe to be PICL's financing
objectives". The author was merely setting out the objectives that had been conveyed
to him by representatives of PICL. In any event the entire proposal prepared by BT was
based on information conveyed to it by PICL representatives which included an
additional support mechanism from SECWA set out as follows in paragraph 1 under the
heading "Introduction":
"The Gas Supply Contract with SECWA is also at an
advanced stage and should be finalised in the immediate
future. The contract provides for SECWA to make available
a $250 million credit in respect of gas, power and fuel in the
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event that the project revenues are insufficient to meet such
costs."
18.1.56
The BT proposal does not support Mr Dempster's suggestion that BT
was expressing the view that without support mechanisms 100% debt funding was
possible. Like Mitsubishi and Standard Chartered, BT had been given misleading
information by Mr Dempster and was given it at an early stage of the negotiations. If
confirmation is required of the understanding of BT that an additional support
mechanism would be in place, it is found in the letter of 13 April 1988 from BT to
Mr Dempster in which the following paragraph appears:
"Forecast usage of ethane, fuel gas and electricity will
contribute to solving many problems for SECWA and the
Government of WA and we can understand their desire to
fully support the project to the extent they will undertake to
support the project to a maximum of A$200 million until the
borrowings against the project are repaid."
18.1.57
In the same context, Mr Hawthorn of BT sent a memorandum to
Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards dated 19 July 1988 referring to a telephone discussion of the
previous evening with Mr Lloyd from which he understood consideration was being
given to an alternative arrangement for SECWA's provision of gas and utilities to PICL.
He went on to refer to SECWA making advances to PICL to meet shortfalls in the
scheduled debt service, SECWA being liable for outstanding debt at the end of the
scheduled repayment period and SECWA's obligations being guaranteed by the
Government. He described such an arrangement as tantamount to the Government
providing an indirect guarantee of repayment to lenders and thus the pricing of the debt
facility should reflect those for a semi-Government risk. Mr Hawthorn wrote that on
the basis of the previous SECWA arrangement with PICL, BT had assessed the likely
level of equity required to be of the order of 20% of project costs whereas, if the
proposed arrangement was put in place, the level could be reduced significantly. He
added that to reduce the level below 10% would significantly increase the likelihood
that SECWA would have to provide funds over the financing period and he referred to
a range of $48 million to $327 million.
18.1.58
Mr Dempster acknowledged that, on the basis of the previous SECWA
arrangement as BT understood it, BT had expressed the view that the likely level of
equity required would be in the order of 20% of the project cost. Ultimately he agreed
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that no one had indicated to him that there was a realistic possibility of obtaining 100%
debt funding without additional support mechanisms.
18.1.59
We accept the evidence of Mr Clemens that initially Mr Dempster had
expressed the view that 100% debt funding without equity should be obtainable, but,
when it was explained over a period that this was not feasible, he appeared to change
his mind on the matter. We have no doubt that during the negotiations of March and
April 1988 Mr Dempster was well aware that the project could not obtain finance unless
there was an injection of equity in the region of 20%-30% of the capital costs or
substantial support mechanisms from the Government were put in place. It follows that
we have rejected his evidence that he believed otherwise.
18.1.60
We note Mr Clemens' view that the project was not bankable on the
basis of 100% debt finance. He described the valuation by Price Waterhouse of the
5 May 1988 as "highly inflated and incorrect". It was almost an after-the-event
valuation because no discount was allowed for matters such as risks associated with
construction. It assumed everything would be resolved perfectly. In Mr Clemens'
opinion, in May 1988 the project "... either had no value or if somebody wanted to get
into that business it may have had a value of $20 million or $30 million, something like
that, not a very high value". He had explained it would have value only if there was a
buyer and "... it was not clear there were any buyers for the project". He observed that
searches for equity contributors had been unsuccessful. Although the possibility of
buyers had not been completely searched out, none of the big petrochemical or oil
companies had come forward to participate in the project. He understood that
Mr Dempster had spoken to a number of them.
18.1.61
Mr Dempster was firm in his evidence that the project had realistic
prospects of proceeding without additional Government support either through an
injection of equity or the obtaining of 100% debt finance. He denied that the project
was permanently stalled, rather, it might take longer to get underway. This belief tends
to be contradicted by the view Mr Dempster had earlier expressed concerning a
"window of opportunity", and is in stark contrast to the reality as we find it. As
Mr Dempster put to Dr McKee on 12 April 1988, if Government/SECWA support was
not provided the project would not proceed. Mr Dempster maintained he would have
said it would not proceed "immediately", but we do not have any doubt that he
conveyed to Dr McKee his belief that the project would not proceed at all.
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18.1.62
Neither Mr Dempster nor Mr Connell were able to raise the required
funds and, notwithstanding Mr Dempster's claim that realistic prospects were under
consideration, we are satisfied that attempts by others to raise these funds were proving
fruitless. It was abundantly clear to everyone involved that the project could not obtain
the necessary finance without either a substantial equity participation or a Government
guarantee/support mechanism that could be regarded by the banks as a satisfactory
substitution for equity participation. Without the finance the project could not get
started. In addition to the issue of obtaining finance, there must have been considerable
doubt in the minds of those involved, including the financial institutions, as to the
viability of the project at least in the early stages, unless some arrangement was made
with SECWA concerning the cost of the energy supplies or some other support
mechanism was provided by the Government to meet a shortfall that would inevitably
occur if the project was required to pay commercially acceptable prices to SECWA.
18.1.63
We are satisfied that, in the first half of 1988, without a Government
guarantee/support mechanism the collapse of the project was imminent and, with
knowledge of that situation, Mr Parker supported SECWA's position and decided not
to provide the support that was being sought by Mr Dempster. Mr Dempster was
acutely aware of the situation and of the Government/SECWA decision not to provide
additional support. The precarious position of the project and Mr Parker's knowledge
of that position, are significant in considering the subsequent decision to provide the
necessary support mechanism in the context of the Government decision to purchase
PICL in conjunction with Bond Corporation. There is no evidence that Mr Parker
shared his knowledge with Mr Dowding or Mr Grill. We note, however, the evidence
of Mr Grill that, during the crucial meeting in late June or early July 1988 attended by
him and Mr Parker, Mr Beckwith said the project would not proceed in the hands of
Mr Connell and Mr Dempster because they lacked the necessary financial capacity.
18.2

PICL emerges as a solution to the Rothwells' problem

18.2.1
The possibility of a sale of PICL to Bond Corporation had always been
an option. Mr Connell said one of the options considered was to bring PICL to a stage
or state where it could be sold as a project to somebody else but, although it was an
option considered, it was not really their intention. He said he and Mr Dempster
intended to sell down some part of the equity but retain an ongoing interest.
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18.2.2
Mr Dempster said that prior to contact from Mr Bond in May 1988, the
only discussion of selling was a conversation he had with Mr Connell during the
1987-88 Christmas break when Mr Connell asked what Mr Dempster thought the project
was worth and whether it could be $100 million or $200 million. Mr Dempster
responded that he did not know, but it was yet to be fully developed and there would be
different values as the development progressed. Then came the contact from Mr Bond
in May 1988 who asked whether Mr Dempster would be interested in selling his half
of the PICL project and, if he did want to sell, would he accept $100 million.
Mr Dempster said he would consider it and Mr Bond indicated that if Mr Dempster
intended to sell he should let Mr Bond know as he would be interested in considering
the purchase. Mr Dempster said the next step came in June when a meeting was called
at Mr Connell's office which was attended by Mr Beckwith and, he thought, Mr Harry
Lodge, the senior partner from Parker & Parker, on behalf of Bond Corporation. He
thought Mr Edwards was present. The subject of Bond Corporation's interest in
purchasing the project was broached and Mr Dempster gained the impression that there
had been discussions between Bond Corporation and Mr Connell. No price was
discussed; it was just a general indication that Bond Corporation was interested.
Mr Dempster returned to his office and attempted unsuccessfully to contact Mr Bond
in New York to establish whether Mr Bond was the "motivator". A representative of
Bond Corporation then approached Mr Dempster to look at details of the project and,
with Mr Connell's agreement, PICL made available the financing details. He thought
this was in June or early July. There followed many questions and considerable
correspondence in order to provide the details sought by Bond Corporation and that
group seemed particularly interested.
18.2.3
Mr Dempster said the matter seemed to go quiet for a while and he
thought it was during July that Mr Connell rang him one evening to say he had been at
a very unsavoury meeting with Bond Corporation and/or the Government and that he
had borrowed money on his shares in PICL through Dalleagles. This was obviously a
reference to the NCSC settlement of 3 June 1988. In the words put to Mr Dempster,
"they had gazumped him" and were squeezing him out of the project. Mr Connell told
Mr Dempster not to worry because Mr Dempster had pre-emptive rights. Mr Dempster
disagreed that he had such rights. This was the first occasion that Mr Dempster was
aware that Bond Corporation had loaned Mr Connell money and was seeking to acquire
his equity in the project. He said that occurred some time in July because it was in the
latter part of July that a proposal to buy him out was put forward.
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18.2.4
Mr Dempster said he had not thought about selling prior to the first
approach from Mr Bond in about May 1988. Mr Connell, however, said obtaining
100% funding was proving difficult in 1987-1988 and he attended a number of meetings
with a view to selling down a small part of the equity. He recalled 20% as the amount
in contemplation, but accepted it might have been a total of 40%. In addition,
communications between the Director of Finance of Dempster Nominees Pty Ltd,
Mr Griffin, and the R & I Bank commencing in January 1988 do not support
Mr Dempster's evidence. These communications confirm Mr Connell's recollection that
they intended to sell down some part of the equity but retain an ongoing interest. The
correspondence between Mr Griffin and the bank occurred in the context of extensive
indebtedness to the bank and the bank's interest in improving that situation. Details of
that indebtedness are discussed in paragraph 18.2.10 of this chapter.
18.2.5
By letter of 18 January 1988 Mr Griffin provided the R & I Bank with
a brief summary of the position with the petrochemical project and indicated PICL
expected to begin construction in about three months. He advised that Dempster
Nominees owned 50% of the project but there were four large companies positioning
to take equity "... and we have made the decision to sell 40% equity for $100 million".
He indicated that $50 million would be injected into the company as capital and
Dempster Nominees would receive $25 million, hence they expected to be in a very
liquid position by the end of May and the bank's position would either be cleared in full
or substantially reduced by that time. As to that statement that the decision had been
made to sell 40%, Mr Dempster said it was not exactly how it was to occur. He said he
was raising equity for PICL, but he did not recall an intention to sell equity to somebody
and then put money back in. He understood that others would be approached to inject
equity but not to acquire any of the shares held by him or Mr Connell.
18.2.6
In respect of the letter of 18 January 1988 and other dealings with the
bank, Mr Griffin said he relied on his own knowledge from his own dealings or on
information from Mr Dempster or Mr Kins. In his dealings with the bank he
endeavoured to be accurate and from his previous employment with the R & I Bank, he
appreciated the importance of information from customers being as accurate as possible.
He said the statement that a decision had been taken to sell 40% reflected a decision that
each of Mr Connell and Mr Dempster would sell 20% and that this decision had been
taken early in 1988. He agreed that either Mr Dempster told him the decision had been
taken or it was a decision made at a meeting at which he and Mr Dempster were present.
He appreciated the distinction between the process described in evidence by
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Mr Dempster and that which was reflected in his letter, and with his financial
background he did not have any difficulty in understanding the distinction between
those two processes. Mr Dempster's evidence did not cause him to alter his view about
the matter.
18.2.7
Mr Griffin's understanding finds support in correspondence from
Wardleys to Mr Dempster and Mr Connell. In a letter of 22 January 1988 Wardleys
confirmed instructions from Mr Dempster to locate an equity participant or participants
to acquire a 20% interest from the present shareholders with a view to acquiring
sufficient new shares to emerge with a 40% holding in the expanded share capital. This
concept was repeated in an information memorandum prepared by Wardleys and sent
to Mr Connell with a letter dated 29 January 1988. This concept, by itself, would not
have provided any additional funds to PICL.
18.2.8
In an interview with R & I Bank officers reported on in a memorandum
16 March 1988 prepared by Mr E Holland, the Corporate Lending Manager of the R & I
Bank, Mr Griffin confirmed that consideration was being given to selling. Mr Holland
recorded that a decision by Dempster Nominees and Mr Connell on whether to sell 40%
of their combined holding for $100 million to Mitsubishi would be taken on signing of
the contracts in Japan on 28 March 1988. It was said there were several sources
available from which debt retirement might be achieved, the most favoured by Dempster
Nominees being the disposal of 40% of PICL for $50 million to Mitsubishi by
May 1988. Mr Griffin recalled the meeting and confirmed that ideas were fluctuating;
the sale was the most favoured option, as reported in the memorandum. He said his
views would have reflected those of management and he probably discussed the matter
with Mr Dempster. He acknowledged there was no-one else from whom he could have
obtained instructions for these sorts of matters. Mr Dempster, however, said it was not
correct to say that a decision would be made on whether to sell the 40% on the signing
of the contract, and he could not think of anything that would lead Mr Griffin to an
incorrect belief in that regard. Similarly it was not correct to say that Dempster
Nominees favoured the disposal of 40% and, again, he was unable to assist with where
Mr Griffin could have obtained such information.
18.2.9
Mr Holland reported on a further meeting with Mr Griffin and the
Senior Manager of Corporate Banking, Mr C Lynn, by memorandum dated 22 April
1988. He wrote that negotiations to sell down equity to Mitsubishi had fallen through
however three additional alternative options had emerged as likely prospects.
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Mr Griffin said in evidence he was not personally conducting negotiations and, although
he was not sure, he believed he would have relied on information from Mr Kins or
Mr Dempster. The memorandum further noted advice from Mr Griffin that negotiations
for the sale of equity were advanced and, in evidence, Mr Griffin said that such
information came from Mr Dempster or Mr Kins plus there were persons in Perth doing
due diligence on the project such as Asiatic Berhard. As to a further notation in the
memorandum that a firm understanding was held that Dempster Nominees would
dispose of a portion of the equity in PICL by May 1988 to substantially reduce or clear
the debt, Mr Griffin confirmed that was the plan at the time. Mr Griffin said it was his
view that there was a firm understanding between the bank and him that Dempster
Nominees would dispose of a portion of the equity by May 1988. Mr Dempster again
denied any intention to sell and said if the statements were made by Mr Griffin they
were not as a result of anything he had said to Mr Griffin.
18.2.10
Mr Griffin said he would not have made the statements concerning the
intention to sell 40% of the equity on his own initiative and they would have been made
as a result of talks with either Mr Dempster or the management team which comprised
Mr Dempster and Mr Kins. He was doubtful as to whether there was any realistic
possibility that in some way he misunderstood the situation. We reject the evidence of
Mr Dempster and we are satisfied that Mr Griffin had a correct understanding of the
intentions as expounded by Mr Dempster. Whether Mr Dempster truly intended that he
and Mr Connell should sell 40% may be doubtful, but we have no doubt that he
instructed Mr Griffin to advise the R & I Bank of such an intention to appease the bank
which was seeking a reduction in the indebtedness which had reached about $54 million
for Dempster Nominees by March 1988. The total group exposure including Burswood
Property Trust, Mallina Holdings and Dempster Nominees was, by then, in excess of
$145 million.
18.2.11
According to Mr Bond, prior to October 1987 he met with Mr Connell
and Mr Dempster concerning PICL and he subsequently retained an ongoing interest
and monitored the project. Figures up to $500 million for a 50% equity wee discussed,
but that was not a figure that Mr Bond would entertain. In the first half of 1988,
Mr Lloyd saw Mr Bond and there were various conversations with Mr Beckwith and
Mr Peter Mitchell, but he, Mr Bond, told them he was not interested. Mr Bond was
unable to recall whether anyone suggested PICL as a possible solution to Rothwells
prior NCSC investigation into the Bell Group share transaction.
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18.2.12
On 30 April 1988 Consolidated Contractors International (CCI) wrote
to Mr Bond in connection with PICL. Mr Bond described CCI as an "international
construction finance house" and confirmed he had been considering a consortium with
it. He had engaged in discussions with Multiplex and was trying to put Multiplex and
CCI together as a joint venture with a view to making a proposal to Rothwells. It is not
clear why he considered a proposal to Rothwells rather than Mr Connell and
Mr Dempster. Mr Bond said he was considering taking over the whole project and did
not at any time entertain leaving Mr Connell and/or Mr Dempster within it.
18.2.13
The earliest documentary evidence that suggests a connection between
PICL and Rothwells is found in the mention of Mr Lloyd in a letter from Standard
Chartered to PICL of 21 March 1988, which referred to recent discussions with
Mr Parker and proposals being put forward by Mr Lloyd. On 22 March 1988 a
facsimile from the Sydney office of Standard Chartered to its Perth office referred to
lengthy telephone conversations with, among others, Mr Dempster, Mr Connell and
Mr Lloyd. Finally, a facsimile transmission from Mr Clemens of Standard Chartered
to Mr Dempster of 19 May 1988 referred to a telephone call received by Mr Clemens
from Mr Lloyd, who had Mr Connell with him, asking that Mr Clemens telephone
Mr Alan Newman of Bell Group to substantiate the recent Price Waterhouse valuation
of PICL.
18.2.14
Mr Lloyd said he was asked by Mr Connell to examine the project in
the context that Mr Connell and Mr Dempster were trying to work out how PICL could
be funded with minimum cash input. He said there was an understanding that PICL was
an asset belonging to Mr Connell that could well be utilised in some way to benefit
Rothwells, and there was also consideration given to the possibility of Rothwells
acquiring Mr Connell's interest. According to Mr Lloyd, during his examination of the
project, he suggested to both Mr Connell and Mr Dempster the concept of rewriting the
energy contract to allow for variable prices of gas or electricity according to the prices
of the products of the plant. He had a very indistinct memory of a conference phone
discussion with Mr Dempster, Mr Connell and Mr Clemens in which the concern of
Mr Dempster and Mr Connell was expressed that Standard Chartered were happy to
incorporate these proposals in their funding model but had not given sufficient or any
credit at the other end for cash injection by Mr Connell and Mr Dempster. From
Mr Lloyd's perspective, the statement in the facsimile of 22 March 1988, attributed to
Mr Dempster, that "everything is now in place except that we are being held up for the
money", was not quite correct. It was about February or March 1988 that Mr Lloyd
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formed the view that PICL might be of assistance to Rothwells. He was aware that
Mr Hilton was working on the proposal to sell PICL to Rothwells. He thought the
proposal to sell to the Government and Bond Corporation arose about June and he,
Mr Connell and Mr Hilton developed that proposal.
18.2.15
According to Mr Lloyd, in early June 1988 he discussed with
Mr Edwards the possibility that Rothwells might go into liquidation. He said that by
this time, as a result of the work carried out by Mr Hilton and the narrowing of the
differences between Mr Hilton and himself as to Mr Connell's financial position, he was
firmly of the view that there was "a substantial deficiency which considerably exceeded
the capital of the company". Mr Lloyd said he and Mr Edwards discussed the need to
focus the attention of both the Government and Bond Corporation on the problems at
Rothwells. He said the balance date of 31 July 1988 was approaching and there was a
need to deal with the loans on the balance sheet. It was impossible for Rothwells to go
on beyond the balance date without resolving that issue. Mr Lloyd said that about the
time of his conversation with Mr Edwards, or shortly before, he, Mr Connell and
Mr Hilton developed the proposal to sell PICL to the Government and
Bond Corporation for $400 million, or a little more. The proposal included the
retirement of the Government $150 million indemnity and of Rothwells' debts to
Bond Corporation and Bell Resources. This would leave $50 million cash for
Rothwells' purposes. Mr Lloyd said that the concept had been discussed with
Mr Edwards.
18.2.16
We believe that the proposal was formulated, and discussed between
Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards, before the NCSC settlement of 3 June 1988. In our view,
it was their awareness that PICL was essential to the solution of the Rothwells' problem
which prompted their concern over the proposal that it should be given as security to
Bond Corporation as part of the 3 June 1988 agreement. Although Mr Edwards said he
rang Ministers and explained that they should not let Bond Corporation have all that
security for $100 million because more would be needed, the fact that Mr Dowding and
Mr Parker so readily agreed that PICL should be given as security suggests that they
may not have been aware of the plans for PICL then being formulated by Mr Lloyd and
Mr Edwards.
18.2.17
As discussed in paragraph 16.15.5 of chapter 16, Mr Hilton said he
worked on a proposal to involve the Bell Group in May 1988. In an internal
memorandum of 8 March 1988, Mr Michael Kile advised Mr Newman of information
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given to him on 5 March 1988 by Mr Yellachich about deficiencies in the project. He
commented that in view of the commercial potential, scope existed for Bell to
investigate the possibility of equity involvement. Mr Newman said the matter of PICL
had been raised with him by Mr Mitchell in the context of a restructuring of Rothwells
and Mr Mitchell had suggested that now Bond Corporation and Bell had a rather large
combined exposure they should work together. Mr Mitchell told him that
Bond Corporation could improve the position of Bell as there "... are assets that
Rothwells would have for PICL and we might be able to give some of our securities
relating to that asset". On that basis, Mr Newman arranged a valuation of PICL. The
memoranda of 16 and 23 May 1988 from Bell staff to Mr Newman illustrated how
employees of Bell were able to quickly pinpoint deficiencies that seem to have eluded
others. Not surprisingly, Bell's ultimate response was negative.
18.2.18
Early in 1988, the Bell Group was agitating for the return of the
$50 million that had been deposited in Rothwells at the time of the sale of the BHP
shares in November 1987. As discussed in section 16.11 of chapter 16, during an
unfruitful meeting involving Mr Holmes a Court, Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards, an
indication was given by Mr Lloyd that there were problems in Rothwells and the
$50 million could not be repaid on the due date. At a subsequent meeting involving
Mr Connell, Mr Holmes a Court, Mr Vrisakis and Mr Newman, the possibility of a
reconstruction of Rothwells and conversion of the $50 million into preference shares in
Rothwells was discussed. Mr Holmes a Court made it clear that he was not interested
in such a conversion unless he could demonstrate to shareholders that it would result in
an improved investment.
18.2.19
By May/June 1988, the deposit had been rolled through its first
maturity and changed to "at call", and there were question marks in the minds of those
at Bell as to whether the money could be returned. Mr Newman had numerous
discussions with Mr Lloyd and Mr Hilton about the viability of Rothwells and the
ability to repay. Mr Newman questioned Mr Hilton about ringing Mr Edwards, but
Mr Hilton responded that such a call would not assist because, although SGIC had acted
as a lender of last resort, it would not assist further. A similar comment was made about
Bond Corporation. Mr Hilton requested of Mr Newman that Bell lawyers refrain from
issuing the statutory notice of demand on the basis of Rothwells' insolvency.
18.2.20
Mr Edwards thought he had mentioned PICL when he flew to Sydney
with Mr Beckwith on 13 April 1988, but was unable to recall what was said. As to
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Rothwells, he outlined to Mr Beckwith the situation as he understood it that, by tracking
Mr Connell's book, they had established there was likely to be a real deficiency in
excess of capital. It was left on the basis that they would try to think of a way around
the problem. He said he and Mr Beckwith discussed the purchase of PICL "ad
nauseam" over May and June, but he could not recall specifics. Mr Edwards recalled
PICL first emerging as a solution in late May or early June 1988.
18.2.21
A number of discussions involving different people and entities were
taking place at about the same time on the same topic and, according to Mr Edwards,
some "exotic" and "imaginative" proposals were discussed. In addition, Mr Hilton and
Mr Connell attended a meeting on a Sunday in Mr Connell's office with Mr Lloyd and
Mr Brian Burke, a meeting thought to have been held in May and which we have
canvassed in paragraph 17.6.6 of chapter 17. On 26 and 27 May 1988 Wardleys put
proposals to Mr Hilton centred on a sale by Mr Connell of a percentage of PICL to
Rothwells for $400 million and Mr Connell purchasing $400 million or $450 million of
the loan book.
18.2.22
It can readily be appreciated, therefore, that before the NCSC settlement
of 3 June 1988, the possibility of a sale by Mr Connell of his asset in PICL and the use
of the proceeds to benefit Rothwells was clearly being considered by a number of
people involved in separate as well as joint discussions. According to the evidence of
Mr Dowding, the possibility that PICL could be a solution for Rothwells was first
mentioned to him on 21 May 1988 when it was touched upon by Mr Edwards.
Mr Dowding responded that he did not want Mr Edwards to raise an issue like that
because it was not a matter for the Government to be pushing. He said that after that
brief mention in May it was not discussed with him again, but he recalled a comment
by Mr Edwards or attributed to Mr Edwards after the NCSC settlement that they had
fallen into a trap of allowing Bond Corporation to take security over PICL when PICL
was there to be used as an asset to resolve the problem in Rothwells. The concept of
falling into a trap is discussed in paragraph 17.8.36 of chapter 17. Mr Dowding thought
PICL next became the subject of discussion in July, 1988.
18.2.23
Mr Edwards said he had no specific recollection of this discussion with
Mr Dowding. He accepted, however, that the conversation occurred because it reflected
Mr Dowding's persistent attitude. As Mr Edwards commented, that attitude was rather
"head in the sand" and he thought he would have told Mr Dowding accordingly.
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18.2.24
Some indication of the later attitude of those involved is found in advice
from Mr Hilton to Mr Vrisakis on 22 June 1988 that the Government would support
Rothwells to the extent necessary. Mr Vrisakis made a note that Mr Hilton told him that
two senior Ministers and Mr Edwards had said "... the alternative to continued support
of Rothwells is not acceptable", but he did not know what alternative was being referred
to. We have no doubt that the unacceptable alternative was the collapse of Rothwells
and that those involved for the Government regarded such an alternative as unthinkable.
In this context, we note the evidence of Mr Edwards that, after about the end of June,
he discussed liquidation with Mr Dowding, Mr Grill and Mr Parker and their response
was that there must be a better way out of the problem.
18.2.25
There is no doubt that the matter gained momentum in July 1988. There
is conflicting evidence as to when Government at a ministerial level was told of the size
and nature of the problem within Rothwells and of the proposal to use PICL. We have
already indicated in paragraph 16.15.21 of chapter 16 our view that on or before
13 April 1988 Mr Dowding and Mr Parker were informed that Rothwells was
potentially insolvent because Mr Connell, or interests associated with him, had
borrowed from it and might be unable or unwilling to pay. Mr Dowding said he first
learnt of the critical nature of the problem from Mr Parker, who in turn has said that he
was advised of it by Mr Beckwith in late June or early July 1988, which advice was
followed very shortly by the crucial meeting at which PICL was proposed as the
solution. As indicated in section 17.6 of chapter 17, however, Mr Hilton said that he
conveyed his view that there was a $500 million problem to Mr Lloyd, Mr Edwards and
Mr Burke during the meeting at Mr Connell's home in May 1988. Mr Burke
acknowledged mention of a figure of over $100 million. Mr Lloyd said about
$400 million was mentioned, but Mr Edwards did not agree that a figure was identified
at that meeting although he said they knew it was a large problem. Also, as previously
discussed, Mr Edwards said the figure of $300 million or $400 million started to emerge
during May, or toward the end of May, and finally crystallised in mid-June.
Mr Edwards said he could not accept that Mr Parker's first knowledge of a significant
problem did not occur until the end of June. He said it had been discussed with
Mr Dowding and Mr Parker in May. Mr Edwards accepted that they may not have been
aware of precise figures prior to the end of June, but said he had spoken to Ministers
during the course of the NCSC settlement to explain that more than $100 million would
be needed and PICL should not be used as security for only $100 million.
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18.2.26
We are satisfied that, while Mr Dowding and Mr Parker were put on
notice of the potential for a problem in Rothwells relating to Mr Connell on
13 April 1988, they became aware of a substantial "hole" by May 1988. We are unable,
however, to fix them with knowledge of a precise figure prior to the end of June 1988.
Initially in his evidence, Mr Edwards thought that discussions with a number of persons,
including Mr Parker and Mr Grill whom he understood had the carriage of the matter
for the Government, commenced on the weekend of 11 June 1988, but in subsequent
evidence he acknowledged that the first meeting may have been later in June. Mr Parker
placed the initial meeting involving a number of others, including Mr Beckwith, as
occurring in early July 1988, and we note that the annexure to the memorandum of
understanding refers to agreement having been reached on 3 July 1988. That date finds
support in the evidence of Mr Lloyd and Dr Saunders. Although Mr Lloyd thought
there was a meeting on a weekend fairly early in June, he was positive it was the first
Sunday in July that agreement was reached. He was positive of the date because his
holiday was delayed. We will refer to the initial meeting recalled by Mr Parker as
occurring early in July as the "crucial meeting".
18.2.27
In 1988 Dr John Saunders was the Deputy Managing Director of the
Australian Trades Commission, but he had been involved with projects for SECWA in
Western Australia since the early 1980s. He said he received a phone call from
Mr Lloyd on the evening of Friday 24 June 1988 asking, on behalf of Mr Parker,
whether Dr Saunders would help the Government introduce the petrochemical project
to Bond Corporation. He was told that the ideas were quite preliminary and the
Government did not wish to yet discuss them with SECWA or the DRD. Dr Saunders
suggested he would want to be accompanied by Mr Terry le Roux, a consultant who had
worked in the petrochemical industry in recent years. He was able to fix the date by
reference to the travel records of Mr le Roux, with whom he had spoken prior to giving
evidence.
18.2.28
Dr Saunders and Mr le Roux travelled to Perth during the morning of
Saturday 25 June and attended meetings at the Rothwells' offices during the weekends
of Saturday 25 June and Saturday 2 July 1988. He found it difficult to distinguish
between the two weekends as to who was present. Bond Corporation was represented
by Mr Beckwith, Mr Mitchell, and from time to time, Mr Newport. Mr Connell was
present fairly constantly and Mr Hilton attended from time to time. Mr Lloyd and
Mr Edwards were present. Mr Vrisakis was present at times, but took no part in the
meetings. At some time during one of the weekends, Mr Grill was present and
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Mr Parker attended, possibly on the second but not the first. Dr Saunders did not recall
Mr Grill and Mr Parker being together in the meetings over that period of time. The
evidence of Dr Saunders that two meetings occurred supports that of Mr Lloyd and
generally the evidence of Mr Edwards that there was more than one meeting. We are
satisfied that Dr Saunders is correct as to the dates. He said by the Sunday of the first
weekend, and certainly on the second weekend, he and Mr le Roux began to guess there
were other arrangements being discussed and they came to the view they did not really
want to know what those arrangements were. They were not invited to contribute to
collateral discussions that may have been occurring.
18.2.29
Dr Saunders and Mr le Roux were involved during those weekends in
extensive discussions about the viability of the PICL project and various factors related
to that issue. Dr Saunders said it became apparent over the first weekend that they were
not talking about the intellectual property derived from a feasibility study, but were
talking about trying to arrive at a value for the project. There was considerable
discussion about the appropriate methodology for arriving at a project value and, in the
end, there was agreement that a net present value of future cash flows would determine
the project value. The difficulty was that he and Mr le Roux both felt very strongly that
one would normally use a net present value cash flow analysis where the plant was
already constructed and performing and hence there were no capital cost risks and
uncertainties. By contrast, the PICL project had completed feasibility studies, but there
were no input contracts with SECWA on the energy supplies side and only an
assessment of capital costs. There were, in Dr Saunders' view, major uncertainties
which meant that it had a value somewhere between the intellectual property value of
all the work done in the feasibility study and the net present value discounted cash flow
analysis of a completed project which had a known performance and a lifetime
remaining. A lot of effort went into agreeing on a methodology and understanding
pricing scenarios for products, some of which had been quite volatile in recent times.
They had to cope with the extremes because of the different approaches being taken by
Bond Corporation personnel in contrast to Mr Connell and Mr Hilton. Ultimately a
range of values of anywhere between $300 million and $600 million was discussed, but
there were many uncertainties in the calculations. This evidence confirms that of
Mr Edwards who said the figures had been done and, when eventually the First Boston
Corporation ("First Boston") was retained to carry out a valuation, he and others
involved knew what the approximate result would be because the valuation was
dependent on the figures already generated.
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18.2.30
As mentioned in paragraph 18.2.15 of this chapter, in June 1988, and
certainly prior to the crucial meeting, Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards discussed the
consequences of Rothwells going into liquidation. Mr Lloyd made notes of the topics
raised by him and Mr Edwards and he said the notes may have covered more than their
discussions. Mr Edwards said he asked Mr Lloyd to make the notes because they were
facing the "crunch point" when decisions had to be made, and it was their duty to place
everything before the Ministers including options, risks and implications. Mr Edwards
and Mr Lloyd agreed that Mr Lloyd would prepare the notes and Mr Edwards was to
arrange a meeting with Government Ministers where the PICL proposal would be put.
Mr Lloyd gave the notes to Mr Edwards. They reflect a number of concerns about the
ramifications if Rothwells did not survive including the prospect of inquiries into past
events, financial effects and political considerations. Those notes are canvassed in more
detail in paragraph 18.3.8 of this chapter.
18.2.31
During his evidence concerning his request of Mr Lloyd that he make
the notes, Mr Edwards was reminded that Mr Lloyd was not a public servant and he
made a pertinent observation that Mr Lloyd was "part of the team" and "no one in
Government regarded him as anything other than Government". We have no hesitation
in accepting that evidence as accurately reflecting Mr Lloyd's role as seen by Mr Lloyd,
Mr Edwards, Mr Dowding and the Ministers involved, particularly Mr Parker and
Mr Grill.
18.2.32
Prior to the crucial meeting, Mr Edwards had also committed some
thoughts to writing, in the form of a draft letter, as a result of a request from Mr Grill.
A reference to $30 million due from Bond Corporation suggests he did so during the
second half of June 1988 because the records of payments indicate that $30 million was
owing between 15 and 30 June 1988. According to Mr Grill, following the NCSC
settlement he received an indication from Mr Edwards that, notwithstanding the
injection of $50 million from Bond Corporation, there could still be a substantial
liquidity problem with Rothwells over the ensuing few weeks which was not going to
disappear quickly and required a more permanent solution. Mr Grill said he asked
Mr Lloyd for figures but was not able to obtain any satisfactory answer. He expressed
his concern to Mr Dowding and offered to assist by taking over the matter of Rothwells
and putting together a substantial body of expertise to examine the issue properly. He
said Mr Dowding indicated he would consider the suggestion, but it was not taken any
further. Approximately three or four weeks after the NCSC settlement, in response to
Mr Grill's request for information, Mr Edwards telephoned Mr Grill and read something
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which Mr Grill could not understand. He said the draft letter in evidence appeared to
be similar to what was read, but he had not made any sense of it and thought it better
to leave the matter until they could have a coherent conversation.
18.2.33
Mr Edwards confirmed that he read the handwritten draft letter to
Mr Grill during the telephone conversation and he thought he had paraphrased it to
Mr Parker prior to the crucial meeting. Mr Parker thought he had a general briefing
from Mr Edwards prior to the meeting, but did not recall information being given to him
in terms of the letter. The letter is important. Although it was never actually sent, it
demonstrates the central role taken by Mr Edwards and the issues that were presented
for consideration. Addressed to Mr Grill and headed "Private & Confidential", the letter
used certain codes rather than names, the sources for which are generally obvious or
well known. Mr Edwards explained that "Hong Kong" was chosen for Mr Beckwith
"... because he was always in Hong Kong when he was needed". The letter contained
a number of corrections and is set out below with the corrections included:
"$15m could be made available to SGIC the Commission from
the Bank [Rothwells] by Wed 22nd. However, if such action
was taken the it's doors would have to shut immediately, the
liquidator could retrieve the funds and clear breaches of the
Code would be involved. In short such a proposition cannot
be seriously considered.
In addition, the cash flow requirement til 31 July - balance
date - are such as to require all the next $30m due from the the
Sailor [Mr Bond] by for the Bank to remain liquid.
Based on an assumption that it is recognised that the SGIC
funds are required til 31 July I have set out above a possible
strategy.
Hence I have proceeded on the basis that it is recognised that
the SGIC Commission are required in situ until at least
31 July.
The Bank has 2 major problems 1.

An impending liquidity crisis requiring an additional
$15 million injection by 27-29 June. Hong Kong
[Mr Beckwith] is adamant that he cannot bring forward
the $30m from Sailor Corp into this financial year.
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2.

A fundamental asset deficiency of $420m of which at
least $300m needs to be rectified by 31 July if a balance
sheet is to be produced.

It is clear that unless the second problem is resolved it is
pointless proceeding with trading past say 30 June and putting
further liquids at risk, not to mention increasing the legal
perils to which various people are exposing themselves to.
If the second problem is incapable of resolution an appropriate
closure point would be 30 June on the basis of non payment of
the Media fee due on 28 June. (I do not share Hong Kong's
optimism that this will be paid). At least we could for a day
or so blame the Eastern States press for the closure.
The agreed most realistic method of resolving the asset
deficiency is to achieve an agreed value for the Pickle to be
purchased at which Earn's [Mr Connell's] share of Pickle is
purchased by Tinker 2 [Bell]. To be effective in releasing
SGIC the Commission funds and first $75m of the Govt
indemnity this will need to be not less than $300m. If the
Media fee is not paid, then not less than $350m is necessary
to ensure the Bank operates unaffected till March 89. At the
same time the other party's interest in Pickle will require
acquisition need to be acquired by the Sailor say, in my view,
for around $100m.
In my view, we are close to having locked in agreement on the
value of Pickle but the psychology of Hong Kong and the
Sailor is such that this can only be finalised in the context of
another deal. Logically such a deal is one which creates the
liquidity bridge till 4th July payment from them falls due.
Hong Kong has proposed two put forward two propositions Emu and DJ's.
Emu involved contracting to purchase an attractive turn key
office development of 40,000 sq metres in 2 stages for
$148.5m. The first stage would be used Concurrent with the
deposit payment of say $50m, they would purchase land held
by an associate of the Bank valued at $6m for say $20m thus
solving liquidity problem.
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This would be a very attractive commercial proposition at say
$140m, however, for political reasons I do not believe it can
be pursued at this time. It could be done through 3rd parties
such as "Fatty" [Mr Roberts] as he holds the land but even
then I do not believe it possible Con will come under attract
intense criticism and scrutiny.
I would support, however, a written committment to finalise
negotiations on it post March 89 if we are in office.
DJ's is The discharge of financing obligations and purchase of
the Sailor's interest in DJ's is commercially critical to the
Board [GESB].
I believe it may be possible to get the Sydney developer
[Mr Anderson] to immediately acquire the Sailor's interest if
this can be made available at say $50-55m.
It is in my view feasible to arrange a deposit of say $15m on
such a contract of sale forthwith. In a pinch I would support
provision of necessary cash through 3rd party back to back
arrangements in short term. Such payments would enable the
Sailor to bridge liquidity. The need for such a deal is well
known in the market and has been actively pursued by the
Board. At a price of $42½m on the land it would also enable
the Board to gain a valuation profit of $12½m before 30 June
which will help it show a positive return on investment for the
year.
The new financing arrangements agreed between the Board
and the Sydney push are commercial and remove an enormous
long term problem. In short I strongly recommend that we
endeavour 38to
In short, I recommend the following course of action Reach contractual agreement on value of Pickle with
Hong Kong in the context of facilitating and consenting
to sale of the Sailor's interest in DJs and written
committment by us to purchase Emu development 89-90
next year.
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If this cannot be achieved then the Bank should close on
30th June (possibly preferably in context of non payment
of Media fee)."
18.2.34
Mr Mitchell sent a memorandum to Mr Bond on 28 June 1988 in which
he provided Mr Bond with a brief summary of the proposals as they stood at that time.
The contents indicate that discussions had already taken place concerning the size of the
problem and the use of PICL as a solution. Mr Mitchell wrote:
"Essentially, the deal that is currently being contemplated
involves us effectively in becoming responsible for PICL from
this time forward, and earning a substantial part of the equity
in the project, but effectively having eliminated the majority
of the risk of the project itself."
18.2.35
Mr Mitchell went on to refer to a new ownership structure involving
both Bond Corporation and "Salomon Brothers (as a result of an arrangement with the
SGIC)", and he discussed an allocation of funds which included a payment of
$350 million to Rothwells. He observed that the second part of the deal, which was
designed to eliminate effectively the risk associated with the project, would be best
described as "a buyer of last resort" contract in respect of which they had put a
proposition to the Government that a Government agency would enter into a contract
to buy all the production of the plant at specified prices. While this did not come to
fruition, it demonstrates the nature of the negotiations that were obviously proceeding.
Mr Mitchell made some interesting observations towards the end of his memorandum
in the following terms:
"Obviously, as far as the Government is concerned, this deal
should be capable of being sold on the basis of the way the
project itself gets off the ground rather than a further attempt
to rescue Rothwells. For instance, it will be argued that the
contract with the Government is an effective way of
maximising the return for their gas sales and other utilities
rather than what it really is which is the underpinning of the
project itself. As the company owning the project would be
private, it would be unnecessary to broadcast the terms of
acquisition, although it is recognised that practically it might
be hard to keep this totally under wraps."
18.2.36
A further indication of discussions at about the time of the crucial
meeting is found in a letter of 1 July 1988 from Mr Trevor Rowe, of Salomon Brothers,
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to Mr Rees, of SGIC, which confirms SGIC was once again being prepared as the
vehicle for a major Government investment. The letter concerned a meeting that day
between Mr Rowe and Mr Peter Wiese, a solicitor of Robinson Cox, at which Salomon
Brothers was requested to enter into a financing facility agreement in respect of shares
in PICL. Mr Rowe advised that they were unable to do so at that time, but were
currently applying for the appropriate dealer's licence. He set out the suggested terms
of the agreement if a dealer's licence was obtained. Those terms of the financing facility
to support the purchase of shares in PICL nominated Salomon Brothers or its nominee
as the share purchase vehicle with a facility of $100 million, and referred to a total of
$550 million to be raised by the sale of the shares, $450 million of which would accrue
to the vendors and the remaining would be utilised in development and construction.
A number of conditions were set forth and SGIC was mentioned in connection with the
security.
18.2.37
That letter was followed by a facsimile transmission from SGIC to
Mr Rowe of 1 July 1988 concerning the functions and powers of SGIC and then a letter
of 6 July 1988 from Salomon Brothers to Mr Edwards at SGIC indicating that another
firm of solicitors, Freehills, had suggested that Salomon Brothers
"... seek an acknowledgment from the Treasurer .... confirming
SGIC's role as agents for, and ability and intention to bind the
Crown in regard to SGIC's investment in ... PICL."
A form of acknowledgment was attached referring to the proposal for an advance of
$100 million to SGIC to finance its acquisition of an interest in PICL.
18.2.38
It is apparent that significant discussions had taken place before the
crucial meeting occurred and, on the evidence of Mr Parker, they must have been held
before he was advised of the critical problem in Rothwells. Such discussions proceeded
on the basis that SGIC would purchase an interest, together with Bond Corporation and
others, and $350 million of the purchase price would go to Rothwells. Mr Parker
thought the crucial meeting was on 3 July 1988, but both Mr Edwards and Mr Hilton
thought it was earlier. The latter said that his memorandum of 1 July 1988 referring to
plans A and B was prepared after the meeting. That memorandum is set out in
paragraph 18.3.8 of this chapter.
18.2.39
Whatever view is taken of the date of the meeting, there can be no
doubt that the proposal that Mr Connell sell his interest in PICL arose because it was
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recognised by all concerned that Rothwells had a deficiency in the order of $300 million
or more which would require it to go into liquidation unless funds were found to meet
that deficiency and provide sufficient liquidity to meet ongoing commitments.
Bond Corporation and the Government were inevitably to be involved in attempts to
find a solution because of their constant involvement since the October 1987 rescue
weekend and their large exposures to Rothwells.
18.2.40
Regardless of the wisdom or otherwise of providing both the original
indemnity and the subsequent funding, and regardless of criticism of Mr Lloyd and/or
the Government for their roles after the rescue weekend, in the situation that faced the
Government in June or July 1988 there was no option but to consider and investigate the
possibility of a further rescue of Rothwells and to weigh such an option against the only
other realistic alternative, namely, liquidation. While believing that the project would
be of value to the State, nevertheless, if the best interests of the State required that
Rothwells be allowed to go into liquidation, Mr Dowding and the Ministers involved
were in an unenviable position which involved the potential for a conflict between those
best interests and the Government's political interest in its own survival. For a State
Government in Australia to lose in the order of $200 million was quite unheard of in
1988. We have no doubt Mr Dowding, Mr Parker and Mr Grill were acutely conscious
of the serious effect such a loss would have had on the Government's chances of reelection at the election due early in 1989, particularly bearing in mind the matters raised
in Mr Lloyd's notes, discussed in paragraphs 18.3.21 to 18.3.24 of this chapter, and the
inevitable revelation of further indirect funding, which funding was then unknown to
the public.
18.3

Crucial June/July meeting

18.3.1
The background having been set, we turn to events immediately
preceding the crucial meeting of late June or early July 1988. They began with a
telephone call from Mr Beckwith to Mr Parker that the latter dated as some time after
13 June 1988. He said he was advised by Mr Beckwith that Bond Corporation had been
looking at the security and had discovered a $290 million hole in Rothwells caused by
the receivables. Mr Beckwith indicated that the bulk of those receivables related to
Mr Connell or Connell entities which meant that Bond Corporation and the Government
had a very serious problem on their hands. Mr Parker said that in his mind it was no
longer just a problem of liquidity but something more fundamental affecting the overall
viability of Rothwells. Mr Beckwith had said that it needed to be addressed and they
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had to sort it out together. During the conversation, Mr Beckwith mentioned PICL as
a potential solution and that perhaps Bell Resources could do something if the
Government was prepared to provide some support to the project. He said in this
conversation or later, the implication was clear enough that perhaps some value could
be provided through Bell Resources in such a way as to mean that PICL could be used
to solve Rothwells' problems, and the essence was in talking about giving PICL a
sufficient value to solve the problem.
18.3.2
We accept that Mr Parker had a discussion with Mr Beckwith to the
effect summarised above. We are satisfied, however, that both had been aware of a
significant problem for some weeks. It is possible that Mr Parker did not become aware
until mid June 1988 of the proposal to use PICL to solve Rothwells' problem, but we
think it more likely that the telephone conversation with Mr Beckwith took place some
time before 13 June 1988.
18.3.3
Mr Parker said that he accepted that the information from Mr Beckwith
was likely to be "quite pretty much to the point", and he found it very disturbing. He
took it up with the Premier straight away and told him what Mr Beckwith had said about
the $290 million hole and that a lot of it was related to Mr Connell or Connell entities
which meant Rothwells was probably not capable of surviving. He told Mr Dowding
that Mr Beckwith was suggesting that Bond Corporation could sort the problem out
using PICL if the Government was prepared to give some support to PICL.
Mr Dowding was not willing to meet with Mr Beckwith, but thought that Mr Parker
should do so and suggested he take Mr Grill with him because he did not trust the
Bond Corporation people. Mr Parker spoke to Mr Grill and the meeting was organised.
In cross-examination, Mr Parker agreed it was possible that his initial contact with
Mr Dowding was by telephone when Mr Dowding was in Japan, followed by a meeting
on his return. He thought he basically had related what Mr Beckwith had told him,
namely, that there was a big hole in Rothwells amounting to about $290 million. He
said he would have told Mr Dowding that this was caused by problems with the
receivables.
18.3.4
Mr Dowding was in Japan from 25 June and arrived back in Perth on
3 July 1988. He had difficulty recalling detail. He had a memory of Mr Parker ringing
him while he was in Japan and indicating that there was a Rothwells' crisis, but he did
not have the time or energy to get into a detailed discussion. Mr Parker might have
given him an idea of the nature and size of the problem, but he recalled only a short
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conversation and took the view that Mr Parker was better able to deal with it. He
thought Mr Parker conveyed to him that they were going into more detailed discussions
and that he would be further advised. He claimed he would not necessarily have asked
what sort of problem or how serious it was because he would have been confident in
Mr Parker's capacity and enthusiasm to tackle it.
18.3.5
We accept Mr Parker's evidence as to the content of the conversation.
We were most unimpressed with much of the evidence of Mr Dowding. Throughout his
evidence concerning PICL, while he accepted ultimate political responsibility for the
decisions that were taken, he was reluctant to admit more than a scant general
knowledge of what was occurring. On the other hand, there was a considerable body
of evidence demonstrating that Mr Dowding was fully informed and both sought and
took an active role in the negotiations. We accept that evidence. His formal acceptance
of ultimate political responsibility must be viewed in that light.
18.3.6
It was to be expected that those in attendance at the crucial meeting
would have differing memories of the details that were discussed and such an
expectation did not remain unfulfilled. There is no doubt, however, that during the
meeting it was accepted that Rothwells had a deficiency of at least $300 million which
needed to be rectified before 31 July if a balance sheet was to be produced, and that if
the problem could not be solved in the immediate future trading could not continue. It
was also accepted that the method of resolving the deficiency was to achieve an agreed
value at which Mr Connell's share of PICL could be purchased and that the agreed value
had to be the deficiency that required rectification, that is, at least $300 million. The
concept of giving PICL sufficient value to solve the problem, as mentioned by
Mr Beckwith to Mr Parker in their earlier telephone conversation, thus became the
foundation of the whole exercise. This was not an auspicious starting point from the
point of view of propriety.
18.3.7
Mr Hilton recalled the meeting occurring on a Sunday at about the time
of his memorandum to Mr Russell Cribb of NZI Securities ("NZI") dated 1 July 1988.
He said Mr Grill, Mr Lloyd, Mr Parker, Mr Connell, Mr Beckwith and Mr Mitchell
were present. The purpose of the meeting was to attempt to come to some agreement
between Bond Corporation and the Government as to the absolute amount of money that
would be paid for PICL, the split between them of the purchase price and the
disbursement of those funds. He said Mr Parker was trying to get Mr Beckwith to
commit Bond Corporation to a particular plan and Mr Beckwith was saying that while
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it had his full support he could not commit Bond Corporation because he needed the
approval of Mr Bond. Mr Grill and Mr Parker left the meeting to discuss the matter on
their own. When they returned there was a further discussion on those same matters.
Mr Hilton said by and large they ended up with the terms of the split between the parties
and the disbursement of the funds by Rothwells.
18.3.8
Mr Hilton said his memorandum of 1 July 1988 to Mr Cribb accurately
set out the position that existed between Rothwells, Bond Corporation and the
Government at that time. Attached was a document headed "Proposed Restructure
Programme" which included in its lists of objectives not only the release of the
Government indemnity but also the repayment of advances from SGIC, Bond and Bell.
In the memorandum Mr Hilton said the proposal in outline was:
"PLAN A
(1)

L.R.C. & D.D. will sell their interest in PICL for
$400.0M cash and $50.0M in shares (L.R.C. will receive
$350.0M in cash) via private placements
managed/arranged by Salomon Bros. The largest stake
will be underwritten by interests associated with Bond
who will also pick-up management of the project.

(2)

L.R.C. agrees to purchase $350M of loans from
Rothwells for cash payable contemporaneously with
settlement of the PICL sale. The sale will be contracted
within the next two weeks and be subject only to the
approval of shareholders under Section SJ3. This sale
will enable Rothwells to retire the W.A. Government
guarantee and repay borrowings from Bond entities and
leave Rothwells with sufficient funding to meet the cash
flow shortfall forecast for the next 3 months.

(3)

Rothwells sells loans to NZI/Markland House as
discussed generating approx. $170.0M (less $25.0M
already advanced) to reduce borrowings and contingents.

(4)

Rothwells and the W.A. Government continue
negotiations on the proposed energy trust to further
reliquify Rothwells.
The effect of the above is to reduce Rothwells assets and
liabilities to a totally manageable position, to release the
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Government guarantee and relieve Rothwells of il-liquid
loan positions.
PLAN B
Basically the same as PLAN A however timing may preclude
the immediate sale of PICL in which case Rothwells may
purchase LRC's interest in PICL for $350.0M to be sold on
(and possibly underwritten at time of purchase by Rothwells)
in the second half of calendar 1988.
With regard to Paragon we are intending to go for tender sale
of the shares. Due to the Australian code this is obviously not
as simple as Brierley's recent sale of its NZI stake however
under the circumstances this is still a viable route and should
resolve the market speculation. Due to the time presently
being spent on the PICL sale and LRC purchase of loans the
Paragon sale has taken second place as the PICL position
(PLAN A or B) will be resolved next week Paragon will
immediately be given priority.
Naturally we retain the option to bring Paragon into Rothwells
(a proposal preferred by some). This becomes much more
manageable on achievement of PLAN A or following onward
sale of PICL under PLAN B.
It is important to note that we are working actively with the
Government and Peter Beckwith etc. who are committed to
making PLAN A or B work.
I attach a proforma Balance Sheet showing the movements, a
short term cash flow showing a shortfall of $37.0M to mid
August, my evaluation of PICL and a copy of the Price
Waterhouse valuation. The cash flow shortfall has been met
by a facility from Bond Corporation."
18.3.9
Mr Connell told the Commission that a decision was reached that the
Government and Bond Corporation would acquire PICL and that the discussion
developed on two fronts concerning the magnitude of Rothwells' problem and the
respective positions to be taken by Bond Corporation and the Government, for example,
levels of ownership and commitment. He said those matters were not agreed and
Mr Dowding took the view that the maximum level of Government involvement should
be no more than the current liability. That was certainly Mr Dowding's attitude in due
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course, but Mr Connell is the only one who places Mr Dowding at this meeting. We are
satisfied Mr Dowding was not present.
18.3.10
According to Mr Connell there was discussion about Mr Dempster's
interest and he relayed to the meeting that in 1986 he had asked Mr Dempster whether
he would take $50 million and had received a positive response. It was suggested that
he should negotiate with Mr Dempster, but he refused, and the Government took the
attitude that it could remove the mandate if necessary. Mr Dempster was to be told that
this was the price and if he did not accept it then the project would be taken away.
18.3.11
As to the acquisition of the portfolio of debts, Mr Connell said
discussion had occurred on that matter following the Bell takeover. The selection was
made by Mr Hare and Mr Hilton. Mr Connell said he had no input into that selection.
During the course of the crucial meeting, when the decision was made in principle that
the Government and Bond Corporation would acquire PICL, it was an integral part of
that decision that Mr Connell buy the portfolio of debts. He said no one expressed the
view that the debts assignment should not have been of benefit to him, but it was put
together in a fashion that any part of the loan possessing value was left with Rothwells.
18.3.12
By way of background to the evidence of Mr Edwards about the crucial
meeting, we note his claim, which is denied by the members of Government who gave
evidence, that, as early as April 1988 and on a number of occasions subsequently, he
put to the Government that the option of liquidation should be seriously considered.
18.3.13
Mr Edwards said he spoke to the meeting from the handwritten draft
letter that he had prepared to send to Mr Grill and he had the availability of Mr Lloyd's
notes prepared following their discussion. The chief points from the letter of which
Mr Edwards said he spoke are significant and we accept his evidence in this regard.
18.3.14
Mr Edwards observed in the draft letter that $15 million could be made
available to SGIC by Rothwells by Wednesday 22 June 1988, but if such action was
taken Rothwells would have to close its doors immediately and not only would the
liquidator retrieve that sum but clear breaches of the Companies Code would be
involved. He referred to two major problems facing Rothwells, namely, an impending
liquidity crisis requiring an additional $15 million injection by the 27/29 June and,
secondly, a fundamental asset deficiency of $420 million of which at least $300 million
needed to be rectified by 31 July if a balance sheet was to be produced. He said if the
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second problem was not resolved, it was pointless proceeding with trading past 30 June
and putting further funds at risk "not to mention an increase in the legal perils to which
various people are exposing themselves".
18.3.15
The draft letter suggested that the most realistic method of resolving the
asset deficiency was to achieve an agreed value at which Mr Connell's share of PICL
would be purchased by Bell. In order to be effective in releasing SGIC funds and the
first $75 million of the indemnity, the agreed value would need to be not less than
$300 million. If the Tryart fee, described as the "media fee", was not paid, not less than
$350 million was necessary to ensure Rothwells continued to operate "unaffected" until
March 1989. The letter went on to state that, in the view of Mr Edwards, "... we are
close to having locked in agreement on the value of Pickle". In evidence, Mr Edwards
said he thought they had started working on the construction of the agreement and also
on what was required for Rothwells. He believed one was the same as the other.
18.3.16
The letter then dealt with the approach of Mr Beckwith and Mr Bond
that the matters could be finalised only in the context of another deal, and that
Mr Beckwith had put forward two propositions, namely, "Emu and DJ's". It is
unnecessary to make any reference to the transaction touching the Emu Brewery site.
The discharge of financing obligations and purchase of Bond Corporation's interest in
DJs was expressed as "commercially critical" to GESB. The letter also put forward the
view that it might be possible to get Mr Anderson to acquire Mr Bond's interest if that
could be made available at $50 million to $55 million.
18.3.17
At the conclusion of the letter, Mr Edwards recommended the following
course of action:
"Reach contractual agreement on value of Pickle with Hong
Kong [Mr Beckwith] in the context of facilitating and
consenting to sale of the sailor's [Mr Bond] interest in DJs and
written committment by us to purchase Emu development next
year. If this cannot be achieved then the Bank [Rothwells]
should close on 30th June (preferably in the context of non
payment of Media fee)."
18.3.18
In the course of the letter, Mr Edwards made two references to March
1989, the first in the context of requiring certain funds to ensure that the bank operated
unaffected until March 1989, and the second in respect of any commitment to finalise
negotiations on a commercial property "post March 89 if we are in office". Although
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Mr Edwards believed an election would occur in February or March 1989, he said he
did not mention March with the election in mind but, rather, it was his guess that it
would take eight or nine months to tidy up an "unofficial receivership or whatever".
Mr Edwards maintained that the only important issue was the taxpayer, although he
acknowledged that the survival of Rothwells until the election was one of a number of
issues. March 1989 also coincided with the preference period which Mr Edwards
agreed was fundamental to the whole PICL deal. The preference period was the six
months preceding liquidation; payments to creditors in that time were at risk of being
claimed by the liquidator.
18.3.19
In the context of the long-term plan for Rothwells, in earlier evidence
Mr Edwards described PICL as a long-term solution which would enable a continuation
of the process of an unofficial wind up of Rothwells uncluttered by the bad book.
According to Mr Heron, a similar view was expressed to him by Mr Edwards in 1988
when he told Mr Heron that the rationale for the figure of $175 million was to provide
$150 million for the indemnity and $25 million as working capital to allow Rothwells
to be "... traded out and liquidated". Mr Heron understood this meant allowing for the
loan book to be recovered and borrowings to be repaid after which Rothwells would
cease to trade.
18.3.20
In our view, both the impending election and the preference period were
in the forefront of the thinking of those at the meeting.
18.3.21
We are satisfied Mr Edwards also canvassed the main issues raised in
Mr Lloyd's notes concerning the consequences of Rothwells' liquidation. These
included the prospect of a reopening of inquiries into the Bell Group share transaction
and a reference to the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions ("DPP") of
evidence given to the NCSC by Mr Bond, Mr Connell, Mr Edwards and Mr Mitchell.
The notes also mentioned the possibility of an inquiry into the $16 million fee taken by
Bond Corporation in the context of the 1987 rescue. In addition there was reference to
Mr Kerry Packer and Mr Warren Anderson seeking redress and publicising the
arrangement if not given satisfaction, and the likelihood of the NCSC sending a task
force into Rothwells on closure and information gathered becoming public including the
Government's exposure to Rothwells. These considerations would obviously have been
discussed in the context of the ramifications of Rothwells failing.
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18.3.22
The possibility of a charge arising from the evidence given to the NCSC
was clearly of concern to both Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards. When Mr Lloyd discussed
his notes with Mr Edwards over the telephone, Mr Edwards noted: "perjury Edwards
Mitchell Bond". We have referred previously to Mr Edwards' evidence that he regarded
perjury charges as a possibility only if "a warped view" was taken of the evidence which
he had given to the NCSC. Clearly, Mr Lloyd's concerns about possibly perjury charges
were based on the account given to him by Mr Edwards. But we believe that
Mr Edwards would have spoken freely and frankly to Mr Lloyd about these matters as
they were close friends of longstanding. We therefore regard Mr Lloyd's concerns as
a reflection of admissions made to him, privately, by Mr Edwards.
18.3.23
Another matter referred to by Mr Lloyd was that if Rothwells collapsed
the GPI/Spedleys Group would probably not survive. He noted that this Group had a
similar deposit base to Rothwells. In our view that is a significant statement, given the
existence of the back-to-back funding arrangements between SGIC, Spedleys and
Rothwells. We shall refer to this matter subsequently, in the context of further indirect
funding of Rothwells by SGIC, through Spedleys. Mr Lloyd also noted that the
circumstances of the deposit of $50 million by Bell with Rothwells in November 1987
could expect to become public.
18.3.24
These were clearly matters perceived by Mr Lloyd, and in our view
rightly, as being potentially embarrassing for the Government. There was a further
matter of some significance which was not reflected in Mr Lloyd's notes but which he
discussed with Mr Edwards subsequently. It was noted by Mr Edwards in the following
terms
"Conspiracy charges Lloyd Edwards Beckwith Hilton."
Mr Edwards said this note reflected a concern that the persons mentioned might be
charged with a conspiracy to keep Rothwells in business knowing that it was insolvent.
This note lends support to our view that the persons mentioned knew, or at least
suspected, that Rothwells was insolvent when substantial public funds were being
utilised to provide it with liquidity.
18.3.25
Although others at the meeting were unable to recall some of the
matters canvassed in the draft letter and in Mr Lloyd's notes, we accept the evidence of
Mr Edwards that he canvassed the major points in those documents during the course
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of the meeting. No doubt much was said in an atmosphere of anxiety and it is not
surprising after this length of time and in view of subsequent events that witnesses are
unable to recall everything that was discussed, even matters of some importance.
18.3.26
Mr Lloyd recalled the meeting taking place in the Rothwells board
room in two stages. Initially members of the Bond Corporation were not involved and
present were Mr Connell, Mr Hilton, Mr Edwards and Mr Parker. Mr Lloyd was not
certain, but he thought Mr Grill was also present and possibly Mr Vrisakis.
18.3.27
According to Mr Lloyd, at the beginning of the meeting Mr Edwards
addressed the issues in Mr Lloyd's notes, perhaps not covering the matters in the first
page related to Bond Corporation but, by and large, dealing with the remaining points.
The other aspect raised at the meeting was the proposal for Bond Corporation and the
Government to purchase PICL, a matter addressed by Mr Lloyd, Mr Hilton and
Mr Connell. The balance sheet position at Rothwells was explained by Mr Lloyd in
terms of the assets and liabilities and the possible effect of a liquidation. Although
Mr Lloyd could not remember the precise figures, he said that certainly he was saying
that if Rothwells went into liquidation there was a substantial deficiency. Mr Lloyd said
he explained "... that Rothwells was in a situation that its supporters needed to take a
hard look at and make a large decision now, rather than provide piecemeal support
which could go on indefinitely". He was unable to recall whether Mr Edwards
canvassed the various matters in the draft letter.
18.3.28
Mr Beckwith and Mr Mitchell eventually participated in a meeting,
although Mr Lloyd could not recall whether they arrived during the first meeting or
whether a second meeting occurred. The consequences of Rothwells going into
liquidation were discussed, as was the proposal for using PICL as a solution. Both
Bond Corporation and Government personnel were prepared to examine seriously the
proposition and discuss it with their principals.
18.3.29
Mr Lloyd said he recalled vividly that arrangements were finalised at
a subsequent meeting on the Sunday of the first weekend in July. The Government and
Bond Corporation representatives agreed that each would buy shares in the
petrochemical plant for a total outlay of $400 million, of which $350 million would be
for Mr Connell's interest. In addition the breakdown between the Government and
Bond Corporation was set, as was the use of the funds that would flow from Mr Connell
to Rothwells and then from Rothwells back to the purchasers or, in the case of the
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Government, to the National Australia Bank. As to the price that was agreed, Mr Lloyd
stood by his evidence in answer to Mr Malcolm McCusker QC, during Mr McCusker's
inquiry, that if the Government had decided it wanted to acquire the project together
with Bond Corporation on an ordinary negotiating basis excluding the Rothwells
problems, the price to be paid would have been nothing like $400 million.
18.3.30
Mr Parker and Mr Grill attended the crucial meeting with the
knowledge that had been conveyed to Mr Parker by Mr Beckwith, but Mr Parker gained
the impression that there was a fair amount of knowledge about PICL and its potential
value that had been discussed by others prior to the meeting. He said the meeting was
told of a $290 million asset deficiency, but a total of $350 million was required in order
to provide additional funds for liquidity. At least $300 million had to be rectified by
31 July 1988 if a balance sheet was to be produced. Mr Beckwith felt that neither
through Bell nor from any other source could Bond Corporation afford to take on the
whole responsibility of acquiring Mr Connell's share. He did not reject the suggested
resolution to the asset deficiency, namely, to achieve an agreed value at which
Mr Connell's share of PICL would be purchased and the funds would go straight to
Rothwells. Mr Parker agreed it was a clear message that whatever the deficiency, that
was the figure that would be aimed at by way of an agreed value. Mr Beckwith was
adamant that if Bond Corporation was to be involved, he wanted Mr Dempster out of
the project. He expressed the view that Mr Dempster was in a tight financial position
and would have to be carried.
18.3.31
Mr Parker regarded the exercise as fundamentally a debt for equity
conversion. The $150 million Government exposure through the National Australia
Bank ("NAB") indemnity plus SGIC's exposure would be converted into equity in PICL
with the potential for a return. From his perspective this conversion was the whole
purpose of the exercise but, at the same time, he said there had to be a view about what
PICL might be worth and whether there was any realistic prospect of it being worth the
value to be ascribed to it. Significantly and frankly Mr Parker said the Government's
"... only interest in saving it by that time was to recover our 200 million". There were
not too many small investors left and Rothwells was not central to the financial interests
of the State except to the extent that the State had a significant exposure to it. He
acknowledged that other people may have had variations on that view, but said that was
certainly central to all views. He and Mr Grill made it plain that they wanted NAB to
be repaid thus eliminating the Government indemnity. They also wanted SGIC's
$50 million repaid.
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18.3.32
Mr Parker said it was clear that unless Rothwells knew it had new cash
coming in to shore up its balance sheet it could not go on for much longer and, if the
problem could not be solved fairly soon, trading should not continue because of
breaches of the Companies Code. Without it being specifically stated, everyone was
aware of the problems of preference payments and breaches of the Companies Code.
There was discussion that persons running Rothwells could be in legal jeopardy if they
persisted in operating without some deal in place from which they could honestly say
they believed Rothwells was going to be solvent. They intended to create a healthy
institution that would continue to operate and it was not suggested that it continue only
until March 1989, that is, until after the election.
18.3.33
As to Mr Lloyd's notes, Mr Parker said he was concentrating on PICL
and might have blocked out some matters, but he could remember Mr Edwards at some
stage expressing concern about the Packer/Anderson deposit and speaking in fairly
graphic terms about what might happen to him, Mr Edwards, if those funds were lost.
The possibility of Mr Anderson publicising the arrangement if Rothwells failed was
advanced as a reason for fixing the problem. Mr Parker acknowledged he would not
have welcomed publicity about past transactions, but said he did not consider there had
been anything improper and did not fear publicity. He would not have welcomed it
because the history would have been controversial and unpopular.
18.3.34
According to Mr Parker, nothing was finally agreed at the meeting and
he and Mr Grill made clear that they could not reach agreement and would need to
consult with the Premier. Mr Beckwith similarly had to consult with Mr Bond.
18.3.35
Mr Grill also gathered the impression that others had discussed and
reached some accord on the plan prior to the meeting. From remarks at the meeting by
Mr Beckwith, he understood that Rothwells had a bad book that ran into $200 million
or $300 million and that this was like an albatross around the neck of the company
which prevented any contemplation of disposing of Rothwells. The bad book had to be
disposed of and there was an immediate liquidity problem that had to be sorted out. He
understood the bad book had been brought about by a whole range of loans which were
not recoverable. Initially it was proposed that the Government and Bond Corporation
purchase the assets of Mr Connell and Mr Dempster in equal shares and from the funds
Mr Connell would purchase the bad book. He understood that funds from the sale to
Mr Connell would be directed into Rothwells in order to allow the Government to
discharge its indemnity with NAB and to enable Bond Corporation to withdraw funds
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it had on deposit. Mr Grill was fairly sure there had been a discussion about a net figure
of $25 million to $50 million being available to Rothwells after those payouts.
18.3.36
Mr Grill recalled that he and Mr Parker and, possibly, Mr Edwards,
discussed the matter privately. Mr Parker indicated that Mr Dowding would not agree
to a 50/50 injection of funds and a rather arbitrary split of $225 million/$175 million
was agreed on between them as a figure to suggest to Mr Dowding. That proposition
was subsequently put to Mr Beckwith, and general agreement was reached, that such a
position might be acceptable to both Mr Dowding and Mr Bond. Mr Grill said the
percentages were worked from those figures and the $50 million gap between the
contributions was really selected to show that Bond Corporation was carrying the
majority of the project. In essence, according to Mr Grill, the total of $400 million was
agreed on because "... that was the figure that was needed to solve the problem within
Rothwells and to pay out the PICL partners".
18.3.37
According to Mr Grill, while he understood that the assets of Rothwells
were primarily made up of debts owed to it, and although he acknowledged that it was
a correct conclusion to draw that a bad book of $300 million meant there was a
$300 million hole in the assets, he did not arrive at that understanding during the
meeting. He said that unfortunately he was left with the impression that a bad book of
$300 million could exist without creating a deficiency of assets compared with
liabilities. He claimed that, at the end of the day, he understood that if the bad book
could be disposed of, whether it was taken off Rothwells' hands for some consideration
or for nothing, there would still be an excess of assets. In retrospect Mr Grill
acknowledged that he probably should have been more analytical. We find it difficult
to believe that having participated in these discussions, Mr Grill did not understand the
true position.
18.3.38
Mr Grill said Mr Beckwith put forward the figures of $50 million for
Mr Dempster and notionally $350 million for Mr Connell. In essence he said he
understood most of the joint injection of $400 million was to come back out again to
those who had paid it and there would be some amount left. In the process, Mr Connell
would absorb the bad debts that were like the albatross. Mr Grill did not understand at
the meeting that the bad debts were Connell-related.
18.3.39
Mr Grill accepted the evidence of Mr Edwards that in substance the
issues in the draft letter were presented at the meeting, but he did not accept that they
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discussed closing doors on 30 June 1988 because he thought the meeting took place
after 30 June. He could not recall any mention of March 1989 as an important date and
it was always intended to ensure the long-term viability of Rothwells. As to the topics
in Mr Lloyd's note, Mr Grill thought someone raised political considerations such as the
dangers of publicity and inquiries if Rothwells failed, and the view was expressed that
it would be a very untidy and messy business. He did not think anyone needed to be
convinced that the failure of Rothwells would cause fairly dire consequences but, while
political considerations were always there for politicians, they were not the most
important factor. We have already indicated, in paragraph 18.3.20 above, our view of
the importance accorded to political considerations.
18.3.40
Mr Grill understood the total Government exposure was about
$200 million from the indemnity of $150 million and $50 million through SGIC. He
denied the Government was buying equity in the project, as he regarded the deal as a
debt for equity swap notwithstanding the different parties involved. He agreed that the
deal could be interpreted as the Government buying its way out of a potential debt, but
said there were other motivations. While conceding the motivation to be rid of the debt
arising from the indemnity, Mr Grill said they were seeking to ensure that a range of
investors were paid out and that a project of benefit to the State got off the ground. He
did not agree with Mr Parker's view that the only interest in saving Rothwells was to
recover the Government's $200 million.
18.3.41
In our view, it is abundantly clear that, subject to the approval of
Mr Dowding and Mr Bond, the meeting agreed on a scheme to purchase Mr Connell's
share in PICL for an amount that would be sufficient to cover the deficiency, believed
to be in the order of $300 million, and which would enable the elimination of the
Government exposure (including SGIC) and the withdrawal by Bond Corporation of its
deposits. It was envisaged from the outset that $350 million would be paid to
Mr Connell which he would use to purchase a portfolio of bad debts, thus injecting
$350 million into Rothwells from which the other objectives could be achieved. In
addition, it was recognised that Mr Dempster's interest would have to be purchased and
a figure of $50 million was contemplated.
18.3.42
This scheme was devised in the knowledge that essentially Rothwells
was already insolvent. It could not meet its day to day commitments without continuing
Government support. All concerned were well aware of preference problems and the
potential legal liability of directors for continuing to trade in such circumstances. As
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acknowledged by Mr Parker, those involved in the meeting were motivated by a desire
to avoid a direct loss of the existing exposures. Although Mr Grill said there were other
motivations concerned with ensuring a whole range of investors were paid out and
seeing that a project very beneficial to the State got off the ground, he agreed with the
interpretation that the Government was buying its way out of a potential loss.
18.3.43
The concept of justifying a figure of $400 million for PICL was also
discussed at the crucial meeting. Mr Parker said they wanted justification of that figure
to see if there was any realistic proposition that the amount they were putting in would
be recovered, and he said that if they had not been able to do that he was not sure they
would necessarily have proceeded. In his view, if they could not recover the funds in
that way, then:
"... I guess if we were going to lose them one way or the other,
we might as well have lost them the first way, so that it was
never inevitable, not never, but at that stage it wasn't inevitable
that we would proceed in that way. It was really a question of
establishing whether we could in fact get that sort of value into
our equity in PICL."
18.3.44
Mr Parker maintained the issue was not approached on the basis of
what would be required to achieve the value of $400 million, but on the basis of what
was needed to get Bond Corporation to agree to come into the project and, secondly, to
make the project bankable without additional equity. Bond Corporation suggested that
Government support was needed for it to participate and, in essence, proposed that, for
at least the debt repayment period, a very direct link between the gas price and the
commodity price was required. Mr Parker said the Bond Corporation graph actually
involved SECWA paying PICL to take its gas and electricity in a particular situation
and:
"... we indicated that we were prepared to contemplate
mechanisms which linked the gas price with commodity prices
but that we couldn't envisage a situation where we would
actually be paying for them to take gas."
Support mechanisms had been rejected by SECWA and Mr Parker before a purchase by
the Government was contemplated. According to Mr Parker, however, at this meeting
it was understood that, unless the Government provided support of this type or some sort
of support, the entire deal would not get off the ground, and in that event Rothwells
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would have to close its doors. Mr Parker acknowledged that there was never any
realistic suggestion that the Government should try to fund this exercise totally itself,
nor was there any realistic suggestion that anything could be achieved without
Government support. Similarly, it was never suggested that there was anyone else in
view who could take Bond Corporation's place in the exercise. We accept the evidence
of Mr Parker that, in effect, if it was to proceed with the scheme as proposed, the
Government was forced into an alliance with Bond Corporation.
18.3.45
Mr Parker eventually conceded that, in order to achieve a value in the
region of $400 million, a certain degree of Government support was necessary. He
agreed that it was known that once the Government support was worked out, a valuer
taking into account that degree of support was more likely to arrive at a value or a range
of values that would justify the expenditure of $400 million. First Boston was retained
in August to provide a valuation. As to whether the Government had decided in
advance of the First Boston's valuation to give the necessary level of support that would
achieve a valuation justifying the expenditure of $400 million, Mr Parker said that
initially the primary concern centred on the negotiation in which Bond Corporation was
saying it would enter the arrangement only on a certain basis and, secondly, it was
necessary to be sure that the support was "prudently offered". He said the Government
would then be able to recover, from the ultimate fruition of the project, those funds
which it would otherwise have lost in Rothwells. He agreed, however, that the level of
support given by the Government would be critical in determining whether the value
could justify an expenditure of $400 million, but he did not agree that the Government
decided to give it a sufficient level of support to ensure that it would be justified in
spending that figure. He acknowledged that given the decision on the level of support
that was made, everyone seemed to have a reasonable degree of confidence in advance
that the First Boston valuation would be sufficient to justify the expenditure of
$400 million.
18.3.46
While acknowledging that a failure of Rothwells was a political
problem and would not have done the Government any good, Mr Parker said he saw it
more as a commercial rather than a political issue. He said the Premier felt sufficiently
distant from Rothwells so that a failure would not necessarily reflect adversely upon
him. He acknowledged that a Rothwells' failure, being a political problem, would
obviously have weighed on their minds, but he maintained that he and others in the
Government were not prepared to do something "completely inconceivable" for political
purposes. Mr Parker also expressed the view that PICL was as much a political problem
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for the Government as letting Rothwells fail. We do not accept that Mr Parker or others
in Government held that view.
18.3.47
Mr Grill had a different perspective on the matter. As to why there was
a need to place a figure of $400 million on PICL, he said "...it was needed to justify the
debt for equity swap." As to the need to justify that swap, he said it "... really
camouflaged to some degree the fact that the Government was losing $150 million in
Rothwells". When Mr Grill was pressed as to whether it amounted to a complete
camouflage, he said he did not think it was a camouflage for anyone who had financial
ability but, rather, it would be quite useful as a camouflage for the ordinary man in the
street. He said he would not like to use the word "deceived" and he maintained that the
Government presented facts but thought that unfortunately the facts were misinterpreted.
Later in his evidence, Mr Grill said there was a need to ascribe a value of $400 million
because the Government did not want to admit publicly that it had lost money.
18.3.48
Mr Grill said the Government could not be seen to be purchasing an
asset which ultimately could not be valued for at least the amount of the purchase and,
in that context, everyone was concerned that they needed to be able objectively and with
independent advice to reflect a value, not immediately, but somewhere down the track,
and use it to cover the $400 million. In essence, having decided that $400 million was
needed and that PICL was the way to go, it was also decided that a valuation was
needed to justify spending the $400 million. Mr Grill maintained the Government was
concerned to see there was ultimate value in the project and, while $400 million was
really an artificial figure in terms of PICL, it was a real figure in terms of Rothwells.
If the valuation only came to $100 million the deal would probably not proceed because
the problem of balancing the Rothwells' books would not be solved.
18.3.49
As to how the value of $400 million could be achieved, Mr Grill said
Mr Beckwith had indicated that the Government would add some value to it by taking
a whole range of technical steps and putting in place price and cash support mechanisms
and that, ultimately, the most important steps were in terms of the rise and fall
agreement relating to the price of gas and the price of the project on the open market.
Mr Grill understood that Government support was required because 100% debt funding
with no equity participation was intended and that Bond Corporation was not prepared
to enter the project without Government support in this manner. He also understood
that a value of $400 million could not be ascribed to PICL unless there were
Government support mechanisms in place.
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18.3.50
We find that Mr Parker, Mr Grill and all involved in the crucial meeting
of late June or early July were well aware of the following:
(a)

Rothwells required $300 million or more in order to restore its solvency and
produce an acceptable balance sheet as at 31 July 1988.

(b)

the initial justification for the Government and Bond Corporation buying
PICL rested solely in the needs of Rothwells.

(c)

PICL was worth very much less than $300 million unless it could be
enhanced by the provision of Government guarantees and support
mechanisms, particularly with respect to the cost of energy supplies to the
project.

(d)

Bond Corporation would not participate unless the Government provided
support and guarantees and no other entity or person was in view as an
alternative to Bond Corporation.

(e)

The Government could not proceed alone with the deal as planned.

(f)

A total of $400 million was needed in order to put $300 million into
Rothwells to meet the deficiency, plus $50 million for liquidity and $50
million to purchase Mr Dempster's interest in PICL.

18.3.51
We also find that rather than let Rothwells collapse and face the
consequences, subject to Mr Dowding's approval, Mr Parker and Mr Grill agreed in
principle as follows:
(a)

The Government and Bond Corporation would purchase PICL for a total of
$400 million.

(b)

The Government would contribute $175 million and Bond Corporation $225
million.

(c)

The Government would provide sufficient support and guarantees necessary
to enhance the value of PICL to approximately $400 million.
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(d)

$350 million would be paid to Mr Connell who would purchase a portfolio
of bad debts from Rothwells, thus providing $350 million to Rothwells.

(e)

Rothwells would apply the proceeds to repaying Bond Corporation, SGIC
and NAB, thereby securing the discharge of the Government's October 1987
indemnity.

18.3.52
While the project was in the hands of Mr Dempster and Mr Connell,
their requests for Government assistance had been rejected by Mr Parker who did not
believe that the importance or value of the project to the State justified the provision of
the assistance sought. We are satisfied his position altered only because he believed a
change was required in order to rescue Rothwells in a manner that disguised the reality
of both the circumstances giving rise to the Government involvement and the nature,
extent and reason for the special Government assistance.
18.3.53
Mr Dowding insisted that a valuation be obtained. We accept the
evidence of Mr Parker that if the valuer had said, in effect, that all the feasibility studies
were wrong and it did not matter what was done the project was not capable of being
worth more than, for example, $100 million, the Government may well have decided to
write off the amount in Rothwells and allow it to go into liquidation. We are satisfied,
however, that Mr Parker was also aware that, in view of the nature and extent of
Government support and guarantees, it was almost inevitable that First Boston would
arrive at a sufficiently high valuation to justify the proposed Government expenditure.
18.3.54
Mr Dowding was not present at the crucial meeting of late June or early
July, but said Mr Parker and Mr Grill reported to him. He said Mr Parker did not tell
him how the PICL purchase would solve the problem in Rothwells other than that
Government funds would end up in Rothwells. We found Mr Dowding was quite
evasive as to what he was told and his version was most unconvincing. We are satisfied
he was fully briefed by Mr Parker and Mr Grill on all the issues that had been canvassed
at the meeting, including those matters set out in paragraphs 18.3.50 and 18.3.51 above.
We have no hesitation in accepting the evidence of Mr Parker that he was careful to give
Mr Dowding as much detail as possible, and that Mr Dowding was the sort of person
who insisted on being provided with such detail and went through the matter on a
whiteboard in his office. As explained by Mr Parker, the fundamental point of the
meeting with Mr Dowding was to give him a full understanding of the commercial and
financial issues at stake.
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18.3.55
We find that Mr Dowding gave Mr Parker and Mr Grill a general
mandate to progress the matter. We also accept the evidence of Mr Parker and Mr Grill
that, during the course of the briefing, Mr Dowding indicated that he wanted to see if
he could improve the Government's position by personally engaging in discussions with
Mr Bond or Bond Corporation personnel. When Mr Dowding was first asked whether
he had ever said to Mr Grill and Mr Parker that he would negotiate with
Bond Corporation to see if he could improve the Government's position, he responded
in the negative with the one caveat of some recollection about trying to prevent the total
cost of the project being increased by $100 million or $200 million. When the specific
evidence of Mr Grill and Mr Parker was drawn to his attention, he affirmed his memory
that he had not said to them that he wanted to take on such personal discussions with
Mr Bond or Bond Corporation personnel himself, but he did not exclude the possibility
that he reacted in that manner. Later, when asked what he would say to the suggestion
of a total picture that he was given a full briefing by Mr Parker and Mr Grill, which
included the proposal about paying $350 million, and that he decided to take it upon
himself to negotiate with Bond Corporation personnel to see if he could improve the
position and, having done so, the $100 million buffer (which is referred to in paragraph
18.4.27 of this chapter) was removed and the Government assumed the interim funding
of PICL, Mr Dowding said it was a composite picture in sequence in a context which
was incorrect and that it makes a nonsense of "... what stares at you from the facts". He
was referring to the establishment of a task force with a task which, to the best of his
knowledge, it performed. As indicated, we prefer the evidence of Mr Parker and
Mr Grill in this regard.
18.3.56
Some issues concerning Mr Dowding's understanding following the
crucial meeting also require comment. He was asked about his understanding of
Rothwells' position. He said he understood that, if no action was taken by anyone,
Rothwells was likely to close its doors, but closure was only a possibility if the
Government did not do something. We interpret Mr Dowding's evidence as meaning
that the absence of Government assistance would not inevitably result in a collapse of
Rothwells. We are satisfied it had been made clear at that meeting that
Bond Corporation would not participate in PICL unless the Government was involved
and provided certain support mechanisms, and we have no doubt that Mr Dowding
gained a full appreciation of that situation when briefed by Mr Parker. In our view,
everyone concerned, including Mr Dowding, was well aware that if the Government was
not involved in PICL, Rothwells would inevitably have to close its doors within a very
short time.
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18.3.57
As to what was the obvious catalyst for the proposal that there be an
acquisition of an interest in PICL by the Government, Mr Dowding initially said he did
not know that he could answer that question. He then said there was a proposal for a
transference of debt and potential liability into an asset and the cancellation of debt and
potential liability. Asked again what prompted the Government to start to get involved
in the matter, he said "... the discussion that Grill and Parker had had with Beckwith".
He was then pressed further, eventually conceding it was his understanding that the
proposal of Government involvement in the exercise had its origins in the very serious
problems in Rothwells that had to be rectified. We found Mr Dowding's answers
unsatisfactory. In later evidence he said the Government would not have come into the
project were it not for the Rothwells situation, but he asserted it did not proceed just to
save Rothwells. He said it proceeded because it was an opportunity to transfer the risk
from Rothwells into a project; in other words the Government was transferring a
potential loss into an asset with a potential return. In this regard we believe
Mr Dowding's evidence to be a rationalisation after the event.
18.3.58
We are satisfied that Mr Dowding approved of the agreement in
principle that had been reached at the crucial meeting, the essential features of which
are set out in paragraph 18.3.52 of this chapter. The particular support mechanism was
ultimately reflected in the annexure to the memorandum of understanding signed on 28
July 1988 and set out in paragraph 18.4.51. The decision to provide support and
achieve a value became the cornerstone of the whole arrangement. In essence, the
Government undertook a contingent liability in order to enhance the value of PICL and
agreed to pay the enhanced value. The conduct of Mr Dowding, Mr Grill and Mr Parker
was improper.
18.3.59
We are also satisfied that Mr Parker, Mr Grill and Mr Dowding have
all been reluctant to acknowledge the true significance of the political implications of
a Rothwells failure involving what would then have been a massive loss to the State of
at least $200 million. We do not accept Mr Dowding's evidence that he believed he
could ultimately turn the situation around so that it was not an adverse factor. The
problem was being faced in early July 1988 in the knowledge that elections would take
place early in 1989, probably in February, and it was acknowledged by all that it was
known that the forthcoming election would be difficult to win. In our opinion, the
totality of conduct of those engaged in this exercise amply demonstrates the dominating
importance of electoral considerations.
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18.3.60
Mr Bond initially said he was first contacted by Mr Beckwith and
Mr Mitchell when in London. He was told that Mr Lloyd had conveyed to Mr Beckwith
that there was a major problem of a large magnitude in connection with loans to Connell
related companies, and a scheme to fix all the problems was proposed. A presentation
was made to him in London on 8/9 July 1988. He was told that his staff had been
dealing with Mr Parker, Mr Grill and Mr Edwards and there was to be a purchase for
$400 million, $350 million to Mr Connell and $50 million to Mr Dempster. He was
then unsure whether he had been told of the scheme before going to London, and
recalled asking in London or earlier about the disparity between the amounts to be paid
to Mr Connell and Mr Dempster. He was told that Mr Connell had an option to buy out
Mr Dempster for $50 million. It was also said that the Government could ensure that
Mr Dempster accepted because he had a mortgage on the shares to the R & I Bank for
$50 million or thereabouts. He said these topics might well have been discussed before
he left to go to London.
18.3.61
Mr Bond was told that the figure of $350 million had been arrived at
because it was necessary to acquire the questionable loans in order to fix the balance
sheet. Regardless of the amount involved, he said he rejected the proposition at that
time because the project was totally dependent upon the gas sales contract, power and
water, and it was not clear that the proposal being put for the long-term contract was
sufficiently secure to assure viability of the project. He took the view that the project
would not be viable without a Government guarantee "over the top" and, if necessary,
he was prepared to write-off the money in Rothwells. If Bond Corporation was to go
ahead with the project, it was Mr Bond's attitude that Government guarantees were
required.
18.3.62
Mr Bond said the proposal was discussed during the London meeting
on the basis that the $350 million would be applied by Mr Connell to the purchase of
a group of questionable debts, which in turn would provide funds to Rothwells for use
in repaying the loans to Bond Corporation and part, if not all, of the Government
indemnity by virtue of reducing Rothwells' debt to NAB. Mr Bond said he insisted that
any settlement had to include a payment to Bond Media in relation to its exposure to the
Tryart debt and the shares in Rothwells had to be purchased. He was of the view that
all relationships with Rothwells had to be cleared. He thought it was a good project, but
insisted that Government guarantees be in place with legislation to protect them in a
number of areas. Other issues such as management control had to be settled. The split
of $225 million to $175 million had already been arrived at.
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18.3.63
Mr Ken Judge was present for part of the meeting in London. He said
Mr Bond took a good deal of persuading to participate and, when finally persuaded by
Mr Beckwith, he outlined a number of matters which he said were fundamental to
having anything to do with the proposal. Mr Beckwith made it clear to Mr Bond that
the Government was seeking Bond Corporation's participation because somehow it
would help Rothwells, and Mr Bond was adamant that:
(i)

this was the last time he would do anything to help Rothwells;

(ii) he wanted nothing more to do with Rothwells;
(iii) he wanted a Treasurer's guarantee embodied in the State agreement;
(iv) Bond Corporation was to get a sizeable management fee; and
(v)

all of Mr Connell's assets were to be put on the line.

18.3.64
In evidence Mr Bond said the issue of value was not important to his
decision at that time. He agreed that the ultimate value, that is, what would be made out
of the project, depended on the nature and extent of the Government supports and
concessions because the project had to be competitive. In his view the Government had
to recognise that fact because it would never have a project like this unless Government
guarantees were associated with it, and the guarantees included not only a guarantee of
supply but the cost of supply wrapped together in a formula based on the cash flow.
18.3.65
As to the value, Mr Bond confirmed the accuracy of his answer during
Mr McCusker's inquiry that the project was worth nothing unless it obtained the
long-term gas price and that it all hinged on the gas price. However, he thought the
statement to Mr McCusker was a little too simplistic in that the project had a site and
a deep water port organised, but he acknowledged the value at that time was "nothing
very much". He agreed Bond Corporation took the point quite clearly that, unless the
Government enhanced the value, meaning Government concessions and support in order
to give the project value at a later point, Bond Corporation would not participate. In
addition, there was the problem of financing and the support was needed because of the
lack of equity.
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18.3.66
Not surprisingly, Mr Bond agreed that a valuation in the region of
$400 million could not be achieved without certain Government concessions or support
mechanisms including the long-term supply of gas, water and power, and the cost of
supply being calculated on a formula basis by relating the cost of supply to the cash
flow of the project. This included, if necessary, not paying for the gas. He said Bond
Corporation would not have entered into the project for a figure of $400 million had it
not been for the objective of getting funds out of Rothwells. As to why the Government
was agreeable to a figure of $400 million, he said his evidence to Mr McCusker was
correct that in discussions the previous month with Mr Grill and Mr Parker it had been
made clear that the figure was sufficient to repay the Government. Some of his
information came from Mr Beckwith and Mr Mitchell who were in daily contact with
Mr Grill and Mr Parker. These matters concerning why the Government was involved
could have been discussed after his return from London.
18.3.67
Mr Hilton said he and Mr Connell met Mr Mitchell when Mr Mitchell
returned from London and were told that Mr Bond had reluctantly agreed to the request.
It was said that Mr Beckwith had advised Mr Bond that he had effectively given his
word and was committed to the project, and that if Mr Bond did not consent he would
resign. In ultimately agreeing Mr Bond placed a condition on the transaction going
ahead that Mr Connell should purchase Bond Corporation's shares in Rothwells for
$17.5 million. He said that Mr Bond realised this might not be easy from a financial
point of view, but he would accept from Mr Connell certain assets, namely, the
Mediterranean restaurant in West Perth, his house and horses in London and a 50%
interest in the funds ultimately raised from the portfolio of debts Dalleagles was
purchasing from Rothwells. Mr Hilton was unable to remember Mr Connell's response
except that he did not like the proposition and, within a day or so, he and Mr Connell
again met with Mr Mitchell. On this occasion they discussed the portfolio of debts that
Dalleagles was purchasing and Mr Hilton attempted to satisfy Mr Mitchell that, other
than affecting the liabilities of Mr Connell, the assets Dalleagles was purchasing did not
have any value and there was no particular advantage in Mr Bond having a 50% interest.
Mr Connell told Mr Mitchell that he would prefer to handle the matter of the share
purchase with a cash transaction, and Mr Hilton had a vague recollection that
Mr Mitchell responded to the effect that this was not his instruction from Mr Bond and
he would have to confirm it with him.
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18.4
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18.4.1
Mr Dowding imposed conditions that he regarded as essential
prerequisites to be fulfilled before the Government would be involved:
(a)

The price to be paid by the Government had to be supported by an
independent valuation.

(b)

The funds injected by the Government were not to exceed the current
exposure to Rothwells.

(c)

The transaction was to extinguish the Government's exposure to Rothwells.

(d)

The Government would not make a firm commitment until it had been
established by independent experts that those criteria had been met.

18.4.2
Following the essential agreement reached at the crucial meeting
between the Government and Bond Corporation, negotiations proceeded through July,
culminating in the signing of the memorandum of understanding on 28 July 1988.
Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd were involved, together with both Mr Parker (until he left
Perth on 14 July) and Mr Grill who appear to have shared ministerial responsibility. An
issue has arisen during the evidence, however, as to the extent of the involvement of
Mr Dowding. He claimed that while he would have been regularly informed of what
was happening, he put the entire responsibility for reaching a position on the various
matters with Mr Grill and Mr Parker. We accept that Mr Dowding was particularly
busy and relied on Mr Parker and Mr Grill in the events that followed, but, in our view,
Mr Dowding was far more involved than he has been prepared to admit.
18.4.3
Mr Lloyd said he dealt with Mr Edwards at officer level and with
Mr Parker and Mr Grill at ministerial level, and that he might have had one or two
meetings with Mr Dowding. From what he was being told by Mr Parker, Mr Grill and
Mr Edwards he understood, however, that Mr Dowding was being consulted and his
views were being fed into the negotiations. Mr Edwards said in evidence that he was
intimately involved in the negotiations throughout July and was reporting to the Premier
as well as to Mr Parker and Mr Grill. In addition, those Ministers were also reporting
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to the Premier. Although his relationship with the Premier was cooler than previously,
Mr Edwards said he still had access and it did not reduce the amount of reporting on this
matter. As far as Mr Parker was concerned, "... he [Mr Dowding] was made aware of
every piece of information that either Mr Grill or I had".
18.4.4
The events of July took place in the knowledge that prior to the end of
the Rothwells' financial year, 31 July 1988, the consent of the shareholders to the
proposed sale of non-performing debts to Dalleagles was required so that a satisfactory
balance sheet could be produced. Hence the selection of the portfolio of debts had to
be completed and there was a need for the Government to confirm its intention to
proceed with the acquisition of PICL prior to the meeting of shareholders. The NCSC
was sceptical about the ability of Dalleagles to raise the $350 million and required
confirmation of that ability prior to the shareholders' meeting. Mr Dowding recalled
being aware of anxiety that a commitment be given. In his evidence he said his former
staff had recently told him they appreciated the urgency related to the Dalleagles
transaction, but he did not think he then had such an appreciation.
18.4.5
Mr Hare said that he was instructed by Mr Hilton in June to prepare a
list of debts amounting to $500 million. He was given 48 hours within which to do it.
Mr Hugall gave him a list of companies and shareholders and he approached the loan
portfolio alphabetically, selecting loans of doubtful value. This resulted in a list in
excess of $500 million. Mr Hare told Mr Hilton he could not get below that figure but,
on the instructions of Mr Hilton, he involved Mr Hugall who revised the list overnight
and returned it.
18.4.6
Mr Reginald Webb, of Price Waterhouse, received instructions late in
June or early July 1988 and produced his report of 11 July 1988 that the price was fair
to the shareholders, having regard to the recoverability of the loans. He regarded the
report as one of the easiest he had ever produced, but it appears that Mr Schoer advised
the Stock Exchange not to accept it pending clarification of Mr Schoer's concern to
satisfy himself that the Government and Bond Corporation would pay the $350 million.
After a call from Mr Schoer on that matter, Mr Webb spoke to Mr Grill, and also to
Mr Beckwith, and both confirmed that the amount would be paid.
18.4.7
Mr Parker recalled discussions at the crucial meeting of late June or
early July that the debts purchased would be valueless. He subsequently discussed this
with Mr Mitchell and Mr Lloyd and stressed that they needed to be sure the debts were
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valueless. Mr Mitchell agreed it was important and Mr Parker asked him and Mr Lloyd
to superintend that process.
18.4.8
On 15 July 1988, Mr Lloyd issued a news release indicating that a sale
to Dalleagles of a portfolio of debts totalling $349,947,123.75 would take place, and
that Rothwells would be in a position to retire the Government's indemnity a year early.
That release obviously created an awkward situation in view of a threat by the NCSC
to prevent the shareholders' meeting of 29 July taking place, and added to the urgency
of settling the outstanding issues.
18.4.9
In the midst of the PICL situation, Bell Resources was agitating for the
repayment of the $50 million deposited following the purchase of the BHP shares.
Mr Edwards reported to Mr Parker in a memorandum dated 15 July 1988, although it
appears that Mr Parker received the memorandum shortly thereafter following his
departure from Perth on an overseas trip. In the memorandum Mr Edwards observed
that Rothwells could not meet the payment as demanded by the close of business on
15 July. He referred to a $140 million payment due by SGIC for the Bell Group
convertible bonds on 26 July and he indicated he had obtained a legal opinion that SGIC
had grounds to decline to make the payment. In the memorandum, Mr Edwards said if
Mr Holmes a Court did not withdraw the demand he would be advising him that SGIC
would not meet that payment. In evidence Mr Edwards said he might have discussed
the matter with Mr Beckwith and, although he could not recall any suggestion that
Mr Holmes a Court be told that SGIC would not meet the payment, he thought it would
have been "... a hell of a good suggestion to make at the time".
18.4.10
In connection with that $50 million, Mrs Constance Chapman of Bell
Group gave evidence that she had been told by a person she could not now identify that
Mr Grill had visited Mr Holmes a Court at his home and advised that if the funds were
not left on deposit with Rothwells another transaction would not proceed. In this
context Mr Newman said he was told by Mr Holmes a Court of a visit by Mr Grill when
they discussed the enhancement of the security in Rothwells concerning the
petrochemical proposal and that the $50 million should stay in. He was told that
Mr Grill reminded Mr Holmes a Court that a certain part of the transaction relating to
the sale of the convertible bonds had not yet been completed.
18.4.11
Mr Grill denied saying the other transaction would not proceed if the
funds were not left on deposit, but he acknowledged that he spoke with
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Mr Holmes a Court about concerns associated with the possibility of such a withdrawal
and outlined a package being put in place to alleviate the concern of Mr Holmes a Court.
In response, Mr Holmes a Court indicated a personal view that the deposit should be
rolled over but said it was a matter for the directors and he would not attempt to be
heavy handed on the issue. Mr Grill said that he and his wife were subsequently invited
to visit Mr and Mrs Holmes a Court at their country property, which he suggested would
not have occurred if he had made the threat of which Mrs Chapman spoke. The visitors'
book recorded that the Grill family attended at the property on 17 July 1988.
18.4.12
The source of the information received by Mrs Chapman is unknown
and its reliability cannot be tested. Mr Newman's evidence is equivocal. In the
circumstances, particularly bearing in mind the possibility that Mr Edwards may have
spoken to others along the lines of his memorandum to Mr Parker (see paragraph 18.4.9
above), it is not difficult to imagine that someone could have jumped to the wrong
conclusion and we are not prepared to reject the evidence of Mr Grill in this respect.
18.4.13
Whatever transpired with Mr Holmes a Court, the issue of the
$50 million deposit was not resolved by the Bell Resources Board until after it met with
Mr Lloyd on 20 July 1988. In addition to the request by Mr Lloyd we note that
Mr Mitchell wrote to Mr Holmes a Court on 20 July requesting that reasonable
accommodation be extended to Rothwells.
18.4.14
Mr Lloyd's attendance occurred because, as 30 June 1988 approached,
the Board of Bell Resources decided to request that Rothwells make a submission to the
Board concerning the possibility of the repayment of the $50 million. On 14 July 1988
Mr Lloyd wrote to Mr Tony Oates of Bond Corporation confirming that Bell Resources
had called its deposit for 15 July and that Rothwells would require the additional
$50 million from Bond Corporation pursuant to the loan agreement of 3 June 1988. He
wrote again on 15 July referring to a request by Mr Oates that Mr Hilton ask Bell
Resources to roll over the $50 million and confirming the request was made but refused.
Bell Resources apparently agreed to an extension to 21 July as Mr Lloyd again wrote
to Bond Corporation on 18 July advising of the extension and giving notice that
payment of $50 million from Bond Corporation was required on 21 July 1988.
18.4.15
A transcript of the Bell board meeting of 20 July 1988 is not challenged
as to its general accuracy. Mr Lloyd said he understood at this time from Mr Edwards
that Mr Dowding had agreed to the final structure of the transaction, and he advised the
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meeting that arrangements were in place at the "... heads of agreement stage rather than
complete formal sale" for the sale of the loan portfolio to Dalleagles for $350 million.
Neither heads of agreement nor memoranda of understanding had been signed at that
stage.
18.4.16
Later in the meeting, Mr Lloyd was asked whether Rothwells could
meet its liabilities should it be wound up and he responded: "I believe so". He was
asked as to the evidence from which he could come to that assumption and he indicated
that Rothwells had been through an audit and made reference to the provision of
$100 million against doubtful debts. He was asked whether there had been any material
alteration since the date of the audit and he responded: "[t]hat hasn't materially altered
since then". That was a false statement and false to Mr Lloyd's knowledge. As
previously discussed, by this time Mr Lloyd had accepted what he had been told by
Mr Hilton, namely, a major problem existed in Rothwells associated with Mr Connell.
Mr Lloyd's conduct in this regard was improper. The implications of our finding in this
paragraph are referred to in a confidential appendix to the report.
18.4.17
According to Mr Leon Musca, a solicitor, he received instructions from
Mr Lloyd and Mr Connell on 20 July 1988 concerning the preparation of the
memorandum of understanding. He made a note of the receipt of those instructions and
various instructions he received from time to time were reflected in other file notes
dated 20-28 July 1988. The initial draft prepared by Mr Musca was redrafted by
Mr Lodge who had been instructed on 15 July by the Bond Group to act in the matter.
On 20 July Mr Michal Lewi, a partner of Jackson McDonald, was instructed by
Mr Dowding to assist and ensure the memorandum was not binding. Mr Lewi was
advised that his client was the Minister for Energy. Over the ensuing few days,
numerous drafts were prepared.
18.4.18
According to the evidence of Mr Musca, the first draft he prepared was
a composite document designed to reflect the entire arrangement and be signed by the
various parties. The draft faxed by Mr Musca to Mr Edwards on 20 July referred to the
Government, Bond Corporation and Rothwells as the parties and canvassed the debt
portfolio sale from Rothwells to Dalleagles. Mr Lodge recalled receiving the first draft
from Mr Musca and taking the liberty of redrafting it and adding some parties. On
22 July 1988, however, Mr Musca met with Mr Edwards, Mr Hilton and Mr Connell
and noted his instructions from Mr Edwards. He was told that Mr Dowding was
concerned about the memorandum "... falling off the back of a truck and the political
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embarrassment" and wanted it split into three or four documents. Mr Edwards
confirmed that it was Mr Dowding's idea to split the document and said that
Mr Dowding held the view that if the document was split into four parts, "... if one fell
off the back of a truck people wouldn't link up the relationships with other people and
it would be ... a bit hard to work out". He said it was the commercial aspect involving
Rothwells and Mr Dempster that would be a bit hard to work out and that it was
concerned with the fine print. As to what in the fine print was concerning Mr Dowding,
he said inferences could be drawn and politics is about illusion rather than reality. He
also said Governments must run by press releases hence it would be "instinctive", by
which we understood him to mean that it would be instinct on Mr Dowding's part that
led him to make the suggestion.
18.4.19
Mr Dowding said he did not recall any such discussion, but said it
would have been his position that the Government's Minister should be involved in no
more than defining Government obligations and not defining the obligations of other
entities. Mr Grill said not long after Mr Parker left for his overseas trip on 15 July,
Mr Dowding indicated he wanted four separate agreements. The reason was given that
a composite would contain matters that did not concern the Government and, if the
document fell into the hands of third parties, he did not want to be embarrassed by other
matters within the document which did not concern the Government. He said
Mr Dowding did not identify the matters that might embarrass the Government.
18.4.20
As explained by Mr Grill, the reason advanced by Mr Dowding is
similar to the reason reconstructed by Mr Dowding during his evidence. Mr Grill gave
evidence after Mr Dowding and admitted that he was aware of Mr Dowding's
reconstruction. We do not find the explanation proffered by Mr Dowding and Mr Grill
convincing. While the scheme was a series of discrete transactions, some of which did
not directly involve the Government, we are satisfied the true reason was that
Mr Dowding did not want the full picture to be available in the one document.
18.4.21
Neither Mr Lodge nor Mr Lewi was able to assist as to the
circumstances in which the decision to split into four was made. Mr Lodge explained
that ultimately the four was reduced to three because of a conversation between
Mr Mitchell and Mr Edwards which resulted in two of the four documents being
amalgamated into one.
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18.4.22
In the context of concern about security, we note Mr Musca's evidence
that Mr Edwards requested he destroy all drafts and memoranda because the
Government was very concerned about the details of the transaction falling into the
wrong hands and becoming public. Mr Edwards said he could not recall giving
instructions about draft documents, but acknowledged the Premier did not want loads
of documents "floating around the Terrace". Mr Edwards said he would have cautioned
that "we'd better keep all this quiet". While there was probably some reference of this
nature to the need for confidentiality to be maintained, and in that context a mention of
destroying drafts, we doubt that Mr Edwards set out to give a specific instruction to
destroy the drafts. Others also possessed numerous drafts but were not approached by
Mr Edwards in this manner.
18.4.23
Mr Grill thought Mr Dowding would have seen a draft memorandum
of understanding because Mr Lewi had the task of vetting the documentation and
advising the Premier. This seems a reasonable conclusion in view of Mr Dowding's
interest and involvement during July which is reflected by his concern to split the
document, giving other instructions and undertaking negotiations. On 26 July 1988
Mr Musca noted instructions from Mr Edwards that the Premier requested that the
memorandum of understanding documents, prepared for signature by Mr Grill and
SECWA, be combined into one and that SGIC not be a party. On the same day, he
noted advice from Mr Lewi that the Premier wanted the Government to have equal
control with Bond Corporation or Bond Corporation's nominee, and that if
Bond Corporation or the nominee sold or assigned the Government wanted the option
to be bought out. Mr Edwards said Mr Dowding strongly supported of the concept of
equal control and wanted to make sure that Bond Corporation could not do "... a paper
flick pass and leave us holding the baby".
18.4.24
Mr Edwards said that, during July, Mr Dowding was in control of the
project, not in the sense that he was "hands on" every day of the week but that all the
decisions were made by him. He said Mr Dowding talked details and made use of the
whiteboard. Mr Dowding, however, disagreed that this was a fair description of his
role. He said he was too preoccupied with all the other activities, some of which were
disclosed in his day sheets, but added that he wanted to keep a very close eye on the
matter and was urging both Mr Parker and Mr Grill to spend a great deal of time and
effort in controlling what was happening. He said they regularly spoke to him about
matters, but more about broader brush issues than specific details. He agreed
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Mr Edwards reported to him from time to time about the negotiations and raised issues
for him to express a view, but not to specifically make the decision.
18.4.25
Mr Bond was on Cockatoo Island from 22 July to 25 July 1988 and
Mr Edwards recalled a suggestion that Mr Dowding might travel to the island to settle
outstanding issues with Mr Bond. Mr Lodge made a note to that effect as a
consequence of a conversation with Mr Edwards or Mr Lewi in the Capita Centre. In
the context of Mr Bond meeting the Premier a comment was made that the latter could
fly to Cockatoo Island for that purpose. Mr Dowding had no recollection of any such
suggestion.
18.4.26
Mr Bond and Mr Dowding met on 26 July 1988, but the circumstances
leading to that meeting and the contents of it are in dispute. Mr Edwards asserted that
the meeting was initiated by Mr Dowding and Mr Bond, and that Mr Dowding insisted
on such a meeting. Mr Dowding disagreed that he initiated the meeting and denied that
he had an attitude that he wanted to meet face to face with Mr Bond to bring the matter
to a finality.
18.4.27
On 26 July 1988, shortly before the meeting between Mr Dowding and
Mr Bond, the Premier met with Mr Grill and Mr Edwards and discussed the project.
According to Mr Edwards, they explained to Mr Dowding the key points in respect of
which arrangements were not finalised, the main one being the $100 million "sort of
equity draw-down to chip in a bit more cash before you hit SECWA under the support
system", a factor that had been carefully woven in by Mr Parker. At that time it was a
joint responsibility between Bond Corporation and the Government to meet that
$100 million, and it was said in the discussion that it was important to maintain that
situation. This reserve of $100 million has been referred to as the "buffer". Mr
Edwards said there were a few other minor matters, the detail of which he was unable
to now recall, and Mr Dowding was writing the key points on the whiteboard. The
meeting was designed to ensure that Mr Dowding was fully aware of the position before
he met with Mr Bond.
18.4.28
Mr Grill said that Mr Dowding resented the pressure under which the
Government had been placed by virtue of the Rothwells situation and the urgency of the
matter was mentioned at the meeting. They also discussed splitting the agreement into
four separate documents and the general nature of the transaction, and it was understood
and canvassed as part of the general picture that the Government and Bond Corporation
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would each contribute $50 million. No reason was advanced why such contribution
should not occur. He said Mr Dowding was briefed by Mr Edwards and a whiteboard
was used.
18.4.29
In the context of Mr Dowding's evidence, it is significant that Mr Grill
reluctantly acknowledged the substance of his evidence to be that Mr Dowding indicated
to him that he was deliberately setting out to involve himself in the negotiations because
he was going to try to achieve a better deal.
18.4.30
Mr Dowding's day sheet for 26 July 1988 recorded meetings with
Mr Grill and Mr Edwards at 10.00 am and with Mr Bond at 10.30 am. Mr Dowding
accepted that the meeting described by Mr Grill would have taken place, although he
said he had no memory of it. He said such a meeting would be consistent with a
position that Bond Corporation had made contact and wanted to see him, in which event
he would ask Mr Grill and Mr Edwards to come over and inform him as to the position.
Mr Dowding disputed the use of the word "briefing" and maintained it was an informal
discussion. He did not believe that the $100 million buffer was discussed and said that
he could not say even now what that buffer was.
18.4.31
We have no doubt that Mr Dowding was determined to involve himself
in the negotiations to see if he could improve the Government position, and we accept
the evidence of Mr Edwards that Mr Dowding insisted on meeting Mr Bond. We also
accept the evidence of Mr Edwards, discussed above in paragraph 18.4.24 of this
chapter, that, during July, Mr Dowding was in control of the project in the manner
described by Mr Edwards and discussed details, making use of the whiteboard. Further,
in our view, the meeting between Mr Dowding, Mr Grill and Mr Edwards occurred
specifically for the purpose of briefing Mr Dowding who was about to meet Mr Bond
in an effort to resolve the outstanding issues. Once those issues were resolved, the
memorandum of understanding could be signed and this had to occur before the meeting
of the Rothwells shareholders which was due to take place on 29 July 1988.
18.4.32
Prior to meeting with Mr Dowding on 26 July 1988, Mr Bond was
scheduled to meet Mr Mitchell on 25 July and, although he could not recall the meeting,
from a consideration of a memorandum from Mr Mitchell to Mr Bond of 25 July, it
appears that the meeting occurred. As Mr Bond acknowledged, it seemed logical that
he would return to Perth and meet Mr Dowding armed with the memorandum from
Mr Mitchell.
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18.4.33
Mr Edwards said the memorandum appeared to be accurate. It recorded
the view of Mr Mitchell that Mr Edwards and Mr Grill,on behalf of the Government,
with Mr Connell and Mr Lloyd, on behalf of Rothwells and Dalleagles, and
Mr Mitchell, had reached agreement on the essential deal. Mr Mitchell expressed the
belief that the Premier was concerned with the overall integrity of the scheme and, in
particular, how it would be viewed. He said that essentially Bond Corporation needed
a commitment from the Premier to the following:
"(i) The SECWA contract being able to abate to zero over
the period of the loan, and certainly that we will not be
asked to treat it as a deferment, and that once the loan is
paid out there is no question of recoupment at a later
date. By the way I am satisfied that this particular
concept is not a problem with his advisers.
(ii) Acceptance by the Premier that SGIC would be
providing a guarantee to meet the cost of the interest and
debt service in the event that the revenues of the project
were insufficient.
(iii) Finally, that it is understood that whatever money is
required to get the project started, and at present that has
been suggested at $100 million, will be provided equally
by the participants."
Mr Mitchell went on to observe that the last point might concern Mr Edwards because
of the additional level of Government commitment.
18.4.34
Mr Bond believed the meeting with Mr Dowding occurred, but said he
really had no memory of it. He recalled a discussion involving Mr Dowding's concern
about the project being tied back to Rothwells, a concern shared by Mr Bond because
he thought the project was too important and it had to be presented as a major project
in its own right. Given the timing of the meeting, he believed the topic would have been
PICL and, reconstructing, said that if he had the memorandum from Mr Mitchell of
25 July 1988 it was unlikely that the issue would not have been part of the discussion.
18.4.35
Mr Dowding described the occasion as one on which Mr Bond was
encouraging him to proceed and was "puffing" about his capacity to deal with the
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problems. Aware of the subsequent suggestion that he had given away the $100 million
buffer during this meeting, Mr Dowding said they may have discussed the buffer but he
had a clear recollection that he did not enter into a negotiation to conclude a final
agreement. As to the issue of interim funding, he had a memory of asking Mr Heron
whether it was a problem and he might have conveyed Mr Heron's answer to Mr Bond.
Mr Dowding thought that Mr Bond had requested the meeting to enthuse him about the
proposal.
18.4.36
This meeting must be viewed against the background of our finding that
Mr Dowding deliberately set out to involve himself in the negotiations. There was no
occasion for Mr Bond to enthuse Mr Dowding. It follows that we have rejected
Mr Dowding's version and denial that he deliberately involved himself in the
negotiations. We find his claimed lack of recollection of even the general issues
discussed with Mr Bond unacceptable.
18.4.37
According to Mr Edwards, after meeting Mr Bond, Mr Dowding
explained the deal to him on a whiteboard and said: "[t]his is the deal. Do it."
Mr Edwards thought Mr Grill and Mr Norm Taylor, an assistant to Mr Dowding, were
present and he said Mr Dowding demonstrated how he had agreed to the removal of the
$100 million buffer in return for a benefit. Mr Edwards was not sure what the benefit
was but said "it wasn't very much". It was said to Mr Dowding that he should tell
Mr Parker because Mr Parker would "go berserk", but Mr Dowding responded that it
was all right because he had obtained another benefit. There is no evidence that
explains what benefit Mr Dowding obtained.
18.4.38
Mr Grill recalled that Mr Edwards had reported to him later on 26 July
concerning the two items that had been altered as a result of the discussions between
Mr Bond and Mr Dowding. As a consequence of being told by Mr Edwards that he was
unhappy with the negotiations concluded by Mr Dowding because of the removal of the
$100 million buffer, Mr Grill spoke to Mr Dowding who responded that he believed he
had improved the position and the buffer was just an impediment better removed.
Mr Grill said Mr Edwards had also indicated to him that he was unhappy that the
Premier had placed the Government in the position of carrying the interim funding. Mr
Grill thought he might have spoken to Mr Dowding about that issue but he could not
remember his response.
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18.4.39
Mr Dowding did not believe there was any further meeting as described
by Mr Edwards and referred to in paragraph 18.4.37 above, but said he might have
spoken to Mr Edwards or Mr Grill if they were present. As to the evidence of
Mr Edwards that he said, "[t]his is the deal. Do it.", Mr Dowding said Mr Edwards was
not correct about such an occasion.
18.4.40
Mr Parker was overseas at the time of the meeting between
Mr Dowding and Mr Bond. During a telephone conversation with Mr Grill, he was
advised that the deal negotiated by Mr Dowding was worse in two fundamental aspects,
namely, the removal of the $100 million buffer which Mr Parker had previously insisted
be included and, secondly, the Premier had agreed that the Government would be
responsible for interim financing arrangements for PICL in that it would provide interim
funding that was needed for PICL to operate until the project loan was in place.
Mr Parker said he was told by Mr Grill that these things had been agreed during the
meeting between Mr Dowding and Mr Bond. Mr Grill said Mr Parker remonstrated
with him about those two aspects. Mr Grill responded that he understood Mr Parker's
position but said that was the agreement reached between Mr Dowding and Mr Bond.

18.4.41
There can be no doubt that the $100 million buffer was originally
contemplated and subsequently removed. Mr Lodge gave evidence that the SECWA
annexure to the memorandum of understanding originally contained a reference to the
$100 million and that reference appears in a draft from the file of various drafts kept by
Mr Lodge. He understood that reference to the $100 million was removed as a result
of a conversation between Mr Edwards and Mr Mitchell in which instructions were
received to amalgamate the two documents into one. Mr Lodge understood the
$100 million was remaining as part of the arrangement, but was not referred to in the
documents. He thought it was still in the documents on 25 July but was dropped
between 25 and 26 July 1988.
18.4.42
As to whether Mr Dowding agreed to the removal of the $100 million
buffer, two file notes made by Mr Musca must be considered. They referred to
instructions from Mr Edwards for the deletion of $100 million and the insertion of
six months. Mr Edwards was not sure but thought reference to six months related to
time to obtain finance. If the reference to $100 million was related to the buffer, the
dates of the notes are important because they reflect when the decision to delete the
buffer was conveyed to Mr Musca.
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18.4.43
The note headed "Att. K. Edwards" is clearly timed 3.40 pm and dated
25 July 1988. Mr Musca said it was a note of a telephone attendance upon Mr Edwards,
but his note "100m has been deleted + 6 months put in" now meant nothing to him.
18.4.44
Mr Edwards said two issues concerning $100 million were under
consideration. The first was a buffer which was really an obligation to meet that amount
in particular circumstances and, secondly, an injection of $100 million equity. He was
in some doubt as to which of those issues the notes concerned, but thought the note
timed as 3.40 pm and clearly dated 25 July was probably related to the injection of
equity. If he is correct, that note would not conflict with the removal of the buffer
during the meeting between Mr Dowding and Mr Bond on 26 July 1988.
18.4.45
The second note also concerned a telephone attendance upon
Mr Edwards and, again, Mr Musca had no independent memory of the call. He wrote:
"Changes:Delete $100m
Put in time limit
of 6 months.
It is to be understood that
project finance be arranged
within 6 months"
18.4.46
Mr Musca was uncertain as to the date he had written this note. He said
he was embarrassed about not being able to be precise about his own handwriting
"... but I would say it's the 25th [July]". In cross-examination he conceded it was
possible that it was dated 28 July. After giving that evidence Mr Musca inspected the
original note in his file held in safe custody at the Supreme Court. He was not,
however, able to say whether its juxtaposition with other notes assisted as to the date.
If the note relates to the buffer, and if it is dated 25 July, it is inconsistent with the
decision to remove the buffer being made at the meeting on 26 July between
Mr Dowding and Mr Bond.
18.4.47
Our initial examination of the note left us with the clear impression that
it was dated 28 July. Mr Musca agreed in cross-examination that consideration of draft
documents in evidence leads to the conclusion that as late as the evening of 25 July the
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instructions were to include the $100 million in the documents. Further, it appears
unlikely that Mr Edwards would have given instructions for the deletion of the buffer
twice on the same day or that Mr Musca would have noted the second occasion if it
related to the same topic.
18.4.48
The other matter of concern is whether the second note relates to the
buffer of $100 million or an injection of $100 million equity. Mr Edwards thought it
probably related to the buffer. He said, however, that the reference to six months in
the other note concerning the equity related to financing. That reference to financing
is repeated in the note now under consideration. This connection raises the possibility
that both notes referred to the equity injection. If they referred to the same topic, it
follows that Mr Edwards repeated the instruction on 25 or 28 July 1988.
18.4.49
After consideration of the evidence and submissions of Counsel, we
have been unable to arrive at a conclusion as to the date of the note quoted in paragraph
18.4.45 above. We find the evidence as to whether the notes refer to either or both the
injection of equity or the buffer is uncertain. In contrast to that uncertainty, we accept
the evidence of Mr Edwards, Mr Grill and Mr Parker as to the events and conversations
concerning the removal of the buffer. We find their evidence compelling in its totality
and have no doubt that the removal of the buffer was agreed between Mr Dowding and
Mr Bond on 26 July 1988.
18.4.50
Initially, Mr Edwards said that the deal was struck between the Premier
and Mr Bond a week or two prior to the signing of the memorandum of understanding.
Although his timing was in error, we agree that in essence the deal was finalised
between Mr Bond and Mr Dowding to the extent that it enabled the signing of the
memorandum of understanding to proceed prior to the scheduled meeting of the
shareholders of Rothwells on 29 July 1988. The meeting thereby achieved the purpose
for which it had been arranged. We reject the evidence of Mr Dowding that he did not
take on negotiations with Mr Bond in the course of this meeting.
18.4.51
Another important feature of the negotiations was the change in the
arrangements that had been settled between SECWA and PICL by the heads of
agreement of 2 November 1987 in respect of the prices for energy to be charged to
PICL. Pursuant to the heads of agreement, commercial prices had been fixed, together
with an escalation linked to CPI, but when the memorandum of understanding was
signed on 28 July 1988 the annexure set out a different arrangement as follows:
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"

ANNEXURE
SECWA CONTRACT
IN PRINCIPLE TERMS AGREED 3RD JULY 1988

This document sets out the commitment by the Western
Australia Government to the proposed owners of the
Petrochemical Project to bring about the facilitation of the
project.
The Government proposes a Support Arrangement to ensure
the payout of capital and interest costs during the period of
the Project Loan.
[our emphasis]
The Government Support Arrangement sets the revenue to the
SECWA at an Agreed Percentage of the revenues from the
sale of the products of the project in order to guarantee the
cash required to meet the interest payments and the capital
repayments on the actual Project Cost.
[our emphasis]
The following principles apply
* The Agreed Percentage varies according to a schedule
constructed in the same manner as the attached, subject to
validation of the mechanism.
* The Support Arrangement ends following the redemption of
the actual Project Loan and then the revenues to SECWA are
in accord with the negotiated contract.
In general all surplus revenue will be used for the early
retirement of the actual project debt. However the parties will
negotiate terms on which the Commission may exercise a
discretion to permit some distribution of surplus revenue to PICL
shareholders.
It is recognised that the W.A. Government will enter into an
agreement with SECWA that the Government bears the short
term cost or receives the short term benefit arising from
deviations of actual SECWA revenues from the negotiated
contract. These variations in revenue will be received by or
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passed onto the Government by SECWA at the same time as
cash flows from the project are received. [our emphasis]
The owners of the project warrant that they will use their best
endeavours to complete and commission the project in the
shortest practical time period and at least total investment cost
and further that they will optimise total product revenues and
operating costs respectively.
Both parties to this arrangement will use their best endeavours
to arrange the term of the project finance to accommodate actual
project cost without further obligations being imposed upon the
owners of the project.
It is recognised by the parties that the above arrangements must
be validated and will require contractual documentation.
It is also recognised that during the period of the Support
Arrangement, the parties will make periodic payments in
accordance with the agreed Arrangements and will review the
operation and application of the contracts to ensure that the
principles embodied in the Arrangement are being met."
18.4.52
The alteration of SECWA's position is apparent from the sections
emphasised. The revenue to SECWA from the prices charged for energy supplies was
altered from fixed prices plus escalation based on CPI to a percentage of the revenues
from product sales. Any cost to SECWA would be borne by the Government.
18.4.53
Mr Edwards said the change came about as part of negotiations in
which he was involved with Bond Corporation personnel and it was agreed by the
Government, meaning the Ministers and himself. As to why he did not hold out and
insist on compliance with the heads of agreement, Mr Edwards said the original
arrangement made no sense because the project would not get off the ground in view of
its inability to obtain finance. He said finance could not be obtained for such a project
without Government support and, as to the alternative of injecting equity into the
project, he agreed it was an option but said: "... but who is going to put up the cash?".
Mr Edwards' view was far more realistic than that given in evidence by Mr Dempster
and discussed in section 18.1 of this chapter. While the annexure referred to terms
agreed on 3 July 1988, Mr Edwards did not think this change in the position between
SECWA and the project and the concept of the support mechanism were agreed in
principle at the crucial meeting of late June or early July 1988. Rather, he thought it
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was reasonably early in the negotiations when it was recognised the changes would have
to occur.
18.4.54
Mr Parker said Mr Beckwith took the position at the crucial meeting,
articulated by Mr Mitchell, that there had to be product price linkages for gas otherwise
the project would not flow and Bond Corporation would not be prepared to participate.
He said that subject to talking to the principals on each side, the concept was accepted
and it was subsequently agreed after "... we talked it through". Mr Parker said he had
envisaged that, after agreement in principle on the concept, there would be a long period
of negotiation, but the Government was bulldozed into signing earlier than he had
anticipated.
18.4.55
Mr Grill said these matters had been negotiated by Mr Parker and
Mr Edwards and he had not been aware that earlier in 1988 Mr Parker had rejected
approaches by Mr Dempster for assistance from SECWA in respect of the pricing
arrangements. He understood the project would not get off the ground unless a more
attractive package in terms of the supply arrangements was put in place and, although
he was not provided with specific figures, Mr Grill was aware that there could be a
substantial cost to SECWA. He believed Mr Dowding was similarly aware of that
possibility in general terms because the matter arose in discussions. At the crucial
meeting of late June or early July, the general situation of pricing had been discussed,
and he understood the price of power and gas would rise and fall in relation to the price
of the commodity and that it could fall as low as zero. When it fell below zero he
understood guarantees were involved. As far as Mr Grill was concerned, an
improvement in the supply arrangements from the Bond Corporation point of view was
always part and parcel of the negotiations from that crucial meeting and it later became
specific. It was always contemplated by the Bond Corporation personnel as one of the
conditions under which they agreed to enter into the arrangement and this was accepted
by the Government.
18.4.56
SECWA representatives were not involved in nor aware of the
negotiations that led to an alteration of SECWA's position. Mr Blackman was unable
to recall any other occasion when such an alteration of SECWA's position had occurred
without SECWA being involved in the negotiations. He did not inquire why this had
occurred because, through to October 1988, it was not clear that SECWA had been
affected in view of Mr Parker's expressed intention that SECWA should not suffer any
detriment. Mr Blackman had attempted to obtain a copy of the memorandum of
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understanding, but was unable to do so until shortly before 14 October 1988. He
understood that it was a very sensitive document with a very limited circulation.
18.4.57
Mr Conrad Crisafulli was employed by SECWA as a manager business studies and was intimately involved in the earlier negotiations. His
involvement included the negotiations leading to the signing of the heads of agreement
in November 1987. He said there was no indication from the proponents at that time
that, although they were agreeing to certain prices, the end result would be an unviable
project or the prices would cause difficulty. After the heads of agreement, he was
engaged on other SECWA activities and next became involved with PICL in about mid
1988 in drafting the Utilities Agreement based on the heads of agreement.
18.4.58
The next contact of significance for Mr Crisafulli came from
Mr Edwards who indicated that Bond Corporation was involved and ready to talk to
SECWA about the Utilities Agreement. Bond Corporation was requesting that the
necessary action to put an agreement in place be undertaken as quickly as possible. He
thought this contact was in early July 1988 and he had a note in his diary indicating
involvement on 12 July. Mr Crisafulli was not aware of the negotiations that led to the
memorandum of understanding, nor had he received any hint of any discussion that had
the effect of altering the arrangements reflected in the November heads of agreement,
nor even that Bond Corporation was looking to alter that arrangement. It was during
this meeting of 12 July that Mr Richard Selfe, representing Bond Corporation, indicated
a wish that product prices be linked to utilities prices and Mr Lewi spoke privately to
Mr Crisafulli indicating there was an agreement between the Government and
Bond Corporation whereby the Government undertook to make up cash shortfalls
associated with the project for the period of the debt repayment. This was the first
indication to Mr Crisafulli of some external agreement involving the Government and
Bond Corporation. During the meeting, Mr Crisafulli responded that his job was to
negotiate the best possible deal for SECWA and, although he sympathised with the
Government, it was not his role to improve the Government's position. If by looking
after SECWA's interest he was making life difficult for some other Government body,
then he could not really look after that. No other particularly significant issues were
discussed at the meeting of 12 July and Bond Corporation was to consider the draft
agreement and other matters discussed.
18.4.59
On 15 July 1988 Mr Crisafulli was telephoned by Mr le Roux, a friend
who had previously carried out work for SECWA. He alerted Mr Crisafulli to the fact
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that an agreement did exist between Bond Corporation and the Government. He was
told that, beyond the debt repayment period, the agreement provided for a product price
link with utilities prices and the Government would pick up the difference between
SECWA's CPI related price and the product price related to utilities prices. Although
Mr Crisafulli received that information, he continued to negotiate with
Bond Corporation on a contract which related prices strictly to CPI and a number of
different propositions emerged and were discussed during the ensuing weeks. Prior to
6 October, even though SECWA understood that WAGH would be included as a party
to the contract and SECWA could look to WAGH for payment if PICL failed to pay for
the utilities, SECWA had not agreed to alter the stance that it had taken from the outset.
18.4.60
Generally as to the involvement of Mr Dowding in the negotiations,
Mr Judge was unaware that Mr Dowding was involved. He recalled one reference to
Mr Dowding shortly before the news conference of 6 October 1988 when Mr Edwards
indicated that he wanted to have a try, at Mr Dowding's direction, to introduce interest
on advances made by WAGH and an obligation on Bond Corporation to contribute.
Mr Judge said he rejected that proposition. Mr Edwards did not recall discussing this
matter but said it was possible. Mr Dowding did not believe this issue was ever
discussed with him.
18.4.61
As to the absence of SECWA personnel from the negotiations, by
reference to the North West Shelf problems, Mr Edwards essentially alleged that
SECWA was incompetent. Mr Parker accepted that SECWA was not involved and, as
to whether he would have involved them, he said he would have involved Dr McKee but
thought it was unfair to others to ask him that question because he was not in Perth
during the relevant period.
18.4.62
In view of the history of SECWA's opposition to an alteration of the
position established by the heads of agreement in November 1987, we have reached the
clear conclusion that those involved with the negotiations deliberately chose to ignore
SECWA because they knew SECWA would provide stern opposition to the proposals
of Bond Corporation and hence complicate negotiations. It was clearly recognised by
all involved that, without Government support, the project was not of sufficient value
nor viable and could not obtain finance. There existed a determination in Government
to provide the necessary support mechanisms that were required to achieve value and
viability and to obtain finance. Mr Parker was equally determined in his view that
SECWA should not be the losers in this exercise.
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18.5

Negotiations with Mr Dempster

18.5.1
It was obviously necessary to obtain Mr Dempster's agreement to sell
before the memorandum of understanding could be signed, and it is appropriate to set
out some of the background from Mr Dempster's perspective. As discussed in paragraph
18.2.2 of this chapter, Mr Dempster said interest was first expressed in about May, 1988
when Mr Bond made contact and they met. In response to a query by Mr Bond as to
whether he would take $100 million for his interest, Mr Dempster indicated he would
consider it. There had been a prior occasion when he and Mr Connell had talked about
what the project might be worth but no agreement on that issue was reached.
Mr Dempster said he had never agreed to sell to Mr Connell or Mr Bond.
18.5.2
We have also discussed in paragraphs 18.2.2 and 18.2.3 of this chapter
Mr Dempster's evidence concerning discussions with Mr Bond and Mr Beckwith in May
and June 1988, and the July 1988 telephone conversation with Mr Connell when he was
told that Mr Connell had borrowed using his shares in PICL as security. That telephone
conversation was the first occasion on which Mr Dempster became aware of any
security held by Bond Corporation over Mr Connell's interests.
18.5.3
Subsequently Mr Edwards spoke with Mr Dempster indicating that
Bond Corporation and the Government were going to take over Mr Connell's interests
and Mr Edwards proposed to him that Bond Corporation and the Government would
purchase Mr Dempster's interest for $50 million cash as well as take over all the debts
and expenses to date. In addition, Mr Dempster could retain 11% interest in the project.
Mr Dempster said he told Mr Edwards the next day that the proposal was unacceptable
and, within a week, Mr Edwards presented Mr Dempster with a fresh proposal, namely,
payment to Mr Dempster of $50 million, Bond Corporation/the Government would take
over the debts of the company, but the project management fee had to be surrendered
on the project itself. In essence, this proposal meant that Mr Dempster could keep the
first 5% fee for the work done in getting the project to the stage where construction
could commence, but would forgo the remaining project management fee of 5%.
Mr Dempster said he accepted this proposition during the conversation with
Mr Edwards, and, as far as he was concerned, he then had an agreement "in principle".
18.5.4
Mr Dempster said he dealt with Mr Edwards on three or four
occasions and he engaged Mr Wiese to examine the documentation and advise him. He
said he was initially unaware of the total amount being paid for PICL, but subsequently
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learnt that Mr Connell would receive $350 million. During the later discussions he
agreed to delete about $13 million in fees to Gofair because that would end his
involvement with Bond Corporation and the Government. From his perspective it was
a fair and realistic price and he accepted some of the arguments of Mr Beckwith
conveyed to him by Mr Edwards.
18.5.5
Mr Dempster told Mr McCusker during his inquiry that, at the time
he agreed in principle to sell for $50 million, he believed from what Mr Connell had
said that the total price was $100 million. In evidence to the Commission, however,
Mr Dempster first said that, when he agreed in principle to accept $50 million, he did
not believe the whole project was being sold for $100 million, but he then
acknowledged his evidence to the contrary to Mr McCusker. Mr Dempster then agreed
he held that belief at the time of accepting in principle $50 million, but learnt, within
about 2 weeks, that the total price was $400 million. Asked the obvious question as to
why he did not attempt to renegotiate when he discovered the true price of $400 million,
Mr Dempster said he decided there were problems from Mr Connell's own financial
point of view. In addition, Mr Kins, from his office, had mentioned that the
Government had put pressure on him through Mr Edwards or somebody by mentioning
that the SECWA contract could be reviewed. He understood from Mr Kins that the
threats had been made to Mr Kins and, although he could not recall to whom Mr Kins
had referred, he said it may have been Mr Edwards. From his perspective he was left
with little alternative but to agree to the $50 million and it was better to settle the matter
once and for all.
18.5.6
Mr Griffin said he was present on an occasion when Mr Kins briefed
Mr Edwards, and, in colourful language, Mr Edwards said that unless they played ball
the mandate would be withdrawn and there would not be a project. Mr Edwards also
mentioned the gas supply contract could be looked at. Mr Griffin treated the remarks
as a threat. Mr Kins described the remarks of Mr Edwards in generally similar terms
and said they were made in the context of Mr Edwards indicating the consequences of
Mr Dempster not accepting what was offered. Mr Kins said he responded that such
suggestions were ridiculous. They were very quick and sharp exchanges and, on
reflection, he tended to dismiss them. Mr Edwards could not recall the meeting but
acknowledged that the use of such leverage was not beyond him.
18.5.7
Mr Dempster said he did not have any arrangement or understanding
with Mr Connell that in some way he could later pick up compensation for having
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agreed to accept only $50 million. As to the statement by Mr Wiese to Mr Musca on
28 July 1988 that Mr Dempster needed to speak privately with Mr Connell about the
$50 million and arrangements between them, Mr Dempster said he did not know what
was being referred to. Mr Wiese said he was not told what arrangements Mr Dempster
had in mind, but could recall Mr Dempster being concerned when the matter would be
settled and when he would be paid the $50 million. Mr Dempster gave evidence of the
financial arrangements between himself and Mr Connell and we do not regard them as
significant. Mr Connell did not know to what arrangements reference was being made.
18.6

Cabinet - 28 July 1988

18.6.1
Cabinet met on 28 July 1988 for the purpose of authorising Mr Grill
to sign the memorandum of understanding. Mr Dowding displayed uncertainty about
the content of the Cabinet discussions that day and initially thought that Mr Parker
would have provided some of the details. When advised that Mr Parker was absent from
Western Australia, Mr Dowding accepted it was likely that he provided the information
to Cabinet and could only reconstruct that he would have conveyed his unease and have
presented it on a broad brush basis. He agreed he might have used words to the effect
that it was the 1987 rescue revisited. As to whether it was, in substance, a proposal to
put in place a second rescue, Mr Dowding persisted that it was much more. He said that
it would have been unacceptable to him if the arrangements amounted to nothing more
than a second rescue.
18.6.2
Mr Grill was more specific. We do not see any reason to doubt his
evidence generally as to the meeting. He said Mr Dowding introduced the matter by
indicating that it was the 1987 Rothwells rescue revisited and outlined the problems and
the agreement that had been negotiated. He referred to the need for the injection of
funds in view of the bad book of about $300 million which would be disposed of to
Mr Connell, and Mr Grill said he thought the retirement of NAB indemnity was
mentioned. It would be most surprising indeed if the retirement was not canvassed and,
as might be expected, Mr Grill said there were a number of questions about how the
Government could have been misled about Rothwells and why it had gone on for so
long. Mr Dowding explained that there had been a misinterpretation or, at least, a
misunderstanding of the problem in October 1987 and the severity of the problems had
emerged only recently. Mr Grill said Mr Dowding took a fairly cynical view of the
whole exercise. He presented the tentative agreement with great reluctance and
explained that the problem would be solved by an injection of funds of which part
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would be used to take up the PICL project and the losses sustained to date in Rothwells
would be recouped in due course from the investment in PICL. In the final analysis
everyone was left with the view that there was really not much alternative and
Mr Dowding gave the impression that he was reasonably certain this proposal would
solve the problem.
18.6.3
In subsequent unchallenged evidence, Mr Grill said Mr Dowding
explained to Cabinet the urgency related to the need for the document to be signed to
satisfy the Rothwells and NCSC positions and generally canvassed the energy supply
arrangements including the link to commodity prices. He said Mr Dowding may also
have explained that the Government would enter into an agreement with SECWA to
bear the short-term cost or short-term benefit arising from deviations of actual SECWA
revenues, but he was not sure. He acknowledged this was the type of issue he would
ordinarily expect to have been conveyed because it involved a potential Government
liability.
18.6.4
In Mr Grill's view, Mr Dowding took a true leader's role and "... gave
a good briefing which would befit any lawyer that was doing that sort of work". He said
it was important for Cabinet to approve the project in principle and to authorise the
memorandum of understanding to be signed, and Mr Dowding outlined the salient
points. We accept this evidence. There is no doubt that Mr Dowding displayed a good
knowledge of the proposal.
18.6.5
As to the reaction of other members of Cabinet, Mr Grill thought
Mr Barry Hodge was fed up with Rothwells, saying that the Government would be
better off cutting its losses and getting out. While Mr Hodge was more than happy to
let Rothwells go into liquidation, nobody else expressed a similar view. Mr Dowding
said Mr Hodge was opposed to the Government decision, but he was unclear whether
that opposition was expressed in July or October 1988. Others were not opposed,
although they shared Mr Dowding's concerns and were willing to let the memorandum
of understanding proceed on the strict understanding that there would be an examination
of the issues while working through to a final conclusion.
18.6.6
Mr Berinson had no memory of the July 1988 meeting and we are
satisfied he was not present. There was some confusion in the evidence of Mr Hodge
about the dates of the meetings at which he received particular information. Ultimately,
he was emphatic that he stormed out of only one Cabinet meeting, being the meeting
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where Mr Dowding introduced the concept that the Government should buy into the
PICL project. That was obviously the meeting of 28 July and, although Mr Hodge said
he had a vague recollection of Mr Parker trying to intervene in a fairly heated exchange
between him and Mr Dowding at that meeting, it was obviously not the July meeting in
which Mr Parker attempted to intervene because he was not present. Mr Hodge had a
memory of learning about "the black hole" and the extent of the problem at Rothwells
on an occasion when Mr Parker explained the situation to Cabinet which he thought was
either at the July meeting or shortly before it. He said it was not the occasion when he
and Mr Dowding had the disagreement.
18.6.7
Other Ministers provided declarations in answer to written questions
and, not surprisingly, their recollections varied considerably. It is apparent that there
is a degree of confusion between the information provided in July and that given at the
meeting of October 1988. In general terms their answers are consistent with the
evidence of Mr Grill.
18.6.8
Dr Carmen Lawrence and Mr Robert Pearce recalled mention of a
valuation. Mr Dowding may have said he intended that a valuation be obtained or
Dr Lawrence and Mr Pearce may be confusing the July 1988 and October 1988
meetings. First Boston, which provided the valuation, had not been retained at the time
of the July meeting. Mrs Pamela Beggs recalled mention of $400 million and
Mr Keith Wilson said he thought the amount of $300 million was mentioned in the
context of the discrepancy at Rothwells.
18.6.9
We are satisfied that, during the July meeting, Mr Dowding did not
explain the close connection between the purchase price being paid for PICL and the
size of the problem at Rothwells. Nor did he explain that the Government was
deliberately building up the value of PICL by a support mechanism and guarantee.
Cabinet may well have reached a different view if the real position had been explained.
We regard this failure by Mr Dowding as improper. It follows that we have rejected
Mr Dowding's view that it was sufficient to tell Cabinet merely that commercially
appropriate support mechanisms would be put in place. Mr Grill was fully aware of the
true situation. He passively allowed Cabinet to be uninformed and was thereby
implicated in Mr Dowding's impropriety.
18.6.10
There is no record of the Cabinet meeting of 28 July 1988 nor was any
record made of this important decision to authorise Mr Grill to sign the memorandum
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of understanding. Mr Grill agreed he would have expected a record to have been made.
Despite the view of Mr Dowding to the contrary, we regard this absence as yet another
example of the quite extraordinary and deficient record keeping practices that existed
in relation to important Government decisions.
18.6.11
We have already mentioned the urgency of the situation because the
NCSC was requiring confirmation of the ability of Dalleagles to fund the required
$350 million before it would allow the shareholders' meeting to proceed. Immediately
following the Cabinet meeting, Mr Edwards rang Mr Wiese and advised him of
Cabinet's approval which enabled Mr Wiese to contact Mr Schoer. According to
Mr Schoer, he was told that SGIC would invest in the project and there would be a joint
Bond Corporation and Western Australian Government involvement in the project.
Mr Connell would receive $350 million for his 50% share. Mr Schoer said he was told
by Mr Wiese that the agreement was subject only to final negotiation of some "minor
boiler plate" conditions and there was a high probability that Dalleagles would have the
$350 million necessary to purchase the portfolio. Mr Schoer made a note of the
conversation. Neither in his evidence nor the note is it suggested that he was told that
the memorandum of understanding was not legally binding.
18.6.12
Mr Wiese said he was told by Mr Edwards that the Government had
authorised the acquisition of the interest in the petrochemical project in association with
Bond Corporation and it would be signing the memorandum of understanding. He rang
Mr Schoer and advised him of that information and he said he was able, therefore, to
satisfy Mr Schoer that Dalleagles was in all probability going to be in a position to meet
its obligation under the contract to buy the debts. Examining Mr Schoer's note, he
disagreed with the section which related Mr Schoer's version that Mr Wiese had said the
whole agreement was subject only to final negotiation of some "minor boiler plate"
conditions and that there was now a high probability that Dalleagles would have the
$350 million necessary to complete the transaction with Rothwells.
18.6.13
It could be suggested that it should have been made clear to Mr Schoer
that no binding agreement had been entered into but, bearing in mind that Mr Schoer
was aware that Cabinet had only just met on the issue, it is unlikely that he could have
been misled into believing that any formal documentation had been completed. It was
obviously sufficient for his purposes that the Government had made a commitment. In
these circumstances there was no impropriety associated with the information conveyed
by Mr Edwards to Mr Wiese and, in turn, by Mr Wiese to Mr Schoer.
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18.7

Memoranda of Understanding

18.7.1
follows:

On 28 July 1988 three Memoranda of Understanding were signed as

(a)

Memorandum of Understanding between the Government and
Bond Corporation Holdings Ltd (referred to throughout as the "memorandum
of understanding").

(b)

Memorandum of Understanding (sale of PICL shares) between Bond
Corporation Holdings Ltd, Dalleagles Pty Ltd and Dempster Nominees Pty
Ltd ("the sale of shares memorandum").

(c)

Memorandum of Understanding (distribution of sale proceeds) between Bond
Corporation Holdings Ltd, Rothwells Ltd and Dalleagles Pty Ltd ("the
distribution of proceeds memorandum").

In view of its importance, we set out below the Memorandum of Understanding between
the Government and Bond Corporation, excluding the annexure which is set out in
paragraph 18.4.51 of this chapter:
"

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING is made the
28th day of July 1988 BETWEEN:THE HON. JULIAN GRILL M.L.A. of Perth a Minister of the
Crown and the Minister responsible for the administration of the
State Energy Commission Act 1979 for and on behalf of the
Government of the State of Western Australia (hereinafter
referred to as "SECWA") of the first part
AND
BOND CORPORATION HOLDINGS LIMITED of 26 St.
George's Terrace, Perth in the said State for and on behalf of
Bond Group [... illegible] (hereinafter referred to as "Bond") of
the second part
WHEREAS:-
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A.

SECWA is desirous of bringing about the development in
the State of Western Australia of a petrochemical industry
("the Project").

B.

Petrochemical Industries Limited ("PICL") has carried out
preliminary research planning and negotiated preliminary
contracts for the establishment of the Project.

C.

Bond has entered into certain understandings and
arrangements with other parties concerning ownership of
PICL.

D.

Bond is about to acquire PICL either by Bond or other
entities associated with Bond.

E.

Bond proposes to procure the sale of 175/400th's of the
Shares to other purchasers procured by the Commission
but to the intent that Bond will thereafter continue to
manage the Project and cause PICL to proceed with
reasonable despatch in establishing the Project as desired
by the Commission. The SECWA Contract will include
provisions that will secure for the Commission or its
nominee effective participation in the general decision
making of PICL.

F.

For the purpose of facilitating the development of the
Project through PICL the parties hereto have reached
certain understandings.

NOW BY THIS MEMORANDUM THE PARTIES HERETO
RECORD their understanding as follows:1.

DEFINITIONS
In this Memorandum the following words and expressions
shall have the following meanings:
"Loan Period" means and refers to the term of maturity of
loans and finance to be given and provided by the Project
Financiers and approved by the Parties;
"Project" means the petrochemical project being
undertaken and proposed to be developed, constructed and
commissioned by PICL and includes all rights and
obligations developed as part of and/or in conjunction with
the petrochemical project;
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"Project Financiers" means such banks or finance
institutions that will or may provide the finance necessary
to erect, build, develop and commission the project and all
its necessary components;
"Commission" means and refers to the State Energy
Commission of Western Australia;
"SECWA Contract" means and refers to the proposed
agreement or agreements between the Commission and
PICL as set forth in the Annexure and as varied by this
Memorandum.
"GPI" means Greater Pacific Investments Limited:
"NZI" means NZI Securities Western Limited or any
subsidiary or holding company thereof;
"Shares" means issued ordinary fully paid shares in PICL.
2.

3.

SECWA CONTRACT
(a)

SECWA will procure that the Commission with or
without such other parties as SECWA may
consider necessary or appropriate will agree to
enter into the SECWA Contract to implement the
provisions set forth in the Annexure hereto as
modified by sub-clause (b) below.

(b)

The SECWA Contract in addition to the provisions
referred to in sub-clause (a) preceding shall include
provisions that on completion of the retirement of
the debt due to the Project Financiers the charges
by the Commission to PICL under the Supply
Agreement will be based on and be calculated in
relation to the fluctuation of international prices of
product output of the Project.

TREASURER'S GUARANTEE
SECWA will procure the issue of a Treasurer's Guarantee
of the obligations of any party (as referred to in Clause
2(a) above) other than the Commission which joins in the
SECWA Contract.

4.

PROCUREMENT OF PURCHASERS
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(1)

Subject to sub-clause 4(2) below SECWA will
procure a purchaser or purchasers for a proportion
of the Shares equivalent in total to ONE
HUNDRED AND SEVENTY FIVE FOUR
HUNDREDTHS (175/400th's) thereof at a price in
the aggregate of ONE HUNDRED AND
SEVENTY FIVE MILLION DOLLARS
($175,000,000.00) (which purchaser or purchasers
may include NZI and/or GPI).

(2)

It is intended that ONE HUNDRED FOUR
HUNDREDTHS (100/400th's) of the Shares
mentioned in (1) above will be reserved by their
initial purchaser thereof to be made available in
due course for sale to the public of the State of
Western Australia.

(3)

The SECWA Contract will provide that Bond will
not quit its interest in PICL without first giving any
shareholder in PICL associated with SECWA
which acquired its shareholding by purchase
pursuant to subclause 4(1) the option to have its
shareholding in PICL purchased on no less
favourable terms than those on offer to Bond.

(4)

The SECWA Contract will provide that any
shareholder in PICL associated with SECWA
which acquired its shareholding by purchase
pursuant to sub-clause 4(1) will not quit its interest
in PICL without first giving Bond the option to
have its shareholding in PICL purchased on no less
favourable terms than those on offer to such
shareholder.

(5)

In addition to (3) above, the SECWA Contract will
provide that Bond will not sell any part of the
Project to an unassociated party until SECWA has
procured purchasers for the SEVENTY FIVE
FOUR HUNDREDTHS (75/400th's) of the Shares
referred to in (1) above which are not reserved, as
set out in (2) above.
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5.

6.

COMPLETION GUARANTEE AND FINANCE
(1)

The parties ACKNOWLEDGE that the
arrangements evidenced by this Memorandum are
subject to successfully obtaining on a commercial
basis a completion guarantee in respect of the
Project to the satisfaction of the Project Financiers;
the intent of this provision being to ensure success
in the raising of finance for the Project.

(2)

It is intended that all the Project finance be
borrowed from Project Financiers who shall have
recourse to the Project only in respect of those
borrowings.

INTERDEPENDENCE
All the provisions set out in this Memorandum or any
other Memorandum of Understanding relating to PICL and
the Shares are dependent each upon the other to the intent
that the provision of all of them constitute and form a
package.

7.

FORMAL HEADS OF AGREEMENT
The parties hereto HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE the
mutual intent between them to enter into all necessary
formal Heads of Agreement in connection with all matters
directly or indirectly the subject of this Memorandum by
the 31st day of July 1988 and completion by the 31st
August 1988 of the purchase of the Shares referred to in
Clause 2(2) above.

8.

DISCLAIMER
The parties acknowledge that the purpose of this
Memorandum is only to record their present
understandings on the proposals set out in this
Memorandum and that this Memorandum and its
Annexure are not intended to be binding on the parties or
have legal consequences.

EXECUTED by the parties the day and year hereinbefore.
SIGNED by THE HON. JULIAN

)
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(signed)

GRILL M.L.A.
..............................

)

(signature)
SIGNED for and on behalf
of BOND CORPORATION
HOLDINGS LIMITED
..............................

)
)

(signed)
)

(signed)
Witness .........................."

18.7.2
We accept the evidence of Mr Dowding to the extent that he was
anxious that any agreement signed did not have any legal force and effect but, contrary
to his evidence, we accept the evidence of Mr Edwards that the memorandum of
understanding and annexure signed by Mr Grill accurately reflected the position and
understandings that had been reached between the parties. We were most unimpressed
with Mr Dowding's attempts to denigrate the standing of the document by reference to
the role of Mr Connell's solicitor in the preparation, to the cover sheet and to the fact
that it was, as he put it, signed only by a Minister. Mr Grill signed the document as a
Minister of the Crown and Minister responsible for the administration of the State
Energy Commission Act. He signed it on behalf of "the Government of the State of
Western Australia", being expressly authorised to do so by the decision of Cabinet.
18.7.3
As indicated by the memorandum of understanding, a position had
been reached whereby the Government would procure a purchaser (always envisaged
as the Government in some form) of 175/400ths of the shares for a total price of
$175 million. That is the figure that Mr Grill said was contemplated from the initial
meeting. It was agreed to implement the provisions of an annexure which included
agreement by the Government to set the revenue to SECWA at an agreed percentage of
the revenues from the sale of the products of the project. This was the position
originally resisted by SECWA and rejected by Mr Parker before the concept of
Government involvement arose.
18.7.4
The sale of shares memorandum reflected the understanding that
Dalleagles would be paid $350 million and Mr Dempster $50 million for their shares.
The distribution of proceeds memorandum provided that, contemporaneously with the
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settlement of the sale of shares, Dalleagles, at the direction of Rothwells, would make
the following payments out of its share of the proceeds:
(a)

$25 million to Bond Media in reduction of the indebtedness of Rothwells to
Bond Media;

(b)

$100 million to Bond Corporation Finance Ltd on account of the indebtedness
of Rothwells to that company;

(c)

$50 million to Bell Resources Ltd on account of the indebtedness of
Rothwells to that company;

(d)

$150 million to NAB on account of Rothwells indebtedness to that bank;

(e)

$25 million to Rothwells.

We note that, contrary to the original understanding reached at the crucial meeting of
late June or early July 1988, the distribution of proceeds memorandum did not provide
for any payment to SGIC. The evidence is not clear as to why SGIC was not included
as a recipient.
18.7.5
Each memorandum was expressed to be dependent upon the other and
each contained a disclaimer clause expressly stating that the memorandum was not
intended to be binding or have legal consequences.
18.8

Mr Dowding's understanding

18.8.1
Mr Dowding's evidence as to his knowledge or lack of knowledge of
the understanding that had been reached, and as to the manner in which the deal would
provide a solution for Rothwells, requires consideration. He had presented the proposal
to Cabinet, but claimed in evidence a remarkably different understanding of events to
that date from the situation established by the documentary evidence and the testimony
of other witnesses.
18.8.2
As to whether the funds Mr Connell received would be used to buy
debts from Rothwells so that with those funds Rothwells would pay off its debt to NAB
thus enabling the discharge of the Government indemnity, surprisingly Mr Dowding said
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that was not the way it was intended to work. He said it did not come from that
direction. It was being presented to the Government as a Rothwells solution and he
made the extinguishment of the Government's obligation as a condition of undertaking
the transaction. As to how it would extinguish the Government's exposure to NAB, he
said that was for the commercial people to work out. Asked whether he ever understood
how it would work, Mr Dowding said he assumed it was to flow from the availability
of funds to Rothwells, but, as to how the funds were to be available to Rothwells, that
was part of the commercial examination. He said that at some time he came to an
understanding as to how the funds would be made available to Rothwells, namely, that
the money would be paid by the Government to Bond Corporation and it would put
those funds into Rothwells in a way that extinguished the obligations. Until about
October 1988, he did not gain any detailed understanding as to the manner in which
Bond Corporation was going to put the funds into Rothwells to extinguish the liability.
As to whether it should be viewed with concern that he did not understand the manner
in which the Government's indemnity would be extinguished, Mr Dowding said he set
up a task force to work through that sort of detail and to ensure its propriety.
18.8.3
While Mr Edwards said he eventually gained the impression that
Mr Dowding might not have had a full understanding, he also said he had no reason to
doubt that Mr Dowding fully understood the process intended to result in the discharge
of the indemnity. He agreed that the process was fundamental to the transaction and
was the only reason it was done. We accept this evidence. In any event there is nothing
difficult in understanding what was proposed and how the proposal would work so as
to put Rothwells in funds to enable it to discharge certain of its liabilities.
18.8.4
Mr Grill also had doubts about the level of Mr Dowding's
understanding, but said that from July to October 1988 Mr Dowding had several
whiteboard discussions about the whole development and "figures were gone through
over and over". He said Mr Dowding "... took us through the cash support mechanism
and the rise and fall agreement with the gas, things of that nature". He agreed
Mr Dowding was generally pro-active and assertive in matters in which he was involved
and involved himself in the detail of the PICL issue. Mr Dowding presented a different
perspective. He said there were discussions in his boardroom, often involving WAGH,
and, on occasions, he joined those discussions. He denied, however, that he went over
figures in detail in connection with the gas support pricing scheme. He acknowledged
being keen that progress was made and, in that context, calling people to his office for
discussions, but he denied making decisions or possessing the expertise to discuss in
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detail gas price costings and cashflows. We have no hesitation in accepting the
evidence of Mr Grill in this regard.
18.8.5
Mr Parker described Mr Dowding as somewhere in between the
sophisticated economist and one having only the most superficial understanding of
financial matters. He said financial issues did not come readily to Mr Dowding, but that
resulted in Mr Dowding going into matters in some detail and having "... these endless
discussions involving whiteboards". Mr Parker formed the impression that Mr Dowding
understood what he was told when Mr Parker reported to him after the crucial meeting
of late June and early July 1988.
18.8.6
We are satisfied Mr Dowding made himself fully aware of salient
details and took on discussions as described by Mr Grill. He may not have become
familiar with cashflow type details as early as July 1988, but, if by 28 July he did not
understand the essential and simple mechanical steps intended to lead to the discharge
of the indemnity, he was the only one of those involved who was working in such a state
of ignorance. We do not accept Mr Dowding's evidence in this regard.
18.8.7
Mr Dowding claimed he did not have an understanding from the outset
that, at the crucial meeting of late June or early July 1988, it had been decided or
understood that $400 million was needed. He was not prepared to say, however, that
if Mr Parker and Mr Grill came away from the meeting with such an understanding they
did not pass it on to him. He thought people were saying that a very large sum of
money was required and it was of that magnitude. He understood from an early time
that they were not sure of the figure and it was not agreed that $400 million was the
figure required.
18.8.8
We accept the evidence of Mr Grill that $400 million had been
tentatively agreed at the crucial meeting and are satisfied that Mr Dowding was apprised
of this very shortly after that meeting. We are also satisfied that, on that basis,
Mr Dowding approved the negotiations leading to the memorandum of understanding.
18.8.9
Notwithstanding Mr Dowding's denial, we are also satisfied that
Mr Dowding was well aware of the concept of "achieving an agreed value" in PICL by
enhancing its value. While acknowledging that history shows this was the belief and
aim of Bond Corporation and Mr Edwards, Mr Dowding claimed it was not his belief
or understanding. It is inconceivable that he was not aware of this fundamental feature.
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We do not accept his evidence that he believed the decision as to the nature and extent
of Government support was not linked in any way with achieving a value of
$400 million. He said he would not have agreed with the approach of determining the
support to be given by reference to what was needed to achieve that value, but would
not commit himself as to whether he would have regarded such an approach as
improper. In our view that approach was obviously improper.
18.8.10
As to the position between PICL and SECWA reached in November
1987, Mr Dowding said he did not think he had an understanding at 28 July 1988 that
there had been an original arrangement between PICL and SECWA for the supply of
energy at certain prices and that such an arrangement had been altered in the
negotiations to allow for the supply of energy based on a formula linked to commodity
prices. He believed Cabinet was told that there would be commercially appropriate
support arrangements, but did not believe they were provided with details. Clearly the
Premier should have been aware of that alteration, but there is no evidence to contradict
Mr Dowding in this regard and we are not prepared to reject his stated lack of
knowledge concerning that background.
18.8.11
Mr Dowding gave evidence about his appreciation of the memorandum
of understanding and the arrangements between the parties at 28 July 1988. He could
not say who had put any tentative agreement together as 28 July approached except that
Mr Parker and Mr Grill had the responsibility. When his attention was drawn to the
annexure and the words "in principle terms agreed 3rd July 1988", he maintained that
was not correct in the sense of any agreement as to terms. Mr Dowding understood
there had been in principle agreement to examine and work on a proposal, but he did not
believe that he was aware that it was quite as firm as the document suggested. In
particular Mr Dowding disagreed with the suggestion that the document could be
interpreted as indicating an agreement in principle or that the Government had, in fact,
agreed it would put its stamp of approval on an arrangement linking SECWA's revenue
to commodity sales. From Mr Dowding's perspective the memorandum of
understanding was, in his words, "a definition of the ambit of matters that would go into
a full and comprehensive review for advice to the Government which created no legal
binding effect". Given assurances from Mr Grill that no obligations were incurred, he
did not regard the document as important for the purposes of the exercise. It was the
decision to proceed down a path which he regarded as important. Insofar as the
memorandum of understanding purported to deal with SECWA's position, it was
Mr Dowding's view that the Minister could not commit SECWA in the circumstances
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and he said, quite remarkably, that the document was "... a mish-mash of ideas of which
the most potent to me is the disclaimer and that's why the disclaimer was there". The
Commission finds the evidence of Mr Dowding detailed in this paragraph entirely
unsatisfactory.
18.8.12
Mr Edwards said he did not believe it was possible that Mr Dowding
understood that the document was a mish-mash of ideas. We agree and have no
hesitation in rejecting Mr Dowding's evidence. As Premier and a solicitor of many
years in practice, Mr Dowding was not under any misapprehension as to the meaning
and effect of the memorandum of understanding.
18.8.13
Throughout the questioning on this aspect Mr Dowding kept returning
to the fact that the memorandum of understanding was not legally binding, an
undisputed issue that was irrelevant to many of the questions. He even referred to the
connection between its author, Mr Musca, and Rothwells as undesirable, thereby
suggesting that such a connection was of some significance to whether the document
accurately reflected the understandings between parties. It is to be remembered that
Mr Dowding had personally instructed Mr Lewi to advise him and Mr Lewi was
actively involved in the finalisation of the documentation with Mr Musca and solicitors
for Bond Corporation. Mr Dowding made a similarly unsuccessful attempt to
undermine the standing of the document by referring to the cover sheet as indicating that
the document could hardly be described as well made.
18.8.14
Asked whether the document was quite wrong in the sense that it
purported to set out understandings reached between the parties, including the
Government, Mr Dowding responded:
"... if by the Government you mean the SECWA; if by the
Government you mean the Premier and the Treasurer in their
formal sense; if by the Government you mean the whole of the
Cabinet, that's correct."
He would not concede that his view that no understandings had been reached made a
farce of the document and he went on to say that it formed the basis for negotiation.
18.8.15
Although he was not prepared to allege directly that Mr Grill did not
have authority to sign the memorandum of understanding, Mr Dowding said he did not
believe that it was necessarily a wise decision of Mr Grill to sign the document in its
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form. He acknowledged, however, that Mr Grill might have felt, and assumed he did
feel, that the mandate that he had from Cabinet was sufficient to authorise such signing.
Ultimately Mr Dowding confirmed that Mr Grill was authorised to proceed to sign a
document that was to be a memorandum of understanding. Although Cabinet did not
see the document, he agreed he was not in a position to contest that it was the document
Mr Grill in fact signed. As to whether he regarded Mr Grill as responsible for having
signed something that did not accurately reflect the state of play, Mr Dowding conceded
that "... to the extent that he [Mr Grill] had been involved in discussions, it may well
have reflected the state of play". He was then forced to concede, in effect, that if the
memorandum of understanding was accurate, he had failed to appreciate the details that
had been agreed in principle in the negotiations.
18.8.16
Mr Dowding said he was aware of a proposal that the Government
would procure the issue of a Treasurer's guarantee and it was a matter to be negotiated.
He did not agree that an understanding had been reached in this regard as suggested by
the document.
18.8.17
Notwithstanding that his evidence conflicted with the content of the
document and other evidence, Mr Dowding maintained that he knew what stage the
discussions had reached although not the detail of those discussions. However, in
contrast to other evidence, including that of Mr Grill which we accept, and contrary to
the plain statement in clause 4(1) of the memorandum of understanding that SECWA
would procure a purchaser for 175/400ths of the shares at a price of $175 million,
Mr Dowding said he would say with confidence that he believed that no such
commitment had been entered into regardless of the clause disclaiming any legal effect.
At best it was one of those issues that had been discussed by others and in some way
conveyed in a general form to him. Mr Dowding could not even be certain that he
became aware of the 350/50 split between Mr Connell and Mr Dempster before the
October 1988 Cabinet meeting and, as far as he was concerned, the decision to commit
$175 million was made after the valuation from First Boston. He thought the
$175 million figure was first proposed "earlyish in July" and, as to the stage reached by
28 July, he said it was a discussion and that depended on a number of factors being met.
He was unable to assist as to the basis on which the split between Bond Corporation and
the Government was arrived at, but said it was agreed later towards the October date.
18.8.18
As to his understanding of how much Rothwells needed in order to
continue, Mr Dowding did not dispute that he was told by Mr Parker that $300 million
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or thereabouts was required if that was a fair inference from Mr Parker's evidence. On
this issue Mr Dowding was asked during the inquiry by Mr McCusker whether the
Government had an understanding as to funds needed by Rothwells to continue in
business at the time it agreed to the price for its interest in PICL and, if so, what that
understanding was and when and from whom it was obtained. Mr Dowding responded
in writing:
"In specific terms, no. In general, only that the sale of its share
of the PICL project was necessary to solve its liquidity
problems."
18.8.19
We regard that answer as misleading. How much was needed to
enable Rothwells to continue was crucial to the whole exercise and we have no doubt
Mr Dowding understood specific figures in the order of $300 million to $350 million
from the outset when briefed by Mr Parker after the crucial meeting. In evidence
Mr Dowding eventually acknowledged that $400 million was fixed in relation to the
needs of Rothwells, but said he had no idea when it was arrived at.
18.8.20
Mr Grill said the memorandum of understanding was accurate and
reflected the matters that had been agreed in principle by 28 July 1988. Insofar as the
annexure suggested that agreement in principle had been reached at 3 July, Mr Grill said
the general proposition was agreed but not the specifics. The specific agreement had
been reached by 28 July. He understood he had a mandate from Cabinet to sign the
document. As to the evidence of Mr Dowding that his decision to sign the document
was not necessarily a wise one, Mr Grill said the whole Cabinet meeting had been called
for that purpose. If it was unwise in any particular then the Premier should have
indicated to him where he thought it was unwise. He said no such indication was given
and he thought Mr Dowding might have made that remark in evidence "... off the cuff
and thought better about it the next day when he realised that Michael Lewi had been
advising him directly on the matter". Mr Grill said he was contacted during the course
of the Commission by Mr Dowding who was angry about being attacked by counsel for
Mr Grill concerning matters about which Mr Grill's version of events was apparently
different from that of Mr Dowding. Mr Grill replied to Mr Dowding that he was not
particularly happy about Mr Dowding's evidence that it was unwise of him to sign the
agreement. He said to Mr Dowding that he well knew that he had to sign it, and
Mr Dowding replied, "well, maybe that was a mistake" (referring to his evidence) or
something to that effect.
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18.8.21
Mr Dowding agreed he spoke with Mr Grill during the course of the
Commission. He said he expressed concerns about information he had received and
"sorrow" that he had used a word that had given rise to a newspaper headline. It was
not, however, that he thought better of it after realising Mr Lewi had been advising him.
18.8.22
We have reached the firm conclusion that we cannot accept
Mr Dowding's evidence as to his involvement in and understanding of the PICL deal up
to the end of July 1988. He was fully briefed and actively involved as described by
Mr Edwards, Mr Grill and Mr Parker. He frequently prevaricated in his evidence and
his attempts to denigrate the standing of the memorandum of understanding were
unsatisfactory. We have no doubt that Mr Dowding was closely involved and that,
before this Commission, he has attempted to distance himself from the events of July
1988 concerning PICL.

***
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17.1

Proposed acquisition by SGIC of Bell Group shares and
convertible bonds

17.1.1
In late April 1988, Bond Corporation and SGIC each purchased 19.9%
of the shares in the Bell Group Ltd ("Bell Group") from vendors associated with
Mr Holmes a Court who held some 46% of the shares, directly and indirectly. SGIC
paid $2.50 per share, the total consideration being in excess of $160 million. Bond
Corporation paid $2.70 per share. The market price for Bell Group shares was then
about $1.70 per share. In addition to acquiring shares, SGIC entered into an agreement
with a company associated with Mr Holmes a Court to underwrite the sale by that
company of certain convertible bonds issued by Bell Group and Bell Group Finance Pty
Ltd, for $140 million. As was well known at that time, Bell Resources, a subsidiary of
Bell Group was possessed of cash, or assets readily convertible into cash, amounting to
$1.2 billion. The share acquisitions took place soon after Mr Edwards had informed
Mr Dowding about the potential deficiency in Rothwells and had been instructed to "get
Bond to fix it". It was no coincidence that Bond Corporation and SGIC each acquired
the shares when they did.
17.1.2
According to Mr Newman early in 1988 Mr Holmes a Court was
considering various options in relation to his interests in the Bell Group of companies.
One avenue which Mr Holmes a Court explored was a merger of Bell Resources with
Bell Group. According to Mr Newman this was "torpedoed by market activity".
Mr Holmes a Court then decided to consider the sale of his shares in Bell Group and
had lengthy discussions with Mr Bond, Mr Beckwith and Mr Mitchell. Mr Holmes a
Court told Mr Newman he was trying to obtain a bid for the whole company. It
emerged, however, from negotiations with Bond representatives and other potential
purchasers, that a full bid, involving an outlay of $1 billion, was not viable.
17.1.3
Mr Lloyd said he learned from Mr Connell, probably in March 1988, that
he had been talking to a number of people about a possible mandate to advise about
either the acquisition of the Bell Group shares or the possible blocking of a sale.
Mr Connell said he had discussed the matter with Mr Vrisakis, Mr Packer, some brokers
and various persons in Government including Mr Lloyd, Mr Edwards, Mr Parker,
Mr Dowding and Mr Grill. Mr Connell was unable to give details of any such
discussions, and we derived no assistance from his vague assertions. Mr Connell told
us of his hope that Rothwells might itself take over Bell in conjunction with either
Mr Packer or Mr Bond, thereby obtaining access to the cash in Bell Resources.
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Mr Connell said he was told by Mr Bond that he had been discussing the matter directly
with Mr Holmes a Court.
17.1.4
Mr Newman understood from Mr Holmes a Court that he had made it
clear to potential purchasers:
"... he was not interested in doing a partnership deal — in other
words, retaining 20%; sitting on the board being a passive
shareholder."
Mr Newman also understood that, of the interested parties, only Mr Bond suggested that
he could "put together a transaction" which would achieve Mr Holmes a Court's
objective of selling his entire holding in Bell. Subsequently, according to Mr Newman,
he was told by Mr Holmes a Court that Bond interests were to buy 20% of Bell, and
another 20% was to be placed with institutional shareholders. It is not clear when this
proposal was first considered in Government circles. If it had been raised before
13 April 1988, we should have expected Mr Edwards and Mr Beckwith to discuss it
during the flight from Sydney to Perth on that day. Mr Edwards said, however, they did
not. We believe the proposal was first raised with the Government after Mr Beckwith
and Mr Bond learned of the serious problem in Rothwells. In our view, they
appreciated immediately that for political reasons the Government would need to
overcome the problem. They saw that the situation could be exploited to the mutual
advantage of Government and Bond interests. If each party was to acquire 20% of Bell
they would have together the capacity to control the company and obtain access to its
cash resources. Thus would Mr Bond's inability to fund a full takeover be overcome
and at the same time there would be funds available to assist Rothwells.
17.1.5
There is compelling evidence of a meeting between Mr Dowding and
Mr Bond in Mr Dowding's office at 10.00 am on 15 April 1988. Mr Dowding would
no doubt have welcomed him warmly, having personally received a donation of
$200,000 from Mr Beckwith on behalf of Bond Corporation in late March. It was noted
in Mr Bond's diary and also in Mr Dowding's day sheet in which 20 minutes were
allocated to it. Ms Marcelle Anderson was named as an attendee.
17.1.6
Mr Bond said although he recalled the meeting he had difficulty
differentiating between it and a second meeting which he said took place on 19 April.
He was unable to say who initiated the first meeting. He said that in the course of the
meeting Mr Dowding used a whiteboard to explain a transaction which involved the
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Government and Bond interests each acquiring 20% of Bell. According to Mr Bond,
Mr Dowding said he would be interested in pursuing the matter only if some funds
could be provided to Rothwells. Mr Bond said they discussed how that result might be
achieved. Mr Bond said he told Mr Dowding he could see nothing wrong with
providing deposit funds to Rothwells if control of Bell was obtained. He was asked
whether he meant that he and the Government would have control between them. He
said "effectively, yes". He went on to say that although he could not recall precisely
what was said
"We couldn't pre-agree any deal ... we had to come to our own
conclusion separately. That was discussed about the State not
being subject to the Takeovers Code."
Mr Bond said Mr Dowding made no decision at the meeting. It was left on the basis
that Mr Dowding would consider the matter further and obtain some advice.
17.1.7
Mr Dowding said he assumed, before it took place, that the meeting
would be a courtesy call. He said Mr Bond spoke for "a bit" on topics other than Bell,
and then told him Mr Holmes a Court "was going broke and offloading his Bell shares".
He said Mr Bond then told him the Bond Group was looking to acquire an interest and
it was his information that SGIC was also considering the acquisition of an interest.
According to Mr Dowding, Mr Bond said it was desirable that Bell Group remain in
Western Australia and confirmed his genuine interest in it. He reassured Mr Dowding
that it was desirable for SGIC to acquire an interest in Bell Group, and was the proper
thing to do. Mr Dowding denied Mr Bond's evidence that he had used a whiteboard to
explain a proposal to Mr Bond.
17.1.8
Ms Anderson was unable to resolve this conflict of evidence. She
recalled being present at the start of a meeting between Mr Bond and Mr Dowding
which took place during the first six months of 1988, and possibly in April. During the
meeting Mr Bond said he wished to speak privately to Mr Dowding. Ms Anderson then
left.
17.1.9
We believe that the meeting to which Ms Anderson referred was that of
15 April 1988. Her evidence suggests Mr Bond initiated the meeting, since it was he
who wanted to speak privately to Mr Dowding. We have no doubt Mr Bond proposed
that he and the Government should each acquire 20% of the shares in the Bell Group.
The inference that it was Mr Bond's proposal is supported by evidence given by
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Mr Edwards and Mr Parker about Mr Dowding's account of the meeting. It follows that
we do not accept Mr Bond's evidence about this discussion with Mr Dowding. We
believe Mr Bond spoke in the terms he attributed to Mr Dowding.
17.1.10
Mr Dowding said that, either on the day of the meeting or subsequently,
he told Mr Edwards about Mr Bond's visit. He asked Mr Edwards to let him know what
was happening. He said he had not been aware previously of SGIC's interest in Bell,
but Mr Edwards confirmed it. Mr Dowding said he sought to have Mr Rees return home
from overseas because he thought this was a large commercial matter which required
Mr Rees' judgment. It is not necessary for us to decide whether Mr Edwards did tell
Mr Dowding the SGIC was interested in acquiring shares in Bell.
17.1.11
Mr Edwards said that some time in mid April 1988, after his return from
Sydney with Mr Beckwith he was in the foyer of Mr Dowding's office and saw Mr Bond
leaving. Mr Edwards said Mr Norman Taylor and Ms Anderson were "around".
According to Mr Edwards, Mr Dowding said to him what was "near enough" to the
following:
"Oh, Alan has been in rabbiting on about Holmes a Court wanting
to sell Bell ... and it might be a good idea. Maybe we ought to be
involved" or "maybe you ought to have a look at it."
17.1.12
Mr Edwards said he had been aware Mr Holmes a Court was considering
the sale of his Bell Group shares because he had been told by Mr Kerry Stokes early in
April 1988 . He said he could not recall anyone raising with him, before his discussion
with Mr Dowding, the possibility that SGIC might acquire some Bell Group shares.
17.1.13
Mr Edwards said he went to see Mr Beckwith at the Bond Corporation
offices in St George's Terrace on the same day as Mr Bond's meeting with Mr Dowding.
He believed that to have been on 15 April 1988. He told Mr Beckwith that Mr Bond
had been talking to Mr Dowding and he asked Mr Beckwith what he knew about it.
Mr Beckwith said Mr Holmes a Court had 40% of Bell on the market and was looking
for buyers. According to Mr Beckwith, Mr Bond was looking at "taking a position" and
"I suppose I'll assume that you blokes will take the other position."
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Mr Edwards told Mr Beckwith he would consider the matter. He thought Mr Lloyd
might have arrived at some stage during the meeting, and he was able to "vaguely recall"
seeing Mr Vrisakis at the Bond offices.
17.1.14
Mr Lloyd said he recalled an afternoon, which he believed was on a
Friday, when he returned to his office and received a message to go to Mr Beckwith's
office. He went there and found Mr Beckwith, Mr Edwards, Mr Vrisakis and, he
thought, Mr Mitchell. Mr Lloyd said his recollection was indistinct but the meeting was
informal when he arrived. He said there was a discussion involving the proposition that
Bond Corporation would purchase 20% of the Bell Group shares and SGIC would
purchase another 20%. He said he had no previous knowledge of this proposal and he
felt irritated because he did not understand why he had been invited to the meeting.
17.1.15
The diary of Mr Lloyd's personal assistant, Ms Kate Kent, contained an
entry at 3.30 on Friday 15 April 1988 in the following terms:
"Peter Beckwith, Kevin E @ Beckwith's office."
Mr Lloyd said he thought the meeting had taken place either on 15 or 22 April.
However, there is no entry in Ms Kent's diary which supports the latter date.
17.1.16
Mr Vrisakis said he did not recall the meeting. Neither did he recall
discussing the proposal with Mr Beckwith and thought it unlikely he would have done.
He said he did not know of the Bond involvement until he was telephoned subsequently
by Mr Mitchell. We shall refer to that conversation below. Mr Vrisakis was in Perth
from 12 to 15 April 1988, when he returned to Sydney. He said that while he was in
Perth he was contacted by Mr Edwards who asked him to advise SGIC whether it was
bound by the Companies (Acquisition of Shares) (Western Australia) Code and what
could properly be done in a situation in which a shareholder with, say, 40% of a
company wanted to sell the whole, but not less, and there was one party willing to
acquire half and possibly another party or parties willing to acquire the other half.
17.1.17
Mr Edwards could not recall precisely when he had instructed
Mr Vrisakis. He said he was certain it was after the meeting between Mr Dowding and
Mr Bond although it might have been on the same day as that meeting. Given
Mr Wiese's evidence that he, in turn, was instructed on 14 or 15 April by Mr Vrisakis,
we are not satisfied that Mr Edwards' recollection is correct. It may be that
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Mr Beckwith and Mr Edwards discussed the proposal before Mr Bond put it to
Mr Dowding. Having regard to the very specific instructions which Mr Edwards gave
to Mr Vrisakis, the proposal had clearly been formulated and the relevant issues
identified more precisely than they were at the meeting between Mr Bond and
Mr Dowding.
17.1.18
Mr Connell said about this time he met Mr Bond and Mr Vrisakis in
Bond Corporation's office. According to Mr Connell, Mr Bond said he had arranged a
meeting with Mr Dowding at which others were present. Mr Connell believed Mr Bond
said Mr Parker and Mr Berinson were there. According to Mr Connell, "the deal" had
been set out on a whiteboard. It involved SGIC and Bond Corporation each taking a
stake in Bell, and deposit funds being available for Rothwells from that source.
Whether Mr Bond gave Mr Connell an accurate account of his meeting with
Mr Dowding, is immaterial for present purposes. We do not, however, accept that
Mr Parker and Mr Berinson were present at the meeting between Mr Bond and
Mr Dowding.
17.1.19
On Sunday 17 April 1988 there was an official farewell at Perth Airport
to President Ceausescu of Romania at the conclusion of his visit to Western Australia.
He and his party were expected to depart from Perth at 9.05 am, according to
Mr Dowding's day sheet. We were told by Mr Parker that while he and Mr Dowding
were at the airport standing in the line to farewell the President, Mr Dowding mentioned
that Mr Bond had been to see him with an idea involving the Bell Group which he had
not understood, and had asked Mr Edwards to look at it. We accept Mr Parker's
evidence, which is consistent with Mr Edwards' evidence about his discussion with
Mr Dowding following his meeting with Mr Bond. Mr Parker's evidence also supports
the view that it was Mr Bond who put the Bell acquisition proposal to Mr Dowding.
Mr Parker departed from Perth on 18 April 1988 and was overseas until 26 April 1988.
It follows that if Mr Lloyd was correct in placing Mr Parker at the meeting at which
Mr Dowding explained on a whiteboard his ideas about Rothwells, then that meeting
must have taken place before 18 April 1988. On the basis that Mr Dowding did not
include in his whiteboard presentation any proposal for the acquisition of Bell Group
shares, we believe the meeting took place after Mr Dowding had been told about the
serious problem in Rothwells but before his meeting with Mr Bond. This further
supports the view that the meeting referred to by Mr Lloyd was the "Rothwells briefing"
which Mr Dowding's day sheet places on 13 April 1988: see paragraph 16.15.18 of
chapter 16 of this report.
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17.1.20
Mr Edwards said shortly after his discussions with Mr Beckwith, he
spoke to Mr Holmes a Court and asked him whether he was thinking about disposing
of his shares in Bell. Mr Holmes a Court said he wanted to dispose of his entire
holding, but that was difficult to achieve, having regard to the Takeovers Code. He had
not decided he was open to offers, but if he could dispose of his entire holding he would
probably do so. Mr Edwards responded by saying the Government was concerned about
who might gain control of Bell but would be interested in acquiring 20%.
17.1.21
On Monday 18 April 1988 Mr Wiese of Robinson Cox delivered an
opinion which he had prepared at the request of Mr Vrisakis. Mr Wiese said he had
been instructed on 14 or 15 April. As appears from the invoice the issue addressed by
the opinion was:
"the issue of the SGIC's Crown immunity and the application of
the Companies (Acquisition of Shares) (Western Australia) Code."
We have not seen the opinion because SGIC has claimed legal professional privilege in
relation to it. As emerged from subsequent evidence the opinion was that SGIC was not
bound by the Takeovers Code. According to Mr Edwards, he was well aware that the
Takeovers Code did not bind SGIC, because he had drafted the SGIC Act. He said:
"It was fundamental to incorporate those provisions."
When asked whether he had taken advice at the time as to the effect of the relevant
provisions, he said:
"We didn't actually have to go and get formal opinions on
something like that. I mean, I was a lawyer and we were in
government. Everyone in government knows about these things."
17.1.22
Also on 18 April 1988, Mr Rees who was on holiday in England spoke
to Mr Edwards on the telephone. He said Mr Edwards told him about an opportunity
which had arisen in connection with the purchase of shares in Bell Group which had,
via Bell Resources, a significant holding of BHP shares.
17.1.23
On the following day, 19 April, Mr Lloyd attended the breakfast meeting
with Mr Bond to which we referred in paragraph 16.15.23 of chapter 16 of this report.
Both Mr Bond's and Ms Kent's diaries referred to a meeting at 12.00 pm between
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Mr Bond and Mr Lloyd, but neither of them had any recollection of it. Mr Bond's diary
also recorded a meeting at 12.45 pm with Mr Dowding and Mr Edwards at
197 St George's Terrace. That is the address of the Capita Centre where the Premier's
office was located. Mr Bond's recollection of his second meeting with Mr Dowding was
somewhat vague.
His evidence varied between examination in chief and
cross-examination and was inconsistent with evidence he had given to Mr McCusker
during the latter's investigation. Mr Bond said:
"I could only have told him what we were thinking ... I don't know
whether anything was conclusive with Dowding at all."
17.1.24
It was then put to Mr Bond that during Mr McCusker's inquiry he had
given the following evidence:
Q: So was agreement reached that essentially the Government or
the SGIC, as a kind of arm of the Government, and Bond
Corporation would proceed to seek to acquire effectively, a
controlling interest?
A: Effectively, yes. Rather than to acquire, it was in fact on the
basis that we acquire 19 per cent, they would have 19 and
then between the two of us we would virtually have control
of it.
17.1.25
In his evidence to the Commission, Mr Bond then said he believed
agreement had been reached in those terms at the second meeting, but that he wanted
to put a "caveat" on that, because it was not known whether Mr Holmes a Court would
sell. He agreed, however, that subject to Bond Corporation and the Government being
successful in their respective negotiations with Mr Holmes a Court, he and Mr Dowding
had reached that agreement. Mr Bond went on to explain that, effectively, Bond
Corporation would have control if the Government was to be a passive investor. He
said he understood from his discussions with Mr Dowding that if one of the Government
agencies was to acquire an interest in Bell Group, it would need to remain as a passive
investor because one of the Bell Group assets was The West Australian newspaper and
the Government could not be seen to be influencing the press.
17.1.26
In cross-examination, Mr Bond agreed that the "scenario" was still at the
"embryonic or proposal stage":
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"It couldn't be anything else because there was no agreement by
Holmes a Court to sell to anybody."
That does not, however, detract from the effect of his earlier evidence. Indeed, he
referred to discussing with Mr Dowding that if Bond Corporation was successful in its
acquisition, it would concur in the deposit of Bell Group funds in Rothwells so as to
allow the Government to recover its funds.
17.1.27
We are satisfied that at the conclusion of the meeting between
Mr Dowding and Mr Bond on 15 April, the proposal that Bond Corporation and SGIC
should each acquire 20% of Bell Group was left with Mr Dowding to consider.
Mr Dowding then gave the carriage of the matter to Mr Edwards, who may have been
aware of the proposal for a short period before Mr Dowding spoke to him. Clearly,
Mr Dowding did consider the matter further, although he denied there was a second
meeting between himself and Mr Bond. His day sheet for 19 April contained no entry
relating to a meeting with Mr Bond. We are satisfied, however, that there was a second
meeting between Mr Bond and Mr Dowding on 19 April, as Mr Bond asserts. At that
meeting an agreement or understanding was reached between them that, subject to
Mr Holmes a Court agreeing to sell to them, Bond Corporation and SGIC would each
purchase 19.9% of his shares in Bell Group and SGIC would remain a passive investor
so as to give effective control of Bell Group to Bond Corporation, which would then
procure funds to assist Rothwells.
17.1.28
Mr Bond's diary contains a reference to a meeting between him and
Mr Holmes a Court at 4.00 pm on 19 April 1988. We draw the inference from
Mr Bond's evidence that he and Mr Holmes a Court continued their discussion of the
price which the Bond group might pay for the Bell Group shares.
17.1.29
It seems that down to this point, nothing had been said to the prospective
purchasers about the Bell Group convertible bonds. According to Mr Newman, on
Wednesday 20 or Thursday 21 April 1988 (or possibly earlier) Mr Holmes a Court said
he would not sell the Bell Group shares unless his convertible bonds were also
purchased. Mr Newman said Mr Holmes a Court told him that the imposition of this
new condition nearly made the transaction falter. He said Mr Holmes a Court asked him
to prepare information "giving relativity between the value of the bonds, the value of the
company and the difference between quoted bonds on the European Exchange, and the
non quoted bonds". This he did, assuming Mr Holmes a Court would provide the
information to SGIC. He made the assumption because he was told by Mr Holmes a
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Court that Bond Corporation would not purchase the convertible bonds and because
SGIC was the only party that expressed an interest in buying them.
17.1.30
Ms Kent's diary recorded a meeting at 5.00 pm on 20 April 1988
between Mr Bond, Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd. The appointment is also noted in
Mr Bond's diary where Mr Mitchell is named as an attendee. Mr Lloyd said he had no
recollection of the meeting. Mr Bond's diary refers to a meeting at 6.30 pm that day
with Mr Holmes a Court. We do not know whether the meeting took place. We are
satisfied, however, that there were a number of meetings between Mr Holmes a Court
and representatives of Bond Corporation and SGIC respectively. We were told by
Mr Newman that negotiations were conducted exclusively by Mr Holmes a Court, who
was dealing with the matter from his home. Mr Newman said:
"There seemed to be a religious approach to the fact that no two
parties saw Mr Holmes a Court at the same time. There was
always a time lag between them."
Mr Newman suspected some arrangement or understanding between Bond Corporation
and SGIC in relation to their respective acquisition of the Bell Group shares. We
believe that Mr Holmes a Court, alert to the risks involved, took steps to ensure he did
nothing which could implicate him in any collusion between the purchasing parties.
17.1.31
It seems that until Saturday 23 April 1988, Bond Corporation acted
without the benefit of legal advice, although Mr Vrisakis had a general retainer from the
Bond Group. Mr Vrisakis said he was asked to advise Bond Corporation in connection
with the proposed acquisition, but declined to do so. His evidence is supported by the
evidence of Mr William Conley, a partner in Blake Dawson Waldron in Sydney.
Mr Conley said Mr Vrisakis telephoned him at his home on Saturday 23 April 1988.
Mr Vrisakis told him he was acting in the possible purchase of shares in a major
corporation in Western Australia and that he (Mr Conley) might receive a telephone call
from Mr Mitchell about that matter. Mr Conley said Mr Vrisakis told him he was
unable to say more but that if Mr Mitchell called he would explain. A little later,
Mr Mitchell did telephone Mr Conley. He said Bond Corporation was interested in a
major acquisition. He asked for advice about the Acquisition of Shares Code and in
particular, about the matter of unacceptable conduct. Mr Conley said he gave some
advice about sections 60 and 11 of the Code. He told Mr Mitchell that the NCSC had
paid particular attention to section 60 in recent years. Mr Mitchell said they were
considering an acquisition of up to 20% by Bond Corporation or a subsidiary and the
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possibility of another purchaser acquiring an equivalent amount of shares. Mr Conley
said he cautioned Mr Mitchell on the difficulties which would be obvious in any such
transaction, referring to section 7(4)(b)(3) of the Code which related to acting in
concert. He said he told Mr Mitchell about his own experience with the NCSC and the
risk of findings of unacceptable conduct, followed by divestiture orders.
17.2

Sunday 24 April 1988

17.2.1
We were told by Mr Berinson that on the morning of Sunday 24 April
1988 he went to Mr Dowding's house to discuss a number of matters. At the end of the
discussion Mr Dowding referred to the proposal that SGIC acquire a large number of
shares in Bell Group at $2.50 per share. Mr Dowding said at that price the shares were
regarded as "a good buy". Mr Dowding then went on to say the purchase would
strengthen the security of the Bell Resources $50 million deposit in Rothwells.
Mr Berinson then said Mr Dowding told him that Mr Holmes a Court held 40% of the
shares in Bell Group and was interested in selling only the entirety of his holding. He
said Mr Bond was known to have expressed an interest in acquiring 19.9%. He said
Rothwells was basically sound but was subject to cash flow risks. He said further that
SGIC was not interested in a position on the Board of Bell Group but Bond interests
would be. According to Mr Dowding, they would have the same interests as SGIC in
the orderly retirement "of various things". Mr Berinson told us he then asked three
questions of Mr Dowding:
@

How the proposed price of $2.50 was justified?

@

What was the nature of the proposed transaction?

@

What guarantee was there that there would be an orderly conduct of
affairs in relation to Bond?

Mr Berinson said in response to the first question, Mr Dowding told him he had a
formal valuation of the shares including a valuation by Salomon Brothers at $3.00. We
are satisfied that Mr Berinson was mistaken in his belief that Mr Dowding told him of
a valuation by Salomon Brothers. As we shall see, Salomon Brothers were not retained
until several days later. Mr Berinson said he was also told by Mr Dowding that Bond
Corporation was proposing to pay $2.70 per share. Mr Berinson said in answer to his
second question, about the nature of the proposed transaction, Mr Dowding said it was
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an SGIC proposal. As to the final question, about the future conduct of Bell's affairs,
Mr Dowding told Mr Berinson there could be no guarantee. It was something which
could not be discussed because of the provision of the Takeovers Code relating to acting
in concert. Mr Dowding then asked Mr Berinson if he would see a member of Bond
Corporation in order to discuss the basis of the valuation with him.
17.2.2
Mr Dowding's recollection was that he asked Mr Berinson to look at the
value of the Bell Group shares to determine whether SGIC should be allowed to
proceed. Mr Dowding, who gave evidence after Mr Berinson, said he thought he knew
of the Salomon Brothers valuation of $3.00. If not, he said, he was aware the shares
were worth $3.00. We make the same comment in relation to Mr Dowding's evidence
about the Salomon Brothers valuation. Further, we doubt whether Mr Dowding was
possessed of any valuation save information imparted to him by Mr Bond. It is unlikely
that Mr Dowding would have requested Mr Berinson to discuss the value of the Bell
Group shares with another purchaser if he had a valuation of his own. We accept
Mr Berinson's account of his discussion with Mr Dowding. It is strongly suggestive of
the agreement or understanding which Mr Dowding had already reached with Mr Bond.
In our view, Mr Berinson should have appreciated that. Mr Dowding's use of the
"hackneyed phrase" that Rothwells was basically sound was, of course, quite
misleading.
17.2.3
There is no doubt that in compliance with Mr Dowding's request,
Mr Berinson met with Mr Mitchell and Mr Edwards to discuss the valuation of Bell
Group. For reasons which will appear below, we are satisfied that the meeting took
place on Anzac Day, Monday 25 April 1988. Mr Edwards asserted that in addition to
his meeting with Mr Mitchell and Mr Berinson, he also attended a meeting at
Mr Berinson's house, together with Mr Lloyd. Mr Lloyd also gave evidence about that
meeting. Mr Berinson claims to have no recollection of it.
17.2.4
caution:

Mr Edwards' initial evidence about this matter was prefaced with the

"I can't recall specifics. I mean, I know what occurred."
He then said he was certain the meeting with Mr Mitchell had been on a Sunday because
"subsequently" he and Mr Lloyd had been to see Mr Berinson at his house. He said the
meeting with Mr Mitchell had taken place at Mr Berinson's office, and he was "pretty
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sure" Mr Lloyd was there. He said Mr Mitchell, who had papers with him, gave a
presentation in which he indicated that in his view Bell Group was worth $3.00 per
share. Mr Edwards could not recall anything said by Mr Berinson at the meeting,
although it was his impression that Mr Berinson regarded the occasion as a waste of
time.
17.2.5
Mr Edwards then said he could recall "vividly" going to Mr Berinson's
home. He said it was the first time he had been there but he could not recall how it
came about that he and Mr Lloyd visited Mr Berinson:
"All I can remember is that Lloyd and I went to the Attorney's
house in the context of this period."
Mr Edwards then went on to say that although he could not remember details, the
subject of the discussion with Mr Berinson at his home:
"was whether we should proceed with Bell. I mean, that's what
we went there for, to find out whether he wanted us to
proceed ... He accepted we should."
After that, Mr Edwards said, he went to Mr Connell's home. He conceded it to be "a bit
odd" that he should have gone from a meeting at Mr Berinson's office to a meeting at
his house. He said, however, that both meetings had taken place on a Sunday because
"... it's the only time that makes sense because subsequently with
Aleco [Vrisakis] we drafted the sort of Clayton's offer to
Mr Holmes a Court and I delivered it."
It was then pointed out to Mr Edwards that in his evidence at the NCSC inquiry into the
purchase of the Bell Group shares, he had not dissented from the proposition that the
meeting between Mr Berinson, Mr Mitchell and himself had been on Anzac Day,
Monday 25 April. He then conceded it may have been, but re-asserted that the meeting
at Mr Berinson's house had taken place before he wrote the letter to Mr Holmes a Court.
The letter which was dated 24 April 1988 and addressed "Dear Robert" was in the
following terms:
"The SGIC is prepared to purchase 60,600,000 shares in The Bell
Group Ltd. ("Bell") from you or your private company for $2.50
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per share, payable within 14 days against delivery of share
certificates and transfers.
Subject to the share purchase, we would also underwrite the sale
by you or your private company of $150,000,000 of your
convertible notes in Bell at par, within 90 days of the completion
of our purchase of the Bell shares; this may be documented as a
put option if you so require. This share purchase would be
pursuant to a mutually acceptable contract with appropriate
warranties.
Having regard to your decision to sell your entire shareholding it
is an essential condition that we be satisfied as to the ongoing
stability of Bell as that is central to our investment decision.
We request your response by 5 p.m. tomorrow as we are unable
to maintain an open position on a proposed investment of this
magnitude."
When asked how he was in a position to propose a price of $2.50 per share, Mr Edwards
said they had valuations in existence and he had discussed that price with
Mr Holmes a Court a few days earlier. Mr Edwards said he drafted the letter with
Mr Vrisakis at Mr Connell's home, and then, at about lunch time, it was typed by
Mrs Connell on SGIC letterhead which Mr Edwards had in his briefcase.
17.2.6
Mr Edwards said the offer was "very conditional" which he knew
Mr Holmes a Court would not accept:
"We wanted to know one way or the other whether we were going
to go ahead, and this was really designed specifically for that
purpose, knowing full well that he couldn't accept within the time
frames we set."
Mr Edwards said after the letter had been typed, he took it to Mr Holmes a Court's
house, (which was nearby) and gave it to Mrs Holmes a Court.
17.2.7
Mr Lloyd said his involvement in this matter resulted from Mr Edwards
inviting him to be present at some meetings:
"I think really in a personal capacity. Mr Edwards as you
probably know ... is a longstanding friend."
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Mr Lloyd said, as a matter of reconstruction from the evidence of others, that he was
invited first to be present at a meeting at Mr Connell's house on Sunday 24 April.
Mr Lloyd said he arrived at Mr Connell's house in the late morning or early afternoon.
Mr Connell was there as was Mr Vrisakis who had been staying there. Mr Lloyd
thought Mr Edwards was there also. He said he understood from Mr Edwards that
Mr Dowding wanted Mr Berinson to be satisfied about the value of the assets within the
Bell Group of companies before SGIC should proceed. He went with Mr Edwards to
Mr Berinson's home that afternoon, although he could not be sure of the time. He said
it may have been mid afternoon. It was his recollection that they travelled to
Mr Berinson's home in his car. On arrival, there was some discussion about the Bell
Group assets although Mr Lloyd's evidence was somewhat vague. He thought
Mr Berinson wanted some additional detail about particular assets and why they were
valued at a particular amount. He said it was difficult to recall everything that was
discussed but his recollection was that the meeting was "much confined" to the
valuation issues.
17.2.8
According to Mr Lloyd, the meeting lasted for 30 to 45 minutes at the
end of which, Mr Berinson was dissatisfied with the information which he had been able
to glean. Mr Lloyd said he and Mr Edwards then returned to Mr Connell's home where
Mr Edwards and Mr Vrisakis prepared the letter. Mr Lloyd thought the letter had been
typed by Mrs Connell. It was then delivered to Mr Holmes a Court's home by
Mr Edwards. Mr Lloyd said he did not recall Mr Edwards' return from delivering the
letter nor did he recall any further discussion or conversation on that day in relation to
the Bell share acquisition.
17.2.9
Mr Vrisakis recalled being present at Mr Connell's home and drafting
with Mr Edwards the letter to Mr Holmes a Court which was typed by Mrs Connell and
delivered by Mr Edwards. Mr Vrisakis said he was told by Mr Edwards that it was
necessary for SGIC to act quickly because he had heard BHP was interested in acquiring
the shares. According to Mr Vrisakis, that was the reason given by Mr Edwards for
writing the letter on a Sunday. Mr Vrisakis said it was his impression Mr Edwards
spoke of the necessity of speaking to Mr Berinson. Mr Vrisakis could not say, however,
whether this was said by Mr Edwards before or after the letter was written to
Mr Holmes a Court.
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17.2.10
Mrs Connell gave evidence that she had a vivid recollection of typing the
letter to Mr Holmes a Court but was "hazy" about precisely when she had done so. She
thought it was either late morning or early afternoon, after Mr Edwards and Mr Vrisakis
had been working on it for some time. She went on to say that:
"... at some stage they went around to Holmes a Court and then,
at some stage, I understood they were taking it across to
Mr Berinson. Just how all that worked I'm really a bit hazy. As
I say, there were comings and goings. Just in what order they took
place I'm really not sure."
Later, Mrs Connell said she thought that the visit to Mr Berinson was at the end of the
day. She was unable to say with any certainty however whether the Holmes a Court
visit preceded the visit to Mr Berinson.
17.2.11
Mr Berinson had no recollection of Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd visiting
him at his home. His diary for 24 April contained a reference to an Anzac Day service
at a war veterans' home at 2.30 pm. Mr Berinson said that although he could not
remember the function it had been his practice over many years to attend the service.
He was sure that he would have attended it on this occasion, leaving home at about
2.10 pm and returning at about 4.15 pm or thereabouts.
17.2.12
Despite Mr Berinson's lack of recollection, we are satisfied on the
evidence of Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd, supported as it is by Mr Vrisakis' and
Mrs Connell's evidence that there was a meeting between Mr Berinson, Mr Lloyd and
Mr Edwards at Mr Berinson's home during the Sunday. Assuming Mr Berinson did
attend the service at the war veterans' home, the meeting must have taken place either
before about 2.00 pm or after 4.30 pm. None of the witnesses who gave evidence about
the visit was precise in their respective recollections. It follows that the visit to
Mr Berinson may have taken place before or after Mr Edwards delivered the offer letter
to Mr Holmes a Court. In our view, however, nothing turns on this. Although, as
Mr Edwards said, he was required to obtain Mr Berinson's approval of the transaction,
Mr Berinson's "tick", as Mr Edwards put it, he clearly did not do so on Sunday 24 April.
Nor did Mr Edwards claim that he was relying on Mr Berinson's approval in writing the
letter to Mr Holmes a Court. It was not Mr Edwards' intention that Mr Holmes a Court
should accept the offer, nor did he believe it would be accepted. The offer had been
formulated for the purpose of ascertaining Mr Holmes a Court's intention with respect
to the Bell Group shares.
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17.2.13
At that stage, Mr Berinson was aware from his conversation with
Mr Dowding earlier in the day that Bond interests were potential purchasers of 19.9%
of the shares in the Bell Group. He was also aware, because Mr Dowding had reminded
him, that the Takeovers Code precluded Bond interests and SGIC from acting in concert
in their respective acquisitions. However, according to Mr Edwards, legal aspects of
the proposed acquisition were not discussed at the meeting with Mr Berinson. He said
the discussion included the question of value as well as the political issue as to whether
the Government should be involved in acquiring 20% of Bell Group.
17.2.14
It will be recalled that the letter of 24 April 1988 to Mr Holmes a Court
contained the paragraph:
"Having regard to your decision to sell your entire shareholding
it is an essential condition that we be satisfied as to the ongoing
stability of Bell as that is central to our investment decision."
Mr Edwards said that on Sunday 24 April:
"I was certainly aware somehow that Bond [Corporation] were
talking to Holmes a Court but I wasn't specifically aware of
whether they had finally made an offer or were going to make an
offer."
When asked whether he had made any attempt to discover who the other potential
purchasers might be Mr Edwards replied:
"No. We found that out when we reached final agreement with
Holmes a Court later that week. It was a matter which was central
enough for Mr Holmes a Court to know our view."
Mr Edwards went on to speak of his awareness that Bond Corporation was quite likely
to be one of the prospective purchasers but, as he understood it, there were other parties
involved.
17.2.15
In our view, the passage from the letter of 24 April 1988 which we have
set out above, was calculated to put Mr Holmes a Court on notice that SGIC would not
purchase the Bell Group shares unless the other purchaser was a Bond company. Put
another way, the paragraph contained a clear message to Mr Holmes a Court that only
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by selling to SGIC and Bond interests would he be able to dispose of his entire
shareholding at the price proposed.
17.2.16
While we accept that Mr Edwards did not know on Sunday 24 April,
whether Mr Holmes a Court would, in the end, sell his shares, we are satisfied
Mr Edwards was aware that if Mr Holmes a Court did sell, then a Bond company would
be the other purchaser. This is consistent with Mr Lloyd's evidence. He said
Mr Edwards had told him in the preceding week:
"... that the SGIC was proposing to buy 19.9 per cent of Bell
Group ... And that Holmes a Court was selling ... the other half of
his holdings roughly, ... I understood that the other buyer would
be Bond Corporation."
17.2.17
Mr Lloyd said that although he understood there would be some benefit
to Rothwells flowing from the transaction, he did not understand precisely what it would
be. He said when Mr Edwards invited him to attend Mr Connell's house on
Sunday 24 April, Mr Lloyd already had the expectation of some benefit to be derived
by Rothwells. He said:
"... I did understand or at least had been given to understand by
Mr Edwards of the nature of the Bell Group ... including Bell
Group and Bell Resources, and the situation with Bell Resources
of course it was a substantially cashed up company and it had very
substantial cash assets ... that led me to the conclusion that there
would be ... liquidity support from that direction.
... I had no idea about how a benefit that would come to Rothwells
out of the acquisition of the Bell shares could be actually
implemented and what it would mean."
He said that, obviously, there might be direct assistance from Bell Group to Rothwells.
He also said:
"I think the implication of that was that it wasn't just simply that
the SGIC was going to acquire the 19.9% of the Bell shares.
Bond Corporation was also to acquire 19.9% ... those two entities
would together be able to influence the policies of the companies."
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Mr Lloyd was then asked whether he understood that there was to be some arrangement
or agreement that SGIC and Bond Corporation would work together as shareholders of
Bell. Mr Lloyd answered:
"Well I understood that there was not to be that agreement at that
point."
This evidence is entirely consistent with our finding as to the agreement or
understanding reached between Mr Dowding and Mr Bond. Mr Lloyd went on to say
that there were obvious difficulties with the Takeovers Code and that Mr Vrisakis
advised SGIC on the Sunday that it needed to be careful about avoiding association
within the meaning of the Code. Mr Vrisakis agreed he spoke to Mr Lloyd in those
terms.
17.3

Monday 25 April 1988: Anzac Day

17.3.1
We were told by Mr Conley he arrived in Perth late on the evening of
Sunday 24 April 1988. On Monday morning he was telephoned at his hotel by
Mr Vrisakis who asked him to lunch at Mr Connell's house. Later, Mr Mitchell arrived
at Mr Conley's hotel and gave him "a reasonably detailed briefing" about the proposed
purchase by Bond Corporation and a possible purchase by SGIC or a WA Government
entity of shares in Bell Group. Mr Conley said Mr Mitchell asked whether it would be
in order for him to contact Mr Newman to obtain some information about Bell Group.
Mr Conley said he advised about the insider trading and "association" provisions of the
Takeovers Code. Mr Mitchell then referred to the possibility of arrangements being
made about the constitution of the Board of Bell after the acquisition, if it should
proceed. Mr Conley told Mr Mitchell it was simply not possible to make any such
arrangements. We infer that Mr Mitchell was anxious to ensure that the holding of
19.9% of Bell would result in Bond Corporation obtaining effective control.
17.3.2
Mr Conley went on to say that Mr Mitchell also referred to the possible
exchange of information between intending purchasers. He identified the delivery of
valuation material by Bond Corporation to SGIC or to the Government. This was no
doubt the information which had been prepared by Mr Newman, at the request of
Mr Holmes a Court. Mr Conley said that later on the Monday morning he went with
Mr Mitchell to Mr Beckwith's house where he met Mr Beckwith and Mr Bond. They
also asked him whether arrangements about the constitution of the board of Bell Group
in the future would give rise to any difficulty for them, either in a general sense ("a
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majority of the Board") or specifically ("two each"). Mr Conley's advice was: "We just
can't have arrangements, full stop." According to Mr Conley, there was also reference
by Mr Bond to Mr Holmes a Court wanting to retain control of certain assets of the Bell
Group. He mentioned theatres in particular. Mr Conley said he expressed the view that
the provision of information would not constitute "acting in concert" if it did no more
than encourage another purchaser to proceed with a purchase.
17.3.3
At about lunchtime Mr Conley was taken to Mr Connell's house by
Mr Mitchell. Mr Conley said Mr Vrisakis was there and asked him what he thought
about the transaction. Mr Conley told Mr Vrisakis that if the purchase of 20% each by
two parties went ahead, it was bound to provoke the immediate attention of the
regulatory authorities. Mr Vrisakis then asked Mr Conley if he thought SGIC would
enjoy Crown immunity from the Acquisition of Shares Code. Mr Conley said he did
not know. Mr Conley said he was aware that some of those present at the lunch were
going to meet Mr Berinson. He did not know who was involved, only Mr and
Mrs Connell, their children and Mr Vrisakis then being present. It may be that
Mr Mitchell went to the meeting with Mr Berinson after he had deposited Mr Conley
at Mr Connell's house.
17.3.4
A second meeting with Mr Berinson took place at his office. Mr Lloyd,
Mr Mitchell and Mr Edwards were present. Mr Lloyd could not say when the meeting
took place but said it was, in substance, a meeting between Mr Berinson and
Mr Mitchell. Mr Lloyd said Mr Berinson asked questions about the Bell Group assets
and their values. He could not recall Mr Berinson expressing any conclusion on the
subject. Mr Berinson's recollection was that Mr Mitchell went through a list of assets
indicating in each case the current market values and the value attributed by Bond
Corporation. Mr Berinson told the Commission he regarded this as a pointless exercise
because he was not in a position to make any judgment. Contrary to Mr Lloyd's
evidence, Mr Berinson said he found himself unable to ask any sensible questions.
Mr Berinson said also that he was on his guard to avoid any discussion which might
bear on the matter Mr Dowding had raised in relation to the Takeovers Code. He said
the meeting did not go beyond the fact that each side was aware that the other was
interested in a purchase.
17.3.5
Later that day, according to both Mr Dowding and Mr Berinson, they
met again. Mr Dowding said Mr Edwards was also present. Mr Berinson told him he
had looked at the valuation and found the exercise of little use. Mr Dowding said he
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and Mr Berinson discussed the issue of having a share in The West Australian
newspaper. Mr Dowding said they also discussed the fact that there was
"a good level of certainty that the SGIC would make a substantial
profit."
We do not accept Mr Dowding's evidence about the anticipated profits. Given
Mr Berinson's evidence (which we accept) that he did not understand the basis of
Mr Mitchell's valuations of the Bell Group assets, it is difficult to see how either he or
Mr Dowding could have contemplated that SGIC would make a substantial profit out
of the proposed transaction.
17.4

Tuesday 26 April 1988

17.4.1
According to Mr Edwards, Mr Berinson was anxious that an independent
valuation of the Bell Group shares should be obtained. Mr Edwards said Mr Vrisakis
suggested that Salomon Brothers, the merchant bankers, be retained for that purpose.
That was arranged by Mr Bond on the morning of Tuesday 26 April 1988 when he
contacted Mr Trevor Rowe of Salomon Brothers. In his evidence to the Commission
Mr Rowe demonstrated a clear recollection of his involvement in the events of the next
few days. We have no hesitation in accepting his evidence. Mr Rowe said on 26 April
he was in a departure lounge at Sydney Airport waiting to leave for Manila where he
was to attend a meeting of the Asian Development Bank. He received a telephone call
from Mr Bond who said SGIC wanted to retain him in relation to a transaction
concerning Bell Group. Mr Bond's evidence was to the same effect. On being
requested by Mr Bond to assist, Mr Rowe realised he would not be able to travel to
Perth that day by a scheduled flight. Mr Rowe so informed Mr Bond, who then made
arrangements for him to fly to Perth in a Bond Corporation aircraft. Mr Bond's interest
in SGIC proceeding with the purchase is illustrated by the lengths to which he went in
order to bring Mr Rowe to Perth as quickly as possible.
17.4.2
Mr Rowe arrived in Perth at about 6.00 or 6.30 pm. He was met by a car
and driver and was taken to the office of a Bond company, Dallhold Investments Pty
Ltd, where he arrived at about 7.00 pm and met Mr Bond. He was then introduced to
Mr Vrisakis who said he was acting for SGIC. Mr Vrisakis told Mr Rowe he wanted
a fairness opinion in relation to the Bell Group shares and convertible bonds, if possible,
by noon on Thursday. Mr Connell was also present at the discussion.
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17.4.3
Mr Vrisakis told the Commission he had been present at Mr Bond's
office in relation to a matter concerning Gold Mines of Kalgoorlie. He said he did not
recall meeting Mr Rowe. He did, however, recall a conversation about valuing the
convertible bonds which, on Mr Rowe's evidence, took place on that occasion.
Mr Rowe told Mr Vrisakis that if the fairness opinion was limited in its scope they
could probably prepare it within the stipulated time by using the London office. This
was on the basis that they would not be able to verify any of the publicly available
information. Mr Rowe said he was asked to go to Mr Connell's office in 30 minutes,
to meet Mr Edwards, the Deputy Chairman of SGIC, who would brief him in more
detail. Mr Bond then told Mr Rowe that Mr Mitchell had carried out a substantial
amount of work in valuing the convertible bonds. He suggested to Mr Vrisakis that
Mr Mitchell might assist Mr Rowe by providing him with his schedules.
17.4.4
Before attending Mr Connell's office Mr Rowe went to the Bond
Corporation office where, at about 7.00 or 7.30 pm he met Mr Mitchell and some of his
colleagues. Mr Conley was also present. Mr Conley placed this meeting on Wednesday
27 April 1988, but having regard to the clarity of Mr Rowe's evidence we are satisfied
Mr Conley was mistaken in his recollection. Mr Mitchell told Mr Rowe he had been
looking at the valuation of the convertible bonds. He gave Mr Rowe a copy of the
computer printouts generated by his valuation model. When Mr Rowe looked at the
printouts he realised Mr Mitchell's methodology was wrong. It tended to overstate the
value. It was apparent to Mr Rowe that Mr Mitchell was using the Black and Scholes
valuation method, but some of Mr Mitchell's inputs were not used commonly.
Mr Rowe said he told Mr Mitchell his view.
17.4.5
Mr Rowe and Mr Mitchell left Bond Corporation offices and went to
Mr Connell's office where they arrived at about 7.30 pm. There Mr Rowe met
Mr Edwards, and Mr Vrisakis again. Mr Edwards had a copy of Mr Mitchell's work on
the share price, which he gave to Mr Rowe. Again, when Mr Rowe looked at
Mr Mitchell's work, he formed the view that the methodology was unacceptable. This
was because Mr Mitchell had applied some control premiums to minority interests and
arrived at a share value of $3.80. It is not surprising that Mr Mitchell had adopted that
approach. Bond Corporation was anticipating that a 19.9% shareholding would carry
effective control of Bell Group. It would therefore be reasonable for it to pay a
substantial premium for those shares. Mr Rowe said Mr Vrisakis was involved initially
in the conversation. He then withdrew to make a telephone call. Mr Rowe overhead
Mr Vrisakis mention the name "Joe" and "Attorney-General" while he was speaking on
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the telephone. Mr Vrisakis said he had no recollection of making any such call and
believed he had never spoken to Mr Berinson. The identity of the person telephoned by
Mr Vrisakis is not clear. We note, however, that the only Government ministers
involved in the transaction at this stage were Mr Dowding and Mr Berinson. We
suspect Mr Vrisakis telephoned one of them to announce Mr Rowe's arrival, and his
ability to provide a valuation within the required time frame. We note from
Mr Dowding's day sheet for 26 April that he was due to attend a State Executive
meeting at 7.30 pm. If Mr Dowding was engaged at this function, it may be that
Mr Vrisakis spoke to Mr Berinson, perhaps to inform him that steps had been taken to
obtain a valuation. Mr Berinson said, however, that he had not spoken to Mr Vrisakis
in relation to this transaction.
17.4.6
Mr Edwards told Mr Rowe that SGIC was negotiating to buy 19.9% of
Bell at a price of $2.50 per share , and a consideration of $140 million for the two series
of convertible bonds. He said SGIC wanted to have a fairness opinion which was
required before a meeting with Mr Holmes a Court at about midday on Thursday
28 April. Mr Rowe repeated what he had told Mr Vrisakis about the basis on which a
fairness opinion could be produced, using the London office. He also told Mr Edwards
they would need an engagement letter which reflected those terms and conditions.
17.5

Wednesday 27 and Thursday 28 April 1988

17.5.1
Mr Rees returned to Perth in the early hours of Wednesday 27 April
1988. He was met by Mr Edwards on arrival at Perth Airport. Mr Edwards told him
that consideration was being given to the purchase of shares in the Bell Group, that
Mr Rowe was in Perth and that a special meeting of SGIC had been arranged for that
day. Mr Rowe said he had breakfast later that morning with Mr Rees and Mr Edwards
at the Parmelia Hotel. He gave a briefing on what had been accomplished in London
and then took Mr Rees and Mr Edwards through the draft letter of engagement. He told
them the modelling work had been completed in London in relation to the convertible
bonds but that more work was required on the shares. He said the work should be
completed by the Thursday morning. So far as the bonds were concerned, Mr Rowe
said that $140 million was the maximum that Salomon Brothers would regard as fair,
on an ex-dividend basis. Later that morning Mr Rowe and Mr Rees accompanied
Mr Edwards who was to attend a Cabinet meeting. Mr Edwards, Mr Rowe and Mr Rees
waited outside the meeting in case they were called upon. Mr Rowe said that after 20
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to 30 minutes Mr Dowding came out and was introduced to him. He told Mr Dowding
that he was working on the fairness opinion.
17.5.2
At Mr Dowding's request, the proposed purchase was presented to
Cabinet by Mr Berinson. Despite some evidence that the meeting took place on
26 April 1988, we are satisfied this matter was discussed at a special meeting on
27 April 1988. Mr Dowding said he thought he might have been late arriving at the
meeting and for that reason he might have requested Mr Berinson to introduce it. He
said he and Mr Berinson had reached agreement that they would not disturb the progress
of the purchase and would simply note it without either approving or disapproving.
Mr Parker gave evidence in some detail about the Cabinet meeting. He said it was
indicated that assessments had been done of the value of the shares which were worth
at least as much as Mr Holmes a Court was seeking. Cabinet was told that someone
from Salomon Brothers who had carried out the valuation was waiting outside if Cabinet
wished to hear from him. It was also proposed that the Government buy convertible
bonds, about which Salomons had also given advice. Cabinet was given to understand
that Mr Bond would be acquiring a similar percentage of shares in Bell. Advice had
been sought from solicitors as to whether there were any problems with the Takeovers
Code. Cabinet was assured that there were not. There were then some questions,
principally from Mr Grill, about independence from Mr Bond. Cabinet was told that
while discussions for the purposes of assisting the valuation had occurred, nothing had
taken place which would render the Government liable under the Takeovers Code even
if it could not rely on Crown immunity. Mr Parker said Mr Dowding spoke about the
objectives of the purchase saying there was a need for the continued presence in
Western Australia of the Bell group of companies which were major employers.
Mr Dowding said further that the purchase would help Rothwells. He said this was
because there would be greater stability in funding arrangements and further, Bell Group
had a very substantial cash position and might be inclined to use Rothwells as an
in-house banker. This would stabilise cash flows in and out of Rothwells.
17.5.3
Mr Parker said he could not recall any specific mention of SGIC's
financial position. The presentation implied, however, that the acquisition of the Bell
Group shares was a good investment in view of the valuations which suggested the
shares had an intrinsic value substantially higher than their market price. This had fallen
quite dramatically in the preceding months because of the crash. Mr Parker said he
assumed the catalyst for this transaction was the approach by Mr Bond to Mr Dowding
and the possibility of making cash available to Rothwells. He said that was by no means
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the sole consideration but it was certainly a matter of importance. He said there was
talk of co-operation by Bond, and there was a feeling this might flow from the fact that
he and the Government had common interests. As far as Mr Parker could recall, no-one
gave any consideration to the other shareholders of Bell Group and whether it would be
in their interest for its assets to be used for the benefit of Rothwells. He said the extent
of the Government's exposure to Rothwells was known and the general view was that
Rothwells was in a stable and reasonable condition. It was of concern that every time
Rothwells had experienced a liquidity problem it had turned to the Government but the
proposed transaction would resolve that problem. Mr Parker agreed the proposal was
a Government initiative rather than an SGIC initiative. That was also the view of
Mr Edwards who said that although the transaction did not involve any direction of
SGIC in a technical sense, it had that effect because the "request" came from the whole
Cabinet. We assume this was the reason for involving Cabinet in the decision.
17.5.4
Mr Berinson's recollection was that before the Cabinet meeting he called
on Mr Dowding at his office
"... and asked him whether he had firmed up an opinion on it. He
[Mr Dowding] said that he'd come to the view ... if the SGIC was
interested in proceeding, then we should not do anything to
disturb that and ... we should approach it on the basis of noting
rather than approving or disapproving."
Mr Berinson said he told Mr Dowding he would accept that approach. Mr Dowding
then asked him to outline the background of the matter to Cabinet. Mr Berinson agreed
to do so. He said he introduced the proposal to Cabinet with a phrase such as:
"We've got something of a re-run of the BHP share purchase."
He said he spoke in those terms because, as he told Cabinet, the proposal involved SGIC
making a substantial purchase of shares from Mr Holmes a Court at above the market
price and these factors were common to the purchase of the BHP shares.
17.5.5
The impression conveyed to Cabinet that the proposal originated from
SGIC was quite misleading. That was not the case, although Mr Berinson was unaware
of the true position. We have accepted his evidence that in their Sunday morning
conversation, Mr Dowding had said the proposal was an SGIC initiative. It follows, in
our view, that by asking Mr Berinson to introduce the matter to Cabinet, Mr Dowding
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was responsible for the misleading nature of Mr Berinson's remarks. Mr Berinson said
he spoke of the valuation and the matters Mr Dowding had raised with him. He
mentioned the fact that SGIC perceived some additional benefit to it in the potential
strengthening of the security on a $50 million deposit in Rothwells. He then explained
to Cabinet that the combined factors of the Bond Corporation deposit and its leading
role in the original rescue package was such that SGIC believed Bond Corporation
would move the Bell Board to take an interest in the orderly withdrawal of funds from
Rothwells so as not to disturb its stability. Mr Berinson said he specifically made the
point that SGIC and Bond Corporation needed to be at arm's length because of the
provisions of the Takeovers Code. Mr Berinson then told Cabinet that Mr Edwards was
available to respond to questions. He recalled Mr Edwards telling Cabinet that
Rothwells was basically sound but subject to cash flow sensitivities. Mr Edwards went
on to say that was the reason SGIC saw the stability of three major deposits as being
important to preserve and that Bond could be expected to recognise the same interest.
17.5.6
That evidence is quite contrary to Mr Edwards' account. He said he was
called into the meeting, and was asked some questions. In answering them he informed
Cabinet that Rothwells was experiencing a major crisis because of a substantial asset
deficiency or a "bad book", or something to that effect. He said the tenor of his remarks
was that Rothwells was insolvent but he indicated to Cabinet that they may be able to
obtain access to Bell funds. He said he did not speak a great deal, because then
Mr Dowding came in.
17.5.7
Mr Edwards gave another account of the meeting to Mr Hugh McLernon,
Mr Dowding's solicitor, after the collapse of Rothwells. The account was incorporated
into a long statement prepared by Mr McLernon which ranged over a number of matters.
Although Mr Edwards said that he had not approved the statement, Mr McLernon said
he had made an accurate record of what Mr Edwards told him. It contained the
following:
"... a Cabinet meeting was called and I explained the total
proposition to them.
That is, that Bond would buy 20%, the SGIC would buy 20% and
that this would provide the wherewithal to rectify the problems in
Rothwells.
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I told them they had to make the choice between leaving
Tony Lloyd in breach of section 556 or entering into the
transaction which was a probable breach of the Takeovers Code.
The whole Cabinet was present on that occasion."
Mr Edwards denied he had in fact spoken in those terms at the Cabinet meeting. He
said the statement had been prepared by Mr McLernon for Mr Dowding and that he
(Mr Edwards) wanted to use the statement as a means of getting the message across to
Mr Dowding that he was not prepared to take sole responsibility for any impropriety in
the Bell share acquisition. Mr Edwards' admission that he had, in effect, exaggerated
to Mr McLernon causes us to doubt the accuracy of the account contained in the draft
statement. Further, we are not satisfied that Mr Edwards informed Cabinet as clearly
as he would have us believe. We take that view on the basis of evidence given to the
Commission either orally or in the form of statements, by other Cabinet Ministers who
were present at the meeting. None had any recollection of Rothwells being mentioned.
Although we are satisfied that it was mentioned, we think that a statement by
Mr Edwards to the effect that it was insolvent would have come as something of a
revelation and is a matter which at least some Cabinet Ministers would have been likely
to remember. Further, we suspect that Mr Edwards, as a proponent of the transaction,
would have regarded it as unwise to inform Cabinet that Rothwells was insolvent. The
prospect of the Bell Group depositing funds with an insolvent company may well have
caused Cabinet to question closely the propriety of the transaction. We think it possible
that Mr Edwards may have spoken in cryptic terms which were not understood fully by
the others present. He knew Mr Dowding and Mr Parker were aware of the seriousness
of the situation concerning Rothwells.
17.5.8
Mr Berinson said he spoke directly to Mr Edwards towards the end of
the meeting and asked him whether SGIC was quite sure there was nothing in the
proposal which could be in breach of any legal requirement. He did so after having first
written Mr Edwards a note containing the same question, and then deciding it was a
matter which should be put to him by Cabinet. Mr Berinson said Mr Edwards replied
there was not and SGIC had a written legal opinion to that effect. Mr Berinson said in
his evidence he made "the unfortunate assumption" that the opinion related to the extent
to which SGIC had to remain at arm's length from Bond Corporation. He said he did
not become aware until 3 June 1988, when he was shown the opinion by Mr Parker, that
it addressed only the question of Crown immunity. Mr Berinson said he thought there
might have been mention at the Cabinet meeting of Ministers looking at the opinion for
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themselves. He expressed himself to be against that on the basis that the proposal was
a matter for SGIC. We were told by Mr Hodge that Mr Grill suggested the opinion be
shown to Cabinet. Mr Hodge said he supported Mr Grill, but the suggestion was not
accepted. Mr Hodge then proposed the Government commission its own legal opinion.
Mr Berinson opposed that course on the basis that it was an SGIC matter.
17.5.9
Mr Dowding said he was unable to recall much of the detail of the
meeting. He said he had difficulty in distinguishing between what he remembered and
what he had read of other people's recollections. He did recall, however, one of the
Ministers asking to see a legal opinion which, according to Mr Edwards confirmed the
legality of what was proposed. Mr Berinson suggested that to be an inappropriate
course, if Cabinet's decision was merely to note the transaction. Mr Dowding believed
Rothwells was mentioned in the context of the proposal being a positive issue in the
sense that both Bell and Bond had an interest in the stability of Rothwells. He said he
did not accept Mr Parker's evidence that he had made any reference to Bell Group
having a substantial cash position and possibly being inclined to use Rothwells as an
in-house banker. Mr Dowding maintained that the major issue was the possibility of
SGIC making a substantial profit out of the transaction. He acknowledged that the
mention of Rothwells obviously gave it a level of importance. He did not believe,
however, that Rothwells was presented as one of the major issues but rather as one of
the competing relevant issues. Mr Dowding said he was "pretty confident" that
Mr Edwards did not say Rothwells had a major problem or a major crisis or a major
asset deficiency or anything to that effect. Further, he was confident that if something
to that effect had been said in his absence he would have been told about it. In addition
he said he would have expected Mr Edwards to have mentioned it to him before the
Cabinet meeting, but that had not occurred. Mr Dowding's attitude was the same in
relation to the suggestion that Mr Edwards had said Rothwells was insolvent.
17.5.10
We are quite unable to accept Mr Dowding's evidence insofar as it tends
to suggest that he was unaware of the major problem then facing Rothwells. We have
found that he was told about the problem early in April 1988. Mr Dowding said he had
read the evidence of Mr Berinson and Mr Parker in relation to the Cabinet meeting. He
agreed it was fair to draw the inference from their evidence that SGIC's interest in
Rothwells' stability was a more important factor than he had conveyed during his
evidence. In particular, he agreed with Mr Parker's evidence that Rothwells' liquidity
was a major problem which would no longer be a worry to them as a consequence of
the Bell transactions. He thought the evidence of Mr Berinson and Mr Parker might
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have been directed to matters which were raised before his arrival at the Cabinet
meeting. Mr Dowding denied that the real object of the transaction was to assist
Rothwells.
17.5.11
Other Cabinet Ministers have given evidence about the meeting, Mr Grill
and Mr Hodge orally and others by way of written answers to a questionnaire directed
to this and other matters raised in Cabinet. Mr Grill recalled the legal opinion being
referred to, and his wish to see it. He supported Mr Hodge's evidence that Mr Berinson
said it was not proper for Cabinet to be vetting the opinion when it was a matter for
SGIC. Mr Grill said he could not recall whether there was any talk about the transaction
being connected to Rothwells. Nor could he recall any remarks by Mr Edwards to the
effect that Rothwells was insolvent. He thought the issue of insolvency would have set
alarm bells ringing and was not something he would have forgotten. As we have already
indicated, we share the view that reference by Mr Edwards to Rothwells' insolvency
would indeed have been a memorable event. We therefore accept Mr Grill's evidence
in this respect.
17.5.12
Of some significance was the evidence given by Mr Grill in answer to
the question:
"Was there any talk at Cabinet about future control of Bell: Bond
buying the same percentage as the SGIC?"
Mr Grill answered:
"I think there might have been yes ... I just can't remember in any
detail at all but I just have the impression that there may have been
the assumption that Bond would take effective control of the
company."
Mr Grill gave that evidence on 21 October 1991. He gave further evidence on 26 March
1992, after he had been put on notice by the Commission of a possible adverse finding
that he knew Mr Bond and the Government might have reached some agreement or
understanding in relation to Bell, contrary to the Takeovers Code. He was then asked
by his counsel:
"... were you at all conscious at that Cabinet meeting that there
was any agreement or understanding between the SGIC and Bond
that both would acquire each 19.9% of the shares in Bell Group
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in collusion with one another, thereby gaining effective control of
Bell? Do you understand that question?—There's no — no
suggestion of collusion.
Did you understand that the purpose of the SGIC acquisition of
19.9% of the Bell Group shares was to enable the State
Government Insurance Commission and/or the Government to
utilise the cash resources of Bell Group for the assistance of
Rothwells?—No."
While we accept that Mr Grill was not aware of any collusion between Mr Bond and the
Government, his reference to the assumption that Mr Bond would take effective control
of the company supports the inference which we have drawn from Mr Lloyd's and
Mr Bond's evidence that there was some understanding to that effect between Mr Bond
and Mr Dowding.
17.5.13
The other Cabinet Ministers present at the meeting seemed to have little
recollection of this matter. Several Ministers recalled some reference to a legal opinion.
Those who recalled discussion about the Bell Group share acquisition were of the view
that Cabinet proceeded on the basis that it was a matter for SGIC and that Cabinet was
being asked to note its interest. Several recalled the opinion was to the effect that SGIC
could properly proceed with the acquisition. We have no reason to doubt the evidence
provided by those Cabinet Ministers. It is clear from their evidence that Cabinet was
misled into the belief that the proposal was an SGIC initiative.
17.5.14
We are satisfied Mr Berinson was aware that Bond Corporation and
SGIC were each proposing to acquire 19.9% of Bell Group and that this would assist
Rothwells. We accept his evidence that the proposition was put to him by Mr Dowding
on the basis that there was no agreement or understanding between he and Mr Bond.
However, as Mr Berinson appreciated, the situation was extremely delicate. He knew
it was necessary to avoid any contact with Bond Corporation representatives which
might be said to constitute collusion. Hence his concern at the meeting with
Mr Mitchell to avoid any discussion beyond that relating to the value of the shares.
Mr Berinson's concern is illustrated also by his evidence that at the Cabinet meeting, he
asked Mr Edwards both in a note and by way of a direct question, whether there was
anything in the proposal which could be in breach of any legal requirement.
Mr Edwards replied that there was not, relying on SGIC's immunity from the Takeovers
Code but not disclosing the limited nature of the opinion. Although Mr Berinson did
not wish to see the opinion to which Mr Edwards referred, we see nothing sinister in
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that. We accept Mr Berinson's evidence that he worked generally on the basis that a
proposal would not be brought to Cabinet unless its legal implications had been
explored and cleared. He said:
"If anything had emerged in the course of those inquiries by the
initiating department or authority I would expect that to be
signalled in the submission, together with an indication of where
that question stood."
17.5.15
Of course, in the present case, there was no written submission to
Cabinet. It was no doubt for that reason, and having regard to the speed at which the
matter had progressed, Mr Berinson made express inquiry of Mr Edwards about the
legal position. In our view, however, there was nothing in the circumstances as he
perceived them at that point, to put him on notice that the opinion was confined to the
issue of SGIC's immunity. We are satisfied on the evidence of Mr Berinson and
Mr Hodge that the matter of Crown immunity was not raised, and that had it been put
forward as the justification of SGIC's position, they would not have allowed the
transaction to proceed. We are therefore satisfied that Mr Berinson did not act
improperly in advising that it was not Cabinet's role to consider the opinion.
17.5.16
A special meeting of SGIC was held at 2.15 pm on Wednesday 27 April
1988. Those present included Mr Rees, Mr Edwards, Mr Michell, Mr Saville and
Mr Bowe. Mr Rowe and Mr Evans, the Corporate Secretary, also attended. The
proposal was put to the Commissioners by Mr Rees that SGIC acquire a "strategic
holding" in Bell Group on the terms proposed. Mr Rowe then gave a presentation in
which he confirmed that the respective prices of the shares and convertible bonds was
fair, saying that the analysis carried out in respect to the shares was preliminary only
and that further work would be completed in 24 hours. We received into evidence, both
the minutes of the meeting and the notes taken by Mr Evans from which he prepared the
minutes. The minutes follow Mr Evans' notes quite closely, except in one respect.
They do not include the following note:
"i

W/A company hold here

ii

benefit holding HaC funds together because of investments
in Rothwells

iii

19.9% no effect on take-over (because of both parties)
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iv

other party $2.70"

Mr Evans said he had no recollection of making that particular note. He said:
"I can only suggest that somebody had made those comments and
I wrote them down as they were said."
Adopting Mr Evans' reconstruction as we do, we are satisfied that it was Mr Edwards
who spoke in the terms noted by Mr Evans. This is supported to a certain extent by
Mr Saville's evidence. He recalled Mr Edwards saying Bell Group was a Western
Australian instrumentality and the Government was very keen to maintain it within the
Western Australia corporate atmosphere. Mr Saville also said the "other party" was
identified as Bond Corporation. His evidence was supported by Mr Evans who
conceded that his recollection was not clear. Mr Saville also said he asked Mr Edwards
whether SGIC was being directed to acquire the Bell Group shares. According to
Mr Saville, Mr Edwards said something to the effect that:
"At the moment it is not a direction but this is what the
Government want and it will become so."
17.5.17
The decision of Cabinet may well have been different if they had known
that the Commissioners other than Mr Rees and Mr Edwards knew nothing of the
proposal. No doubt in the belief that it had no choice in the matter.
SGIC resolved in the following terms:
"@

To appoint Salomon Bros. Inc., as Consultants for this
project. The fee being $375,000 plus out-of-pocket
expenses.

@

to approve the purchase of a 19.9% holding in The Bell
Group Limited, subject to confirmatory advice from Salomon
Bros. Inc., that the price of $2.50 per share is fair value.

@

to approve the purchase of unlisted Convertible Subordinate
Bonds issued by The Bell Group Limited, with a face value
of $150 million, for a price of $140 million, subject to
confirmatory advice from Salomon Bros. Inc., that the price
of $140 million is fair value.

@

to grant authority to the Chairman (Mr. W. Rees) and the
Deputy Chairman (Mr. K.J. Edwards) to make an offer and
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to execute the necessary documentation and arrange finance
for the consummation of any agreements relative to The Bell
Group Limited securities offered as above.
@

approve the sell down of 10 million BHP shares on a
"Euro Put" basis for a nett sale price of $8 per share.
Documentation to be executed by the Chairman and Deputy
Chairman.

@

approve maintaining the Insurance Commission overdraft
with the R. & I. Bank of Western Australia at $50 million.

@

approve the selling of Treasury Corporation Investments at
market value, if and when required, in order to meet a change
of investments as outlined at this meeting."

17.5.18
The first of the Salomon Brothers report to be produced related to the
convertible bonds. It was dated 27 April 1988. Although the report said the
consideration was "fair" to SGIC from a financial point of view, it was highly qualified.
It did not address SGIC's "underlying business decision". Mr Rowe expressed the view
to SGIC at the meeting that the convertible bonds had a value in the range of
$136 million to $144 million. On that basis, he said $140 million was a fair price for
SGIC to pay. The second Salomon Brothers report, which was dated 28 April 1988,
related to the shares. Again, the report was highly qualified, making reference to the
limited review and analysis which had been carried out in the short time available and
. It made the point that Salomon Brothers had relied solely on information available
publicly as at 30 June 1987. It was pointed out in the report that there had been changes
in the financial condition of the Bell Group which had occurred after 30 June 1987 and
which might be material. Again, the price was said to be fair to SGIC from a financial
point of view but again, the report did not address SGIC's "underlying business
decision".
17.5.19
Mr Rowe said he presented both reports to Mr Edwards, Mr Rees and
Mr Vrisakis in Mr Connell's office late in the morning of Thursday 28 April 1988.
Mr Rowe said Mr Connell was there "peripherally". Mr Edwards and Mr Rees thanked
Mr Rowe for his efforts before departing for a meeting with Mr Holmes a Court.
Mr Rowe said that, as far as he was concerned, that was the end of his assignment. The
formal agreements were executed by SGIC on 29 April 1988.
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17.5.20
We have referred earlier to our finding that on 19 April 1988, at the
second meeting between Mr Bond and Mr Dowding, they reached an agreement or
understanding that subject to Mr Holmes a Court agreeing to sell to them, Bond
Corporation and SGIC would each purchase 19.9% of his shares in Bell Group and
SGIC would remain a passive investor, so as to give effective control of Bell Group to
Bond Corporation, which would then procure funds to assist Rothwells. We deal in
section 17.7 of this chapter with the subsequent NCSC investigation into the Bell Group
share acquisitions. When the investigation was in progress the NCSC did not dispute
that SGIC was entitled to Crown immunity, taking the view, at least at staff level, that
it was immune. Furthermore, according to Mr Ray Schoer, then the NCSC's executive
director, it had some advice that while Bond Corporation might enjoy derived immunity,
this was a matter which NCSC might wish to test in court proceedings.
17.5.21
Because the NCSC's investigation led to a prompt and final settlement
between NCSC, SGIC and Bond Corporation, the questions of Crown immunity and
derived immunity were not the subject of any judicial determination. Some submissions
were made to us about the matters but it is not appropriate for us to make any rulings
on what are complex legal issues. This Commission is essentially a fact-finding
tribunal.
17.5.22
For these reasons, we make no comment about the activities of Mr Bond
or his co-directors in relation to the Bell Group share acquisition. Mr Dowding's
position was, however, quite different from Mr Bond's. Accepting for present purposes
that SGIC did enjoy Crown immunity, Mr Dowding caused it to enter into a transaction
which was legal only because it was a Government instrumentality. In so doing, he
deprived the shareholders of Bell Group other than Mr Holmes a Court of the
opportunity to receive a substantially higher price for their shares than was available
through the stock market. That was quite contrary to the spirit of the Takeovers Code,
and was, in our view, improper. In addition, Mr Dowding took steps, including the
misleading of Cabinet, which led to SGIC paying a substantial premium over the market
price of the shares while surrendering control of its investment to Bond Group. In our
view, he acted quite improperly in this regard also, as did Mr Edwards, who was a
promoter and facilitator of these arrangements. As a result, some 28% of SGIC's
investment portfolio was exposed to Bell Group and therefore at risk of a downturn in
its fortunes, which were in the hands of Bond Corporation. As Mr Lowry put it, with
some justification, when SGIO board learned that the Bell Group shares had been
foisted on it, there was an "absolute feeling of disaster".
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17.5.23
None of this was done to further SGIC's objectives, but in order to
provide some solution, albeit unspecified, to the Rothwells' problems. Indeed, it was
quite contrary to the objective which SGIC ought then to have been pursuing, namely
the balancing of its portfolio, which had become imbalanced by the earlier purchase of
BHP shares and properties from interests associated with Mr Holmes a Court.
17.6

Proposals for the use of Bell funds

17.6.1
The Commission was told by Mr Hilton of his understanding that Bell
Group or Bell Resources would lend $200 million to Rothwells, this being the benefit
to be obtained by the Government from its participation in the Bell Group share
acquisition. Mr Hilton said he could not be specific as to the source of his
understanding. A draft letter dated 2 May 1988 was however prepared for
Dalleagles Pty Ltd to send to Bell Resources in which a request was made for Bell
Resources to deposit $200 million with Rothwells. Mr Hilton said the letter was drafted
by Mr Musca in Mr Connell's boardroom in the presence of Mr Hare, Mr Lloyd,
Mr Connell and himself. Mr Musca said he did draft the letter, and did so when acting
for Mr Connell (Dalleagles Pty Ltd being a Connell company). He was therefore bound
by legal professional privilege in relation to the matter. He said, that although he could
not be sure, he did not think the letter was ever sent. It seems that it was not, because
at about that time, according to an internal memorandum of the Bell Group, Rothwells
sought a deposit of $100 million from Bell Group, against the security of 10% of PICL.
It will be recalled that in late March 1988 Mr Connell had been provided with an
in-house valuation of $1 billion for PICL. Mr Lloyd said he had a recollection of some
such document as the draft letter referred to above. He thought the proposal was
intended to be, or to lead to, the acquisition of PICL by Bell Resources. Mr Lloyd said
he discussed that matter with Mr Connell after SGIC had acquired the Bell Group
shares. Mr Connell then proposed that PICL be sold to Bell Group. This is contrary to
the evidence given by Mr Connell who said it was Mr Lloyd who suggested to him that
PICL should be sold to Bell Group.
17.6.2
Mr Lloyd said after the Bell share acquisition he discussed with
Mr Edwards a proposal whereby one of the Bell companies would make a bid for Bond
Corporation. This matter was also referred to by Mr Hilton. According to Mr Lloyd the
scheme involved the dilution of Mr Bond's shareholding in Bond Corporation while
allowing him to maintain control by reason of a complex management structure.
Mr Lloyd said the scheme would require the consent of SGIC, and Mr Connell
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suggested to him that it would be a condition of SGIC's consent that Bell Resources
should purchase Mr Bond's or Mr Connell's interest in PICL. Mr Lloyd said he learned
subsequently from Mr Bond, either directly or indirectly, that he was not interested in
either the proposal or PICL. This is borne out by Mr Hilton's evidence to which we
shall refer below.
17.6.3
Also on 2 May 1988 Mr Reginald Webb of Price Waterhouse was
instructed to carry out a valuation of PICL. Price Waterhouse were the auditors of PICL
and Mr Webb had been responsible for its 1987 and 1988 audits. He said he was able
to fix the date on which he was instructed by reference to his records. He said he was
instructed by Mr Connell and Mr Dallas Dempster together, at a meeting. Mr Dempster
however said he thought Mr Connell had commissioned the valuation. Mr Webb said
he was told the purpose of the valuation was to assist in obtaining project finance, and
that the valuation was required by about 5 May. He said either or both Mr Connell and
Mr Dempster had arranged to see financiers in the Eastern States on that date. Mr Webb
said he told Mr Connell and Mr Dempster that given the limited time available in which
to prepare the valuation, it would be necessary for him to make some fairly heavy
assumptions and qualifications and to prepare a discounted cash flow analysis. He did
so on the basis that all the risk had been taken out of the project.
17.6.4
According to Mr Hilton, he and Mr Connell visited Mr Bond in Sydney
on about 5 May 1988. Mr Hilton said that Mr Connell suggested to Mr Bond that Bell
Resources should acquire PICL for $500 million. Mr Bond did not accept PICL was
worth anything like that figure. Mr Hilton said he and Mr Connell responded that on
the basis of the discounted cash flow analysis PICL was an asset which could be proved
to be worth almost anything relative to the amounts of money that they were dealing
with. Mr Bond then said something along the lines that Mr Hilton should not try to
teach his grandmother to suck eggs because he, Mr Bond, "had invented that game". At
the end of the meeting Mr Bond proposed that his people should look at the value of
PICL.
17.6.5
We accept Mr Hilton's evidence about the conversation with Mr Bond,
other than in relation to Mr Connell offering PICL to Mr Bond for $500 million. We
doubt that he would have offered the entire project to Mr Bond for that price. This is
because the analysis produced by Mr Webb placed a value of $1.22 billion on the
project. And we assume that Mr Connell was aware of that when he went to see
Mr Bond. Mr Connell's diary makes reference to an appointment on 4 May 1988 with
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Mr Dempster, Mr Webb and Mr Imant Kins, the managing director of PICL. We infer
that Mr Webb announced the result of his work at that meeting. Although he said he
had not completed the valuation until 5 May, he did produce a valuation dated 3 May
1988, in virtually identical terms. We assume, therefore, that Mr Connell offered his
half share in PICL for $500 million. The fact that Mr Connell and Mr Hilton proposed
to Mr Bond that Bell Resources should acquire PICL is at least consistent with the view
that by this stage Mr Bond had effective control of Bell Group.
17.6.6
By early May 1988, the NCSC was investigating the acquisition of the
Bell Group shares by SGIC and Bond Corporation. Perhaps for that reason, or because
of resistance which undoubtedly existed within the Bell Group, the proposal that it
should acquire PICL was not pursued. Instead, the proposal emerged that Mr Connell
should transfer PICL to Rothwells in exchange for a portfolio of debts. This was
discussed at the meeting, referred to in paragraph 16.15.24 of chapter 16 of this report,
which took place on a Sunday afternoon in May in Mr Connell's boardroom, between
Mr Connell, Mr Hilton, Mr Burke, Mr Lloyd, and Mr Edwards. It was Mr Lloyd's
evidence that the purpose of the meeting was to persuade Mr Connell to honour his
financial commitment to Rothwells. Mr Lloyd said he had invited Mr Burke,
Mr Connell and Mr Edwards. Mr Hilton was there at Mr Connell's request. Mr Lloyd
said the focus of the discussion was the price at which PICL should be sold into
Rothwells, in exchange for a portfolio of debts. He said Mr Hilton's view was that the
price should be between $400 million and $500 million. However, Mr Lloyd felt a sale
at that price would leave Mr Connell with a net worth of some tens of millions of
dollars. He believed such a result would be contrary to the terms of the pledge which
Mr Connell had given during the course of the rescue of Rothwells. According to
Mr Lloyd, he expressed his views at the meeting and said he was concerned about the
quality of the information relating to Mr Connell's financial position. In particular, there
was uncertainty about the value of Paragon. Depending on its value, Mr Connell might
have a net worth of $40 million or a deficit of a similar amount. Mr Lloyd said in
evidence he was aware Mr Connell had debts of $100 million to Standard Chartered,
$60 million to NZI and other debts to the Bank of New Zealand and Spedleys.
Mr Lloyd said his approach was to have Mr Connell "in as far as could be calculated,
a zero position", excluding his house, his beach house and his car. Mr Lloyd agreed the
proposal involved the calculation of a price for PICL which achieved that result.
However, he said the proposition that Mr Connell's interest in PICL be sold to
Rothwells was not the real issue of the meeting and was not advocated or opposed by
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anyone. The subject of the meeting was to establish the principle of Mr Connell's
commitment to Rothwells.
17.6.7
We were told by Mr Hilton that Mr Connell asked him to attend the
meeting to provide moral support. Mr Connell envisaged that some pressure would be
imposed on him. Mr Hilton said he expressed the view at the meeting that it was
necessary to sell $500 million worth of assets from Rothwells. Mr Burke's reaction was
that Mr Connell had made a pledge to him that he would put all his assets behind
Rothwells. It was therefore unconscionable, Mr Burke said, for Mr Connell to obtain
any benefit from funds to be provided by the Government and Bell Group. According
to Mr Hilton, Mr Burke wanted Mr Lloyd to be given the authority or mandate to
determine the amount of money that should be used. Mr Hilton said he maintained that
whatever arrangements were made with Mr Connell, Rothwells needed $500 million.
He thought it unlikely that Mr Connell would derive any benefit from the arrangements.
Mr Burke's evidence was consistent with that of Mr Lloyd and Mr Hilton. He agreed
there was an argument between Mr Lloyd and Mr Hilton about Mr Connell's position.
He said Mr Lloyd's view was that it could not be ascertained until Mr Hilton had
completed his work. Mr Burke reiterated his view that it was unconscionable that
Mr Connell should benefit from PICL in any way, when it was pledged to Rothwells.

17.6.8
Mr Edwards' recollection of the meeting was somewhat vague, but was
consistent with that of Mr Lloyd and Mr Burke. He said Mr Connell expressed the view
that PICL was his asset and that as he had spent money on it, he should retain the
benefit. Mr Connell said the meeting took place at about the time the Bell share
acquisition was consummated. He said it was proposed that, if his interest in PICL was
sold to Bell, Mr Lloyd and Mr Rees should be the arbiters of the price. Mr Connell said
Mr Rees was at the meeting. We do not accept that Mr Rees was present, as that is
contrary to the evidence of all the other persons present. Mr Connell said he had no
precise recollection of the discussions. He did, however, recall Mr Burke asking him
how much he wanted for PICL. Mr Connell said he replied that as far as he was
concerned PICL was worth $1 billion and he wanted $500 million for his half share.
Mr Connell said there was also discussion about "how much you could actually take out
of Bell". According to Mr Connell, Mr Edwards then asserted that since the
Government had given the mandate to PICL, they could also remove it. Mr Edwards
said he had no recollection of making any such statement. Mr Lloyd agreed that
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Mr Edwards had said something to that effect. Although he made no comment at the
meeting, Mr Lloyd did not agree with Mr Edwards' proposition.
17.6.9
Despite Mr Bond's rejection of PICL, it appears the project was still
under consideration in Bell Group. In a memorandum dated 16 May 1988 from
Mr Michael Kile and Mr Michael Harvey-Phillips of Bell Group to Mr Newman they
expressed the view that Bell Group or Bell Resources could profitably participate in
PICL provided the plant construction contract was renegotiated. The memorandum
suggested the value of PICL was considerably less than the $1,022 million Price
Waterhouse figure, due to the high project risk. Then on 19 May 1988 Mr K J Clemens
of Standard Chartered wrote a memorandum to Mr Dempster and Mr J F Griffin, an
employee of Dempster Nominees Ltd, in which he sought authority to speak to
Mr Newman. Mr Clemens said in his memorandum that he had been telephoned on the
previous day by Mr Lloyd, who had Mr Connell with him. Mr Lloyd wanted
Mr Clemens to telephone Mr Newman to substantiate the recent Price Waterhouse
valuation of PICL. Mr Newman, it seems, wanted to have it confirmed that the project
was bankable. Mr Lloyd said he had no recollection of these matters. Finally, on
23 May 1988 Mr Harvey-Phillips wrote to Mr Newman and Mr Holmes a Court
pointing out some further problems with the PICL project. He said, in effect, that if Bell
Group was to proceed with the project it should obtain a detailed evaluation.
Mr Harvey-Phillips also noted that although PICL was highly competitive by
international standards, due to the low cost of its feed stocks, that advantage was
whittled away under the then current construction contract:
"... less than optimum plant is to be used, leading to rising future
operating costs."
Despite the interest in PICL shown by Mr Kile and Mr Harvey-Phillips, it was
Mr Newman's view that Bell should not participate in the project. According to
Mr Newman:
"We said no, absolutely, categorically, no."
However, as Mr Newman put it, the future of Bell was questionable at that time, given
the change in ownership of the shares.
17.6.10
In the latter half of May 1988 Mr Hilton worked in conjunction with
Wardleys on some further restructuring proposals for Rothwells. These proposals
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involved Mr Connell or Dalleagles disposing of 50% of PICL for $400 million and
purchasing $400 million-worth of loans from Rothwells. Mr Hilton said he was unable
to recall the proposals in detail, because there had been so many of them. Mr Lloyd said
Mr Hilton had been working on these proposals as early as March. However, he said
he did not believe that the proposals had any substance. Mr Lloyd said there were two
reasons:
(a) That the proposals required substantial equity funds to be raised for
Rothwells and for PICL; and
(b) the PICL project would need to be geared very substantially and to an
extent which was unrealistic for an industrial resource company.
In the event, none of the proposals came to fruition because of the investigation by the
NCSC into the acquisition of the Bell Group shares, and the settlement by which that
investigation was concluded.
17.7

The NCSC investigation into the Bell Group share acquisition

17.7.1
The NCSC commenced its investigation into the Bell Group share
acquisition during the weekend immediately following SGIC's announcement. On
5 May 1988 Mr Schoer sent a telex to Mr Rees in which he requested information,
including documents, about SGIC's involvement. Mr Rees replied on the following day,
enclosing some documents. He referred to the minutes of meetings as being available
for inspection at SGIC's offices and then said there were no other documents such as
those referred to in Mr Schoer's telex. That was a false statement, because the notes
taken by Mr Evans at the SGIC meeting on 27 April fell within the NCSC's description.
Mr Rees' explanation for his failure to send Mr Evans' notes to the NCSC was that he
regarded the minutes as an accurate reflection of any notes kept by a corporate
secretary. We suspect he simply overlooked the existence of Mr Evans' notes.
17.7.2
During its inquiry, the NCSC conducted hearings in Melbourne during
which it took evidence from a number of people involved in the transactions, including
Mr Edwards and Mr Mitchell. Mr Edwards said that on the advice of senior counsel he
answered questions as sparingly as possible. As he said, he was required to answer only
the precise questions asked of him. If the "wrong" questions were asked then he was
not obliged to enlighten the questioner. Mr Edwards said he took this approach because
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of his concern that information would be leaked from the NCSC. He said for this
reason, he made no mention of the possibility of Rothwells being assisted by the
transaction nor did he mention the meeting between Mr Berinson and Mr Mitchell.
While we accept there was some justification for Mr Edwards' position, we find that in
some respects his evidence was deliberately misleading.
17.7.3
The draft statement prepared for Mr Edwards by Mr McLernon contains
the admission that:
"Mitchell and I effectively either perjured ourselves or made gross
and deliberate omissions. We did this because we did not want to
implicate Alan Bond or the Government. I think the Government
anticipated or knew that I wouldn't drop them in. I didn't discuss
the matter directly with anyone. I discussed it indirectly with
Tony Lloyd and probably Norm Taylor."
Mr Edwards said that was not an accurate summary of what he had said to
Mr McLernon. However, as we have stated previously, we have no reason to doubt
Mr McLernon recorded accurately the statements made to him by Mr Edwards. Further,
Mr Lloyd made some notes, to which we shall refer later, in which he set out the view
based on Mr Edwards' account of his appearance before the NCSC, that Mr Edwards,
Mr Mitchell and Mr Bond might all be charged with perjury. Mr Edwards said that
possibility was based on the proposition that it might be possible to take a "warped
view" of the evidence which they had given. In support of that, Mr Edwards said
Mr Mitchell had told him that he (Mr Mitchell) had been restrained and circumspect in
his evidence to the NCSC and had managed to avoid mentioning Mr Bond.
17.7.4
We note also the evidence given by Mr Eric Heenan QC of the fact of
a conversation with Mr Edwards on the morning of 3 June 1988 in Melbourne.
Mr Heenan, who was then instructed on behalf of SGIC and was obliged to maintain
SGIC's claim to legal professional privilege, said he was not able to disclose what had
been said in the conversation. He said, however, that the conversation increased his
concern as to whether there had been improper conduct or breach of the Takeovers
Code. Mr Heenan gave evidence about a conversation with Mr Berinson on the
morning of Sunday 5 June 1988. Mr Heenan said he told Mr Berinson that he had great
concern about Mr Edwards' conduct and his lack of truthfulness to the NCSC in its
inquiries.
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17.7.5
The Commission has been unable to obtain evidence in relation to these
terms of reference from Mr Mitchell who gave evidence about Northern Mining but has
since been overseas. Despite repeated requests, accompanied by undertakings to pay
his expenses, Mr Mitchell has declined to return to Perth, claiming that the pursuit of
his business interests has made it impracticable for him to do so. We have formed the
view that Mr Mitchell, despite his protestations to the contrary, has decided not to assist
the Commission further and to rely on the fact that, being overseas, the Commission
could not compel his attendance.
17.8

The Events of 31 May to 3 June 1988

17.8.1
On 31 May 1988 at 3.30 pm Mr Heenan attended on Mr Dowding at
Parliament House. Mr Dowding asked Mr Heenan whether SGIC was free to sell its
shares in Bell Group. Mr Heenan advised that it was. Mr Dowding also asked whether
SGIC was bound by the Takeovers Code. Mr Heenan expressed the tentative view that
it was, adding that in any event, it would be unwise for a Government instrumentality
to act on the basis it was not. He told Mr Dowding that, if required, he would research
the matter. Mr Dowding said that would be unnecessary as he could act on that advice.
It appears Mr Dowding did so, because negotiations began shortly thereafter with the
Adelaide Steamship Company Ltd ("Adsteam") Mr Edwards said Mr Dowding
instructed him to speak to or seek potential purchasers for the Bell Group shares.
Mr Rees then met representatives of Adsteam in Melbourne on 1 and 2 June 1988.
They submitted an offer dated 2 June 1988 to Mr Edwards. Mr Rees said he told them
he could not initial a marked up agreement without the NCSC's approval, because of its
current review of the purchase.
17.8.2
On 2 June 1988 there was a gathering of Ministers at Parliament House.
Those present from time to time included Mr Dowding, Mr Parker, Mr Berinson and
Mr Grill. On the basis of Mr Heenan's evidence, it seems that other Ministers and
possibly advisers were present also. Mr Heenan said he was in attendance from about
2.00 pm until 6.30 pm and then from about 7.30 pm until about 10.00 pm. He said it
was an extraordinarily difficult meeting because a Parliamentary debate was being
broadcast over a loudspeaker. Mr Heenan said the Ministers present had only just been
made aware of the NCSC inquiry. Some Ministers were reading from transcripts of the
evidence. Mr Heenan thought it might not be too strong to say they were shocked by
what they read. He said they were uneasy as to whether Mr Edwards had made full
disclosure to the NCSC. According to Mr Heenan there were telephone calls from
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representatives of the NCSC in Melbourne, probably Mr Bosch, to Mr Berinson, or
somebody speaking on his behalf, in Perth. The NCSC representatives said there was
reason to suspect some collusion or improper conduct between Bond Corporation and
SGIC and consideration was being given to the possibility of a charge.
17.8.3
Mr Dowding suggested to the gathering of Ministers that SGIC should
sell its Bell Group shares as quickly as possible in order to avoid a controversial
situation. He identified interests associated with Spalvins Ltd and Adsteam as
prospective purchasers. Mr Grill argued emphatically against Mr Dowding's proposition
that the shares should be sold. Mr Heenan said he confirmed the advice which he had
given previously to Mr Dowding that it was open to SGIC to sell its shares and that
appeared to offer a solution to the dilemma. Mr Heenan said that at about 6.00 or
7.00 pm it was decided that the shares should be sold and that representations should
be made to the NCSC. He was requested to travel to Melbourne that night to act for
SGIC in negotiations with the NCSC.
17.8.4
Later that evening Mr Lloyd went to Parliament House having learned
from Mr Edwards that Ministers were meeting there. He said Mr Edwards had been
unable to enlighten him about the developments and he was concerned that whatever the
events were, they might have an impact on Rothwells. After waiting for 20 or 30
minutes at Parliament House, Mr Lloyd was admitted to the meeting. He said
Mr Dowding, Mr Berinson, Mr Parker and Mr Grill were present. They treated him
courteously but told him to go away on the basis that he would be contacted later if
there was anything he needed to know.
17.8.5
In Melbourne that evening, according to Mr Rees, he and Mr Edwards
chanced to meet Mr Beckwith and possibly Mr Mitchell in the foyer of their hotel. It
appeared from Mr Beckwith's diary that he had arrived in Melbourne only that day,
having spent the three previous days in Singapore. We were told by Mr Rees that
Mr Beckwith asked them to go up to his room where he said something to the effect that
the NCSC was coming to the view that there might have been collusion between SGIC
and Bond Corporation. He said Bond Corporation had been talking to the NCSC,
through their lawyers, for a couple of days. Mr Rees said he was "completely and
utterly staggered" by this news but said nothing to Mr Beckwith in response because:
"... it was all strange to me."
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He went on to say that believing this to be a matter for Bond, he did not take it upon
himself to explore it further. In any event, he said, the matter progressed quickly to a
takeover involving an agreement between SGIC and Bond Corporation. Further, he said
"the lawyers" were saying the NCSC's view was not evidence. Their conclusion was
that:
"... there was no back-up that would be sustained ... ."
17.8.6
On the morning of the following day, 3 June 1988, Mr Heenan had the
conversation with Mr Edwards to which we referred previously. Mr Heenan said that
during the conversation Mr Edwards said something to the effect:
"I'm not going to let an opportunity like this pass because a couple
of Ministers (or politicians) have lost their nerve or got cold feet."
As a result of the conversation, Mr Heenan decided not to permit Mr Edwards to be
present at the meeting which took place at 9.00 am between representatives of SGIC and
the NCSC. SGIC was represented by Mr Heenan, Mr Rees, Mr Laurie Shervington of
Robinson Cox and subsequently by Mr Peter Wiese also. Mr Schoer and
Mr Graham Cantwell represented the NCSC, together with other officers and their
counsel. At the meeting, Mr Schoer said Bond Corporation wanted time to consider
making a takeover offer for Bell Group. Mr Rees assured the NCSC that the shares had
been purchased for investment purposes, and without collusion. Mr Heenan announced
that SGIC wanted to sell its shares. In response to that, Mr Schoer said the NCSC
would view a sale very seriously and would seek an injunction to prevent it unless an
appropriate undertaking was given. Mr Heenan then gave an undertaking of limited
duration that the shares would not be sold.
17.8.7
The reason for the NCSC's attitude in relation to a sale is not entirely
clear. Its overriding concern was, of course, to protect the Bell Group shareholders and
ensure that they were given the same opportunity as Mr Holmes a Court to dispose of
their shares. Mr Bosch's reconstruction was that the NCSC wanted to follow an earlier
case in which it had obtained an injunction to restrain a sale, so as to preserve its ability
to secure a vesting order. Mr Schoer's explanation was that SGIC did not reveal the
identity of the prospective purchaser. In those circumstances, the NCSC was concerned
that the proposed sale might itself involve some collusion.
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17.8.8
At about this time, according to Mr Schoer, Mr Beckwith came to his
office alone and sought an informal discussion. Mr Beckwith said he did not want to
have lawyers present and no notes were taken. Mr Schoer said Mr Beckwith opened the
conversation by saying:
"How do we get ourselves out of this mess that we are in?"
Mr Schoer said Mr Beckwith went on to say that it was "a fair catch", but that Bond
Corporation should not have to pay for SGIC who were "in it right up to their necks".
Mr Schoer said he then stipulated a number of conditions which would have to be met
if Bond Corporation was to avoid a vesting order. These were:
@

Bond Corporation would be required to make a takeover offer at $2.70
per share;

@

Bond Corporation would be required to pay $1 million to the Crown;

@

Bond Corporation would be required to pay the NCSC's costs;

@

the NCSC should have the right to disclose its findings.

According to Mr Schoer, Mr Beckwith agreed immediately to all these conditions.
17.8.9
We have no reason to doubt Mr Schoer's evidence about this
conversation which clearly contains an admission that there had been some
understanding or agreement between Bond interests and the Government in relation to
the acquisition of the Bell Group shares. Given Mr Beckwith's reputation as an astute
and sophisticated businessman, we think it most unlikely he would have capitulated so
readily unless he recognised the force of the evidence against him or his company. We
find that the meeting between Mr Schoer and Mr Beckwith took place on the morning
of 3 June 1988 after the 9.00 am meeting between representatives of SGIC and the
NCSC. We believe that if the Schoer/Beckwith meeting had taken place earlier, then
Mr Beckwith's admission would have been referred to, particularly as Mr Rees' asserted
there had been no collusion.
17.8.10
Mr Schoer's evidence is supported, to some extent by evidence from
Mr Bosch. He recalled that on the day on which the matter was settled Mr Schoer
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called into his office and said "Hey, we've got a deal on". Mr Bosch said it was then
standard practice for Mr Schoer to inform him of such developments immediately after
they had occurred. Mr Bosch said that was when he first heard of the proposal that
SGIC might be bought out. It seems that after the discussion between Mr Beckwith and
Mr Schoer, it became apparent in Bond Corporation that a full takeover would be
prohibitively expensive. Mr Schoer said a number of lawyers acting for Bond
Corporation arrived. They had instructions from Mr Beckwith to settle the matter on
the basis agreed but excluding SGIC's shares from the ambit of the takeover offer.
17.8.11
Mr Heenan said that after the initial meeting between SGIC and NCSC
representatives there was a short meeting at which they were informed by the NCSC
representatives that a partial takeover offer was likely to emanate from Bond
Corporation. Mr Heenan said this led Mr Wiese and him to discuss the possibility of
SGIC obtaining an indemnity from Bond Corporation. They did some drafting to that
effect. Mr Heenan said he understood the question whether SGIC should accept the
terms proposed by the NCSC and Bond was then debated in Perth. According to
Mr Schoer, there were then side meetings between SGIC and Bond Corporation
representatives about the conditions under which SGIC would relinquish its right to
receive an offer for its shares. This caused a delay in reaching settlement.
17.8.12
Mr Berinson, who was in Perth on 3 June, said he was in Mr Dowding's
office for a good part of the day with Mr Parker, Mr Grill and some staff members.
Mr Berinson said his role was to make contact with the NCSC through Mr Bosch, and
also to keep in contact with Mr Heenan. In relation to the inability of Bond Corporation
to fund a full takeover, Mr Berinson said he was told that the acquisition of 80% of the
Bell Group shares would have required the convertible bonds to be redeemed, and that
involved "a mammoth sum". He said:
"As a result, it was agreed that the SGIC 20% would be excluded
on the basis that after four months they would be able to sell the
shareholding to any other party, and Bond Corporation would
indemnify the SGIC against any loss which resulted from the price
... obtained ... being less than $2.50."
Mr Berinson said he left the office at about 5.00 pm, after telephoning Mr Heenan to say
that all had been agreed. He instructed Mr Heenan not to sign any agreement until
Mr Dowding or a Minister had confirmed it was in order to do so.
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17.8.13
In his evidence Mr Dowding over-reacted by his extravagant description
of the NCSC's agreement to the Bond proposal to exclude SGIC's shares from the
takeover as "extraordinary" and "unbelievable". It was, he said, a situation which called
for "... the toughest commercial response that SGIC could muster ...". That was to
require Bond Corporation to deposit $100 million with Rothwells to enable it to repay
the funds invested by GESB and SGIC. According to Mr Grill, the $100 million deposit
was Mr Dowding's idea. Mr Dowding said he wanted to impose an absolute obligation
on Rothwells to ensure that when the sum of $100 million was received, it was utilised
to repay GESB and SGIC. He said:
"... I didn't want there to be any con job that the money went into
Rothwells as Anderson's $50 million had and just stayed there and
the State didn't get any benefit from it."
Presumably to that end, Mr Lloyd wrote a letter to Parker & Parker on 3 June 1988 in
which he gave an irrevocable authority on behalf of Rothwells to pay $50 million to
GESB. Mr Dowding said this had nothing to do with Rothwells' well being, but the
well being of the State. In addition, no doubt, Mr Dowding was anxious to avoid any
political embarrassment which would have flowed from disclosure to the public of
GESB's investment in Rothwells.
17.8.14
We do not accept Mr Dowding's evidence insofar as it suggests that
Bond Corporation agreed to deposit $100 million into Rothwells after reaching an
agreement with the NCSC. Our interpretation of the evidence is that when Bond
Corporation informed the NCSC that it would be unable to fund a full takeover of Bell
Group, it sought the NCSC's agreement to have SGIC's interest excluded. When this
proposition was put to SGIC's representatives, they sought instructions from Perth.
Mr Dowding then realised he was in a position to extract a price from Bond Corporation
for the Government's agreement to exclude SGIC's interest from the takeover. His price
was a $100 million deposit. Bond Corporation's response, conveyed through one of its
directors, Mr Tony Oates, was to require security for the deposit. The asset selected for
this purpose was the PICL project, it being the only asset to which Rothwells had
access, which was likely to have any value. It seems clear that someone in Perth,
without Mr Connell's consent purported to commit his interest in PICL as security for
the deposit without his consent.
17.8.15
Mr Connell asserted that it was Mr Lloyd who had pledged his interest
in PICL. Mr Lloyd denied it. He said he viewed the security proposal with concern
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because the proposed arrangements included "a sudden death option" which would have
enabled Bond Corporation to acquire PICL on default in repayment of the deposit.
Mr Lloyd regarded PICL as having a potentially greater value for Rothwells in the
solution of its deficiency problem. Mr Edwards said he shared that view. He thought
that 50% of PICL should have been given as security for a loan of $200 million. He
then knew that $300 to $400 million was required by Rothwells. Given Mr Lloyd's
obvious concern at this development, we accept that he was not responsible for it. The
other possibilities are Mr Parker, Mr Grill, Mr Dowding and Mr Berinson. According
to Mr Parker, he was less involved in the matter than Mr Grill. He said Mr Mitchell had
come to Perth and discussed the matter with him. Mr Mitchell told him that if Bond
Corporation was to put money into Rothwells, it needed some security. Mr Mitchell
discussed the possibility that PICL might be utilised for that purpose. Mr Parker said
Mr Mitchell asked him some questions about PICL, including the present stage of the
development, the status of contracts and whether environmental approval had been
obtained. Mr Parker said he answered those questions.
17.8.16
Mr Lloyd said he told Mr Connell about Mr Oates' proposal in relation
to PICL and that he (Mr Lloyd) proposed to seek clarification from Government
Ministers. He said he told Mr Connell the outcome of his discussion with either
Mr Parker or Mr Grill. Mr Connell was angry. He protested that people were making
arrangements to dispose of his assets without his agreement and without consulting him.
According to Mr Lloyd, Mr Connell then telephoned either Mr Parker or Mr Grill and
went to see one or both of them.
17.8.17
Mr Connell recalled being told by Mr Lloyd or Mr Hilton on 3 June that
Mr Bond required him to give security over various assets, and to execute a personal
guarantee to cover some funds that were being loaned by Bond Corporation to
Rothwells. Mr Connell said that in the afternoon of that day he went to see Mr Parker
who told him that funds were to be made available to enable Rothwells to pay GESB,
but there had been no agreement which required Mr Connell to provide security.
Mr Connell said Mr Grill then came into the office and said that was his understanding
also. Mr Parker and Mr Grill then told Mr Connell it was essential that the Government
and Bond Corporation reach agreement that day with the NCSC. Mr Connell said he
was aware of that already from his discussions with either Mr Lloyd or Mr Hilton.
Mr Connell returned to his office after discussing the matter with Mr Parker and
Mr Grill. He then spoke to Mr Beckwith in Melbourne and to Mr Oates in Perth.
Mr Beckwith told him Mr Lloyd had agreed on his behalf to provide security. That had
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been put to Mr Bond who had approved the arrangements. Mr Connell said he then
telephoned Mr Bond who was lunching at the Mediterranean restaurant.
17.8.18
Mr Bond confirmed that those were his requirements and said the deal
could not be changed. Mr Bond's evidence, however, was that it was Mr Beckwith's
requirement that they obtain security over PICL. Although he felt that somebody would
have "run it past me" he could not be specific about what had been said. He pointed out
that Mr Beckwith had a wide discretion in this matter. As far as Mr Bond was
concerned, Mr Beckwith was looking after the Australian interests of Bond Corporation.
We accept Mr Bond's evidence that Mr Beckwith had the carriage of the matter. This
is supported by Mr Schoer's evidence to which we have referred previously. Further,
according to Mr Bond's passport, he arrived in Perth only on 3 June 1988.
17.8.19
Later on the afternoon of 3 June Mr Connell consulted Mr Musca about
his position. Mr Musca said he was asked to attend on Mr Connell at his office, which
he did, arriving at about 5.00 pm. Mr Connell told him about the risk that the NCSC
might make adverse findings in relation to the Bell Group share acquisition and that
Bond Corporation had to make a bid for the other shares in Bell Group. Mr Connell
said Mr Bond was about to lend some money to Rothwells and that he wanted an option
over PICL and a mortgage over his (Mr Connell's) house as security. Mr Musca said
Mr Connell was visibly upset. His advice to Mr Connell was that if the Government or
Bond organisation had "got themselves into some kind of trouble, they should get out
of it without you". He suggested that Mr Connell should "pick up his brief case and just
go home". Mr Hilton said he was present for part of the discussions between Mr Musca
and Mr Connell and gave similar advice. He was concerned that the proposals would
enable Bond Corporation to "steal" PICL. Mr Musca said at about 6.30 pm Mr Oates
arrived at Mr Connell's office. He spoke to Mr Musca about PICL and said something
to the effect that PICL consisted of nothing more than a box of papers and promises and
half signed executory contracts and plans. Mr Oates asked if he might see the PICL
mandate which Mr Musca had not seen previously. A copy was obtained and they read
it. The mandate consisted of a letter dated 12 February 1987 from Mr Parker as
Minister for Minerals and Energy addressed to Mr Dempster as Chairman of PICL. The
letter referred to the proposal for a petrochemical project in Western Australia. It went
on:
"I have much pleasure in advising you that the Western Australian
Government has decided to award your company an exclusive
position for six months to study a petrochemical project based
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upon the ethane content of the domestic gas supply from the North
West Shelf Project."
17.8.20
The mandate was subject to a number of conditions set out in a schedule
to the letter. It was made plain by the conditions that the term of 6 months might be
extended only at the Minister's discretion. Nothing in the letter or the conditions was
to imply that the Government would provide any assistance to PICL. Further, there was
no commitment on the State either to supply feed stock to the project or to take the
product. Neither was the mandate to imply that either the State or SECWA could
supply ethane, or natural gas with any particular ethane content. Mr Musca said
Mr Oates expressed disbelief that this could be the mandate, saying it was not worth the
paper it was written on. He said Mr Oates was concerned that Bond Corporation should
obtain adequate security for its loan. In our view, Mr Oates' response was entirely
justifiable. The mandate had never been extended and, strictly, had expired. Thus, as
at June 1988, if PICL had any value, it lay mostly in the technology which had been
purchased and the contracts which had been entered into.
17.8.21
According to Mr Grill, Mr Oates telephoned him later in the evening of
3 June. Mr Oates said that Bond Corporation was taking security over Mr Connell's
share in PICL, but not until certain matters relating to PICL, such as utility pricing, had
been clarified. Mr Grill said he told Mr Oates he knew nothing of PICL. Mr Oates
explained it to him, but Mr Grill said he was unable to assist. Mr Grill then spoke by
telephone to Mr Parker.
17.8.22
According to Mr Parker, he was told by Mr Grill about a request from
Mr Oates that the Government give certain undertakings in relation to PICL. Mr Parker
said they were not prepared to give such undertakings, but Mr Grill said that he needed
something to give Mr Oates. Mr Parker then proposed to Mr Grill that they call in
Dr McKee and have him write a letter
"in the most wishy-washy terms possible which ... were of some
comfort to Bond but ... didn't actually commit the Government to
anything substantial."
Mr Parker said he would contact Dr McKee. Dr McKee's evidence was that Mr Grill
telephoned him at his office at about 7.00 to 7.30 pm. He asked Dr McKee to go to the
Premier's office. Dr McKee did so, arriving at about 8.00 pm. Dr McKee said there
were a large number of people about, including advisers. He said he was given a letter
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by Mr Grill who asked him for his views. The letter came from the Bond organisation.
It suggested mechanisms whereby "Bond" would become involved in the petrochemical
project and would be secured against any liability loss or cost for its participation in the
project. The letter has not been identified positively. However, an unsigned draft letter
which was produced in evidence may have been that shown to Dr McKee. The draft
letter proposed a number of provisions relating to the supply of raw materials and
services to the petrochemical project and to the granting of environmental approvals,
and an exclusive mandate for the production of products until the year 2050. All of
these provisions were very favourable to PICL. The draft letter concluded with a
provision that the mandate should be such as to allow a change in control of PICL from
its existing management to that proposed by Bond Corporation.
17.8.23
Dr McKee said when he read the letter he felt outraged by it. He thought
that it might be a back door means of achieving something which had been rejected so
firmly not long before. He said he told Mr Grill, in strong language, that the proposal
was "... absolutely, totally, utterly impossible." According to Dr McKee, Mr Grill said
that was his opinion also and that he (Dr McKee) should talk to Mr Parker. As it
happened, Mr Parker telephoned Dr McKee at the Premier's office. Dr McKee repeated
his views to Mr Parker. He said he told Mr Parker the proposals were impossible and
he asked "What on earth is all this about?" Dr McKee said Mr Parker agreed with him
that the proposals sought by the Bond organisation were unacceptable.
17.8.24
At about that time, Mr Oates arrived at the Premier's Office. Mr Lloyd
said he also went to the Premier's Office to assist Dr McKee to explain to Mr Oates the
nature of the arrangements between SECWA and PICL. Mr Lloyd said Dr McKee
confirmed the matters about which he (Mr Lloyd) had told Bond representatives
previously. It then became apparent to Dr McKee that the Bond representatives wanted
a letter of comfort in relation to the PICL project. Dr McKee then spoke to Mr Parker
who instructed him to
"... do what you can to write them the normal type of support
letter that we would give anybody without promising them
anything."
17.8.25
Dr McKee's evidence accords with that of Mr Parker, referred to above,
about Dr McKee being asked to write a "wishy-washy letter". Dr McKee then prepared
the letter which was typed on the letterhead of the Office of the Premier and addressed
to the Managing Director of PICL. It was signed by Dr McKee as Chairman of
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SECWA, on behalf of Mr Parker as Deputy Premier and Minister for Economic
Development and Trade:
"This letter is intended to cover understandings between the
Western Australian Government (the State) and Petrochemical
Industries Co Ltd. ("PICL") in relation to the establishment by
PICL of a petrochemical complex at Kwinana, Western Australia.
The State is fully supportive of the project which it sees as a
project with the potential to provide major benefits to Western
Australia as a whole.
The State will therefore continue to make all reasonable
endeavours to facilitate the construction and operation of the
plant.
In particular the following points can be addressed.
The price of gas, ethane and electricity and their provision to
PICL by the State Energy Commission of W.A. (SECWA) will be
in accordance with the terms stated in the "VCK Project Supply
Heads of Agreement" entered into on November 2nd, 1987.
The State will undertake that SECWA agrees to an extension to
the currency of the Heads of Agreement to enable a formalisation
of a full supply agreement.
Every endeavour will be made by the State to expedite and
facilitate all the necessary approvals to enable the project to
proceed.
The State acknowledges that the management of the project is the
right of the shareholders of PICL, and further acknowledges that
it would have no objection should this be devolved or exercised by
Bond Corporation Holdings Ltd."
17.8.26
Dr McKee said he wrote the letter in pencil and it was typed by one of
the publicity people, there being no typists available at that time of the evening. He was
unsure whether the letter went through any drafts but he was sure he did not settle the
letter with anybody from Bond Corporation. It seems that Dr McKee had before him
either the draft letter referred to above or something in similar terms. The last paragraph
of Dr McKee's letter is in very similar terms to a provision in that draft. Dr McKee said
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he was told by Mr Grill that Bond representatives would call for the letter at 1.00 am
and he was to be there when the letter was collected. In due course Mr Oates arrived.
He was given the letter which he read and approved. It seems that a copy of the letter
was provided to Mr Connell because he sent a copy by facsimile to Mr Dempster shortly
after midnight. It was Dr McKee's view that he had achieved his objective of making
the letter "as innocuous and innocent as possible". He said it promised nothing other
than normal State support and was in a form which the State would normally be happy
to write in relation to any proposal. According to Dr McKee, he read the letter to
Mr Parker who said:
"Well, if they're satisfied with that they'll be satisfied with
anything."
17.8.27
We have been told by Mr Bond that the letter written by Dr McKee is
not the letter produced on the night of the 3-4 June 1988. Mr Bond asserted that Bond
Corporation was provided with a handwritten letter from Mr Grill in terms similar to
those contained in the Bond draft. Mr Bond said the letter had been provided to his
solicitors but could not be located. Mr Bond's evidence was supported to some extent
by Mr Judge. He said he saw a letter signed by Mr Grill attached to some notes
provided to him by Mr Oates and was fairly certain he showed the letter to
Mr Rory Argyle, a partner in Parker & Parker. He was unable to say what had become
of the letter subsequently and all searches had been fruitless. Mr Judge said the letter
from Mr Grill was very short, conveying basically the sentiment set out in the final
paragraph of Dr McKee's letter. He said:
"There was an acknowledgment that Bond may become involved
in the project and there was no objection should Bond become the
project manager."
Mr Judge said he did not believe the letter contained any expression of the
Government's intention or position. He thought it was typewritten and comprised three
paragraphs, one of about 4 or 5 lines and two of about 1 or 2 lines. Such a letter would,
of course, have been quite different in form, and to some extent substance, from both
the Bond draft and the letter described by Mr Bond.
17.8.28
Mr Conley also saw a letter on the evening of 3 June 1988. It is far from
clear that the letter which he saw was the same as that referred to either by Mr Bond or
by Mr Judge. Mr Conley said the letter related to PICL and the terms on which
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Government services would be provided to it. He recalled it was a one page typed letter
but said it was not the letter signed by Dr McKee. Mr Conley said that when he was
shown the letter he was asked whether the conditions contained in it could be enforced.
He said they could not. He said the letter was not as specific as the Bond draft, but he
was confident that it had been signed by somebody on behalf of the Government, or an
instrument of Government. He could not recall the addressee. Mr Norm Taylor was
present in the Premier's Office with Mr Grill on the evening of 3 June. He remained
after the departure of both Mr Dowding and Mr Parker. He recalled the letter signed by
Dr McKee but said he was not aware of any letter, either handwritten or type written,
prepared by Mr Grill.
17.8.29
There was subsequently a dispute between Mr Dowding and Mr Bond
about the letter alleged to have been written by Mr Grill. Mr Grill has denied he wrote
any such letter, and we accept his denial. Given the unsatisfactory nature of Mr Bond's
evidence, and the conflict between his evidence and that of Mr Judge, when set against
the clear evidence of Dr McKee, we are satisfied that Dr McKee's letter was the only
one produced that night. That being so, it is not necessary for us to canvass the
correspondence and the evidence concerning the subsequent meeting between
Mr Dowding and Mr Bond relating to this matter.
17.8.30
While these events were unfolding at the Premier's Office, there was
considerable activity at Rothwells' offices. According to Mr Connell, a substantial
number of solicitors from Parker & Parker were in attendance, acting on behalf of Bond
Corporation. They were preparing a series of documents relating to the agreement to
deposit funds in Rothwells and the proposed security. Mr Connell, no doubt acting on
the advice of Mr Musca and Mr Hilton, declined to execute any such documents. He
said that over a period of some hours various Ministers spoke to him on the telephone
in attempts to persuade him to do so. He also recalled Mr Dowding saying he was not
prepared to wait any longer. According to Mr Connell, Mr Dowding told him that
Adsteam was ready to buy SGIC's holding in Bell Group, which it would sell. In that
event, Mr Dowding said, no benefit would be received by Rothwells. We accept that
Mr Dowding did speak to Mr Connell in those terms. His comment clearly revealed the
motivation which had driven the Bell Group share acquisition from the outset. In
speaking as he did, Mr Dowding misled Mr Connell because he knew that an
undertaking had been given to the NCSC that SGIC would not sell its shares.
Mr Dowding had a different recollection. He said that "the people who owned PICL
were unwilling to agree that it be used for security." However, according to
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Mr Dowding he "... chipped in to indicate that they just had to, and they did." We do
not accept that evidence.
17.8.31
Mr Connell's evidence was that after Mr Dowding had spoken to him he
spoke to Mr Parker and also to Mr Grill. According to Mr Connell, Mr Grill was at
home. Mr Connell said he sought, unsuccessfully, to have Mr Grill persuade
Mr Dowding to change his mind. Later still, Mr Burke telephoned Mr Connell.
According to Mr Connell, Mr Burke knew what was being proposed. Mr Connell told
him it was unreasonable but Mr Burke said that he had no choice but to accept because
neither Mr Dowding nor Mr Bond would change his mind. Mr Burke gave evidence
that he telephoned Mr Connell at the request of Mr Dowding who asked him to
emphasise to Mr Connell, which he did, that the Government would not change its
position. Mr Connell said Mr Burke's intervention was the deciding issue and was the
last occasion on which they spoke to each other. Ultimately, he came to the view that
if he did not agree there would be no resolution of the dispute with the NCSC. Bond
Corporation would not then deposit funds in Rothwells, which would no longer be
supported. Mr Connell said his decision would, in effect, decide the fate of Rothwells.
He therefore signed the various security documents, albeit reluctantly. He described
them as:
"probably the best dog chain you've ever seen ... If Rothwells
failed I would lose that interest [in PICL]".
17.8.32
At some stage during the evening of 3 June Mr Lloyd saw the letter from
Bond Corporation which contained the formal offer of funds for Rothwells. The letter,
signed by Mr Oates, offered a loan of $100 million and an additional $50 million at the
absolute discretion of the lender on terms which included a charge over Mr Connell's
interest in PICL and an option to acquire that interest for $100 million. Mr Lloyd said
he was aware there was to be some arrangement to ensure that the Bell Resources
deposit of $50 million remained in Rothwells. He was therefore concerned about the
discretionary $50 million element. He discussed the matter with Mr Oates who
confirmed that the $50 million was intended to cover the Bell Resources deposit, but
said, on legal advice, they were not prepared to put that in writing. Mr Lloyd said he
then spoke to Mr Grill about the matter. Mr Grill thereupon telephoned Mr Oates who
agreed to send a side letter. The letter confirmed that the discretionary $50 million
referred to in the loan documentation would be provided to Rothwells if Bell Resources
called for repayment of its $50 million deposit. Mr Grill said the side letter completed
the arrangements. He told Mr Oates he would telephone Melbourne and allow the
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NCSC settlement to proceed. We note that a copy of the side letter was faxed from
Mr Connell's office to Mr Grill's office at 2.34 am on 4 June 1988.
17.8.33
We were told by Mr Schoer that in the afternoon or evening of 3 June
in Melbourne, he met Mr Rees. He said he impressed on Mr Rees that SGIC could have
$2.70 per share if it wished and that it would not be excluded from the takeover offer
except at its request. Mr Schoer said Mr Rees only wanted to talk about the fact that he
was not responsible for SGIC's position. He said he had been overseas at the time and
the transaction had been organised by Mr Edwards. Mr Schoer said he could not recall
Mr Rees making any useful comments to explain why SGIC would not accept $2.70 per
share. Mr Rees denied any such conversation took place. As to the protestations that
he had not been responsible for SGIC's position, Mr Rees said "... that's not my style".

17.8.34
We accept Mr Schoer's evidence. We believe that Mr Rees' inability to
explain to Mr Schoer why SGIC would not accept $2.70 per share was due to the fact
that although he was Chairman of SGIC, the matter was beyond his control. The
agreement between Bond Corporation and SGIC was negotiated on SGIC's behalf in
Perth by Mr Dowding, Mr Parker and Mr Grill.
17.8.35
Mr Heenan said that at about 6.00 or 7.00 pm on 3 June in Melbourne
there was a further meeting in the NCSC's hearing room. By that time the terms of a
memorandum about the Bond Corporation indemnity to SGIC had been virtually settled.
Mr Heenan said the NCSC representatives proposed the terms on which they would be
prepared to discontinue the inquiry and not make adverse findings. Those terms
included a payment of $1 million by Bond Corporation to the State of Western
Australia. Mr Heenan said he and Mr Wiese both regarded this as a thinly disguised
penalty which might be interpreted as a finding of misconduct by Bond Corporation,
and by implication, by SGIC. Mr Heenan said he and Mr Wiese took instructions
expressly on this proposal, which was rejected. Mr Wiese said he telephoned
Mr Dowding, who was unavailable, so he left a telephone number to which
Mr Dowding could return his call. According to Mr Berinson, whose evidence
Mr Dowding accepted, it was Mr Dowding who decided, on Mr Heenan's advice, not
to accept the proposed payment of $1 million. It seems that the instructions were
relayed to Mr Wiese by either Mr Grill or Mr Parker. The meeting concluded fairly
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quickly but Mr Heenan and his colleagues were told by Mr Grill and Mr Parker not to
sign anything until "certain matters had been concluded in Perth". Mr Heenan said:
"We weren't given the barest glimmer of an understanding what
they were."
The meeting between representatives of the NCSC, Bond Corporation and SGIC
reconvened at about 11.00 pm in Mr Beckwith's suite at the Hyatt Hotel in Melbourne.
SGIC representatives were still under instructions not to sign anything. According to
Mr Heenan, they rang Perth about every half hour until 1.00 or 2.00 am Melbourne
time. Eventually, they were instructed to sign the documents which were to be held in
escrow until the following morning pending the completion of some unspecified
conditions in Perth.
17.8.36
In our view, the agreement between SGIC and Bond Corporation, which
permitted the NCSC settlement to proceed, was an event of considerable significance.
According to Mr Dowding, Mr Edwards said subsequently that the Government fell into
a trap over PICL. In a sense it did, because PICL was the only one of Mr Connell's
assets with the potential to save Rothwells. The consequence was that if Rothwells
defaulted under any of the obligations to Bond Corporation which it had incurred as a
result of the 3 June 1988 agreement, Mr Connell would lose his interest in PICL. It
follows, that by compelling Bond Corporation to deposit $150 million in Rothwells,
Mr Dowding was, in reality, committing the Government to the continued support of
Rothwells and "keeping Connell whole".
17.9

SGIC trading in Bell Group shares

17.9.1
We are required to inquire into the later trading of the Bell Group shares
by SGIC, as referred to in the annexure to chapter 11 of part I of Mr McCusker's report.
It is convenient to begin by referring to the indemnity agreement made between Bond
Corporation Holdings and SGIC on 3 June 1988. The main terms of the agreement,
subject to certain conditions, were as follows:
@

Bond Corporation Holdings' takeover offer for Bell Group would
exclude SGIC's shares;

@

SGIC agreed not to dispose of any Bell Group shares before 6 October
1988;
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@

Bond Corporation Holdings agreed to indemnify SGIC for any
shortfall between the price obtained by SGIC for its shares and
$2.70 per share, plus interest on $2.70 at 12% per annum from the
date of the Bond Corporation Holdings takeover offer to the
subsequent sale by SGIC of its shares.

The indemnity expired on 6 April 1989. Thus, SGIC had 6 months from October 1988
to April 1989 in which to sell 19.9% of Bell Group and be assured a price of $2.70 per
share.
17.9.2
On 9 March 1989, SGIC agreed to amend the indemnity period so as
to apply to sales of Bell Group shares by SGIC during the period 1 October 1989 to
1 May 1990. This variation allowed Bond Corporation Holdings an additional period
in which to meet its financial commitment under the agreement. In consideration for the
extension, SGIC received the following:
@

a payment of $3 million;

@

an increase in the interest rate payable on SGIC's holding costs, from
12% to 14% per annum from 6 March 1989; and

@

an additional 2% per annum payable quarterly in arrears on the face
value of the Bell Group convertible bonds, commencing from 6 June
1989.

If the indemnity provided by Bond Corporation Holdings could have been relied on, the
investment by SGIC in Bell Group shares would have yielded a reasonable return. In
the event, that proved not to be the case as a result of the following matters:
@

By 30 June 1989, only a few months after the extension had been
agreed, financial statements for Bond Corporation Holdings showed
a deficit of shareholders' funds, signifying a concern as to its ongoing
viability and consequently, its ability to meet the indemnity
commitments.

@

Bond Corporation Holdings issued proceedings against SGIC in the
Supreme Court of Western Australia in which it sought a declaration
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that the indemnity agreement was void and of no effect. That action
remains outstanding.
@

Bond Corporation Holdings Ltd sought also to recover from SGIC the
sum of $4.5 million which had already been paid to it. This was made
up of the $3 million extension fee and $1.5 million in investment
income from the convertible bonds as a result of the 9 March 1989
variation.

@

Between 28 November 1989 and 27 April 1990, SGIC sold its total
holding in Bell Group for $840,213. This represents a significant
loss, when compared to the purchase costs of $162.1 million.

@

The sale crystallised the liability of Bond Corporation Holdings Ltd
at $210.8 million, including $38.4 million in accrued interest down to
30 June 1990.

@

By December 1990, Bell Group had defaulted in the payment of a
total of $11 million of interest due in respect of the convertible bonds.

@

In its accounts for year ended 30 June 1991, SGIC wrote off the
$210.8 million owed to it by Bond Corporation Holdings,
$11.0 million owed to it by Bell Group and the full value of the
investment in the convertible Bonds, $150 million.

***
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16.1

The NCSC "Indemnity"

16.1.1
On Monday 26 October 1987, immediately after the rescue weekend,
Mr Ray Schoer, the Executive Director of the NCSC, telephoned from Melbourne to
speak to a representative of the Western Australian Government. Mr Schoer spoke to
Mr Digby Blight in the Premier's office. He told Mr Blight about certain investigations
which were then in progress in relation to Rothwells. According to a contemporaneous
note made by Mr Blight, Mr Schoer:
"asked me to inform "Govt" that they had been investigating
Rothwells for some time. Laurie Connell has been strongly
suspected of a number of breaches of Natnl Coys & Securities
Code and Companies Code. Now feel they can prove this.
They were about to call him in & tell him they had sufficient on
him to take away his licence as a merchant banker, but will take
care not to prejudice the W A Govt's position."
16.1.2
A little later, Mr Blight telephoned Mr Schoer to clarify some of the
matters which had been referred to in their earlier conversation. Mr Blight made a
further contemporaneous note of the second conversation. Among the matters which
he then noted was that the NCSC was:
"looking at a/cs some very large amts have gone to associates
(which don't fit the liquidity test)."
16.1.3
Mr Blight said he immediately sent his two notes to Mr Burke, who was
then in a meeting. Mr Burke recalled being told within a few days of the rescue
weekend that there was a narrowly based NCSC inquiry. He said he heard either from
Mr Lloyd or Mr Blight, who contacted him following a telephone call from
Mr Henry Bosch, the NCSC Chairman. Mr Burke told the Commission he was
surprised and shocked by the news. We are satisfied that Mr Burke learned of these
matters on Monday 26 October 1987, as a result of the notes which he received from
Mr Blight. We are also satisfied that the information came from Mr Schoer and not
Mr Bosch.
16.1.4
Mr Parker said he also was shocked by this development when told about
it by Mr Burke. He said that he and Mr Burke decided that they should find out the
nature and the extent of the inquiry. They asked Mr Aleco Vrisakis, the solicitor, to
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investigate. Mr Lloyd said he found out about the NCSC investigation from
Mr Vrisakis, almost by accident. He said he told Mr Burke when he learned of this
matter but Mr Burke was already aware of it. Mr Lloyd said he discussed with
Mr Burke the fact that the NCSC thought loans had been made by Rothwells, in effect,
for warehousing purposes. He said further that he discussed with Mr Burke that
investigations and prosecutions would be detrimental to Rothwells' survival. Mr Burke
also told Mr Lloyd that Mr Vrisakis had been negotiating with the NCSC. Indeed,
according to Mr Lloyd, Mr Vrisakis at one stage asked Mr Lloyd to speak to Mr Bosch
to say it would be detrimental for prosecutions to be brought in relation to Rothwells.
Mr Lloyd said he spoke to Mr Bosch. However, he spoke to Mr Burke first as he would
not have acceded to Mr Vrisakis' request without Mr Burke's consent. Although we are
satisfied that Mr Lloyd did speak to Mr Bosch, the negotiations with the NCSC were
conducted almost exclusively by Mr Vrisakis. In those negotiations Mr Vrisakis acted
for Rothwells, principally on the instructions of Mr Connell. It seems tolerably clear
, however, that Mr Vrisakis also acted to a certain extent for the Government. In that
respect, he dealt mainly with Mr Burke and Mr Parker. He said his dealings with
Mr Lloyd, at least before he became a director, were more in the nature of discussions.

16.1.5
In October and November 1987, Mr Vrisakis attended a number of
meetings with NCSC representatives. It was Mr Vrisakis' practice to make brief
handwritten notes during the course of the meetings. The NCSC also made a record of
the meeting, in the form of typed summaries. These were much more comprehensive
than Mr Vrisakis' notes. We have no reason to doubt the accuracy of the NCSC
summaries. We regard them as the best evidence of the discussions which they record.

The meeting of 29 October 1987
16.1.6
In a diary note dated 27 October 1987 (but completed over a number of
days) Mr Vrisakis indicated that the total time engaged in the matters recorded therein
was 20 hours. The persons involved include Mr Schoer, Mr Robert Nottle and Mr Dean
Wells, all NCSC officers, and Mr James Green, Queensland's Commissioner for
Corporate Affairs. The note appeared to include matters discussed with those officers
at a meeting on 29 October 1987. The note made reference to the fact that there
appeared to be a substantial shortfall in the required liquidity as at 30 June 1987. There
was a reference to a shortfall of $100 million and more, if loans to associates were taken
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into account. There was then reference to investigations which had identified a very
large number of possible associates. In his evidence, Mr Vrisakis was reluctant to
acknowledge that he was put on notice that there were loans to associates of
Mr Connell. He referred to the discussion about the liquidity ratios for the security
dealer's licence. His note contained the statement:
"went through loan portfolio with Tony Lloyd ..."
Similarly, the NCSC's summary of the meeting of 29 October 1987 contains a note
"AV [Mr Vrisakis] commented to (Dean Wells) that Tony Lloyd
of the Premier's office had looked at (Rothwells') receivables for
the Government."
There is then a reference to the possibility of Mr Pope examining Rothwells' books on
behalf of the NCSC. Mr Vrisakis' note then went on:
"Accepts AV - rely on judgment and integrity.
Accept proposition that someone other than CAC or NCSC comes
in - better someone from Q'land.
Rothwells to pay.
NCSC/CAC to be client.
AV to be involved for integrity.
Doubtful debts - normal audit standard.
Give detailed back-up for the figures that had been ..."
This is consistent with the NCSC's summary which contained the following statement:
"AV after RS,[Mr Schoer] RWN [Mr Nottle] and JG [Mr Green]
returned repeated his comments that for the CAC to go in now
would destroy staff morale.
RS said that JG might have some difficulty with his Government
and Minister and must assure his Minister that he is on top of the
situation. He would therefore prefer a person from Queensland to
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go in and we are all agreed on that. We certainly accept AV's
bona fides, judgment and integrity.
We also accept having an outsider go on, but it is better that the
person be from Queensland provided the right person with the
necessary competence and skill is identified. RWL is to pay for
the person's work and the NCSC and Queensland CAC will be
client. AV would assist in the matter based on his integrity and
professionalism."
Mr Schoer said that at the first meeting between Mr Vrisakis and NCSC representatives,
which was the meeting of 29 October 1987, Mr Vrisakis was deeply concerned that the
NCSC should not move into Rothwells. Mr Schoer said the NCSC was just as
concerned that an independent review should be carried out. He said:
"It was put to us most strongly that the Government was satisfied
that the rescue was in place and would be successful. Lloyd had
gone in, Wardleys had gone in. There were reports coming back
and the Commission should accept that. The proposition was that
the Government wouldn't put its money up unless it was satisfied."
16.1.7
Despite Mr Vrisakis' professed lack of knowledge we find that he was
told by the NCSC about the possibility of a large number of loans to associates of
Mr Connell. Clearly, as the NCSC appreciated, the situation called for an immediate
investigation into the loan portfolio. Despite this, Mr Burke, according to Mr Lloyd's
evidence, was anxious that there should not be an NCSC investigation, because it would
be detrimental to Rothwells' continued operation and survival. Mr Vrisakis' assertion
to the NCSC that Mr Lloyd had been through the loan portfolio and that the Government
would not have proceeded with the rescue unless it was satisfied as to the position, was
completely misleading. Mr Lloyd had not "been through the loan portfolio" in the sense
intended to be conveyed and the Government was not satisfied as to its value.
16.1.8
The NCSC did not press for the appointment of an independent
investigator. As will appear subsequently, the NCSC seems to have been impressed by
the fact that Mr Lloyd was protecting the Government's interests. However, the NCSC
also placed reliance on Mr Vrisakis' judgment and integrity. This is not surprising,
given Mr Vrisakis' high profile and reputation and the fact that he was a member of the
Attorney General's advisory committee on companies and securities. It seems that the
NCSC cast Mr Vrisakis in the role of an honest broker. Indeed, we were told by
Mr Schoer that:
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"There was a continual feedback that he, Vrisakis, was an
emissary between those of goodwill in Perth and the
Commission."
Mr Vrisakis was reluctant to acknowledge that the NCSC regarded him in that light. He
would admit only that if the NCSC wanted to have people within Rothwells whom it
could trust to carry out the duties of directors in a proper manner, then he was perceived
to be such a person. The delicacy of Mr Vrisakis' situation arose from the fact that he
was clearly in a solicitor and client relationship with Rothwells and, he thought, with
Mr Connell. At that time Mr Vrisakis had been offered a $500,000 retainer by
Mr Connell who had been impressed with his performance in the Fairfax takeover. It
will be recalled that this was the transaction from which Mr Connell earned the
$100 million Tryart fee. Although Mr Vrisakis had made no commitment to Mr Connell
by November 1987 while he was negotiating with the NCSC, he said he thought the
offer remained open. The retainer was intended only to ensure that Mr Vrisakis gave
priority of time to Mr Connell's affairs. He was entitled to charge his legal fees in
addition to receiving the retainer.
The meeting of 6 November 1987
16.1.9
On 6 November 1987 Mr Schoer, Mr Nottle and Mr Wells of the NCSC
met Mr Vrisakis. According to the NCSC's summary:
"Tony Lloyd, the State Government representative, had been
nominated to the Board and was acting as a Director, but AV was
not sure if his directorship had been formalised by approval of the
nomination."
Mr Vrisakis was not able to say that those were his exact words. However, he believed
he had referred to the fact that Mr Lloyd was in Rothwells' offices and was engaged on
its affairs. He said he thought Mr Lloyd was there on a full-time basis. He was
certainly taking an interest and being listened to. As we have noted previously,
Mr Lloyd denied that he was acting as a director of Rothwells at that time. Whether or
not he was working at Rothwells on a full-time basis, he was certainly concerned to
assist in the provision of further liquidity to Rothwells. While it was no doubt in
Rothwells' interest to emphasise to the NCSC Mr Lloyd's involvement in Rothwells, we
are prepared to accept that Mr Vrisakis' account of Mr Lloyd's activities was given to
the NCSC in good faith.
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16.1.10

The NCSC summary also contained a statement that:
"Connell had the option to walk away, but chose to stay and put
everything he owned into saving the company."

Mr Vrisakis said he thought that was an overstatement of his words. Mr Connell told
him he was committing $70 million to Rothwells and Mr Vrisakis said he had the
impression that Mr Connell was prepared to commit all his assets if that was necessary
to keep Rothwells whole. We are not satisfied that was in fact the case.
16.1.11
The NCSC summary referred to discussions in confidence during the
meeting which were not formally recorded. Mr Vrisakis said he had no independent
recollection of those discussions. Mr Schoer said he thought they went off the record
at one stage to emphasise the NCSC's concerns in relation to Rothwells' activities in
trading in securities.
The meeting of 10 November 1987
16.1.12
On 10 November 1987, Mr Schoer, Mr Nottle, Mr Graham Cantwell and
Mr Wells of the NCSC met Mr Vrisakis again. The NCSC's summary made further
reference to Mr Lloyd working full-time at Rothwells and the fact that he would be so
engaged for at least six months. Mr Vrisakis said he made that statement either through
his own observations or from statements which had been made to him. The summary
recorded Mr Schoer as saying the NCSC would be looking for an orderly reconstruction
of Rothwells and that it would be necessary for Mr Lucas to go and probably
Mr Burgess and Mr Paul Quinn also. Later, Mr Schoer is recorded as saying:
"... we want to close out our books. We would give up our rights
to prosecution in a substantial, important case after committing
intensive resources to it. The target of our action would have been
Connell, and all the others would have been incidental. For
decency and in view of him having his money in, we might press
the Commission to let him stay as a non Executive Director. He
would have immunity if he stands down. We would give up the
right to go into RWL or send in an investigating accountant. We
are confident that AV would put together a management team to
act in the best interest of investors, depositors and others who
have a stake in RWL. However, we will want soon a review of
RWL's exposure ..."
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Mr Vrisakis said that the summary was basically accurate. He said he could not accept,
however, the statement attributed to Mr Schoer about his confidence in Mr Vrisakis
putting together a management team to act in the best interests of investors and
depositors. Mr Vrisakis asserted that was totally foreign to his position although he
conceded it might have been said that the NCSC was confident that he and the
management team would act in the best interests of investors.
16.1.13
Despite Mr Vrisakis' assertions to the contrary, we accept as accurate the
NCSC's summary of the position. We do so because Mr Vrisakis was in fact involved
in selecting the management team, thus highlighting further the position of conflict in
which he found himself. We are satisfied the NCSC believed that Mr Vrisakis was
attempting to safeguard its interests, as well as Rothwells'. We are satisfied also that
Mr Vrisakis was aware of the NCSC's perception. He did not enlighten them to the fact
that he was acting primarily in the interests of Mr Connell, Rothwells and the
Government whose common interest was to stifle the NCSC investigation.
16.1.14
The NCSC's summary referred to Mr Nottle's statement that it would be
useful to have a formal business plan regarding Rothwells' intentions. The summary
recorded that Mr Vrisakis agreed to provide the business plan. He said he would talk
to Mr Connell, Mr Burke and Mr Lloyd on "Thursday", which must have been
12 November 1987, and that he would speak again to the NCSC in the following week.
Mr Vrisakis made a diary note of a meeting which took place apparently on Sunday
15 November. The meeting was attended by Mr Vrisakis, Mr Burke, Mr Parker,
Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards. Mr Vrisakis told the Commission he had no independent
memory of the meeting. As a matter of reconstruction, he thought his note referred to
the meeting which was to have taken place on the Thursday. Mr Vrisakis' note referred
to Mr Burgess assisting in the reorganisation of Mr Connell's affairs. It was therefore
consistent with the evidence to which we have already referred on that topic. Reference
was then made to the secondment of five Government people to Rothwells and that
Mr Burke was to confirm the arrangements with Mr Schoer. There was then a reference
to Mr Vrisakis needing information about Mr Burgess and Mr Hurley and that in
relation to Mr Burgess he would obtain a reference from Mr Burke. It was then noted
that Mr Hurley was to become the managing director of Rothwells and that Mr Lloyd
was to become the Executive Director; initially for six months, but to remain for the
period of the Government indemnity. The note suggests to us that Mr Vrisakis was
attempting to construct a management team but, we infer, on instructions rather than of
his own volition. We believe that this explains Mr Vrisakis' reluctance to admit that the
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NCSC was looking to him to assemble an appropriate management team. In our view,
Mr Vrisakis attempted to persuade the NCSC to accept his client's choice of
management team.
16.1.15
Although Mr Vrisakis said he had no independent recollection of the
meeting of 15 November 1987, he did recall meeting Mr Burke on two occasions. One
occasion was a lunch at the Parmelia Hotel, Perth, at Mr Burke's invitation. We are
satisfied that the lunch did not take place until some time after 15 November. We shall
refer to it later. Mr Vrisakis said there was another occasion when he met both
Mr Lloyd and Mr Burke at a restaurant in Northbridge. However, he said he did have
an independent recollection that he was conversing with Mr Burke during the period in
which he was preparing the business plan. Mr Parker recalled attending a meeting
involving Mr Vrisakis. He said the meeting was convened by Mr Burke for the purpose
of investigating the nature and extent of the NCSC's inquiry into Rothwells. According
to Mr Parker, Mr Vrisakis said at the meeting it would be possible to sit down with the
NCSC "and work out a deal". Mr Parker said they were told by Mr Vrisakis that the
NCSC's inquiry was very narrowly confined. It was not a general inquiry into
Rothwells, but rather, an inquiry into the warehousing of some shares in a company
called "Holidays". Mr Parker said Mr Vrisakis told them the NCSC "... were really
after Lucas' scalp more than anybody else ..." and although it thought Mr Connell ought
to have been more in control of Rothwells, it did not think he had been involved in any
impropriety. Mr Parker said Mr Vrisakis expressed the view that some arrangement
could be made with the NCSC if Mr Lucas resigned, Mr Connell took a lesser role and
a substantial payment was made to the NCSC.
16.1.16
While we accept that the NCSC had formed an adverse view of
Mr Lucas, the assertion that it did not think that Mr Connell had been involved in
impropriety is inconsistent with statements made by Mr Schoer in his conversations with
Mr Blight on 26 October 1987 and the summary of the meeting between NCSC
representatives and Mr Vrisakis on 10 November 1987. On both of those occasions,
Mr Schoer had made it plain that Mr Connell was to be the target of the NCSC's actions.

16.1.17
We accept Mr Parker's recollection of statements made by Mr Vrisakis
but find that Mr Vrisakis created a misleading impression about the NCSC's perception
of Mr Connell. As we have indicated previously, Mr Connell was the principal
proponent of the view that Mr Lucas was largely responsible for Rothwells'
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shortcomings. At his trial in the Court of Petty Sessions in Perth, Mr Vrisakis said that
at some stage he had put to Mr Connell complaints made by the NCSC about his
activities. According to Mr Vrisakis, Mr Connell said he had not been managing
Rothwells for some two years and that Mr Lucas had been responsible. Mr Vrisakis
said Mr Connell told him that he had taken time off to run the Olympic equestrian team
and he had announced at the last Annual General Meeting of Rothwells his intention to
stand down as Chairman, in favour of Mr Lucas. Mr Vrisakis said he believed
Mr Connell in relation to these matters.
16.1.18

The business plan prepared by Mr Vrisakis opened with the statement:
"As a consequence of the problems experienced by Rothwells
Limited following the run on its deposits and as part of the support
operation (leading, among other things, to the establishment of
Rothwells' new capital base) the Board of Rothwells, with the
assistance of Mr A J Lloyd and Mr A E Vrisakis, has made a
fundamental reappraisal of its future activities."

16.1.19
Neither that statement, nor any other statement in the business plan, gave
any indication that the rescue of Rothwells had not been successful. If anything, the
statement suggested that there had been no further assistance beyond the "support
operation", that is, the rescue itself. However, at his trial, Mr Vrisakis said that when
he prepared the business plan:
"I was aware ... that notwithstanding the rescue and the money,
the additional — the 150 (million dollars) that went in and the
new credit line, that Rothwells was experiencing continuing
liquidity problems. I was aware that those liquidity problems
reflected two things: one, that there was a greater outflow of
deposits than had been anticipated would follow on the rescue,
and the second was that (there) were significant loans that
Rothwells had made that were not paying the interest that was
due. But as to that, from what I knew then, it was not a question
of recoverability, but, rather, a question of liquidity. That's the
way it was put to me ... I had been told that the debts were
basically sound and would take time to work out."
Despite that very clear statement, Mr Vrisakis would not admit in his evidence to the
Commission, that even by the end of 1987 he was aware of the problem of non-payment
of interest. Given Mr Vrisakis' close involvement with Mr Connell and Mr Lloyd during
this period, and his discussions with Mr Burke, we believe that the evidence which
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Mr Vrisakis gave at his trial reflects accurately his state of knowledge. We are unable
to accept his subsequent denial. Mr Vrisakis was certainly involved in the arrangements
for the Bond Media facility which was obtained for the purpose of assisting Rothwells
with its liquidity. Despite what we believe to have been Mr Vrisakis' knowledge that
Rothwells' liquidity problems were continuing and that its financial position was quite
different from that envisaged during the rescue weekend, he disclosed none of those
matters to the NCSC. Given his awareness that the NCSC perceived his role to be that
of an honest broker, he acted improperly, in our view, in keeping these matters to
himself.
The meeting of 20 November 1987
16.1.20
On 20 November 1987 Mr Vrisakis again met Mr Schoer, Mr Nottle,
Mr Cantwell and Mr Wells. The NCSC's summary of the meeting recorded that
Mr Vrisakis gave Mr Schoer "copies of CVs on new directors" of Rothwells and a letter
of recommendation from Mr Burke in relation to Mr Burgess. Mr Schoer was recorded
as expressing his approval of the business plan but referring to the NCSC's
disappointment about the proposal that Mr Connell should continue in his present
position. After some discussion off the record and on a without prejudice basis, the
summary recorded Mr Vrisakis as saying:
"Connell has strengths as a corporate adviser and negotiator which
no-one else at RWL can match. AV saw him operate in Fairfax
and he can talk to people like Holmes a Court, Packer or anyone
and is tough and effective.
AV will write a position specification which will demonstrate how
"the fox will be kept out of the chicken coop.
AV (in the role of gamekeeper) plans to go over to Perth weekly
initially and then at least every two weeks."
16.1.21
During his evidence to the Commission Mr Vrisakis was asked why
Mr Burke gave a reference for Mr Burgess. He said that he could only reconstruct that
Mr Burgess must have been known to Mr Burke and that it was quite possible
Mr Connell had made the suggestion. Evidence given by Mr Musca, to which we shall
refer later, supports the latter proposition. Mr Vrisakis asserted that the expression "the
fox in the chicken coop" was not his. He pointed to the fact that in his own notes he had
written:
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"The problem is fox in the chicken coop."
He said that it was not his practice to write down what he said, rather to record what
was said by others. However, he denied that someone else at the meeting had said that
it would be necessary to keep the fox out of the chicken coop or that he had said that he
would write a position specification to demonstrate how that could be done. He said
that the concept of him being a gamekeeper did not accord with any recollection that he
had:
"or indeed looking back in retrospect of any reasonable thought
process that I could have had."
While we accept Mr Vrisakis' evidence that he did not refer to the "fox in the chicken
coop", we are satisfied that the expression was used at the meeting, by an NCSC
representative. The expression is quite consistent with the NCSC's perception of
Mr Connell, about which Mr Vrisakis could have been in no doubt. While we are
prepared to accept that Mr Vrisakis was satisfied by Mr Connell's assertion that
Mr Lucas was responsible for Rothwells' improprieties, we find that he did undertake
to the NCSC that he would act in the role of "gamekeeper". Again, this supports our
finding that the NCSC relied on Mr Vrisakis' integrity in this respect, as Mr Vrisakis
knew.
The appointment of Mr Burgess as Chairman of Rothwells
16.1.22
Mr Burke gave evidence that everyone had a high opinion of
Mr Burgess. He said he thought that Mr Burgess should be placed in a position which
reflected that view. Mr Lloyd, however, said that Mr Burke provided a reference for
Mr Burgess because he was asked to do so. Mr Lloyd's evidence is supported by
Mr Musca, who spoke of a discussion with Mr Connell in which he referred to the relief
which he assumed Mr Connell must have felt following the rescue. According to
Mr Musca, Mr Connell expressed the view that there would be no rescue until
"something is done with the NCSC". Mr Musca said Mr Connell told him he had
Mr Vrisakis working on the matter and negotiating with the NCSC in an attempt to
obtain an immunity. Later, Mr Musca said:
"It was being proposed by Mr Connell that his own right-hand
man be made the Chairman of Rothwells, because the NCSC did
not want Connell in any executive role and Mr Burgess, who was
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quite elderly, was the person that Mr Connell was pushing for that
position."
Mr Burke's reference for Mr Burgess was dated 19 November 1987 and was in the
following terms:
"Dear Mr Schoer
I have known Mr Bill Burgess, a Director of Rothwells Limited,
for six years. I know him to be a person of the utmost integrity
and honesty. He has a distinguished career in business in Western
Australia and he has a genuine and deserved respect from the
business community.
I am happy that Mr Burgess remain as a Director of Rothwells and
indeed would like him to do so.
As you know, my Government has made a substantial
commitment in respect of Rothwells by providing an indemnity to
the National Australia Bank to the extent of $150 million, in
making Mr Tony Lloyd available to serve Rothwells as Managing
Director for 6-12 months and in undertaking to provide further
support and personnel to Rothwells."
Mr Burke said that he did not know anything of Mr Burgess' ability beyond the capacity
to give him a "standard reference" as to what he knew about his character. He said that
he did not know of any closeness in the relationship between Mr Burgess and
Mr Connell. However, Mr Burke clearly provided much more than a standard reference
for Mr Burgess. He went further and expressed his desire to have Mr Burgess remain
as a director of Rothwells.
16.1.23
Mr Burgess had given evidence both to the NCSC and to Mr McCusker
in the course of the latter's inquiry. Extracts from Mr Burgess' evidence were tendered
to the Commission. In the course of that evidence, Mr Burgess spoke about a telephone
call from Mr Burke who asked him to attend at his home on a Saturday morning.
Mr Burgess said Mr Burke told him about the NCSC intervention into Rothwells and
that although they wanted Mr Lucas and Mr Connell removed from the Board, the
NCSC had relented and allowed Mr Connell to remain. Mr Burgess said Mr Burke
asked him whether he would become Chairman of the company as a "cosmetic
appointment" because the Government had come in with the money and had put
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Mr Lloyd into the company. When Mr Burgess' evidence was put to Mr Burke, he said
he had no recollection of suggesting to Mr Burgess that he be appointed Chairman nor
would he know whether Mr Burgess' appointment would be "cosmetic". His
understanding was that Mr Lloyd would be responsible for the management of
Rothwells. We accept that Mr Burke did not suggest that Mr Burgess become Chairman
of Rothwells. We are satisfied that the suggestion came from Mr Connell and was made
with a view to protecting and furthering his own interests. We have already referred to
the fact that Mr Burgess was a trusted employee of Mr Connell and was accustomed to
acting on his instructions. We find that Mr Burke provided the reference for
Mr Burgess at Mr Connell's request.
16.1.24
We have no doubt that both Mr Connell and Mr Burke were anxious to
keep the NCSC at bay. Mr Connell was anxious that the NCSC should not undertake
an investigation into his activities. Mr Burke's primary objective, however, was to
ensure that confidence in Rothwells was not eroded, either by the intervention of the
NCSC or by NCSC-inspired changes to the management structure. For that reason,
Mr Burke sought to avoid an independent investigation of Rothwells when the need for
such investigation was patently obvious.
16.1.25
The result was that the new Board consisted of Mr Burgess as Chairman
who was a trusted and compliant employee of Mr Connell. The managing director was
Mr Lloyd in whom Mr Burke placed total trust and confidence. The other Directors
were Mr Connell himself, Mr Hurley, Mr Hilton, Mr Darcy Farrell and Mr Vrisakis.
Mr Hilton was undoubtedly loyal to Mr Connell, as was Mr Vrisakis. Mr Farrell, who
was very close to Mr Burke and trusted by him, seems to have had little corporate
expertise. He was concerned primarily with public relations. Mr Hurley had
considerable experience as a banker, and seems to have been viewed favourably by the
NCSC. We have referred previously to Mr Vrisakis' note in which Mr Hurley is named
as the proposed managing director. According to Mr Hurley, Mr Connell came to his
office late one night during that period and told him there were to be some negotiations
with the NCSC the following day and that he was to become Rothwells' managing
director. Mr Hurley said he told Mr Connell he would not assume that role because he
was too old and the proposal died at that point. We are satisfied that this explains
Mr Hurley's inclusion in the management team as a Director only.
16.1.26
We find that the management team was not selected in the best interests
of Rothwells' creditors and investors, but to serve the somewhat different requirements
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of Mr Connell and Mr Burke. In Mr Burke's case, despite his knowledge that the
Rothwells rescue had not been fully effective and his knowledge that the loan portfolio
might be extremely difficult to liquidate, his main concern was to avoid independent
investigation. In order to achieve that end, Mr Burke sought to, and did, influence the
NCSC to cease their investigations on the basis of the matters referred to in the letter of
reference from Mr Burgess, namely the Government's commitment and its undertaking
to provide further support to Rothwells. In short, Mr Burke was in a position where, for
political reasons, he was obliged to ensure that Rothwells survived. And yet, he had no
idea what the cost might be and, consequently, the magnitude of the risk to public funds.
Mr Burke's personal interest conflicted with his duty to the State. He undoubtedly
preferred his personal interest, acting improperly in this regard.
16.1.27
The NCSC investigation was concluded on 16 December 1987, by a
letter written by Mr Schoer to the Chairman of Rothwells. It was in the following terms:
"Dear Sir
The Commission has noted the surrender of the Dealers Licence
held by Rothwells Limited, the various matters set out in papers
dated 11 December, 1987 entitled Management Restructure and
Business Plan and your press release proposed for issue this week.
Provided the proposals and undertakings contained in those
documents are implemented on a continuing basis, subject only to
the matters referred to below, the Commission will not take nor
recommend the taking of any action in respect of events prior to
27 November, 1987 against Rothwells Limited, LR Connell or his
companies, LR Connell and Partners, or any of their officers or
employees (the parties) and will not continue or open
investigations of any such matters in respect of the parties. The
foregoing does not apply in respect of investigations or
proceedings initiated as a result of information reaching the
Commission after 16 December 1987 where the subject of the
investigation or proceeding involves direct prejudice to third
parties."
16.1.28
We note that according to Mr Lloyd, whose evidence is supported to a
certain extent by that of Mr Vrisakis, at some time in December 1987 there was a lunch
in a private function room at the Parmelia Hotel in Perth. Those present included
Mr Burke, Mr Vrisakis and Mr Lloyd. Mr Lloyd thought that Mr Edwards and
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Mr Parker may have been present. He did not believe Mr Connell was there. Mr Lloyd
said this was a social occasion:
"a wrapping-up exercise ... a job that's finished ... in a sense a
thank you."
We accept that the lunch did take place and that in all probability, the occasion was used
to thank Mr Vrisakis for the part which he had played in removing the impediment of
an NCSC investigation from Rothwells' future.
16.2

Mr Hurley's decision to resign

16.2.1
In about November 1987 Mr Hurley produced a document which came
to be described as a "mud map". It showed that some $320 million had been loaned by
Rothwells to a number of interrelated companies which were connected in some way
to Mr Connell. Mr Hurley prepared the document by overlaying the Rothwells' loans
on to a diagram of inter-company relationships which had been prepared by
Mr John Selwood, an accountant employed by L R Connell & Partners. Mr Hurley said
he showed the document to Mr Lloyd who, he said, swore and turned pale. Mr Lloyd
said he recalled Mr Hurley showing him the "mud map" in mid to late December 1987.
According to Mr Lloyd, Mr Hurley said the mud map disclosed that Rothwells was, in
effect, the major owner of many of the borrower companies. Mr Lloyd said he did not
regard what Mr Hurley told him as any cause for great concern beyond his existing
knowledge of Rothwells' affairs. Indeed, contrary to Mr Hurley's evidence, Mr Lloyd
said Mr Hurley was not imparting bad news. The news was good, in the sense that as
the mud map disclosed, the work of identifying borrowers was under way and had been
completed to a considerable extent so as to identify ultimate beneficial ownerships. We
do not accept Mr Lloyd's evidence that he regarded Mr Hurley's work as "good news".
Nor do we accept that Mr Lloyd first saw the mud map in mid to late December. We
find that Mr Hurley showed it to him in late November or early December.
16.2.2
Mr Hurley said that after he had shown the mud map to Mr Lloyd, they
decided to call in Mr Vrisakis. He was shown the mud map and told of Mr Hurley's
conclusions, namely that $320 million had been loaned to a number of Connell-related
companies. According to Mr Hurley, Mr Vrisakis said:
"My heart's bad. I can't handle this. I'll have to leave."
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At his trial, Mr Vrisakis said he had no recollection of speaking in those terms only of
telling people at Rothwells, including Mr Hurley, that he did have a health problem.
Mr Lloyd agreed with Mr Hurley's evidence that Mr Lloyd had asked him to outline his
findings to Mr Vrisakis. Mr Lloyd said that was done within a day or two of Mr Hurley
telling him the position. Mr Lloyd also recalled that Mr Vrisakis was disturbed but in
relation to the illegality of past transactions, which were within the terms of the NCSC
immunity. At his trial, Mr Vrisakis said he was concerned about the information
provided by Mr Hurley, if it meant that the exposure of Rothwells to Pier Street
companies was larger than had been thought. He said he raised the matter with
Mr Connell who said the Pier Street companies were basically sound. Those companies
featured substantially in the mud map. According to Mr Vrisakis, Mr Connell said the
value was there, but time was needed in which to recover the loans.
16.2.3
Mr Hurley was recalled to the Commission at the request of Mr Lloyd
to clarify his earlier evidence. In relation to the mud map, he said Mr Connell's practice
had been to acquire a company, float it, and take it over. Rothwells would fund the
takeover and the purchasers of shares would borrow from Rothwells for that purpose.
They would hold the shares for Mr Connell in due course. Mr Hurley went on to say
that knowing the damage which the stock market crash had wrought on many of the
companies appearing on the mud map and knowing it would be difficult to extract
money from Mr Connell, he regarded it as impossible to pursue the course he had
recommended in his memorandum of 13 November 1987. We have referred to the
memorandum in paragraph 15.2.2 of chapter 15 of this report. As Mr Hurley said, one
of the essential features of his recovery plan was an onslaught on certain of the major
loans. As Connell-related companies were major borrowers, this objective became
unattainable. We accept Mr Hurley's evidence.
16.2.4
Once again, Mr Hurley had exposed a serious weakness in Rothwells'
financial position. For these reasons he decided to resign as a director of Rothwells and
immediately announced his intention to Mr Lloyd. This was in about the first or second
week of December 1987. Mr Hurley said Mr Lloyd went away to consider the position.
Subsequently, Mr Hurley accompanied Mr Lloyd, at the latter's request, to a meeting
with Mr Burke at Parliament House. It was Mr Hurley's recollection that Mr Burgess
had been present at the meeting. Mr Burke and Mr Lloyd said that Mr Burgess was not
present. It is not necessary for us to resolve that conflict. Mr Hurley said at the meeting
Mr Burke indicated a strong wish that he remain at Rothwells. Mr Burke said it was a
very sensitive period for the Government and its involvement with Rothwells and
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something to the effect that there would be potential ramifications if Mr Hurley
resigned. In the words of Mr Hurley, Mr Burke:
"... was at his very best ... (and) ... demonstrated to me a very
up-to-date and very detailed knowledge of Rothwells where it was
today."
He said Mr Burke was talking "hard numbers" which he regarded as very unlike a
politician. He said the numbers referred to by Mr Burke were correct. Mr Hurley said
he told Mr Burke about his views as to the way in which Rothwells might be rescued
but that it was all too difficult because the bulk of the assets that he thought should be
assaulted were directly or indirectly in the hands of Mr Connell and had suffered
diminution in value since the crash. Mr Hurley said Mr Burke told him the Government
was supportive of Rothwells, but was not "a bottomless pit". Mr Hurley responded that
if Mr Burke failed, then the result would be to destroy his career path and that he,
Mr Hurley, would be joining the ranks of the unemployed. According to Mr Hurley,
Mr Burke told him he should not be concerned because in the event of Rothwells failing
he would be given a senior position in an instrumentality such as SGIC or WADC.
16.2.5
Mr Hurley said Mr Burke gave him an assurance that there was a pledge
from Mr Connell to convert all his assets other than his home for the purpose of
supplementing the rescue package. Mr Burke nominated Mr Burgess to supervise the
progressive sale of those assets and to ensure that the funds were directed to Rothwells.
Mr Burke wanted Mr Burgess to report direct to him on a regular basis as to the progress
of this matter. Mr Hurley said that the discussion Mr Burke mentioned that although
some people thought he and Mr Connell were personal friends, this was far from the
truth. According to Mr Hurley, Mr Burke said he had "barely met the man, [only] on
a few social occasions". At the conclusion of the meeting, Mr Hurley agreed to
withdraw his resignation and remain at Rothwells. It was, he said, possibly the worst
decision of his life. It became clear, when Mr Hurley was recalled sometime after he
had first given evidence in relation to these matters, that his recollection of detail was
questionable. Mr Hurley did not, however, depart from the substance of his earlier
evidence.
16.2.6
Mr Burke's recollection of the meeting differed considerably from that
of Mr Hurley. Mr Burke said he had met Mr Hurley in December 1987 following an
approach by Mr Lloyd who told him Mr Hurley was disappointed at not being made
managing director but that it was essential that he remain at Rothwells. Mr Burke said
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Mr Lloyd told him of the NCSC's view that Mr Hurley would be "ineligible for the job"
of managing director, because of "some matter involving a previous employer".
However, there has been no suggestion from the NCSC that they had any such
reservations. As we have seen, NCSC contemplated that Mr Hurley would become the
managing director. We have referred previously to Mr Hurley's evidence about the
proposal put to him by Mr Connell that he assume that role and of his declining on
account of his age. We accept Mr Hurley's evidence in relation to that matter.
Mr Burke said he raised "obliquely" at a meeting Mr Hurley's disappointment at being
passed over as managing director, but the matter was left because he (Mr Burke) formed
the view that it was "a sensitivity".
16.2.7
According to Mr Burke, Mr Hurley said "he had just decided that he was
going to retire". Mr Burke said he then explained why it was essential that Mr Hurley
continue to assist at Rothwells. Mr Burke said that Mr Hurley was:
"... absolutely enthusiastic about the prospect of Rothwells
becoming a very profitable and efficient merchant bank when he
left. At the start he was certainly disenchanted."
Mr Burke conceded that he did tell Mr Hurley the Government would not forget his
contribution to the public interest at a difficult time. Although he was not specific about
offering Mr Hurley a particular position, he said he gave him an indication that in due
course the Government would be disposed towards using his services in some area of
Government activity. Mr Burke denied he had a detailed knowledge of Rothwells'
affairs. He maintained he had a general understanding, on the basis of information
which had been relayed to him. He said he was aware of continuing liquidity problems,
but not of those matters referred to in Mr Hurley's memorandum of 13 November 1987.
He did not understand the continuing problem to be of the magnitude that had existed
at the rescue weekend. Mr Burke said Mr Hurley told him that Rothwells could be
"turned around" and that they could make it a very profitable merchant bank, referring
to it as an investment bank or something of a similar nature. Mr Burke said he did not
recall any mention of assets being directly or indirectly in the hands of Mr Connell, nor
was there any discussion of the assets suffering diminution in value since the crash. He
did not think Mr Hurley had said that it was all "too hard". Mr Burke said there was a
general discussion about the need to untangle and decipher different securities.
Mr Lloyd had put to him that it was important that Mr Hurley remain because he was
one of the people who knew how to "... wind his way through that labyrinth".
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16.2.8
It will be recalled that in his memorandum of 13 November 1987,
Mr Hurley had identified the need for an intensive assault on loan investments with the
objective of liberating cash in the short-term. It was pointed out to Mr Burke that in his
discussions with Crown Law officers in January 1991, Mr Burke said he told
Mr Hurley:
"The State needs you to be in that job to help us retrieve these
assets and sell them."
Before the Commission Mr Burke was asked specifically whether Mr Hurley discussed
the proposal for liberating assets in order to raise cash for Rothwells. He responded that
there was a general discussion about the need to untangle paperwork, but it was not put
in the context of an assault on assets, nor in the context of liberating $200 million cash
in the short-term. He said there was a discussion about the ongoing difficulty of trying
to untangle the paperwork associated with the assets that Rothwells were attempting to
realise.
16.2.9
Mr Lloyd recalled that Mr Hurley spoke to him in late November or
early December 1987 and indicated that he wanted to resign. Mr Lloyd said Mr Hurley
"wasn't very specific about it" but said he did not want to take on all the additional work
involved in cleaning up the mess that he saw in the books of Rothwells. He said
Mr Hurley told him he did not wish to be involved in what he regarded as quasi
receivership work. Mr Lloyd said he told Mr Hurley that he hoped he would reconsider
his decision. Mr Lloyd said there must have been subsequent discussions, because there
was then the meeting with Mr Burke at Parliament House. Mr Lloyd said he spoke to
Mr Burke about Mr Hurley's intention to resign. He said he told Mr Burke that
Mr Hurley had considerable banking experience, which experience was needed at
Rothwells to cope with the aftermath of the crash and the rescue. Mr Lloyd said he did
say to Mr Burke that Mr Hurley might be "out of sorts" in view of the decision not to
appoint him as managing director. He conceded that Mr Hurley had not expressed that
view to him. Mr Lloyd said he asked Mr Burke to meet Mr Hurley and he was also
present at the meeting.
16.2.10
Mr Lloyd recalled that the meeting lasted for about 20 to 30 minutes.
He did not think that it would have been as long as two hours, as Mr Hurley's recalled.
Mr Lloyd said Mr Burke asked Mr Hurley to stay on as a director, at least until
Rothwells was on an even keel. Mr Burke said Mr Hurley would be doing a great
service to the State, to Mr Burke personally and to the Government. He indicated to
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Mr Hurley that the Government would be prepared to recognise this service and that,
when he had fulfilled his duties at Rothwells, he would be considered favourably for
some Government part-time post. Mr Lloyd though Goldbank or some such institution
was mentioned. Mr Lloyd said he was unable to recall specifically anything else that
had been said.
16.2.11
Despite Mr Lloyd's professed lack of recollection, he denied Mr Hurley's
evidence that he, Mr Hurley, had said at the meeting that the bulk of the assets to be
assaulted were directly or indirectly in the hands of Mr Connell. He also denied that
Mr Burke demonstrated a very up to date and detailed knowledge of Rothwells.
Mr Lloyd maintained that the meeting did not address Rothwells' substantive position.
He said Mr Hurley expressed his concern that to retrieve the position would involve
much hard work, which he did not wish to undertake at his time of life, having been
through a similar experience previously. Again, despite his professed lack of
recollection of the detail of the meeting, Mr Lloyd thought Mr Burke may have
exaggerated in his evidence that, at the end of the meeting, Mr Hurley was enthusiastic
about the prospects of Rothwells becoming a profitable and efficient merchant bank.
Mr Lloyd said he thought there was a point in the meeting at which Mr Hurley showed
some enthusiasm for remaining at Rothwells. Mr Lloyd was unable to recall any
statement by Mr Burke to the effect that Mr Burgess had been nominated to supervise
the progressive sell down of Mr Connell's assets for the benefit of Rothwells.
16.2.12
We are in no doubt that, in late November or early December 1987,
Mr Hurley formed an intention to resign as a director of Rothwells. We are also
satisfied that Mr Hurley prepared the mud map and that he did so up to a fortnight
before he decided that he would resign. Clearly, something prompted Mr Hurley's
decision. It is immaterial for present purposes whether it was the completion of the mud
map itself, or a general realisation of the position, as a result of the investigations which
led him to write his memorandum of 13 November 1987. We are satisfied that
Mr Hurley came to the view that a significant amount of Rothwells' assets were directly
or indirectly under the control of Mr Connell. We accept his evidence that for those
reasons, he concluded that it would be too difficult to solve Rothwells' problems. He
wanted no part of it. We accept also that Mr Hurley explained his reasons to Mr Burke
at the Parliament House meeting.
16.2.13
From Mr Lloyd's point of view, it would clearly have been undesirable
for Mr Hurley to resign. Not only did he have valuable banking experience but, at that
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stage, the NCSC had recently approved Mr Hurley as a continuing director. We have
little doubt that Mr Hurley's resignation in December 1987 would have excited the
NCSC's curiosity and may have placed the "indemnity" in jeopardy. Again, given the
nature of the relationship between Mr Lloyd and Mr Burke, we are satisfied that these
matters were discussed between them. We accept Mr Hurley's evidence that Mr Burke
persuaded him to remain at Rothwells and we find that Mr Hurley's change of heart was
brought about in part by Mr Burke's assurance of future employment in a Government
instrumentality and in part by Mr Burke's powers of persuasion.
16.3

Approaches to major banks

16.3.1
In about December 1987, probably after Mr Hurley's decision to remain
at Rothwells, he and Mr Lloyd visited the head offices of a number of major banks in
the Eastern States. The banks included Westpac, NAB and either the Commonwealth
Bank or the ANZ Bank. At that time, according to Mr Lloyd, the banks were either
withdrawing their facilities or were declining to renew them. This was causing concern
to Rothwells. Mr Lloyd said Mr Hurley sought to persuade bankers to continue their
support by proposing that a portfolio of loans be assembled, which could be made
available to the banks collectively as security. Mr Hurley said Mr Lloyd had prevailed
upon Mr Burke to exercise some leverage and to ensure that the banks gave them a good
hearing. Mr Lloyd said that was not true. He said he had spoken to a Mr Phillips of the
Reserve Bank about the matter, with the expectation that he would raise it with senior
bank officials.
16.3.2
Mr Lloyd said the matter was left with each of the banks on the basis that
Rothwells would attempt to construct the loan portfolio and there would then be further
discussions. He said he told the bank representatives that the Western Australian
Government had given support to Rothwells and would continue to do so. He said this
was not a specific commitment but something Mr Burke had been saying. Although
Mr Lloyd said he was optimistic that it would be possible to obtain further bank support,
in the event, nothing came of Mr Hurley's proposal. This is because it proved
impossible to assemble an acceptable portfolio.
16.4

The implementation of the business plan

16.4.1
It was noted in the business plan that the Western Australian
Government had agreed to second staff for the time necessary to achieve the
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management and business restructure. The staff were to include two persons with
commercial banking experience. The plan went on to provide that:
"The new management team will review outstanding loans, the
security covering those loans and the likelihood of recovery; it
will inform the NCSC of its conclusions by 28 February 1988."
Mr Lloyd said he sought Mr Burke's assistance in having R & I Bank officers seconded
to Rothwells. This was confirmed by Mr Burke who said he had asked Mr Fischer, the
bank's managing director, to make appropriately qualified people available.
Mr Andrew Gordon, a director of R & I Bank, said there was an urgent request from
Mr Burke to provide two officers to look at the Rothwells loan book. The request is
recorded in Mr Fischer's file note dated 16 December 1987 where he referred to
Mr Burke making the request:
"on the grounds that he wished to report to Cabinet that although
there were problems with some aspects of Rothwells, particularly
on the lending side, the R & I Bank had provided some expertise."
The two officers seconded to Rothwells were Mr Michael Hurst and Mr Peter Roberts.
Mr Roberts began his secondment on 21 December 1987. Mr Hurst began several days
earlier.
16.4.2
Mr Lloyd said he told Mr Hurst and Mr Roberts he required an overview
of the major loans comprising the loan portfolio, that is, loans greater than $5 million.
He said that although it was his intention that Mr Hurst and Mr Roberts should address
the question of recoverability of the loans, he was not sure whether he actually
expressed that intention. Mr Lloyd said, however, it was the role of Mr Hurst and
Mr Roberts to prepare a report. According to Mr Roberts, he and Mr Hurst were not
given any instructions to make recommendations about recovery action in respect of
major exposures. However, it seems they were asked to consider the question of
recoverability. This appears from their own expression of their instructions, as set out
in a report which they produced early in January 1988. According to the report, their
mandate was:
"To examine the loan portfolio with the following objectives:
(a) to identify the major debtors from whom early repayment
may be pursued; and
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(b) to highlight security and other technical loan shortcomings
which may require rectification."
Mr Hurst and Mr Roberts worked from late December into the new year, taking the
statutory holidays during that period. They produced a report in which they highlighted
the lack of security for a number of the loans. They pointed out that 81% of the total
outstanding loans aggregating about $720 million had been advanced to 29 corporate
borrowers. They said that, to all intents and purposes, those loans were unsecured. In
relation to a number of individual borrowers, Mr Hurst and Mr Roberts identified what
they described as a "shortfall in security". Of course, the inadequate security was not
necessarily an indication of the irrecoverability of the loans.
16.4.3
The business plan also provided for a policy committee to be established,
comprising Mr Lloyd as Chairman, Mr Hurley and Mr Vrisakis. The committee was to
meet regularly to review Rothwells' activities and to determine its policies. It was to be
a properly established committee with delegated powers pursuant to Rothwells' Articles
of Association. The first meeting of the policy committee was held on 6 or 7 January
1988, when the report prepared by Mr Hurst and Mr Roberts was considered.
Mr Connell and Mr Hilton were also at the meeting, although it is not clear who invited
them. According to Mr Lloyd, when the report was discussed, Mr Connell was very
critical of Mr Hurst and Mr Roberts personally while Mr Hilton criticised the report
itself, saying it was inaccurate in many respects and it did not address the recoverability
of certain loans in respect of which Mr Hurst and Mr Roberts had asserted that there
was no security. According to Mr Lloyd, Mr Hilton said he was aware that certain of
the supposedly unsecured loans were in fact secured. Mr Vrisakis' evidence was to the
same effect. He said the report, which was criticised by both Mr Hilton and Mr Hurley,
was considered to be wrong and misleading. Mr Vrisakis' own view was, at least in
relation to Paragon, that the report could not be correct. At his trial, Mr Vrisakis said
the report did not amount to a review of the loans because it did not address the issue
of recoverability. He said:
"It was wrong, misleading and potentially dangerous, and should
be kept confidential and not be given to outside people ..."
Mr Lloyd said the report added nothing to the directors' store of knowledge, because
they were already aware that the paperwork was in a mess. He said that Mr Connell
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ordered the reports to be gathered up and destroyed, because they were dangerous and
misleading.
16.4.4
Mr Lloyd said that he had no recollection of reporting the Hurst/Roberts
conclusions to Mr Burke and would not have done so except in passing. That evidence
contradicted evidence which he had given to Mr McCusker in answer to a question as
to whether he had told Mr Burke about the report. He then said:
"I may well have done: it's the sort of thing that I would well have
said, well have mentioned."
When the contradiction was put to Mr Lloyd, he said he doubted whether he would have
told Mr Burke, because the report took the position no further than it had been
previously. We think it more probable than not that Mr Lloyd told Mr Burke about the
report. Given Mr Burke's personal intervention to arrange for the secondment of
Mr Hurst and Mr Roberts, and the pressing need to establish the recoverability of loans,
particularly in the light of Mr Hurley's concerns as to the Connell's related loans, we
think Mr Burke would have been anxious to know the position. That would be so, even
if, as Mr Lloyd suggested, the report was inconclusive. We accept that the report was
inconclusive to a certain extent. However, it clearly established the lack of security and
documentation and did nothing to cast doubt on Mr Hurley's gloomy predictions about
the difficulty of recovering funds from Connell related companies, many of which had
suffered as a result of the crash. Nor was the report inconsistent with either Mr Jones'
memorandum of 9 September 1987, or Mr Hurley's memorandum of 13 November
1987, to the effect that a very substantial number of Rothwells' borrowers were unable
or unwilling to repay their loans.
16.5

Review of the Pier Street loans

16.5.1
Mr Lloyd said that in addition to the work undertaken by Mr Hurst and
Mr Roberts on the loan portfolio generally, Mr Rod Hare and Mr John Selwood who
were employed by Rothwells as a corporate lending manager and accountant,
respectively, undertook a review of the Pier Street loans. Mr Lloyd said that he did not
believe that the review had been undertaken at his request but he recalled receiving a
memorandum on the subject shortly after he became managing director. In fact,
Mr Hare and Mr Selwood had produced a report dated 22 December 1987, in the form
of a memorandum to Mr Hilton. We infer from the report that their instructions came
from either Mr Hilton or Mr Connell. The report noted that the Pier Street group
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consisted of over 20 public companies and a similar number of associated companies,
the beneficial owners of which appeared to be Mr Hugall, Mr Michael Dorsey and
Mr Joe Sacca. The report referred to the unnecessarily diverse amount of crossshareholding and the geographical dissemination of assets from Western Australia to
New South Wales, Queensland, Singapore and Hong Kong. It was observed that none
of the companies appeared to be operating profitably and that, accordingly, the group
could not service its current level of debt to Rothwells, which amounted to some
$264 million. Some 70% of that total had been advanced to four companies and their
subsidiaries: Beltech, Media Portfolio, Katanning Holdings and Austasia Investments.
The authors concluded that the debt to Rothwells exceeded the assessed net realisable
assets by $137 million and at best, it would exceed $100 million.
16.5.2
Mr Lloyd said he did not see the report when it was produced. He
became aware of it only much later, in 1988 after Rothwells had gone into provisional
liquidation. Mr Lloyd's evidence is supported by that of Mr Hilton, who said he
prepared "a watered-down version" of the report which he gave to Mr Lloyd. He said
that he did so on about 7 January 1988 on Mr Connell's instructions. Mr Connell said,
and Mr Hilton professed agreement, that the report was too dogmatic. This was
because, in their view, there was uncertainty about the figures presented by Mr Hare and
Mr Selwood. Mr Hilton said he thought he had referred the report back to Mr Hare for
rewriting. Mr Hare agreed that Mr Hilton had told him to rewrite the report because he
"didn't want to panic Lloyd". Mr Hare said he and Mr Selwood were not entirely
confident about their figures which were the subject of a vehement dispute with
Mr Hugall. The revised report contains the statement that:
"Review of the group indicates a significant overall deficiency.
However, a more comprehensive examination of each specific
company is necessary to determine the extent of any such net asset
shortfall."
16.5.3
In our view, it was quite improper for Mr Hilton and Mr Connell to
conceal from Mr Lloyd the existence of the first report produced by Mr Hare and
Mr Selwood. Even if they were uncertain about the accuracy of the figures, the report
clearly contained information which it was important for Mr Lloyd to obtain. The
conduct of Mr Hilton and Mr Connell was in our view indicative of a desire to conceal
from Mr Lloyd, and hence, from the Government, the true magnitude of Rothwells'
problem.
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16.5.4
Despite the fact that Mr Lloyd was provided with only the
"watered down" version of the report, he said he formed the view that a considerable
amount of work would be required in order to liquidate the Pier Street loan portfolio.
He said he was told by Mr Hilton and Mr Hare that in their view the exercise would take
between one and two years to complete. Mr Lloyd said he nevertheless believed the
loan portfolio could produce some cash quickly and progressively. However, he had no
view as to the magnitude of likely recovery. He said no one had been able to put a
figure on that as at January 1988. The Commission believes there was no basis on
which Mr Lloyd could reasonably have believed that the Pier Street loan portfolio would
produce cash quickly. As he said, it was impossible to tell. The uncertainty in the
position as disclosed by the "watered down version" of the Hare-Selwood report
underscored the need for urgent investigative work, given the shortcomings in the
review undertaken by Mr Hurst and Mr Roberts. To compound the uncertainty,
Mr Warren Randolph, Rothwell's company secretary and chief financial officer,
reported to Mr Lloyd in a memorandum dated 5 January 1988, that there were bills in
the loan portfolio amounting to almost $400 million which either had no specific
maturity date or were past their due dates. Mr Lloyd said he had no reason to suppose
that he did not receive the memorandum, and it was quite likely that he had received it.
All of these matters emphasised the urgent need to establish Rothwells' true financial
position.
16.6

Summary of Rothwells' position in January 1988

16.6.1
Funds injected into Rothwells from the date of the stock market crash
down to the end of December 1987 included the following:
$5 million

by GESB purchasing Paragon bills

$30 million

by SGIC in the Midtown transaction

$40 million

raised by Mr Connell from NZI

$7.5 million

raised by Mr Connell from Wardleys on his land at Dalkeith

$10 million

on the sale of the interests in the Falcon jet

$10 million

by a Bond Corporation facility

($32 million)

disbursed to Bond interests out of the Midtown and Falcon jet proceeds

$150 million

by NAB: the facility pending receipt of new capital

$150 million

by NAB: the facility the subject of the Government indemnity

$50 million

by NAB: the standby facility, which was converted to a bill endorsement facility
on 11 November 1987
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$10 million

by SGIC via United Credit

$5 million
by Barrack Securities
$46 million
by Bond Media (from discounting the Tryart fee)
$20 million
by Sun Corp
$50 million
by Bell Resources
$9.5 million

by Connell (on the sale of his call option relating to Midtown)

$12 million
by SGIC (relating to the Midtown mortgage)
$12 million

by SGIC purchasing commercial bills

$5 million
by R & I Bank on the bill endorsement facility
$50 million

by Gold Mines of Kalgoorlie Ltd bill endorsement facility

___________
$640 million

At the time of the rescue, it was contemplated that Rothwells' future would be secured
by the injection of Mr Connell's $70 million, the $300 million including $150 million
of new capital and the $150 million facility which was the subject of the Government's
indemnity, the $50 million NAB standby facility and a $20 million Suncorp facility, a
total of $440 million at most. It follows that in the two months following the rescue
Rothwells consumed at least $200 million more than anticipated. Further, the
Commission was told by Mr Lloyd that fairly early in January 1988, he came to the
conclusion on the advice of Mr Jones, that Rothwells needed about $100 million more
in order to meet its requirements for the next two months. He said he then told
Mr Parker and Mr Edwards of his conclusion. Nevertheless, and surprisingly, Mr Lloyd
said he had no suspicions that Rothwells' problem might be more fundamental than mere
liquidity. He said the reason for the continuing liquidity requirement was the drain on
Rothwells from the outflow of deposits, the withdrawal of facilities and the need for
interest payments. He said there were various other commitments which had to be met
but he could not recall details.
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16.6.2
According to Mr Lloyd, he was anxious to complete a review of the
loan portfolio so he could arrive at a figure for bad and doubtful debts. He said he still
expected there would be substantial bad debts, but he believed that up to $200 million
could be written off without affecting Rothwells' viability. This was on the basis that
in mid January 1988 the shareholders' funds amounted to $286 million, being the
$66 million as at 31 July 1987, the $150 million of new capital and the $70 million
injection by Mr Connell. In addition, the Tryart fee had become payable. Allowing for
the discounting of the fee and the payment of costs, that added another $50 million to
the shareholders' funds.
16.6.3
While the Commission accepts there is some substance to Mr Lloyd's
analysis and his belief that up to $200 million could be written off without affecting
Rothwells' viability, we cannot accept that Mr Lloyd honestly believed that the problem
was not more fundamental. This is because Mr Lloyd's analysis ignored the fact that the
vast majority of loans were not performing and had not been recovered to any
significant extent by January, some three months after the rescue. Further, Mr Hurley's
assessment of the situation, together with the Hurst-Roberts report, albeit inconclusive,
and the "watered down" Hare-Selwood report on the Pier Street group, all added to the
doubt as to the recovery of outstanding loans at least within a reasonable time.
16.7

The outflow of funds to L R Connell & Partners and Oakhill

16.7.1
An investigation by accountants assisting the Commission has disclosed
that from 22 October to 31 December 1987, there was a substantial outflow of moneys
from Rothwells to L R Connell & Partners and to Oakhill. When Mr Lloyd was asked
about those matters, he said he was not aware of the extent of the outflow although he
did know about some transactions which were not cash-related. That was a reference
to some journal entries made in respect of the year ending 31 July 1987 which had the
effect of removing Connell-related indebtedness from the balance sheet as at the various
audit dates. Mr Lloyd's awareness of those matters shows he had at least some idea that
Connell-related borrowings were substantial. The accountants' investigation disclosed
that from 9 to 20 November 1987 some $2,260,000 was paid to L R Connell & Partners
to cover their overdraft at Westpac. Mr Lloyd said he was not aware of those payments,
nor was he aware that in the period 11 November to 21 December 1987 some
$2,100,000 was paid directly to L R Connell & Partners. Mr Lucas suggested to the
Commission that the funds might have been withdrawn from Rothwells to enable
L R Connell & Partners, which operated its own money market, to repay its depositors.
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When Mr Lloyd was asked whether the funds could have been used for that purpose,
Mr Lloyd said he did not know. Mr Lloyd said he understood from the directors and
staff of Rothwells that Mr Connell banked with it. He said, however, that he took no
steps to find out the extent to which Mr Connell was making use of Rothwells' funds.
The accountants' investigation also disclosed that from 20 November to 10 December
1987, some $5,300,000 was paid direct by Rothwells to Oakhill. Mr Lloyd said he was
not aware of those payments having been made.
16.7.2
On 5 January 1988, Mr Randolph sent a memorandum in the following
terms to Mr Lloyd, on the subject of loan advances and investments:
"In the past, all loan advances and investments were required to be
approved by Mr. Connell or, in his absence, by Mr. Burgess. In
practice, most were approved by Mr. Burgess, however, in many
instances the company had already been committed by Mr. Lucas.
Ideally there should be a tiered structure of authorities e.g.
*

Director responsible for Corporate Lending or Investments say to $1 million.

*

Committee of three Directors (one of which must be the
Managing Director or, in his absence, the Chairman) - say
to $5 million.

*

Full Board - over $5 million.

There should also be policies set down which stipulate minimum
requirements for security, documentation, terms and the types of
business activity/industries in which the company is not to be
involved."
On 27 January 1988 Rothwells' board considered this topic of authorities and
established a new policy on directors' authority. The decision was minuted and was also
the subject of a memorandum dated 1 February 1988 which was circulated to relevant
Rothwells' personnel. Although there was a discrepancy between the minutes and the
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memorandum, we accept the minutes as reflecting the instructions given to staff. These
were as follows:
(a)

Loan advances and purchases of investments up to $1 million required
the approval of two directors. The directors were to include any one of
Mr Burgess or Mr Connell together with any one other director.

It followed that approvals in this category could be given (for example) by Mr Connell
and Mr Hilton.
(b)

Loan advances and purchases of investments exceeding $1 million but
not exceeding $12 million required the approval of three directors.
These were to include any one of Mr Lloyd, Mr Burgess or
Mr Connell, together with any two other directors.

It followed that transactions in this category might be approved by Mr Connell,
Mr Burgess and Mr Hilton. In other words, despite Mr Lloyd's knowledge that there
were substantial Connell-related borrowings, the new approval authorities placed no
fetter on Mr Connell's ability to obtain further funds from Rothwells for his own
purposes.
16.7.3

Mr Lloyd justified his attitude in the following terms:
"I was on secondment. I intended to return to the Government
after a period of six months. I had taken the position reluctantly
and requiring a good deal of persuasion ... I didn't have any
experience in merchant banking. I brought to the position some
capacity to put management systems in place ..."

Later, and in the same vein, Mr Lloyd said:
"... I was taking over, as Managing Director, a company that was
not in good shape. It had a lot of problems and I had to deal with
those problems and look to solving them. There were clearly a lot
of things that would bear very serious investigation in the past of
the company, going back some considerable way. But ... those
things were of secondary importance to the question of addressing
the company's survival and future direction and doing that
cleaning up job that I anticipated."
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We have some sympathy for Mr Lloyd's position. We agree that he was lacking in
qualification or experience which would have fitted him for the role of managing
director of Rothwells. His primary concern must have been to ensure its continued
operation. And it may well be, that as the incident of the revised Hare-Selwood Report
indicates, Mr Lloyd was to a certain extent outmanoeuvred by Mr Connell and
Mr Hilton. By way of example, we refer to a loan of $7.5 million to Dempster
Nominees Pty Ltd referred to in a Rothwells' cash flow analysis for the week ending
16 January 1988. The cash flow analyses, which were produced weekly by
Mr Warren Randolph and circulated to the directors of Rothwells, provided information
on income and expenditure, including summaries of loan approvals. The loan to
Dempster Nominees Pty Ltd, which was shown to have been approved by Mr Connell,
was expressed to be for the purpose of:
"Working capital: Petrochemical complex. Secured by: personal
guarantee of D R Dempster"
Mr Lloyd said he came to the conclusion somewhat later in 1988 that the loan was used
by Mr Dempster, not for the purpose set out above, but to enable him to take up the
shares in Rothwells which he had agreed to acquire pursuant to the sub-underwriting
agreement dated 25 October 1987. He was therefore unaware of the agreement which
Mr Dempster said he and Mr Connell made on 14 January 1988, that Dempster
Holdings Ltd would subscribe for shares in Rothwells for a total acquisition price of
$7.5 million. This matter is the subject of pending charges. We have not investigated
it and we express no view about it.
16.7.4
A further example is provided by a loan of $10.5 million to Beltech Ltd,
a Pier Street company, on 11 March 1988. This loan was shown in the relevant weekly
cash flow analysis as having been approved by Mr Connell alone, contrary to the
resolution of the board on 27 January 1988 that such loans required the approval of
three directors. The purpose of the loan is said to be:
"Acquisition of property at Pitt & Park Street, Sydney from Media
Portfolio. Security being arranged."
At that time both Beltech and Media Portfolio were substantial debtors of Rothwells.
16.7.5
Mr Lloyd's recollection of the Beltech transaction was somewhat vague.
He said Mr Hilton recommended it to him on the basis that the advance to Beltech and
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its subsequent purchase of property from Media Portfolio, would enable the latter to
reduce its debt to Rothwells by the same amount. He therefore understood the
transaction not to have any effect on Rothwells' liquidity. Mr Lloyd's explanation
appears to be incorrect, because although the cash flow analysis showed the funds being
paid out to Beltech, there was no express record of the funds being repaid by Media
Portfolio.
16.7.6
Further, we heard evidence from Mr Ian Ferrier, who became one of
Rothwells' joint liquidators, that investigation into this matter gave rise to the suspicion
that the $10.5 million was used to reimburse Media for losses which it had suffered as
a result of purchasing shares in Rothwells. Again, this is not a matter we have
investigated and we express no view about it.
16.7.7
We emphasise that our inquiry is limited to the Government funding of
Rothwells following the share market crash of October 1987. Although we have
identified a substantial outflow of funds to L R Connell & Partners and to Oakhill, we
have not investigated the destination of funds which flowed out of Rothwells by way
of advances to many of its existing borrowers as set out in the weekly cash flow
analyses. We have no doubt that this is a matter which would warrant further
investigation.
16.7.8
In this context, we note Mr Lloyd's evidence that at about the time he
became managing director, he was told by Mr Hilton that it was important for Rothwells
to "keep Connell whole". Mr Lloyd explained Mr Hilton's proposition. It was that
Mr Connell could not be permitted to default on certain of his personal obligations,
because of the detrimental effect of any such default on Rothwells. Mr Lloyd said he
discussed the matter with Mr Hurley and Mr Burgess. It was then they told him
Mr Connell banked with Rothwells and that he deposited money from time to time.
Mr Lloyd gave as an example the sale of an instrument company belonging to
Mr Connell. That appears to have been a reference to the sale of shares in the Slope
Indicator Company by the holder, Mezuri Pty Ltd. According to the accountants'
investigation, Mezuri had borrowed funds from Rothwells to enable it to purchase the
shares in the Slope Indicator Company. At the date of sale, Mezuri owed Rothwells
$6,543,480. However, when the sale proceeds were deposited into Rothwells, they
were treated as a deposit by L R Connell & Partners and not as a repayment of the
Mezuri loan. We refer to this transaction in order to demonstrate the extent to which
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Rothwells was manipulated to the advantage of Mr Connell, despite the fact that
Mr Lloyd was its managing director.
16.7.9
We return to the proposition, which Mr Lloyd accepted, that
Mr Connell could not be permitted to default on certain personal obligations. Mr Lloyd
said that in conjunction with Mr Burgess and Mr Hilton, he arrived at a set of guidelines
which would ensure Rothwells would discharge such of Mr Connell's expenditure as
was necessary to ensure that he did not default on any significant obligations. Mr Lloyd
said that the relevant expenditure was to be identified by Mr Burgess. Mr Lloyd said
that it was:
"an area of regret that I didn't really impose a different system, a
tighter system ... I regarded individuals - and Mr Burgess in
particular - as people who could be relied on and could be trusted
to make judgments and support and meet their obligations to the
company."
Mr Lloyd said Mr Jones was to provide him with "exception reporting" in relation to
this matter. We take this to mean that Mr Jones was to report to Mr Lloyd about any
non-essential expenditure. However, no list was made of what might be regarded as
essential expenditure. Included in this category were such items as the salaries for the
employees of L R Connell & Partners and the payments due in respect of horses which
had been leased by Mr Connell. This was because default under any such lease would
have had precisely the same effect as a default in the payment of interest due under a
loan.
16.7.10
Despite Mr Lloyd's regrets, to which we have referred above, he was
of the view that the guidelines did effect some control over Mr Connell's expenditure.
This was in the sense that some 95% of his expenditure in previous years would have
been outside the guidelines. Mr Lloyd was not able to say whether the guidelines were
followed. He could say only that he was not sure that the guidelines were not being
followed. In our view, having regard to the relationship between Mr Burgess and
Mr Connell, placing Mr Burgess in control of this expenditure was likely to have been
totally ineffectual. Mr Connell said he had no knowledge of the arrangements made
between Mr Lloyd and Mr Burgess because neither of them discussed the arrangements
with him. Again, given the relationship between Mr Burgess and Mr Connell, we are
unable to accept Mr Connell's professed ignorance of these matters.
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16.7.11
1988:

As further justification for his position, Mr Lloyd said that in January

"... I believed Connell to be totally helpful and supportive of
Rothwells and my position and what had to be done ... the size of
the borrowings that he had made from Rothwells which became
apparent in April, caused me to reassess my attitude towards him."
Despite that reassessment, Mr Lloyd took no steps to stem the outflow of funds from
Rothwells to L R Connell & Partners and to Oakhill. Indeed, as appears from an
analysis prepared by Mr Lloyd's solicitors from the Commission accountants'
investigation, the outflow increased from $11 million to $42 million during the period
May to October 1988.
16.7.12
One explanation for this appears to be that later in 1988 a new element
was added to the requirement to "keep Connell whole". Mr Lloyd said that when the
litigation arising out of the non-payment of the Tryart fee was in progress he was
advised by Robinson Cox, who were acting for Mr Connell, that Mr Connell's prospects
of success might be prejudiced if, having held himself out as an expert financial adviser,
he was to fall into financial difficulties. It was, of course, important to Rothwells that
Mr Connell should be successful in the action because Rothwells was to have received
the fee.
16.7.13
One of the difficulties encountered by the Commission was the lack of
documentation identifying the person or persons who authorised the payments made by
Rothwells to or on behalf of L R Connell & Partners and Oakhill. Mr Lloyd said that
all such transactions ought to have been the subject of a form known as an "advice of
facility" which bore the signature of each authorising director. Armed with this
information, the Commission made further inquiry of the Rothwells Task Force which
has been the repository of all Rothwells' documents. As a result of that inquiry, only
two "advice of facility" forms were located, each recording a transaction authorised by
Mr Lloyd. One of the forms was dated 11 July 1988. It authorised payments including
the sum of $350,000 to Wardleys. Then on 27 July, Mr Lloyd authorised the drawdown
of a further sum which included $400,000 for "interest owed to Wardleys". As
Mr Lloyd accepted when the documents were put to him, the inference to be drawn from
the 27 July authorisation is that Wardleys was not paid $350,000 on 11 July, the funds
being disbursed elsewhere. In our view, this demonstrates a high degree of laxity on the
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part of Mr Lloyd, and inadequacy in the system for which he, as managing director, was
responsible.
16.7.14
In our opinion, Mr Lloyd was an ineffectual managing director in the
sense that he was preoccupied with the need to obtain funds to maintain Rothwells'
liquidity, while making no, or insufficient effort, to limit or control the outflow of funds
to L R Connell & Partners and Oakhill. He clearly failed to discharge his duty as
managing director.
16.8

Government support for Rothwells from December 1987

16.8.1
In December 1987 SGIC purchased Rothwells' endorsed commercial
bills having a total face value of $12 million. As appears from a schedule of
Rothwells-related commercial bill transactions compiled by Mr Rees in November 1988,
SGIC exposure to Rothwells was $17 million at 31 December 1987. Mr Rees said that
"in the initial instance" it had been the Government's idea that short-term commercial
bills would be an acceptable way of dealing with Rothwells. He recalled being told by
Mr Edwards that Mr Burke was looking to SGIC to offer short-term trading
arrangements to Rothwells on "appropriate conditions". Mr Rees said Mr Edwards
spoke to him in those terms in January 1988. We find , however, that the discussions
took place before 15 December 1987, when the first purchases were made. Although
Mr Rees seemed to accept the proposition that the SGIC would not normally have dealt
with a financial institution which was suffering from liquidity problems, he said it was
known that Rothwells had a "support guarantee of $150 million" from the Government,
and that it was "potentially liquidating assets and collecting funds accordingly".
Mr Rees said that these factors influenced SGIC and "consoled" it in its support for
Rothwells as part of the "general Government involvement".
16.8.2
We have referred earlier to Mr Edwards' view that SGIC was an
economic arm of the Government. He said that SGIC had to run a money market
operation, and "you bought anyone's paper ... money markets operate like that". We do
not accept that SGIC operated in the money market. We prefer the evidence of
Mr Lowry, then SGIC's Finance Director, who said that it did not. Rather, he said,
SGIC would let money out on a monthly basis and at a constant rate. Its normal practice
was to place funds with R & I Bank or IBJ Bank (in which SGIC was a shareholder).
It would not place funds with merchant banks and certainly not with Rothwells.
Mr Edwards said that it fell to the Chairman, Mr Rees and Managing Director,
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Mr Michell, to deal with commercial bill transactions. However, according to
Mr Michell, whose evidence we accept, most of the Rothwells-related commercial bill
purchases were handled by Mr Rees alone.
16.8.3
From October 1987, Mr Rees had become much more involved than
previously in investment decisions. Mr Michell was concerned more with other aspects
of management. Although Mr Michell was a member of SGIC Investment Committee
when purchases of commercial bills were made, his other duties prevented him from
attending all meetings. He was, however, kept informed about SGIC's investments in
support of Rothwells by Mr Lowry, who had been his colleague for some 30 years.
Mr Michell also regarded these investments as part of the "broad undertaking by
Government to its commitment to the rescue of Rothwells". This was something said
to him by Mr Edwards on a number of occasions. Notwithstanding Mr Edwards' view,
Mr Michell counselled Mr Lowry to ensure that he received written instructions from
Mr Rees in respect of these Rothwells-related investments. This was because
Mr Michell felt that SGIC was undertaking "a large range of investments which were
not as they had been in the past". He agreed that left to itself, SGIC would not have
made these investments. Mr Lowry put it even more strongly. He said that but for the
instructions which he would have received from Mr Rees:
"We wouldn't have touched this firm [Rothwells]."
16.8.4
Even more concerned were the directors of SGIO. We refer in
section 13.11 of chapter 13 of this report to their relationship with SGIC. When the
State Government Insurance Commission Act 1986 came into force, they made a
submission to the SGIC Commissioners to the effect that SGIO investments should be
kept separate from those of SGIC because of their different objectives and the fact that
SGIO operated in a competitive market and was required to have liquid funds. That
submission was rejected. The result was that all investments made by SGIC were
pooled between it and SGIO, each instrumentality having an interest in the common
fund. SGIC's investment in Rothwells' endorsed commercial bills therefore resulted in
a commitment by SGIO also. This was contrary to the wishes of the SGIO Board. Such
was their concern, that in 1988 they took advice from their corporate solicitor as to their
responsibilities. They did so because they had no confidence in Rothwells, "due to its
proprietor". As Mr Lowry said:
"We had no dealing with him before. We just shunned that sort
of investment."
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They appreciated that Mr Lloyd was a Treasury officer with whom they would
cooperate, but to no greater extent than was necessary.
16.8.5
We have referred earlier to the view formed by Mr Lloyd, in early
January 1988, that Rothwells needed further funding of about $100 million. Mr Lloyd
could not say how long he anticipated those funds would last, because he was being
provided with cash flow forecasts which were reliable only for a week or two in
advance. At about that time Mr Lloyd spoke to Mr Beckwith in the hope of obtaining
support from Bond Corporation. Mr Beckwith proposed a deal with the Government
involving the Emu Brewery site. The quid pro quo would be a Bond Corporation
deposit of $40-$50 million into Rothwells. Mr Burke was told of the proposal by
Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards, but he regarded it as unsatisfactory. He told them to refer
it to Mr Parker. Mr Parker said the proposal was that the Government should either
lease a Bond development on the site, or possibly purchase the property. He could not
recall whether the matter had been raised with him by Mr Edwards or Mr Beckwith.
However his reaction, which he expressed to Mr Edwards, was that Rothwells' liquidity
problems should be dealt with as a specific issue, not by doing "fancy deals" with Bond
Corporation. Mr Edwards agreed. As he put it, having regard to his Teachers' Credit
Society experience: "We weren't actually fazed by a bit of liquidity". Mr Lloyd said
that "the reality of the situation as it emerged" was that Rothwells could continue to
operate only if it obtained further assistance from the Government. It is not entirely
clear when the Emu Brewery proposal was under consideration. However, there is a
note in Mr Rees' diary on 12 January 1988 in the following terms:
"4.00 ... Edwards, Bill Rolston on Emu Brewery.
4.30 ... David Parker on Emu Brewery site."
We infer that the proposal was rejected at about this time because on the following day,
13 January, Mr Rees noted in his diary:
"10 am telephone Kevin Edwards. Need to buy bills from
Rothwells up to $25M. Talked to Ross Bowe."
16.8.6
Mr Rees has told us, and we accept, that it was his practice to make
brief notes in his diary of meetings and conversations as they occurred. We are satisfied
that the first part of Mr Rees' note of 13 January reflects a conversation in which
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Mr Edwards told him that Rothwells was in need of funds and requested SGIC to assist
further. At that time, we were informed by Mr Petrus Lamers, an SGIC accountant who
was then acting Finance Director in Mr Lowry's absence on leave, SGIC had cash flow
problems of its own. Despite that it increased its holding of Rothwells' endorsed
commercial bills to $42 million by 31 January 1988. It did so by borrowing $25 million
from Treasury. The second part of Mr Rees' diary notes - "talked to Ross Bowe" - no
doubt reflects a discussion relating to the Treasury advance. It was Mr Lamers'
evidence, which we accept, that early one morning at about that time he was told by
Mr Rees that arrangements had been made with Treasury to advance $25 million to
SGIC to enable it to be the vehicle to assist Rothwells. Mr Rees told Mr Lamers that
he had been at a meeting "across the road" the previous night at which the decision had
been taken. Mr Lamers understood this to be a reference to a meeting with senior
Government officials at the Capita building. Mr Lamers sent a memorandum to the
Investment Manager in which he summarised the various arrangements. Although the
memorandum is undated it was obviously written on 13 January 1988. We accept the
memorandum as accurate. Mr Lamers wrote:
"The Chairman, Mr W Rees, has arranged with the Managing
Director of Rothwells, Mr A Lloyd to provide funding of $25m to
31/5/88. Rothwells will secure the funds by selling us
Commercial Bills. ...
Funding requirements are $10m today, $10m tomorrow and $5m
on Friday 15/1/88.
To supply cash for this deal we will be selling to WA Treasury
Corporation their own Inscribed Stock with a right to buy back on
31/8/88. ...
On discussion with Treasury it was agreed that SGIC complete the
Transfer and Acceptance forms for the sale of these securities and
that these be held by Treasury without the transfer being effected.
On 31/5/88 SGIC would be entitled to buy back at amounts
advanced plus interest @ 11.6% P.A. and the T & A will be
returned to us.
I negotiated a rate of 12.35% with Mr David Jones, Corporate
Treasurer at Rothwells for the whole of the period to 31/5/88 ..."
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Mr Bowe was required by section 14(2) of the Western Australian Treasury
Corporation Act 1986 ("the Treasury Act") to approve the advances. He did so,
formally, on about 15 March 1988 but we are satisfied that he did do so, informally,
following his discussion with Mr Rees. In our view, however, the Treasury Act requires
the Under Treasurer to approve such matters in advance. Mr Bowe had no recollection
of these matters.
16.8.7
In addition to the funds obtained from SGIC in January 1988, Rothwells
also received assistance from GESB. At that time GESB had some $50 million standing
to its credit in Treasury. The funds became available as a result of the discharge of a
potential liability to certain Government employees who had transferred from the
previous pension fund to the lump sum scheme established under the new GESB Act.
These employees had been paid in full on retirement. On 29 January 1988 Mr Rolston
agreed that GESB would utilise the $50 million to purchase commercial bills from
Rothwells. The decision was ratified by the Board on 8 February 1988, the funds
having been obtained from Treasury between 29 January and 2 February.
16.8.8
The circumstances in which Mr Rolston made that decision are not
entirely clear. On the basis of entries in the diaries kept by Mr Rees and Ms Kate Kent,
Mr Lloyd's personal assistant, we find that a meeting took place at 1.00 pm on
29 January 1988, between Mr Parker, Mr Edwards, Mr Lloyd, Mr Rolston and Mr Rees.
Mr Lloyd said that Mr Edwards arranged for him to address a meeting of GESB at the
Capita Centre in mid January 1988, attended by Mr Parker, Mr Edwards, Mr Rolston
and Mr Marwood Kingsmill, a member of GESB. We are satisfied that Mr Lloyd was
referring to the meeting of 29 January. For reasons which will appear, Mr Kingsmill
was not present.
16.8.9
According to Mr Lloyd, whose evidence was supported by Mr Edwards,
Mr Parker explained to the meeting that Rothwells needed substantial funds to continue
operating and that it was having difficulty with its cash flow. Mr Parker proposed that
GESB should purchase commercial bills from Rothwells. Mr Lloyd said that Mr Parker
did not disclose the amount of liquidity which had been provided to Rothwells since the
rescue. Mr Lloyd said, however, that apart from some minor matters of detail,
Mr Edwards and Mr Parker were aware of the relevant amounts. Mr Lloyd said that
Mr Parker indicated at the meeting that he would support the purchase of commercial
bills by GESB. The figure of $50 million was discussed. Mr Lloyd said that he left the
meeting with the impression that GESB would agree to the proposal. That agreement
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was confirmed to him subsequently by Mr Edwards. Mr Lloyd said he did not discuss
the matter with Mr Burke, who he thought was away on leave. It was Mr Parker's
evidence that he was told by Mr Edwards that GESB had $50 million available to it in
Treasury. Mr Edwards suggested that the funds could be used to assist Rothwells. He
also suggested that SGIC might endorse some bills for the purpose of assisting
Rothwells.
16.8.10
Mr Parker's evidence was that Mr Edwards asked him to meet
Mr Rolston and Mr Rees. At the meeting Mr Rolston said that GESB was willing to
place its funds in Rothwells because there was a Government guarantee and a good rate
of interest and they thought it was a good thing to do. Mr Parker said he told
Mr Rolston that if GESB was prepared to proceed in that way, he would speak to
Mr Burke as Treasurer and request him to release the funds. Mr Parker said he did not
think he needed to explain the ongoing liquidity problem to Mr Rees and Mr Rolston.
He said: "I think that they were talking about it to me." This evidence supports the
finding, to which we shall refer later that there had been an earlier discussion between
Mr Edwards and Mr Rolston on the subject of assisting Rothwells. Mr Rees said the
meeting was brief. There was general discussion between Mr Lloyd, Mr Edwards and
Mr Parker in which the suggestion was raised that funds might be deposited with
Rothwells. The object was to provide liquidity to Rothwells on a short-term basis.
According to Mr Rees, he said SGIC was not in a position to do so but GESB indicated
that it would. By that date, of course, SGIC had utilised the whole of the $25 million
borrowed from Treasury to enable it to support Rothwells.
16.8.11
Mr Rolston's evidence was that at the meeting, GESB was asked to
consider placing a deposit of $50 million with Rothwells on the basis of an assurance
that it was solvent, but experiencing liquidity problems. The money was to be loaned
for a period of 30 days. Mr Rolston thought that
"... it was also mentioned that the Government guarantee was at
some risk if they couldn't get funds into Rothwells."
Mr Rolston went on to say that his understanding was that the guarantee would be called
upon if Rothwells was not provided with sufficient funds to enable it to carry on
business. He said he was told that the preliminary half-yearly figures supported the fact
that Rothwells was solvent. Mr Rolston asserted (and we accept) that if the matter had
not been raised by the Government, he would not have entertained the proposed
investment in Rothwells. However, he believed that if something "went wrong" with
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Rothwells, the Government would see that GESB was not out of pocket. He had the
impression that because the Government was supporting Rothwells, GESB's funds
would be secure. In a similar vein, Mr Rolston gave evidence in 1990 at the
examination conducted on behalf of Rothwells' liquidator that he had supported the
proposal because the Government was "standing behind Rothwells". Mr Rolston said
he approved the transaction, subject to Mr Edwards obtaining the approval of the other
members of the Board. Mr Rolston said he felt that they should obtain that approval and
it should not be left to him. We accept, generally, Mr Rolston's evidence, although we
believe that Mr Rolston had decided before the meeting with Mr Parker that GESB
would assist Rothwells, and that the meeting was arranged for the purpose of reassuring
Mr Rolston that the Government approved the transaction.
16.8.12
On the basis that GESB made its first purchase of commercial bills from
Rothwells on 29 January 1989, Mr Rolston thought the meeting had to have taken place
before that date. In our view, however, Mr Rolston was confusing the meeting and an
earlier discussion with Mr Edwards. It was the evidence of Mr Stuart Tindale, who was
then the General Manager of GESB, that Mr Rolston told him about the discussion and
that Mr Edwards had asked him (Mr Rolston) to attend a meeting with Mr Parker. That
there was an earlier meeting is supported by a statement prepared on Mr Rolston's
instructions in January 1990, in anticipation of his giving evidence at the examination
conducted on the instructions of Rothwells' liquidator. The statement, which
Mr Rolston accepted as accurate, made reference to his being approached by
Mr Edwards with a view to GESB investing $50 million available to it from Treasury,
by way of short term deposits in Rothwells. Mr Rolston's response was that it would
be necessary to obtain a clearance from Treasury.
16.8.13
Mr Tindale's evidence was supported by Mr John Hammond, the
Secretary of GESB. He said that on the morning of 29 January 1988, he was called into
the office of Mr Tindale who asked, in Mr Rolston's presence, as to the amount owing
to GESB from Consolidated Revenue. Mr Hammond answered that it was
$50.6 million. According to Mr Hammond, Mr Rolston who seemed "a bit concerned"
then said that Treasury would be making the funds available, and that the moneys were
to be placed with Rothwells. Mr Hammond went on to say that Mr Rolston spoke of
a meeting with Mr Edwards and Mr Parker, which he had attended that morning, when
the arrangements had been put in place. We have already found that the meeting took
place at 1.00 pm on that day and we believe that Mr Hammond may have been mistaken
as to the time when the conversation in Mr Tindale's office occurred, or perhaps
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Mr Rolston spoke either of a meeting with Mr Edwards, or of a proposed meeting with
him and Mr Parker.
16.8.14
It follows from Mr Hammond's evidence, which we accept, that
Mr Rolston had been persuaded by Mr Edwards before the meeting with Mr Parker that
GESB should support Rothwells. This is consistent with the statement prepared for
Mr Rolston in January 1990, but contrary to Mr Rolston's evidence to the Commission
that he had not known the purpose of the meeting in advance. We do not accept that
evidence. As Mr Rolston would have known, Mr Parker had no authority over GESB.
He was not the responsible Minister, nor was he acting as Treasurer in Mr Burke's
absence. Mr Parker's role was undoubtedly to reinforce Mr Edwards' position and to
emphasise the importance to the Government of ensuring Rothwells' survival.
16.8.15
Mr Hammond said he was instructed to contact Mr David Jones at
Rothwells to organise the deposit. He left Mr Tindale's office at that point, and spoke
to Mr Jones, who said that Rothwells had only $20 million worth of bills available for
purchase on that day. Mr Hammond then proceeded to draw a cheque for $20 million.
On the same day, GESB received a cheque for $20 million from SGIC, this being a
partial discharge of the mortgage on the David Jones and Perth Technical College sites.
According to Mr Hammond, this payment was purely coincidental.
16.8.16
Although that may have been Mr Hammond's perception, it seems not
to have been the reality. According to Mr Edwards, there was some discussion at the
meeting with Mr Parker:
"as to how we could get any cash to [GESB] and that required
some paperwork to be authorised by, I think, the Premier because
Treasury really held all the [GESB] money ... but we had to get
some at least to provide the funds, the actual cash, for GESB to
put back. So, I think, we paid funds they were owed earlier than
would have been the case out of Treasury funds."
Mr Edwards' recollection appears to have been correct. On 29 January 1988, Mr Rees
sent a memorandum to Mr Lamers instructing him to arrange that day a payment of
$20 million to GESB "for the purpose of reducing our debt under mortgage". According
to SGIC and Treasury records that amount was borrowed by SGIC from Treasury,
against the security of WA Treasury Corporation Inscribed Stock and was repayable on
the following day. SGIC paid the sum of $20 million to GESB on 29 January.
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Mr Brian Neville, GESB's investment manager, issued a receipt in which he expressed
the funds to be "on account of mortgage reduction on Perth Technical College site".
The funds were utilised by GESB on 29 January to purchase commercial bills from
Rothwells. In fact, there was an overpayment because, as Mr Hammond said, the bills
were purchased at a discount. On the following Tuesday, GESB received a cheque from
Rothwells in respect of the overpayment.
16.8.17
The position was, therefore, that having borrowed $25 million a few
days earlier, SGIC borrowed another $20 million from Treasury to enable it to discharge
part of its liability to GESB pursuant to the mortgage over the Perth Technical College
site, earlier than it would otherwise have done so. It is not possible to say how much
earlier, because the mortgage required payment to be made "on demand". Further, there
was no joint venture agreement in place in relation to the Perth Technical College site,
from which an anticipated demand date might have been gleaned. SGIC was not
necessarily disadvantaged by making a voluntary repayment. That issue has not been
investigated by the Commission. What is clear, is that the payment was not made for
the purposes or objectives of SGIC, but as a means of providing funds to Rothwells at
the earliest opportunity. To that extent, it was improper.
16.8.18
As we have noted above, we are satisfied that Mr Kingsmill was not at
the meeting with Mr Parker on 29 January. Mr Kingsmill said he was telephoned by
Mr Edwards on that day or on 1 or 2 February 1988. He could not be precise as to the
date. According to Mr Kingsmill, Mr Edwards told him that Mr Burke required GESB
to purchase $50 million in Rothwells bills. Mr Kingsmill responded by saying: "I'm not
happy about this and I would like to talk to the Premier". Mr Edwards' response was
that he had spoken by telephone that day to the Premier who was on holidays with his
family on Rottnest Island.
16.8.19
On 29 January 1988 Mr Kingsmill made a file note in which he said that
he was called from a meeting to speak to Mr Parker about his (Mr Kingsmill's) concerns
over the conduct of the Board, certain investments which it had made, and its present
portfolio. In our view, it is unlikely that when Mr Kingsmill made his note, he knew
about the proposal that GESB would provide $50 million for the assistance of
Rothwells. It is equally unlikely that Mr Parker made mention of the proposal in the
telephone conversation. Had he done so, we should have expected Mr Kingsmill to
refer to that matter in his file note. On that basis, we are of the view that Mr Edwards
did not speak to Mr Kingsmill until either 1 or 2 February 1988. Mr Michael Helm, the
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other member of GESB, said he had no recollection of this matter being raised with him
by Mr Edwards before the meeting of GESB on 8 February 1988 at which the
transaction was ratified. Neither did Mr Helm have any recollection of the meeting
independent of the minutes. It therefore seems unlikely that Mr Rolston's condition was
satisfied as to obtaining the consent of the other members of GESB before the
transaction was undertaken.
16.8.20
The question of Mr Burke's approval of the $50 million transaction has
produced a surprising conflict of evidence. According to Mr Ronald Hazel, who was
an Assistant Under Treasurer at the time, Mr Edwards telephoned him on
29 January 1988 to ask him about recouping the $50 million for GESB. Mr Hazel
remembered the date because he was about to go on leave. Mr Hazel said he asked
Mr Edwards if Mr Burke was aware of the proposal. Mr Edwards replied that Mr Burke
had either approved or endorsed the transfer. Mr Edwards said he had no recollection
of speaking to Mr Burke, but when Mr Hazel's evidence was put to Mr Edwards, he said
he would not have spoken to him in those terms if Mr Burke had not given his approval.
It must follow, according to Mr Edwards, that he had either spoken to Mr Burke or been
told by Mr Parker that Mr Burke had approved. In our view, it was the latter.
Mr Parker said he had a clear recollection of a telephone discussion with Mr Burke after
the meeting with Mr Rolston. He said he outlined the problem to Mr Burke and told
him that if the $50 million was released to GESB, Mr Rolston would be prepared to put
it into Rothwells. Mr Burke then said he would contact Treasury to give the necessary
authority. Mr Parker reported that to Mr Edwards; and after that, he played no further
part in the matter.
16.8.21
Mr Burke was on holiday at Rottnest Island from 22-24 January 1988,
when he travelled to Sydney for the bicentennial celebrations. He returned on
29 January to Rottnest Island where he stayed until 5 February 1988. He stayed at
Rottnest again, from 11-14 February 1988. Mr Burke claimed to have no recollection
of authorising the release of the $50 million to GESB. He said he was asked by
Mr Edwards, he thought, in the second or third week of February 1988, to sign a form
of approval. He said he declined to do so because he could not recall that he had in fact
approved the transaction. However, the transaction was undoubtedly referred to during
an informal meeting in Canberra in February 1988, when Mr Dowding was briefed
about Rothwells. Mr Burke was present at the meeting. There is no suggestion that he
then questioned the authority on which the deposit had been made or asserted that it had
been made without his approval. Indeed, it was Mr Edwards' evidence that when he
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placed the formal approval before Mr Burke for his signature shortly before 25 February
1988, Mr Burke said: "We can leave that for Dowding to fix up". We are satisfied, on
the totality of the evidence, that Mr Burke had already approved of the use of GESB
funds for the purpose of assisting Rothwells, and his refusal to sign the formal approval
is surprising.
16.8.22
Mr Tindale was concerned to obtain Mr Burke's formal approval, as
Treasurer. He said he had been told by Mr Rolston, after his meeting with Mr Parker
and Mr Edwards, that Mr Burke had agreed to the investment being made. He then had
a number of discussions about the matter with Mr Edwards who said it was difficult to
obtain Mr Burke's signature because he was on Rottnest Island. Mr Tindale prepared
a form of consent and asked that it be sent to Rottnest. As far as he was concerned, the
document was not signed. He did not see it again. Mr Tindale said the document
referred to the fact that the funds had been deposited in Rothwells. This was not strictly
accurate as they had been used to purchase commercial bills. Mr Tindale said that he
became aware, after Mr Burke had retired, that he had not signed the approval. He
believed that either Mr Edwards or Mr Rolston had informed him that was the case.
Mr Tindale then had further discussions with Mr Edwards about the need to obtain the
approval from the new Treasurer, Mr Peter Dowding. He was told subsequently, either
by Mr Edwards or his secretary, that the original memorandum seeking the Treasurer's
approval was missing. He was asked to prepare another. He had no recollection of
preparing the second memorandum. However, he recalled Mr Edwards telephoning him
about it and saying the memorandum required amendment before he could submit it to
Mr Dowding. Mr Tindale said he was unable to recollect precisely what changes
Mr Edwards required and had been unable to obtain a copy of his original draft of the
second document. He said, however, he could think of no reason for not referring to the
fact that the investment was associated with Rothwells:
"There is no reason in the world that we would not do that. In fact
it was just simply part of the standard procedure to indicate where
the funds were going."
The memorandum which was put before Mr Dowding was dated 15 March 1988.
Mr Dowding signed it on 18 March to signify his formal approval. The memorandum
made no mention of Rothwells. That being so, Mr Tindale was of the view that either
Mr Edwards, or someone acting on his behalf, had deleted the reference. His view was
confirmed by Mr Edwards who said he would have deleted reference to Rothwells as
a matter of commonsense. This is because of the risk of leaks and of Rothwells'
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problems becoming known. We regard Mr Edwards' conduct in this regard as
reprehensible, being inimical to the requirement for accountability.
16.8.23
Mr Dowding said he would normally sign a document such as the
formal approval on advice, particularly if signed by Mr Tindale. Mr Dowding claimed,
however, not to have connected the memorandum of 15 March with Rothwells. We do
not accept that evidence. It is contrary to Mr Edwards' evidence that he would have told
Mr Dowding what the document was for. In any event by 18 March 1988 Mr Dowding
was well aware that GESB had committed $50 million to the assistance of Rothwells
and was anxious to ensure that it recouped those funds. Before that date he had been
briefed at the informal meeting in Canberra and later, by Mr Rolston and Mr Tindale
about GESB's exposure to Rothwells. Further, he had imposed a condition on the
purchaser of the Perth Technical College site that it deposit $50 million in Rothwells so
as to facilitate the repayment of GESB. We shall refer to both of these matters later.
16.8.24
In our view it was quite improper for SGIC and GESB to use their
respective funds and, in SGIC's case, to borrow funds for the support of Rothwells. Not
only was the purpose outside the scope of the legislation governing the instrumentalities,
it was also imprudent. These transactions must be placed in a commercial context.
There can be no doubt that in early 1988 there was a view held generally, and
justifiably, in the business community that an investment in Rothwells was attended by
a certain degree of risk. Despite the eulogistic terms in which Rothwells had been
portrayed immediately following the rescue, most of the depositors had withdrawn their
funds. Banks had either withdrawn their facilities, or had declined to grant or renew
them. The financial institutions, United Credit and the Barrack group had supported
Rothwells somewhat reluctantly, and only after being put in funds specifically for the
purpose. None of those persons or institutions knew the full extent of support which
Rothwells had required, and yet they regarded it with at least caution and at most,
suspicion. Despite the popular move away from Rothwells SGIC and GESB invested
funds in it when they would not have done so in normal circumstances. In each case,
they acted at the instigation of Mr Edwards. While we accept that Mr Edwards believed
himself to be under a general duty to take such steps as might be appropriate to ensure
that the rescue of Rothwells was brought to a satisfactory conclusion, he acted
improperly in translating a general desire by Mr Burke into specific requests of the
instrumentalities. Being aware of the extent to which Rothwells had consumed money
since the rescue, he ought to have appreciated that any public funds used to support it
might be at risk. Mr Burke and Mr Parker, each of whom knew as much about
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Rothwells as did Mr Edwards, also acted improperly in approving or encouraging, as
the case may be, GESB to utilise its funds in the support of Rothwells. We find also
that Mr Rees and Mr Rolston acted improperly in acceding all too readily to
Mr Edwards' request for assistance for Rothwells. We accept that they were not as
familiar with the extent of Rothwells' problem as was Mr Edwards. Further,
Mr Edwards was regarded as wielding great authority and was identified closely with
the Premier. However, it ought to have been as obvious to Mr Rees and Mr Rolston as
it was to the business community in general, and SGIO Board in particular, that
Rothwells was a dubious investment. It is extraordinary that they did not at least protest
at the use to which their respective instrumentalities were being put.
16.8.25
As Mr McCusker pointed out in his report, Rothwells also received
post-rescue support from WADC. The Commission heard from Mr Stuart Gregory the
former WADC Treasurer, that it entered into money market transactions with Rothwells.
It did not, however, deposit funds in Rothwells, which was not on its list of companies
which had been approved for the investment of public funds. This was because
Rothwells had not been given a sufficiently high rating by Australian Ratings, to which
WADC subscribed. The rating was a measure of Rothwells' ability to repay
indebtedness in a short period. WADC did, however, provide support for Rothwells by
purchasing commercial bills. This it did of its own volition, having regard to the
favourable terms in which the bills were available. Only commercial bills which had
been endorsed by the major banks were purchased by WADC. It was not therefore at
risk as a result of these transactions.
16.9

Mr Lloyd and Mr Connell visit the Standard Chartered
Bank in London

16.9.1
Between 31 January and 7 February 1988 Mr Lloyd and Mr Connell
travelled to London. The purpose of the visit was to speak to representatives of the
Standard Chartered Bank ("Standard Chartered") about a proposal that the debt owed
to it by Oakhill be "transported" to Rothwells. Oakhill then owned about 60% of
Paragon. In order to acquire that holding, it had borrowed about $100 million from
Standard Chartered and $45 million from NZI. The proposal involved Standard
Chartered lending $100 million to Rothwells to enable it to acquire the shares in
Paragon from Oakhill. Oakhill would then discharge its debt to Standard Chartered.
Implementation of the proposal would have enabled Rothwells to participate in
Paragon's substantial cash flow as a gold producer. This was one of the reconstruction
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proposals contained in Mr Hurley's memorandum of 13 November 1987. Standard
Chartered was not receptive to the proposal. According to Mr Lloyd their response was
"probably not, but we'll think about it". It became clear, subsequently, that Standard
Chartered would not assist. Thus, another door to Rothwells' reconstruction and
recovery remained firmly closed.
16.10

The briefing of Mr Dowding

16.10.1
In about mid February 1988, before Mr Burke's resignation as Premier
took effect, he went with Mr Dowding to Canberra for the purpose of introducing him
to the Prime Minister and the Federal Treasurer. The date of the visit is not entirely
clear. However, it must have been between 14 February, the date on which Mr Burke
left Rottnest Island, and 18 February, the date on which he returned from Canberra.
Mr Edwards said he accompanied Mr Dowding on the flight to Canberra. During the
journey they discussed a range of matters including Rothwells. Mr Edwards said they
discussed the fact that SGIC and GESB had invested money in Rothwells. They also
discussed the $16 million fee that Mr Bond had received for his part in the rescue.
Mr Edwards' evidence about this discussion is somewhat at odds with that given by
Ms Julie Oliver, who in February 1988 was a research officer to Mr Parker. Ms Oliver
gave evidence about an informal meeting in Mr Burke's hotel room in Canberra in
mid February 1988. She said that those present included Mr Burke, Mr Dowding,
Mr Parker, Mr Edwards and Mr Vrisakis. Ms Oliver, who had been invited by
Mr Parker to attend, said she understood the purpose of the meeting was to brief
Mr Dowding about the situation at Rothwells. She said Mr Edwards told Mr Dowding
that $50 million had been deposited in Rothwells by Mr Holmes a Court and a like
amount by GESB. She said there was also mention of a deposit by the Barrack group.
Ms Oliver said she recalled Mr Dowding sitting down and adding up figures. She said
he came to a figure with "a five in it" around about $100 million. Ms Oliver said that
there was a flow of conversation with occasional interjections and explanations by
Mr Parker and Mr Burke. Towards the end of the meeting, there was discussion about
possible avenues for further funds to be deposited in Rothwells, should that continue to
be necessary. She said that there were no specific matters discussed, but that it was
simply mooted that it might be possible that Rothwells would need further support in
order to safeguard the $150 million guarantee. When, in his evidence, Mr Burke was
first asked about the Canberra meeting, he was unable to recall it. However, when he
continued his evidence on the following day, he was reminded that the meeting may
have taken place at the Hotel Rex in Canberra. Mr Burke then said that he remembered
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a meeting at that hotel and that there had been general discussion about Rothwells. He
claimed that to be the extent of his recollection.
16.10.2
Mr Vrisakis recalled being present at a meeting in Canberra, which he
thought was probably this occasion. He said he was unable to remember detail.
Mr Dowding did recall the meeting. He thought that Mr Shervington, "the ubiquitous
Vince", had also been present. While he did not have a clear recollection of the
discussion, he accepted Ms Oliver's evidence that Rothwells was discussed, and that he
learned for the first time that the $150 million guarantee was not the Government's only
exposure. Mr Dowding said he could not recall whether he appreciated that GESB and
SGIC in particular had made deposits with Rothwells or whether he believed the
assistance had been given by unspecified Government instrumentalities. He said this
was the occasion on which he became aware of the deposit by Mr Holmes a Court.
Mr Dowding said that on learning about these matters he was concerned, not because
money was at risk - because he had been told that Rothwells had liquidity problems but
was basically sound - but because he was uncomfortable about the fact that the
Government had assumed a role greater than had been proposed initially. He was
unhappy that the private sector had assumed a lesser role. In his evidence, Mr Parker
said he had forgotten about the Canberra meeting until he read Ms Oliver's account of
it. He then recalled Mr Dowding saying that Mr Edwards had briefed him about
Rothwells. While Mr Parker was unable to recall any specific discussion with
Mr Dowding about Rothwells, he was confident that by the time Mr Dowding took up
office as Premier, he was as knowledgeable about Rothwells' affairs as was Mr Parker
himself. Further, Mr Parker's recollection was that he and Mr Dowding spoke about
Rothwells in general terms, from time to time.
16.10.3
Mr Dowding asserted that Mr Burke did not provide him with what
he would have regarded as a full, proper and detailed briefing about Rothwells.
Mr Dowding said he took the view that Mr Parker was the Minister who had de facto
involvement with Rothwells since the rescue and that he would therefore continue to do
so. He said during the early period of his Premiership, Mr Parker was often away and
he discussed Rothwells in the main with Mr Edwards. He felt he received adequate
information about Rothwells from Mr Edwards who told him it was a manageable issue
which would be managed. It is unnecessary for us to decide whether Mr Dowding
learned of Rothwells' position while in transit to Canberra, or at the meeting in
Mr Burke's hotel room or on some other occasion. We are, however, satisfied that
Mr Dowding was given a full briefing at about the time he became Premier and that he
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was kept informed about subsequent developments of any consequence. In our view,
Mr Dowding sought to understate the extent of the knowledge which he gained about
Rothwells on becoming Premier. This was a characteristic of Mr Dowding's attitude
apparent throughout his evidence to the Commission.
16.11

A meeting between Mr Lloyd, Mr Edwards and
Mr Holmes a Court

16.11.1
According to Ms Kent's diary, Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards attended a
meeting with Mr Holmes a Court at 11.00 am on 24 February 1988. Mr Newman gave
evidence that at some time early in 1988 Mr Lloyd asked for a meeting with
Mr Holmes a Court. It was, he said, before the date for repayment to Bell Resources
of the $50 million which it had deposited in Rothwells on 16 November 1987, in the
course of SGIC's purchase of the BHP shares: see section 15.2 of chapter 15 of this
report. Mr Newman said the purpose of the meeting was ostensibly to listen to a
proposal from Rothwells to change the status of the deposit. Mr Holmes a Court asked
him to be present at the meeting to witness the discussions. According to Mr Newman,
Mr Lloyd gave a brief dissertation about the current position at Rothwells, saying that
it was trading on and doing what it had to do, but there were problems. One of the
problems was that Rothwells would have difficulty in repaying the $50 million on the
due date. That led Mr Lloyd to ask Mr Holmes a Court to consider converting the
deposit into an alternative form of investment. At that point Mr Holmes a Court left the
meeting saying that he had to take another telephone call. He did not return.
16.11.2
Mr Newman said that for about an hour after Mr Holmes a Court's
departure he discussed various unrelated matters with Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards. He
then suggested that this was a fruitless exercise and they should leave. At some stage
during the discussion Mr Edwards said that Mr Holmes a Court should realise that the
Bell group had an obligation. He had received a major favour and that he should be
receptive to a proposal that would help Rothwells overcome its short-term problem by
converting the $50 million deposit into some other form of investment.
16.11.3
Mr Lloyd said that he had no recollection of the meeting. Mr Edwards
dismissed the suggestion that he might have attended any such meeting as "an amazing
proposition". He said that he had visited Mr Holmes a Court's office only in April 1988
in the course of the Bell share acquisition and never with Mr Lloyd. He had met
Mr Newman at Mr Holmes a Court's farm, but not at his office.
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16.11.4
Despite the lack of Mr Lloyd's recollection and Mr Edwards' denial, we
accept Mr Newman's evidence about the meeting with Mr Holmes a Court and the
statement by Mr Lloyd about Rothwells' difficulty in repaying the $50 million deposit
to Bell Resources. In our view, this meeting was a significant event because it
illustrates Mr Lloyd's knowledge of a major problem then facing Rothwells. It was a
problem which would have to be addressed before 16 May 1988 when the $50 million
fell due for repayment. We would have expected Mr Lloyd to recall such an unusual
event.
16.12

The indirect funding of Rothwells via Spedley Securities Ltd

16.12.1
Spedley Securities Ltd ("Spedleys") was a small merchant bank which
had been founded in 1977 by a number of people, including Mr Brian Yuill. As we
have noted previously, he and Mr Connell were friends, having known each other since
about 1970. Spedleys and Rothwells had been involved together in various transactions
since 1977, particularly in their money market operations. Spedleys would deposit
funds with Rothwells, and vice versa.
16.12.2
On 29 February 1988 SGIC deposited $10 million with Spedleys which
on the same day deposited an equal amount in Rothwells. According to Mr Lloyd these
deposits were made following a meeting held at his request with Mr Dowding,
Mr Berinson and Mr Edwards at the Capita Centre. Mr Lloyd thought that Mr Rees and
Mr Parker might also have attended, but he could not be sure. Mr Lloyd said he
requested the meeting in late February after coming to the view that Rothwells required
a further $10 million in order to meet its commitments in the succeeding weeks.
Mr Lloyd said he had learned previously, from either Mr Edwards or Mr Rees, that they
felt "some discomfort" at the prospect of SGIC exceeding its current exposure to
Rothwells (which was $50 million by the end of February 1988). Mr Lloyd conceived
the idea that SGIC might deposit funds with Spedleys which, as he knew, passed on its
spare liquidity to Rothwells. Such a deposit would be a method of providing liquidity
to Rothwells without exceeding SGIC's current level of exposure. Mr Lloyd said that
he discussed with Mr Rees the proposal that SGIC lend funds to Spedleys, and sent him
a copy of its balance sheet. This was confirmed by Mr Lowry who said he and Mr Rees
examined the balance sheet before SGIC made its investment. Mr Lloyd went on to
refer to the meeting. He said that either he or Mr Edwards explained Rothwells'
position. He then indicated that the audit was progressing, and that while there would
be some substantial provision for bad debts, these would not be disastrous and would
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be in the anticipated range. He said that while Rothwells was basically sound it was
suffering cash flow difficulties. He went on to explain to the meeting that there was
concern about the size of SGIC's exposure to Rothwells and, for this reason, he was
proposing indirect funding via Spedleys as a mechanism of spreading the exposure.
Mr Lloyd thought he also made the point that if the Government or SGIC did not make
funds available to Rothwells it would have to close its doors within a few days. The
outcome of the meeting, according to Mr Lloyd, was an agreement by Mr Dowding that
SGIC could make a deposit of $10 million with Spedleys. Mr Lloyd was adamant that
Mr Dowding's agreement to this proposal was prospective. However, he conceded that
before the meeting he, Mr Edwards and Mr Rees had reached agreement as to the
manner in which the deposit would be made and as to the amount, subject to receiving
the imprimatur of Mr Dowding and Mr Berinson.
16.12.3
Mr Edwards' evidence initially was that the meeting was held in
mid March 1988. He said in addition to himself, Mr Dowding, Mr Berinson and
Mr Lloyd were present, and possibly, Mr Rees. According to Mr Edwards the topic of
discussion at the meeting was whether Rothwells should be provided with further
liquidity from Government sources, and if so, whether Spedleys should be used as an
intermediary. Later in Mr Edwards' evidence, when it was put to him that
Mr Dowding's agreement could not have been prospective if the meeting had taken place
in mid March, Mr Edwards conceded that it was quite possible that the transactions
effected on 29 February 1988 had been implemented by Mr Rees, Mr Lloyd and himself
on the basis that it was an appropriate course of action, and had been brought to the
attention of senior Ministers at some later stage. However, Mr Edwards resiled from
that concession when he gave further evidence some months later. He then said the
meeting had taken place on either a Sunday or a public holiday towards the end of
February 1988 and that the transactions had taken place on the same day or on the
following day. He said there was no doubt whatsoever that Mr Dowding and
Mr Berinson had been present and he thought that in answer to a question from Mr Rees
as to the identity of Spedleys, Mr Lloyd gave a thumbnail sketch.
16.12.4
When Mr Dowding was asked about the meeting, he had no recollection
of it. While accepting that there might well have been meetings between himself,
Mr Berinson, Mr Edwards, Mr Lloyd and Mr Rees at about this time, he said he had no
recollection of any such occasion at which the indirect funding of Rothwells via
Spedleys had been discussed or approved by him. Further, he doubted whether he had
given his approval. He said he had no knowledge of the indirect funding of Rothwells
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via Spedleys until he read the McCusker Report. Mr Berinson was firmly of the view
that if a meeting such as that described by Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards had taken place,
then he (Mr Berinson) had not been present. He said he had no recollection of
participating in any discussion or meeting on the question of a deposit in Spedleys to be
on-lent to Rothwells. He went on to express the belief that he would have remembered
any such proposition. Both Mr Rees and Mr Parker who had been named as possible
attendees at the meeting denied any knowledge of it. Mr Rees said, further, that he was
never told about any such meeting by Mr Edwards. Mr Parker said that he did not learn
about the indirect funding of Rothwells via Spedleys until the second half of 1988.
16.12.5
When Mr Yuill was asked about his knowledge of this matter he
expressed surprise that the deposit had been made on 29 February 1988. He had
thought that it was made some months later. He said, however, that he was almost
certain that he had spoken to Mr Edwards and Mr Connell in his office in Sydney before
the deposit was made. They told him that SGIC "had limit problems and they wanted
another company to put it through". Mr Yuill said that the proposal, which was quite
straightforward, gave rise to no difficulties as far as he was concerned. He said he
would have telephoned somebody in Spedleys' money market and told them to expect
telephone calls about the proposed transaction, which would be in order. Mr Yuill's
recollection that he had been visited by Mr Connell and Mr Edwards much later than
February 1988 was supported by Mr Edwards. He said that he and Mr Connell made
a courtesy call on Mr Yuill in May 1988. Mr Edwards said that the indirect funding of
Rothwells via Spedleys would have been discussed on that occasion. We find Mr Yuill
to have been mistaken about giving his approval in advance of the transaction. We
believe that the meeting of which he spoke was the courtesy call referred to by
Mr Edwards. We are confirmed in this view by the evidence of Mr Stephen Fraser who
in 1988 was Spedleys' State Manager in Western Australia. Mr Fraser said that he was
telephoned by Mr Lloyd on 29 February 1988 "out of the blue" and asked if Spedleys
would be prepared to accept $10 million from SGIC and "pass it straight through to
Rothwells". Mr Fraser said that following his conversation with Mr Lloyd he
telephoned Mr Yuill who would not agree to that proposition. There then followed a
number of telephone conversations in which Mr Fraser spoke successively to Mr Lloyd
and Mr Yuill over a period of some two hours. This culminated in an agreement being
reached at about 4.30 pm on 29 February 1988.
16.12.6
We are not persuaded that the $10 million funding of Rothwells via
Spedleys was approved by Mr Dowding or that this was a matter discussed at a meeting
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with Mr Berinson. It will be recalled that Mr Edwards initially placed the meeting in
mid March 1988 and conceded that Mr Dowding might have been informed of the
transaction after the event. Mr Edwards gave his evidence before Mr Lloyd, who was
adamant that the approval was given prospectively by Mr Dowding. Mr Lloyd, while
uncertain about the date, thought that the meeting was on Monday 29 February 1988 at
8.00 am. This was on the basis of an entry in Ms Kent's diary which referred to a
meeting between Mr Lloyd, Mr Edwards and Mr Berinson. That meeting is referred to
also in Mr Edwards' and Mr Berinson's diaries. However, no reference is made in any
of the diaries to Mr Dowding's attendance, and Mr Dowding's day sheet for 29 February
shows no appointments before 9.00 am. For reasons which will appear subsequently,
we are satisfied that the 8.00 am meeting on 29 February related to property matters and
not to Rothwells. We do not believe that it was attended by Mr Dowding.
16.12.7
Mr Dowding's day sheet for 29 February does indicate a short meeting
at 2.15 pm with Mr Parker and Mr Berinson, at which Mr Edwards is shown as an
attendee. We do not believe that to have been the relevant meeting because if it had
been, we would have expected Mr Lloyd to be shown as an attendee. Ms Kent's diary
refers to a meeting between Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards at the Capita Centre at 2.30 pm.
However, by that time, according to Mr Dowding's day sheet, he had another
appointment. In any event, a meeting at 2.15 pm would have left Mr Lloyd with little
time to make the arrangements which culminated in the 4.30 pm agreement with
Spedleys to which Mr Fraser referred. Further, if Mr Parker had been present when
Mr Dowding approved a $10 million SGIC deposit with Spedleys for the purpose of
assisting Rothwells, we should have expected him to remember it.
16.12.8
If Mr Edwards was correct in saying that Mr Berinson was present at
the meeting, but meeting did not take place on Monday 29 February 1988, it must have
been held on Sunday 28 February. Mr Berinson's religious beliefs would not have
allowed him to attend a meeting on a Saturday. In our view, even allowing for his
generally poor memory, Mr Dowding would have been unlikely to forget a meeting so
soon after he became Premier (he took up office on Friday 26 February) at which he was
told about problems in Rothwells and authorised SGIC to deposit funds with Spedleys
as a solution. Further, we take the view that Mr Berinson would have had a recollection
of the event if Mr Dowding had approved the transaction in his presence. We would
add that although Mr Berinson was Minister for Budget Management at the time, it
would not have been necessary either to inform him of the proposal or to seek his
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approval. This is because SGIC's financial arrangements were outside budget authority.

16.12.9
We are therefore drawn to the conclusion that although there were
undoubtedly meetings between Mr Edwards, Mr Lloyd, Mr Berinson and Mr Dowding
at about this time, at none of those meetings did Mr Dowding approve the proposal that
SGIC deposit $10 million with Spedleys for the purpose of assisting Rothwells. We
believe that the evidence which Mr Edwards gave about the meeting having taken place
on 28 or 29 February 1988 was a reconstruction, based on his desire to support
Mr Lloyd's evidence given after Mr Edwards' first appearance before the Commission.
We find that the arrangements which were made between SGIC, Spedleys and
Rothwells were made by Mr Lloyd, Mr Rees and Mr Edwards without any ministerial
approval. We have no reason to doubt that Mr Dowding was told subsequently that the
arrangements had been implemented. This may have been in mid March, as
Mr Edwards testified initially. We are unable to accept that Mr Dowding first learned
of the indirect funding of Rothwells via Spedleys when he read the McCusker report.
We accept that he was kept generally informed about developments concerning
Rothwells.
16.12.10
Mr Rees' evidence about the circumstances in which SGIC deposited
funds in Spedleys was characteristically vague. He said there were three or four such
transactions in 1988. Initially, he said he recalled discussions of these matters with
Mr Parker on each occasion before the deposits was made. Mr Rees said Mr Parker told
him:
"By and large, on the basis that subject to commercial terms it
would be of assistance if short-term deposits could be agreed with
Spedleys Securities."
Asked whether Mr Parker indicated why he was taking an interest in supporting
Spedleys, Mr Rees said:
"I don't in detail except other than it would be of some assistance
to Rothwells because, to the best of my knowledge, there was
some association between Spedleys and Rothwells on a trading
situation."
16.12.11
Later, under cross-examination, Mr Rees said his recollection of the
first SGIC deposit with Spedleys was "hazy". He thought he had been approached by
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Mr Edwards, but said, contrary to his earlier evidence, that he had no recollection of
speaking to Mr Parker about the matter. His "feeling" was, however, that the decision
to make the deposit "would have followed from discussions with the Government" and
"I would have made the decision based on the decision made by Government". We are
satisfied that Mr Parker had no involvement in the first SGIC deposit with Spedleys.
16.12.12
In a report which Mr Rees wrote in September 1990 to Mr Ian Taylor,
then the Minister responsible for SGIC, he said:
"The SGIC in the normal course of operations made deposits with
Rothwells and Spedleys Securities. A deposit was also made to
PICL ... At no time did the SGIC make it a condition of deposits
with Spedleys Securities that the funds be on-lent to Rothwells,
although it now seems clear from the McCusker Report that funds
deposited by the SGIC with Spedley Securities were used to
finance deposits by that institution with Rothwells."
Despite that, Mr Rees said he thought that in about April or May 1988 it was mentioned
by "someone" in one of their reports that funds had been on-lent by Spedleys to
Rothwells. We are satisfied that the reports which Mr Rees had in mind were a series
of computer printouts generated within SGIC and entitled "Summary of Funds Lent and
On-lent to Rothwells". The printouts, which were approximately contemporaneous with
each transaction and were updated from time to time, were generated within the
investment section of SGIC. They set out details of the commercial bill transactions and
the deposits with Spedley Securities.
16.12.13
In his evidence Mr Rees said he was not sure what the computer
printouts were. He said:
"They are internal arrangements I think ... ."
However, Mr Rees had earlier engaged in some correspondence with the Auditor
General in which he had clearly identified the printouts. When he was asked why, since
it appeared in the printouts that funds had been lent and on-lent to Rothwells, he had
reported to his Minister, Mr Taylor, in terms that suggested he had learned of these
matters only on reading the McCusker Report, he said that there was a discrepancy
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between the amount shown in the McCusker Report and the amounts shown in the
internal document. He said:
"I take it it must come from an authoritative source and the
McCusker Report was the first authoritative source that I had that
in fact was correct."
16.12.14
Mr Lowry recalled that in February 1988 SGIC deposited funds with
Spedleys. He said that before making the deposits he and Mr Rees examined Spedleys'
balance sheets. Mr Lowry said that SGIC had not invested money in Spedleys
previously and this was not an investment that he would have made if left to his own
devices. However, he said he did not inquire of Mr Rees why he wanted to make the
deposits. Mr Lowry said he learned in due course that the funds had been on-lent by
Spedleys to Rothwells. He thought that the source of his knowledge was the computer
printouts to which we have referred above. Mr Lowry said:
"Well I would have accepted it but at that stage the rescue was on
... we were still helping with the rescue."
Mr Lowry was asked whether he considered that there was any risk attached to these
transactions. He said he did not know. He did not believe he had thought about it at the
time. He thought he had an assurance from Mr Rees that SGIC would be protected in
some way. Although he could not recall anything specific he said that:
"With these Rothwells investments ... there seemed to be an
overriding sort of assurance that at a certain time we'd be relieved
of this ... liability."
We were told by Mr Ted Davies, the former SGIC Investments Manager, that the
computer printouts referred to above were generated in his department. He said that he
believed that the information that the funds had been on-lent to Spedleys came from
Mr Lowry.
16.12.15
Despite Mr Rees' protestations to the contrary, we are satisfied that he
was aware, before committing SGIC's funds to Spedleys, that the funds were to be
on-lent to Rothwells. We do not accept his evidence that he agreed to advance funds
to Spedleys on the basis that it would assist Rothwells in some unspecified way.
Further, we are satisfied that Mr Lowry was equally well aware at the time the
transaction was entered into. Clearly, someone must have told Mr Davies about SGIC's
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funds which were being lent and on-lent to Rothwells. It would be extraordinary if he
was aware of these matters while his superiors were not. It follows that we find
Mr Rees' report to the Minister in September 1990 to have been misleading. We believe
that he sought to conceal the extent of his knowledge in an attempt to absolve himself
from responsibility for the substantial loss which SGIC suffered following the collapse
of Rothwells.
16.12.16
No doubt for similar reasons, Mr Rees also stated in his report to the
Minister that Mr Dowding had approved an internal SGIC limit of $75 million on direct
exposure to Rothwells. Mr Rees said he could not recall the form of the approval. He
said, however, he reported SGIC's position to Mr Dowding "fairly regularly", as he did
to Mr Parker, from February 1988 to February 1989. Mr Rees said he thought there
were four, five or six occasions during the period on which he reported to Mr Dowding.
Against that, Mr Dowding said he was not aware of SGIC's ongoing support for
Rothwells during 1988. He said if SGIC believed that the Government wanted it to
pursue a policy of assisting Rothwells, then he was unaware of that belief. He said it
was for SGIC itself to decide whether or not it should provide indirect funding to
Rothwells. We are quite unable to accept that evidence. We are satisfied that SGIC
deposited funds with Spedleys only because Mr Rees believed that the Government
wanted it to do so. We are equally satisfied that Mr Dowding was kept informed about
the extent of SGIC's support for Rothwells. In our view, the purpose of providing
indirect support for Rothwells was to avoid public scrutiny. We do not accept
Mr Edwards' evidence that the purpose of indirect funding was to reduce the risk to
SGIC. That point assumes for its validity that in the event of Rothwells collapsing,
Spedleys would have been able to withstand the loss. This consideration seems to have
received some attention from Mr Lowry and Mr Rees who examined Spedleys
published accounts. They did not, however, seek information from Spedleys as to its
position as at January 1988. In our view, the most important point is that made by
Mr Lowry, to which we have referred above, that in any event, SGIC would not have
entered into the arrangements with Spedleys if it had been left to its own devices. In our
view, Mr Edwards, Mr Rees and Mr Lloyd acted improperly in procuring the transaction
with Spedleys without any regard for SGIC's needs or requirements. The sole purpose
was to assist Rothwells. That was a purpose outside the scope of SGIC's Act.
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16.13

The 31 January 1988 audit

16.13.1
It will be recalled that the business plan formulated for Rothwells by
Mr Vrisakis involved a review of the outstanding loans, the security covering those
loans and the likelihood of recovery. There was an obligation to inform the NCSC by
28 February 1988 of the results of the review. As we have seen, no specific review was
carried out, instead, a half yearly audit was undertaken as at 31 January 1988. Mr Lloyd
said he thought that the audit took the place of the review. He believed the likelihood
of recovery was addressed because the audited accounts contained a provision for bad
and doubtful debts. Mr Lloyd accepted that when the business plan was formulated
there was no thought of an audit being undertaken. He thought, as a matter of
reconstruction, that the proposal there be an audit emerged in mid January 1988. He
said it arose in discussions which he had with Mr Hurley and Mr Hilton, but Mr Connell
dissented initially on the basis that it might "get in the way". Later, however,
Mr Connell changed his mind without giving a reason. Mr Lloyd said he felt that either
Mr Vrisakis or Mr Hilton had taken the matter up with Mr Connell. Mr Lloyd said he
raised with Mr Vrisakis the question whether an audit would meet the NCSC's
requirements. Mr Vrisakis said that it would. This is supported by Mr Vrisakis'
evidence that an audit would go further than the review of receivables referred to in the
business plan. Further, in his diary note of 27 October 1987, Mr Vrisakis had referred
to the normal audit standard being applied to doubtful debts. The Commission has taken
evidence from Mr Louis Carter, the audit partner of Peat Marwick Mitchell, Rothwells'
auditors. Mr Carter had been responsible for Rothwells' audits for a number of years.
He has been charged together with Mr Connell and Mr Lucas with a conspiracy,
involving a course of conduct over a number of years. The conspiracy charge contains
allegations that the various audits, including the 31 January 1988 audit, were carried out
dishonestly. In view of the pending prosecution it is neither necessary nor desirable for
the Commission to form a view as to the honesty or otherwise of the audit procedure.

16.13.2
The 31 January 1988 accounts were signed by Mr Lloyd and
Mr Connell on 11 March 1988, certifying that they presented a true and fair view of
Rothwells' financial position. The accounts gave the impression that Rothwells was in
an extremely healthy state with total assets of some $895 million and liabilities of some
$633 million. The shareholders' funds, including Mr Connell's subordinated loan,
amounted to $262 million. The accounts contained a provision of $100 million for bad
and doubtful debts. The provision was assessed by the auditors, after discussion with
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various directors of Rothwells, and with Mr Hugall, principally in relation to the Pier
Street companies. Many of these companies had borrowed from Rothwells to purchase
shares. We were told by Mr Carter that in many cases he and his colleagues considered
it inappropriate to regard the value of a loan as being represented by the shares which
had been purchased with it. Among Mr Carter's colleagues, at least Mr Steven
Scudamore, who assisted in the audit, seems to have been persuaded by Mr Carter to
that view, which was based on Rothwells' new investment policy and its objective of
restructuring the loans by securing control of the assets represented by the
shareholdings. That policy undoubtedly stemmed from an acceptance in the business
plan of the views expressed by Mr Hurley in his memorandum of 13 November 1987.
He had observed that:
"In reality approximately two thirds of these loans aggregating
over half a billion dollars are in fact medium term equity
investments in related and unrelated corporations which are
unable or unwilling to repay the loans or indeed to meet
accumulating and compounding interest thereon."
Mr Carter said that he was not aware of Mr Hurley's views. Neither he nor
Mr Scudamore had seen the Hurst-Roberts report on the loan portfolio or the
Hare-Selwood report on the Pier Street loans. Mr Carter said he believed, in retrospect,
that they might have been concealed from him.
16.13.3
It is not necessary for us to determine whether Mr Carter was aware of
the origins of Rothwells' new investment policy. The consequence of adopting it,
however, was that it became unnecessary to treat loans as bad or doubtful debts simply
because the borrowers were unable to make repayment. On this basis, the auditors
arrived at a provision of $100 million, a figure somewhat greater than Mr Lucas'
assessment of $80 million, and considerably lower than the $127 million which,
initially, the auditors had themselves regarded as appropriate. Mr Scudamore told the
Commission that he was "a little bit uncomfortable with the figure", but he discussed
it with Mr Carter and took into account the fact that Rothwells:
"seemed to express reasonably positive views as to how they
rationalised the position with the status of certain loans."
We were told by Mr Hilton that in a discussion with Mr Connell and Mr Lucas, he
expressed the view that the provision should be increased to $150 million. He could not
recall whether he discussed that matter with Mr Lloyd.
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16.13.4
Mr Hilton said that when the 31 January 1988 audit was under
preparation, Mr Connell appeared still to have considerable wealth. That is not a matter
which we have investigated. According to Mr Hilton, Mr Connell owned a valuable
interest in a gold deposit, known as "Mankayan", supposedly in the Philippines. We
were told by Mr Connell's counsel that the correct name for Mankayan was Mankayan
Mineral Development Inc. Mr Hurley said that the deposit was of copper, not gold and
it was:
"one of the top 10 ore bodies in the world, and had been seized
from the company by [President] Marcos. And the company,
through me, were trying to get it back from ... Marcos' crony
company."
He went on to say that Mankayan had been seized "well before" the stock market crash
and although it had "huge potential value" if it could be recovered, it had no immediate
value.
16.13.5
It would have been quite impossible for the Commission to investigate
the history of Mankayan, the prospects of recovery or its value. On the basis of
Mr Hurley's evidence, however, the contribution made by Mankayan to Mr Connell's
wealth seems never to have been significant.
16.13.6
Mr Hilton said he also regarded Mr Connell's interest in PICL as
valuable, although not as valuable as it became later in the year. Mr Hilton
acknowledged that Mr Connell had substantial liabilities to Standard Chartered and NZI,
but he said that they were not pressing for repayment at that stage. Thus, although
Mr Hilton was of the view that a provision of $150 million would be more appropriate
than the $100 million proposed by the auditors, even that figure seems to assume a
continued willingness on the part of Mr Connell to accept liability for a number of
Rothwells' loans. Accordingly, we do not regard Mr Hilton's view that $150 million
would be an appropriate provision as a true reflection of Rothwells' position. Our view
as to the basis for Mr Hilton's assessment is confirmed by the fact that shortly after the
completion of the audit, he came to the conclusion that there was a potential for a very
substantial deficiency in Rothwells because of a deterioration in Mr Connell's financial
position.
16.13.7
Mr Hurley said, and we accept, that he was not much involved in the
preparation of the 31 January 1988 accounts, or in determining the provision. Although
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he was present at the meeting at which the provision of $100 million was fixed, he was
not concerned at the approach taken in the accounts, because he regarded Rothwells as
being under the "soft receivership" of the Government. On that basis, he believed that
although the directors had a statutory obligation to sign off on the accounts, they had a
responsibility to accept the Government's direction as to the management of Rothwells.
If this involved the assessment of a provision in a particular way, then so be it.
16.13.8
The question then arises as to whether Mr Lloyd honestly believed that
the provision was appropriate, reflecting as it did the recoverability of the loan portfolio.
This is an important question because about a week after the accounts had been
completed, Mr Lloyd represented to Mr Warren Anderson, on the basis of the accounts,
that Rothwells was basically sound. We appreciate that Mr Lloyd was not an
accountant. He was, however, aware of the magnitude of the liquidity problem which
had bedevilled Rothwells since the rescue, and he was aware of the views of Mr Hurley
as expressed in his memorandum of 13 November 1987, which Mr Lloyd himself had
adopted in his subsequent proposal for restructuring. He was also aware of the
difficulty experienced in recovering outstanding loans, many of which had been made
to Connell related companies. In all the circumstances, we have grave doubts whether
Mr Lloyd honestly believed that the audited accounts did present a true and fair view
of Rothwells' position as at 31 January 1988.
16.13.9
Mr Lloyd's view as to Rothwells' position is reflected in a document
which he produced shortly before the accounts were published. The document sets out
a number of proposals for restructuring. Mr Lloyd noted that following the rescue
Rothwells had adopted the following strategy:
"1.

Emphasis on investment in hard assets with cash flow rather
than lending and/or investment in minority positions in
listed vehicles;

2.

an affirmation of corporate strategy advice and takeover
activity as principal, as an important source of future
profitability;

3.

the conversion of lending positions to equity positions
(including control) where feasible;

4.

the liquidation of lending positions as fast as possible; and
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5.

a diminishing dependence on money market/deposit taking
to the funding basis of the company."

Mr Lloyd went on to note that progress had been very slow in a number of areas. In
particular, the acquisition of Oakhill's controlling interest in Paragon had been delayed
by problems with Standard Chartered. He said a number of takeover targets had been
identified but these matters had not proceeded because Rothwells was unable to fund
them. He continued:
"Work on conversion of lending positions to equity positions is
proceeding although not as quickly as hoped due to work
pressures on key personnel.
The liquidation of existing lending positions has not been rapid
due to the constraints facing many of Rothwells' borrowers and
has been offset by the retirement fund "house" companies where
the investment has been required to be protected."
The reference to the "constraints facing many of Rothwells' borrowers" was a
euphemistic reference to the problem expressed more bluntly by Mr Hurley in his
memorandum of 13 November 1987, that many borrowers were unable or unwilling to
repay their debts.
16.13.10
The funding of "house" companies was a reference to the substantial
advances made to a number of companies including Vapac, Nationwide Indemnity and
Vital Technology, which were already substantial borrowers from Rothwells but which
were not operating profitably, and were unable to repay their debts. Rothwells could
not afford to write off the various debts. It therefore followed a policy of supporting
these borrowers in the hope that, in due course, they might become sufficiently
profitable to meet their obligations. This resulted in the outflow of many millions of
dollars which Rothwells could ill afford, and which were provided largely by
Government instrumentalities. We are not satisfied that the policy amounted to any
more than throwing good money after bad. Put another way, we believe the policy did
no more than to perpetuate the illusion that Rothwells was basically sound, when the
reality was the debts could not be recovered.
16.13.11
In his restructuring proposal Mr Lloyd said that some of the problems
would be alleviated with the release of the half year results which contained an audit
endorsed provision for losses. He noted however that it was still necessary to address:
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"(a) continued controversy associated with Rothwells, especially
as losses are crystallised through recovery action etc. We
also need to recognise that Rothwells will be a political and
media target for at least this next 12 months;
(b) some ongoing concern about asset quality notwithstanding
the audited half yearly accounts."
When asked what he had meant by "ongoing concern ...", Mr Lloyd said that he was
referring not to his concern but to the concern of customers, depositors and bankers.
However, the fact that customers, depositors and bankers were doubtful about the
validity of the audited accounts casts further doubt on Mr Lloyd's professed acceptance
of the provision.
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16.14

The sale of Westralia Square

16.14.1
On the acquisition of various properties from the Bell Group, SGIC
decided that it did not wish to hold or develop them but rather determined to make them
available for sale with a view to obtaining the maximum return quickly. SGIC received
a number of approaches from developers with one such approach, according to Mr
Edwards, being within 24 hours of concluding the purchase. Although no agents were
appointed and no formal tender process was entered into, SGIC let it be known that the
properties were on the market and that offers would be considered. Approaches were
made by a number of groups and in some cases SGIC sought out particular developers
with a view to obtaining attractive offers for purchase of the properties involved. The
Perth Technical College site was, with the concurrence of GESB, included among the
properties which were available for sale. Mr Lloyd, in collaboration with Mr Warren
Tucker, a Property Consultant, prepared a detailed analysis of four of the proposals
received. Among these was a proposal from Tipperary Developments Pty Ltd
("Tipperary Developments"), a company controlled by Mr Warren Anderson and
Consolidated Press Holdings Limited ("Consolidated Press"), a company controlled by
Mr Kerry Packer, to acquire the Perth Technical College site, West Australian
Newspaper House, the Royal Insurance Building and West Australian Trustees Building
for a total price of $270 million, payable in three instalments and subject to various
other conditions. The site, comprising the four properties referred to, was to become
known as Westralia Square. Mr Edwards said that Mr Lloyd's analysis was considered
at a meeting between Mr Dowding, Mr Berinson, Mr Lloyd, Mr Rees and himself on
a Sunday in late February 1988.
16.14.2
At that time, Mr Berinson was a member of the Government
Accommodation Board. He had been the Chairman, but Mr Dowding assumed that role
on becoming Premier. According to Mr Berinson, the meeting between Mr Edwards,
Mr Lloyd and himself held at 8.00 am on Monday 29 February 1988 to which we have
already referred, was held in his office and involved a briefing on property matters.
That is supported by Mr Berinson's diary entry.
16.14.3
If Mr Edwards is correct in saying that he attended a meeting with
Mr Dowding and others on a Sunday in late February, the meeting must have been held
on Sunday 28 February. We do not believe that there was such a meeting. If there had
been, and Mr Berinson was present as Mr Edwards asserts, it would not have been
necessary for him to brief Mr Berinson on the following day. We are therefore driven
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to the conclusion that there was no meeting on Sunday 28 February at which either
property matters or Rothwells matters were discussed between Mr Dowding,
Mr Berinson, Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd.
16.14.4
We received into evidence an undated document entitled "Offers for St
George's Terrace Southside Properties". It contained an analysis of a number of
proposals which had been submitted to SGIC and concluded that the proposal made by
Tipperary Developments and Consolidated Press was the most favourable to SGIC.
Although Mr Lloyd said he did not recall the document, he said it read as though it was
based on a report prepared by himself and Mr Warren Tucker, a property consultant.
We are satisfied that the document containing the analysis of the offers was prepared
by Mr Lloyd, either alone, or in conjunction with Mr Tucker. The copy tendered to the
Commission bears a note in Mr Rees' hand that it was placed before a meeting of SGIC
on 9 March 1988. The minutes of the meeting disclose that Mr Rees informed the
Commissioners he had notified Mr Dowding, Mr Parker and Mr Berinson about the
offers and had been given "basic approval" by Mr Dowding to proceed with a sale.
Mr Rees asked the Commissioners to consider which offer was preferable. It was then
resolved to accept the Tipperary Developments/Consolidated Press offer.
16.14.5
Mr Lloyd said there was a meeting after 29 February 1988, perhaps on
7 March, at which Mr Dowding, Mr Berinson, Mr Edwards, Mr Rees and himself were
present. He said Rothwells and its funding requirements were discussed at the meeting,
as was the process of calling for expressions of interest in the Westralia Square
properties. Mr Lloyd said somebody raised the possibility, which was taken up by
Mr Dowding, that there might be a way of obtaining funds for Rothwells out of this
process. Mr Lloyd went on to say that Mr Berinson, who wanted to be sure the prospect
of obtaining the best possible price for the properties was not prejudiced by obtaining
liquidity for Rothwells, suggested negotiations over the sale of the property should take
place before any negotiations about Rothwells. Mr Edwards' evidence was to the same
effect. Mr Lloyd said that at the end of the meeting it was decided submissions relating
to the properties should be analysed for the purpose of a report to be made at a
subsequent meeting.
He went on to say that after the Tipperary
Developments/Consolidated Press offer had emerged as the most favourable, a second
meeting was held between Mr Dowding, Mr Berinson, Mr Edwards, Mr Rees and
himself. It was decided to negotiate on that offer and then to negotiate a $50 million,
12 month term deposit for Rothwells. The deposit was intended to provide funds to
enable GESB to be repaid. According to a draft proof of evidence which had been
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prepared for Mr Lloyd by solicitors acting for the Government in litigation with
Mr Anderson's company, he attended a meeting:
"... which I believe was held on Sunday 13 March together with
Mr Edwards and the Premier, Mr Dowding and the Minister for
Budget Management, Mr Berinson. The Premier advised us that
the Government approved the SGIC and GESB were selling the
subject land to [Tipperary Developments/Consolidated Press] on
the basis proposed, conditional on [the purchasers] agreeing to
provide the sum of $50 million to Rothwells so as to enable
Rothwells to repay the bills outstanding to GESB."
Mr Lloyd said, when he gave evidence to the Commission, that he was unsure of the
date of the meeting referred to in the proof of evidence but that it was the second
meeting. His proof of evidence made no mention of the first meeting.
16.14.6
According to the diaries kept by Mr Berinson, Mr Rees and Ms Kent,
and Mr Dowding's day sheet for 7 March 1988, there was a meeting at 10.00 am that
day between Mr Dowding, Mr Parker, Mr Berinson, Mr Edwards, Mr Lloyd and
Mr Rees. Neither Mr Rees nor Mr Berinson had any recollection of the meeting.
Mr Berinson said that if the disposal of the Westralia Square properties was discussed,
then he did not believe there was any reference to that matter being linked with a
$50 million deposit, which he would certainly have regarded as a memorable
suggestion. Mr Berinson said it was simply reported to him at some stage that the
Tipperary Developments/Consolidated Press proposal was the most favourable. He
said, however, that he had no basis for a comparison with other proposals. Mr Berinson
recalled he was told of this by Mr Edwards at a meeting with him alone. He was quite
certain that it was not a "large scale" meeting. Further, Mr Berinson said, he was
certainly not present on any occasion when a suggestion was made that Mr Anderson
or interests associated with him should deposit money in Rothwells.
16.14.7
Mr Parker recalled two meetings, the first of which was a Budget
Subcommittee meeting. We believe that to have been the meeting of 7 March 1988.
Mr Parker said that at the first meeting, when it was clear that the Tipperary
Developments/Consolidated Press offer was the most favourable, there was no mention
of any deposit into Rothwells. He went on to say that at the second meeting, which took
place in Mr Dowding's office, Mr Dowding said he wanted Mr Anderson and Mr Packer
to deposit $50 million with Rothwells as an additional part of the arrangements so that
GESB could withdraw its $50 million. Mr Dowding's evidence was that he had
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certainly wanted a $50 million deposit in Rothwells to permit GESB to recover its
funds. He claimed, however, that his attitude was that GESB and SGIC should consider
making the deposit a precondition of all bids. Mr Dowding was no doubt influenced by
a discussion which he had with Mr Rolston and Mr Tindale of GESB on 2 March 1988.
They had been asked by Mr Kingsmill to mention GESB's Rothwells investment to
Mr Dowding and to point out that although it had been approved on the basis of the
Premier's approval, the formal approval had not yet been given. According to
Mr Rolston, whose evidence we accept, he and Mr Tindale told Mr Dowding of their
concern about the investment and that GESB was seeking the recovery of its
$50 million. Mr Dowding responded that the Government "would do what it could to
see the return of funds". We infer that this was a matter in Mr Dowding's mind at the
meeting of 7 March 1988.
16.14.8
As appears from the various accounts summarised above, the evidence
given in relation to this matter is confused. The most likely sequence of events seems
to be as follows:
(a)

There was a meeting on Monday 29 February 1988 between
Mr Berinson, Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd at which the question of the
Westralia Square properties was discussed. It was decided that there
should be an analysis of the competing offers.

(b)

The analysis was carried out by Mr Lloyd and Mr Tucker and was
discussed at a meeting on 7 March 1988 between Mr Dowding,
Mr Parker, Mr Berinson, Mr Rees, Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd. The
Tipperary Developments/Consolidated Press offer emerged as the most
favourable. Mr Dowding, who had undertaken to assist GESB to
recover its funds, proposed that the purchaser be required to deposit
$50 million in Rothwells for GESB's benefit. Mr Berinson cautioned
against prejudicing the prospect of obtaining the best price by this
means. He suggested that negotiations on the offer precede
negotiations about the deposit.

(c)

The SGIC Commissioners considered the offers on 9 March 1988, and
resolved to proceed. They were not told about the $50 million
proposal.
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(d)

There were some further negotiations conducted by telephone between
Mr Edwards in Perth and Mr Anderson in Sydney. It is not clear
whether the $50 million deposit was raised in these discussions.
Mr Lloyd suggested that it may have been whereas Mr Anderson was
emphatic that it was not.

(e)

When it appeared to Mr Edwards that Tipperary
Developments/Consolidated Press would purchase the properties,
another meeting was held involving at least Mr Dowding, Mr Parker,
Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd. This meeting probably took place on
15 March 1988. Mr Edwards went to Sydney to see Mr Anderson on
16 March 1988, and he said that he did so on the day following "the
meeting".

16.14.9
We find that at the final meeting, Mr Dowding stipulated that as a
condition of the contract, the purchasers should deposit $50 million with Rothwells. We
do not accept his evidence that he merely proposed this to SGIC and GESB for their
consideration. It is not entirely clear who was present at this meeting. Although
Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards included Mr Berinson in the meeting at which Mr Dowding
made his $50 million stipulation, Mr Berinson could not have been present if his
evidence is to be accepted. Mr Parker was clearly present, and yet Mr Lloyd did not
include him among the attendees. Neither did Mr Edwards, who thought that there had
been only one meeting. Given the uncertainty in the evidence, we make no finding as
to whether Mr Berinson was present.
16.14.10
Mr Edwards, Mr Rees and Mr Lloyd travelled to Sydney on 16 March
1988. Mr Edwards said that they met Mr Anderson and Mr Don Bourke, the chief of
finance of Consolidated Press. After some discussion about the proposed purchase of
the properties, agreement was reached
"... but then the sticky bit was that we had to impose the
50 million."
Mr Lloyd could not say precisely when the question of the deposit for Rothwells was
raised. He had the impression that the matter had been discussed previously with
Mr Anderson and that it was not "an absolute bombshell". Mr Lloyd said Mr Edwards
made it absolutely clear that the $50 million was not a negotiable issue. It was an
absolute requirement if the property transaction was to proceed. According to
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Mr Lloyd, there was then discussion about Rothwells and its financial position. He
produced a copy of the recently audited accounts. He said the company was basically
sound and that its audit, which had just been completed, showed quite substantial net
assets. Mr Lloyd said that either he or Mr Edwards referred to the fact that the
Government had provided liquidity support to Rothwells and said the Government had
some political difficulty with the GESB deposit. The proposed facility was a means of
retiring that deposit. A draft proof of evidence which Mr Lloyd provided to the
Commission contained the statement:
"We said that on the basis of the January accounts (Rothwells)
would have the capacity to repay the $50 million facility, there
would be continuing Government support and gave assurances to
that effect."
16.14.11
We have referred previously to our doubts about Mr Lloyd's belief in
the validity of the audited accounts. We have referred also to his statement to
Mr Holmes a Court, only three weeks earlier, that Rothwells would have difficulty
repaying $50 million on 16 May 1988. Nothing had changed since that statement was
made. Rothwells' position remained substantially the same. Even if Mr Lloyd believed
that all but $100 million of the loan portfolio was recoverable, he must have had serious
doubt as to when the liquidation of the portfolio would be complete. Put another way,
he must have contemplated that Rothwells' capacity to repay Mr Anderson's deposit
might be dependent on further Government support. Mr Lloyd said, however, that he
had been given no authority to give assurances that the Government would continue to
support Rothwells. Although Mr Burke had given such assurances in November and
December 1987, Mr Lloyd conceded that they had not been renewed in quite the same
terms by Mr Dowding. He merely assumed that assistance would be forthcoming as
required. We are therefore of the view that Mr Lloyd conveyed to Mr Anderson a
misleadingly optimistic picture of Rothwells' financial position.
16.14.12
Mr Anderson's immediate reaction was to decline to assist with the
$50 million. At that point, Mr Edwards rang Mr Dowding from the meeting. According
to Mr Edwards, Mr Dowding told him "to get on a plane and come home". In
Mr Lloyd's proof of evidence, which he said accorded with his current recollection, he
referred to Mr Edwards' call to Mr Dowding. Mr Lloyd stated that following the
telephone call Mr Edwards said he had been directed by Mr Dowding that the provision
of the $50 million to Rothwells was an essential precondition insisted upon by the
Government for SGIC and GESB to enter into the transaction. Mr Edwards said
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Mr Dowding had directed that the negotiations be discontinued and he and Mr Rees
were to return home immediately.
16.14.13
Mr Rees, who was present throughout the meeting said that he had no
knowledge of any discussion with Mr Anderson in his presence concerning the deposit
of $50 million into Rothwells. We are quite unable to accept that evidence. It is
another example of the unsatisfactory nature of Mr Rees' testimony and of his
unwillingness to recall significant occasions on which he was present.
16.14.14
Mr Anderson's evidence accorded with that given by Mr Lloyd and
Mr Edwards. In addition, Mr Anderson gave evidence that after the meeting, as
Mr Edwards and his colleagues were moving towards the lift, Mr Edwards took him
aside and said that Mr Holmes a Court was in financial trouble and that the Westpac
Bank intended to "pull the shutter down on him" two days later. According to
Mr Anderson, Mr Edwards said:
"We need the money. We intend to help him out and we intend
to buy some of his properties, his Bell Resources shares and his
BHP shares. Also he said `You're Western Australia's favourite
son' ... and he said `we need also some money to repay some bills'
or `repay the loans that GESB had paid to Rothwells,' and we
didn't want to be embarrassed with that on the books."
16.14.15
Mr Edwards denied this conversation took place. He said he might have
referred to Mr Anderson as Western Australia's favourite son on a later occasion in
connection with the purchase of the David Jones site. We believe that Mr Anderson
may have confused two or more conversations. We accept that at some stage
Mr Edwards did tell Mr Anderson about the need to retire GESB's investment in
Rothwells. Mr Anderson said he was shown the audited half yearly accounts of
Rothwells. He said Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd asserted that Rothwells was very sound
and had the Government backing. He said he was told there were no problems with
Rothwells although there was a $120 million "hole". We assume this to be a reference
to the provision for bad and doubtful debts which was $100 million not $120 million.
16.14.16
Mr Edwards and Mr Rees were not able to return to Perth immediately
after the meeting because they had missed the afternoon flight. They stayed that night
at an hotel in Sydney. During the evening, Mr Anderson met them at their hotel.
According to Mr Edwards, Mr Anderson said he wanted to proceed with the acquisition
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of the properties but he was unable to prevail on Mr Packer to agree to the $50 million
deposit. Mr Edwards said there was nothing he could do about that, "No 50; no deal".
Mr Anderson said that shortly afterwards, and at his request, Mr Packer agreed he would
lend Mr Anderson's company $50 million which might then be on-lent to Rothwells.
By the time this had been agreed, Mr Edwards and Mr Rees had returned to Perth.
Mr Anderson said he had no further contact with Mr Edwards, Mr Rees or Mr Lloyd,
but he may have left his lawyers to make the arrangements. Mr Edwards said that by
the time he and Mr Rees returned to Perth, agreement had been reached for the sale of
the properties and the deposit of $50 million into Rothwells. In fact, the arrangements
did not involve a deposit but a $50 million bill endorsement facility by Tipperary
Developments.
16.14.17
We have no reason to doubt that the Tipperary Developments/
Consolidated Press offer was the most favourable from SGIC's point of view. It has
been submitted to the Commission that it was improper for Mr Dowding to have
stipulated that Tipperary Developments/Consolidated Press deposit $50 million into
Rothwells as a condition of the purchase of the properties. This was on the basis that
the condition, which was of no benefit to SGIC, gave rise to a potential conflict of
interest. It was said that Mr Dowding ought to have appreciated that if purchasers were
to invest $50 million in Rothwells, they might well seek to extract some concession or
advantage in later negotiations to compensate for the fact that $50 million was
temporarily unavailable to them. Mr Dowding would then be in a weak bargaining
position, because he would not be able to risk disclosure of the fact that Rothwells had
needed further Government support and that the support had been provided by GESB.
There was also the risk (which almost materialised) that purchasers would not accept
the $50 million condition. In that event, the most favourable offer would have been
denied to the vendors.
16.14.18
Against that, it was submitted, Mr Dowding ought not to be criticised
for seeking to remedy what he regarded, quite properly, as the unsatisfactory situation
of the commitment of GESB funds to Rothwells. He said he regarded the situation as
a departure from the "private sector led recovery" of Rothwells, and
"I could see that inch by inch ... the private sector people were
potentially moving away and leaving it up to the
government ... that was the danger I saw."
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16.14.19
We do not doubt that Mr Dowding acted as he did with the best of
intentions in stipulating that the purchasers of the Westralia Square properties should
deposit $50 million into Rothwells. He was aware of GESB's concerns about a problem
which was not of his making, and had undertaken to assist. SGIC had notified him of
its intentions to dispose of the properties, thereby, at least impliedly, inviting him to
have some say in the matters, particularly as he was Chairman of the Government
Accommodation Board. He regarded this as an opportunity to further the public interest
by enabling GESB to recover its funds.
16.14.20
In our view, however, Mr Dowding acted improperly in interfering as
he did with the business affairs of SGIC. It had sound commercial reasons for wanting
to dispose of the Westralia Square properties, and had received an offer from Tipperary
Developments/Consolidated Press which was very favourable to it. As we have noted
above, SGIC had resolved on 9 March 1988 to accept that offer. Mr Dowding then
intervened without reference to the board of Commissioners and jeopardised the
negotiations, taking the risk that his collateral condition would not be accepted. We
note also the extent to which Mr Dowding was prepared also to assume control of
Rothwells at this stage. In effect, he directed it to utilise the $50 million obtained on the
sale of the Westralia Square properties to refund GESB. Mr Lloyd acquiesced in this,
although as it transpired, the money was not used for this purpose. We make no finding
of impropriety in relation to this aspect of the matter, however.
16.15

Rothwells' asset deficiency exposed

16.15.1
We were told by Mr Hilton that following the completion of the audit
in March 1988, he continued to work on the loan portfolio with Mr Rod Hare, one of
Rothwells' corporate lending managers. Mr Hare's evidence, which we accept, was that
he and Mr Hilton worked through the loan portfolio, commencing in December 1987.
He said they discussed the matter regularly, on an almost daily basis. He said:
"We recognised that the Pier Street group of companies was a
major Achilles heel and we hadn't gotten anywhere with it in
terms of rationalisation. We were aware that we weren't making
much progress with other parts of the portfolio."
It will be recalled that in December 1987 Mr Hare and Mr Selwood had formed the
view, expressed in their memorandum to Mr Hilton, that the Pier Street group deficiency
exceeded $137 million. Mr Hare also said it became apparent early in 1988 that there
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was little prospect of recovering money from the Pier Street companies. Thus, he and
Mr Hilton became increasingly aware that there was a major deficiency in Rothwells'
assets. Mr Hare said their awareness grew until May or June 1988:
"... when we knew something had to happen."
16.15.2
We have referred earlier to Mr Hilton's evidence that shortly after
joining Rothwells in 1986, Mr Lucas told him about Mr Connell's policy of absorbing
bad debts personally. Although Mr Hilton regarded as inadequate the minimal
provisions for bad and doubtful debts in successive annual accounts, he was not
troubled, because he believed Mr Connell had substantial net worth. It seems the
growing awareness of a major deficiency in Rothwells, to which Mr Hare referred, was
accompanied, in Mr Hilton's case, by a growing lack of confidence in Mr Connell's
financial position. According to Mr Hilton:
"... myself and Rod Hare had both been through the loan portfolio
individually and jointly with a view to try to establish in our mind
what had any liquidity and what didn't and what had any
underlying value or didn't or what was just simply indeterminate we just couldn't tell. Most of the loans which were dealing with
Mr Connell would have fallen into that category - in other words,
we couldn't put an intrinsic value on them other than Mr Connell's
worth. I think by that time it was becoming a little difficult to
establish what that was and Mankayan — I think we basically
decided that that wasn't worth anything."
16.15.3
Having regard to Mr Hurley's evidence, to which we referred earlier,
that Mankayan was of little value from some time before the stock market crash,
Mr Hilton's evidence that he did not form that view until after the audit must be
questionable. Another factor which emerged, probably after the audit had been
completed, was a projected $60 million deficiency in Oakhill. Mr Hurley said he
became aware of this "probably towards the end of the first quarter of 1988" when he
produced a balance sheet for Oakhill at the request of Standard Chartered Bank. This
is consistent with Mr Hilton's evidence. He said that by May 1988:
"... I wasn't at all certain of what his potential worth was if he
attempted to liquidate himself. I knew of certain liabilities that
Mr Connell had - very substantial liabilities. NZI Corporation: I
think he owed them about $60 million. Standard Chartered he
owed approximately $100 million. There were obviously the
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liabilities of Rothwells but if you leave those on one side as being
our major problem he had other liabilities to other banks and
institutions which probably added up to another $10 million or
$15 million. He had contingent liabilities to Elders of about
$30 million. If you add all those things up and say, "Well,
liquidate his assets. What have you got left?" you have probably
got a negative position."
Although Mr Hilton said he was aware of these matters by May 1988, we are satisfied,
on the basis of evidence given by Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards to which we shall refer
shortly, that Mr Hilton first came to this conclusion much earlier, and probably, before
the end of March 1988.
16.15.4
Mr Hilton's recollection was that, as part of the review of the loan
portfolio, he worked on a proposal to sell a parcel of loans to NZI. He went to New
Zealand with Mr Connell in relation to that matter, and he guessed that was at the end
of April 1988. At the end of April, however, Mr Connell was in Perth, involved in
SGIC's acquisition of the Bell shares from Mr Holmes a Court. We are satisfied on the
basis of Mr Connell's diary and Immigration Department records, that he flew to
Auckland on 24 March and returned to Perth on Sunday 27 March 1988.
16.15.5
Mr Hilton said he thought it was in New Zealand that Mr Connell
showed him a valuation of Petrochemical Industries Company Ltd ("PICL") which had
been prepared within the company. The valuation, which was in fact a discounted cash
flow analysis, produced a value in excess of $1 billion. Mr Hilton said:
"as a consequence ... I'd formed my views at around that time of
what we needed to do."
He then began to focus on PICL as an asset which, potentially, could be used to solve
Rothwells' problems. This is a process which seems to have commenced earlier in
March: see paragraph 18.2.13 of chapter 18 of this report. Mr Hilton said that it was
"fairly obvious" that PICL would have to be used in this way, because there were no
other assets of Mr Connell which were available.
"It was also an asset which ... could justify some very, very
substantial numbers in relation to it, and to be realistic we had
need of very substantial numbers. Without those substantial
numbers, we were in substantial problems."
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On the basis that Mr Hilton returned to Perth on Sunday 27 March 1988 we assume he
was at Rothwells during the following week. Mr Edwards was then on holiday at
Busselton. He said he had gone there following the settlement of the sale of the
Westralia Square properties. This had taken place on 18 March 1988. Mr Edwards said
while he was at Busselton he had some telephone conversations with Mr Lloyd. During
those conversations Mr Lloyd told him two things:
(a)

he had been concerned that Mr Packer might renege on the $50 million
for Rothwells and he had an argument with Mr Packer about the matter;
and

(b)

there were "serious problems" in Rothwells about which Mr Lloyd
needed to talk to him on his return to Perth.

Mr Edwards said Mr Lloyd did not elaborate on the nature of the problems.
16.15.6
Mr Lloyd recalled a conversation with Mr Packer following the
Westralia Square properties settlement. Mr Lloyd said he had earlier expressed concern
to one of the Consolidated Press personnel about the delay in the $50 million becoming
available and had suggested that Consolidated Press was not honouring the bargain. He
was then telephoned by Mr Packer who told him he always honoured his commitments.
Mr Lloyd recalled that Mr Edwards was on holiday at about that time. He thought he
had discussed the delay in obtaining the $50 million facility with Mr Edwards, but he
could not be certain. He accepted Mr Edwards' evidence to that extent. He said,
however, he did not recall telling Mr Edwards there were serious problems in
Rothwells. He did not think he had learned of that until the week commencing Monday
11 April 1988. He said Mr Hilton did not tell him about the problems until after the
$50 million facility had been drawn down. We do not accept that evidence. We are
satisfied from investigations undertaken by accountants assisting the Commission that
the facility was not fully drawn until 14 April 1988, by which date the problem had not
only emerged, but Mr Edwards had travelled to the Eastern States to speak to
Mr Beckwith about it.
16.15.7
Mr Lloyd recalled a meeting which he said took place either at the very
end of March or early in April 1988 between Mr Dowding, Mr Norman Taylor and
himself, and possibly Mr Parker, at the Capita Centre. Mr Lloyd said he went to the
meeting to tell Mr Dowding that part of the $50 million facility had been utilised to
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meet Rothwells' requirements and would not therefore be available to retire GESB's
investment. To the surprise of Mr Lloyd, Mr Dowding did not make any significant
response. Whether Mr Dowding said anything to Mr Lloyd on this occasion is
immaterial. The occasion does, however, highlight once again, the ambiguous nature
of Mr Lloyd's position. Mr Dowding told the Commission he regarded as a "con job"
the fact that the State had derived no benefit from Mr Anderson's $50 million facility.
Mr Dowding was therefore critical of Mr Lloyd for failing to have regard to the interests
of the State, despite the fact that he was the managing director of Rothwells.
16.15.8
Mr Lloyd thought the meeting with Mr Dowding concerning the
$50 million facility had to have taken place before he became aware of any potential for
deficiency in Rothwells. He said if that were not so, he would have expected
Mr Dowding's reaction to be different. That of course assumes he told Mr Dowding
about the potential for deficiency, immediately on learning of it. He may not have done,
since his first reaction seems to have been to tell Mr Edwards. The first drawdown on
the $50 million facility was on 31 March 1988 when Mr Lloyd was in Melbourne
visiting the NCSC. The meeting must therefore have been after that date, or shortly
before it, when the need for the drawdown became apparent. Only if the meeting was
before 31 March is it possible that Mr Lloyd was unaware of the emergent problem
when he spoke to Mr Dowding.
16.15.9
Mr Edwards said he left Busselton on Good Friday, 1 April 1988, to
visit his parents in Narrogin. He stayed with his parents over Easter, returning to Perth
on Tuesday 5 April 1988. When first giving evidence about this matter, Mr Edwards
said Mr Lloyd told him on the day he was due to leave Busselton, or on the day before,
Thursday 31 March, about the serious problems in Rothwells. On being recalled
subsequently, Mr Edwards said Mr Lloyd spoke to him about the problems no earlier
than Thursday 31 March. We accept Mr Edwards' evidence that on 31 March or 1 April
Mr Lloyd told him, albeit without providing detail, that there were serious problems in
Rothwells. We believe Mr Lloyd spoke to Mr Edwards in those terms following a
discussion with Mr Hilton earlier that week after returning from a visit to New Zealand
with Mr Connell.
16.15.10
Generally, in his evidence to the Commission, Mr Lloyd had difficulty
in remembering the dates of meetings or discussions. That being so, we doubt the
genuineness of his recollection that he did not learn of the serious problem in Rothwells
until the week commencing Monday 11 April 1988, particularly when he related the
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date to the happening of an event, the completion of the $50 million drawdown, which
undoubtedly occurred some days later. We note that on Thursday 31 March 1988
Mr Lloyd accompanied Mr Vrisakis to a meeting with NCSC representatives in
Melbourne. During the meeting, reference was made to the fact that a full audit of
Rothwells had been carried out and the results released to the public. The NCSC had
previously been provided with a copy of the audited accounts. We do not know when
Mr Lloyd travelled to Melbourne nor when he returned. Given he was in Melbourne on
Thursday 31 March, we think it probable he had learned about Mr Hilton's assessment
of the position before then. On that basis, even accepting Mr Lloyd's uncertainty about
Mr Connell's ability to assume liability for the loans, he conveyed an entirely misleading
impression to the NCSC about Rothwells' financial position. We think this explains
Mr Lloyd's concern to persuade the Commission that he did not become aware of the
seriousness of the problem facing Rothwells until well into April 1988.
16.15.11

Mr Lloyd's recollection was:
"What Hilton said to me was that there was a problem because of
the size of the company's exposure to Connell and Connell related
companies, and depending on Connell's credit, really was very
large and it resulted in fact, when the transactions were traced
through, from the fact that over a number of years Connell had
withdrawn a large amount of money leaving in one form or
another debts which led back to him, although not necessarily
appearing as such. There was as a result a need to — there was a
potential for a substantial deficiency in this area, although he at
that stage wasn't able to put a figure on it, but the impression at
least that he gave me was that the problem at that stage was not
anticipated by him to be as large as he subsequently came to
believe it to be."

Asked whether the information caused him to question the adequacy of the $100 million
provision for bad debts Mr Lloyd responded "this is really what Mr Hilton was saying".
Later in his evidence Mr Lloyd explained that Mr Hilton had indicated Mr Connell was
indebted to Rothwells, either directly or indirectly, in the order of about $400 million.
It was however the recoverability of that amount which was uncertain. He did not
concede there was any potential for a deficiency in relation to Rothwells, but only in
relation to the relevant loans. We do not accept Mr Lloyd's evidence in that respect.
It will be recalled that according to the 31 January 1988 balance sheet Rothwells' assets
exceeded its liabilities by some $262 million after providing for an amount of
$100 million for bad and doubtful debts which were unrelated to Mr Connell. If the
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recoverability of $400 million of Connell related debts was questionable, as it became
in April 1988, there was clearly a potential for an overall deficiency. We are satisfied
that Mr Lloyd appreciated this. Indeed, that appreciation emerges from the evidence of
Mr Edwards. He said when Mr Lloyd discussed Rothwells' problem with him after
Easter, Mr Lloyd told him Mr Hilton had traced through Mr Connell's position:
"and as a consequence there was a deficiency of a significant
order ... they weren't firm but it was going to go over the capital."
[emphasis supplied]
On being recalled after Mr Lloyd had given evidence Mr Edwards said Mr Lloyd told
him:
"Hilton had been through the situation ... a huge proportion of the
book was down to Connell ... while they hadn't finalised it, and
they were trying to work out what Laurie's true position was, it
was looking a bit less than rosy ... it was going to be a bad
position. It would affect the government's indemnity." [emphasis
supplied]
In cross-examination by Counsel for Mr Lloyd, Mr Edwards agreed with the proposition
that Mr Lloyd had told him about a potential deficiency arising from the fact that a
substantial proportion of loans had been traced through to Mr Connell and depended on
his net worth, which had yet to be determined.
16.15.12
The evidence of Mr Lloyd and Mr Connell is consistent with Mr Hilton
having come to the conclusion by late March 1988 that
(a)

Connell related indebtedness to Rothwells was about $400 million;

(b)

Mr Connell's interest in the Mankayan venture was probably worthless;
and

(c)

subject to his interest in PICL, which was then of indeterminate value,
Mr Connell's liabilities exceeded his assets.

16.15.13
Mr Edwards said his reaction on being told of Mr Hilton's revelations
by Mr Lloyd was to be instinctively doubtful about the prospects of recovering money
from Mr Connell. It is not entirely clear when this conversation between Mr Lloyd and
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Mr Edwards took place. Initially, Mr Edwards said it was probably on the Friday of
Easter week, 8 April 1988. When he gave further evidence some months later he said
the conversation took place within a day or so of his return to work on Tuesday 5 April.
According to Mr Edwards, he informed Mr Dowding about the problem as soon as he
learned of it from Mr Lloyd. Mr Edwards said Mr Dowding responded:
"Well don't bother me. Go and get Bond to fix it."
This evidence, which we accept, suggests that Mr Lloyd did not tell Mr Dowding about
Mr Hilton's revelations at their earlier meeting about the $50 million facility.
16.15.14
Mr Dowding said he had no recollection of Mr Edwards telling him in
April about a problem in Rothwells, but he would not regard it as unlikely, if a request
for further funds had been raised with him, that he suggested the matter be raised with
"Bond". Mr Lloyd's evidence was that after he had been told by Mr Hilton about the
funds flowing to Mr Connell, he spoke to Mr Dowding about it. Mr Dowding was
angry and asked to what extent Bond Corporation was involved and exposed to
Rothwells. According to Mr Lloyd:
"he [Mr Dowding] was making the argument that Bond
Corporation in fact got off the hook of Rothwells, whereas of
course the Government was very much on the hook ... he was
indicating his wise to get them [Bond Corporation] back on the
hook."
16.15.15
Mr Edwards said he telephoned Mr Beckwith, who was then in London,
on Friday 8 April 1988. Mr Beckwith did not want to discuss details over the telephone
so they agreed to meet in Sydney a few days later. Mr Edwards flew to Sydney, he
thought in the week commencing Monday 11 April 1988, but Mr Beckwith was unable
to meet him. Mr Beckwith therefore arranged for them to fly to Perth together in a
Bond aircraft on the following day. During the flight, Mr Edwards said he outlined the
problem, telling Mr Beckwith there was likely to be "a real deficiency in excess of
capital" and that although the amount had not been quantified, it was "horrific".
According to Mr Edwards, Mr Beckwith was shocked and agreed that something had
to be done, saying that they had clearly been duped. Mr Edwards said they canvassed
some options and might even have mentioned PICL. Mr Edwards regarded the situation
as embarrassing for Mr Bond because of his involvement in promoting the rescue.
Mr Edwards said he was also aware of other transactions between Mr Bond and
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Mr Connell which both he (Mr Edwards) and Mr Beckwith knew would be "revisited"
by the NCSC in any subsequent liquidation of Rothwells. According to records kept by
the Premier's Department, Mr Edwards flew to Sydney on Tuesday 12 April 1988 but
cancelled his return ticket. On that basis, and Mr Edwards' evidence, we find that he
returned from Sydney on 13 April in company with Mr Beckwith.
16.15.16
Mr Dowding's day sheet for 13 April showed a meeting at 4.00 pm
which was described as a briefing on Rothwells. Mr Parker, Mr Lloyd, Mr Edwards and
Mr Connell are named as the attendees. The same persons were shown in Mr Edwards'
diary as attending a meeting with Mr Dowding at 4.00 pm on that day. The meeting is
also referred to in Ms Kent's diary, but with the addition of Mr Vrisakis. Mr Connell's
diary for 13 April 1988 contained an entry in his writing which suggested to him that
the afternoon had been given up to a meeting with Mr Dowding.
16.15.17
As a matter of reconstruction from his day sheet, Mr Dowding believed
the briefing to have been organised by Mr Parker. Both he and Mr Parker asserted they
had no recollection of the occasion. Mr Dowding speculated that he might not have
attended, or might have been present for only part of the time. Despite professing a lack
of recollection of the purpose of the meeting or the detail of it, Mr Dowding was
confident that Mr Connell did not attend, at least in his presence. He said he was unable
to recall an occasion on which Mr Connell was present in his office.
16.15.18
Mr Lloyd recalled attending a meeting with Mr Dowding in his office
at about this time. He thought it might have been on 13 April 1988. He said a number
of people attended, including Mr Parker and Mr Edwards, and possibly, Mr Vrisakis.
He did not recall Mr Connell being present. According to Mr Lloyd, Mr Dowding used
the whiteboard to describe "ideas he had about Rothwells and how they could be
resolved". Mr Lloyd said he was unable to recall what these "ideas" were, but at the
time he had found them confusing, and asked Mr Edwards later to explain. He said
Mr Edwards was unable to assist.
16.15.19
Mr Connell claimed to have met Mr Dowding on a number of occasions
from March to May 1988, but said he could not recall any details. He claimed to have
a clear recollection of one meeting with Mr Dowding in an ante room adjacent to his
office. He said Mr Lloyd and Mr Vrisakis were also present, but he was unable to say
what had been discussed at the meeting. He thought it might have been "the Bell
takeover". In later evidence he recalled it was a long meeting, and the first occasion in
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which Mr Dowding had met Mr Vrisakis. He went on to say that the purpose of the
meeting was to discuss Rothwells, but he was unsure whether the Bell matter had been
discussed.
16.15.20
After it had emerged that Mr Vrisakis was present at the February
meeting with Mr Dowding in Mr Burke's hotel room in Canberra, it was pointed out to
Mr Connell that the meeting on 13 April 1988 could not have been the first occasion on
which Mr Dowding and Mr Vrisakis had met. Despite that, Mr Connell was adamant
the meeting had taken place as he described it. He added to his earlier evidence by
recalling Mr Dowding's comment that he was not impressed by Mr Connell bringing his
lawyer to the meeting. Mr Vrisakis, however, said he had no recollection of any such
meeting. He recalled only two occasions on which he had visited the Premier's office,
both before Mr Burke's departure.
16.15.21
When Mr Edwards gave evidence initially, he said he had no
recollection of the 13 April meeting with Mr Lloyd, Mr Connell, Mr Parker and
Mr Dowding referred to in his diary. He said, however, that he could certainly recall
meetings at about that time attended by Mr Connell, Mr Dowding and other Ministers.
When examined by his own counsel, Mr Edwards said he did not recall attending a
meeting with Mr Connell and the others in the Capita Centre at or about that time. He
said he could recall being present with Mr Connell at the Capita Centre only on the
occasion of the rescue of Rothwells in October 1987. He was, however, aware that
Mr Connell had "regularly visited" the Capita Centre. When Mr Edwards gave evidence
some months later, his memory appeared to have been refreshed. He was asked again
about the 13 April meeting referred to in his diary. Mr Edwards then said:
"I think what transpired — it was only the Premier, Parker, Lloyd
and myself. I have no recollection of Laurie coming to any such
meeting."
Asked what had been discussed, he said:
"Well really this basic issue. There were problems with Laurie's
exposure and so we were, sort of, really on notice that things
should get very murky."
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He went on to say that at about that time he had discussions with Mr Dowding,
Mr Parker and Mr Lloyd and also with Mr Dowding alone, about the prospects of
Mr Connell repaying money borrowed from Rothwells. As he put it:
"They were informed of the general, you know — it was in — we
were in potentially real trouble."
The Commission is satisfied, despite the confusion in the evidence, that a meeting was
held in Mr Dowding's office on 13 April 1988, between Mr Dowding, Mr Parker,
Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd and that there was a discussion about Rothwells. Given the
lack or professed lack of recollection of those named as attendees in the various diaries
to which we have referred, we are unable to make any findings as to whether other were.
We have no doubt, however, that Mr Dowding and Mr Parker were informed at the
meeting that Rothwells was potentially insolvent due to the fact that Mr Connell, or
interests associated with him, had borrowed from it and might be unable or unwilling
to repay. This information exploded the myth that "Rothwells had liquidity problems
but was basically sound", an expression which Mr Dowding rightly described as
"hackneyed". It had been applied to Rothwells for so long that it must have become
obvious by that stage, even without Mr Hilton's revelations, that it could not be true.
A chronic liquidity problem of the magnitude suffered by Rothwells from October 1987
to April 1988 was clearly symptomatic of that underlying insolvency which Mr Hurley
had identified in November 1987, but which had been concealed by massive injections
of money thereafter.
16.15.22
Mr Lloyd said he spoke to Mr Connell after being told by Mr Hilton
about the potential deficiency. According to Mr Lloyd, Mr Connell blamed Mr Lucas
and Mr Hugall, saying that they had transferred debts to him without his knowledge.
He spoke about "restructuring" and "doing a deal" and matters of that kind. It is not
clear whether Mr Lloyd's conversation with Mr Connell took place before or after the
meeting of 13 April 1988. Mr Lloyd said he also telephoned Mr Beckwith at about that
time. He could not recall when the conversation took place but he said it was shortly
after he had spoken to Mr Edwards about the potential deficiency. Mr Lloyd said he
told Mr Beckwith "more or less what I told Mr Edwards". He said he put to
Mr Beckwith that this was a Bond Corporation problem. Mr Lloyd said he had no
recollection of the conversation other than Mr Beckwith expressing his concern.
Mr Lloyd said he went subsequently to a breakfast meeting with Mr Bond at his house.
Mr Bond wanted to know what Mr Connell had done with the money. Mr Lloyd said
he put to Mr Bond that this was a matter which needed to be addressed very quickly and
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was a problem for Bond Corporation as well as for others. At the time, according to
Mr Lloyd, Bond interests were exposed to Rothwells not only in relation to the Bond
Media facility, but also in relation to a Goldmines of Kalgoorlie Ltd bill endorsement
facility of $25 or $50 million. We have referred to the Bond Media facility in
section 14.6 of chapter 14 of this report.
16.15.23
Ms Kent's diary makes reference to a meeting between Mr Lloyd and
Mr Bond at 8.00 am on 19 April 1988. Mr Bond's diary also shows an 8.00 am
appointment with Mr Lloyd on that day. We are satisfied that the breakfast meeting
with Mr Bond was on 19 April 1988. By that stage, the proposal that SGIC acquire
19.9% of the shares in the Bell group was under consideration, but we do not know
whether that matter was discussed between Mr Lloyd and Mr Bond at their meeting.
16.15.24
Despite learning of the potential problem in Rothwells from Mr Hilton,
Mr Lloyd took no steps to obtain independent financial advice. He had asserted
previously that he regarded as important the need to clarify Rothwells' financial
position. To that end, he had obtained assistance from officers of R & I Bank, Mr Hurst
and Mr Roberts. When their work proved unsatisfactory to the Rothwells board,
unjustifiably in our view, Mr Lloyd placed reliance on the audit which was
commissioned a little later. By mid April 1988, however, as Mr Lloyd appreciated, the
31 January accounts could no longer be regarded as reliable. Much depended on
Mr Connell's worth. According to Mr Lloyd, he left it to Mr Hilton to reach some
resolution about that matter. Mr Hilton had been involved in the proposed float of
Oakhill to which we have referred earlier. On that basis, and as a result of the work
which he had carried out subsequently, he was well versed in Mr Connell's affairs. It
was, however, Mr Hilton who had urged on Mr Lloyd the policy of "keeping Connell
whole". We were told by Mr Hurley that he would have regarded it as quite
inappropriate for Mr Lloyd to have brought in external consultants at that stage, because
the fact would undoubtedly have become known in Perth financial circles, causing
further speculation about Rothwells, with possibly disastrous consequences. While we
appreciate the sensitivity of Rothwells' position at that stage, public confidence had no
doubt been restored to some extent by the acquisition of Western Collieries, to which
we shall refer shortly. In any event, an independent assessment could have been carried
out discreetly and with the protection of confidentiality agreements as in the case of
Mr Pope's review of the previous year. This is a hypothetical issue, because nothing
was done. We regard it as quite inappropriate for Mr Lloyd to have entrusted to
Mr Hilton, who was clearly sympathetic to Mr Connell, the important task of
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establishing Rothwells' financial position. Even if Mr Lloyd was not aware by
mid April 1988 of Mr Hilton's allegiance to Mr Connell, he could have been left in no
doubt following a meeting held early in May between Mr Burke, Mr Connell and others,
including Mr Hilton. At that meeting, to which we shall refer in paragraph 17.6.6 of
chapter 17 of this report, Mr Hilton supported Mr Connell's position against Mr Burke
and Mr Lloyd.
16.15.25
We contrast Mr Lloyd's attitude to that of Mr Schoer of the NCSC.
Mr Schoer said that as soon as he learned of potential problems with Rothwells' loan
portfolio, which was not until July 1988, he intervened immediately in the audit which
was then in progress for the year ended 31 July 1988. He instructed the audit team as
to the manner in which the audit was to be conducted and stipulated that Mr Carter was
not to be involved. He said he told the auditors to review the loan portfolio in detail,
because the half-yearly audit "couldn't be explained away, given the events of the
Dalleagles sale". This was a reference to the sale of Rothwells' loan portfolio to
Dalleagles Pty Ltd, Mr Connell's company. We deal with it in paragraph 18.4.5 of
chapter 18 of this report. Mr Schoer said that had he been told in April 1988 that
Rothwells had made loans of perhaps $400 million to Mr Connell, and there was a
question of whether that money would be recovered, the NCSC would have suspended
trading in Rothwells' securities immediately, caused it to make a statement to the market
about its position and then required a full review of the loan portfolio.
16.15.26
It seems that on learning from Mr Hilton about the extent of the
Connell-related loans, Mr Lloyd ceased to regard it as important to establish Rothwells'
financial position. He said that one element of the overall problem was establishing the
level of those debts but
"the critical question was the extent of his [Mr Connell's] assets,
and perhaps even more important, the extent of his debts to third
parties, that was what was really, by the end of May and early
June, identified as the — I hate to use the phrase "final piece in
the jigsaw puzzle", because the jigsaw puzzle I think is far from
completed yet, but it did finalise a picture which was, I think,
substantially correct."
We infer from Mr Lloyd's evidence, a realisation on his part that the two crucial issues
were first, the extent to which it would be necessary to provide Rothwells with assets
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and second, the amount of money which it would need in order to "keep Connell whole"
in the interim. As to the first matter, Mr Lloyd said:
"... when you ask was I proposing any solutions I don't want to
give the impression that really nothing was happening. There was
some consideration being given and it was — but I have to say it
was a proposal of Mr Hilton, I think emerging out of his previous
work in relation to PICL, for Connell's interest to be transferred
into Rothwells in exchange for many of these — in settlement of
these debts."
As to the second matter, Mr Lloyd said attempts were made to assess the funds required
but
"I think it's fair to say that Burgess and Connell had similar
problems with cash flow projections as I did at Rothwells, in that
it is not as though we, at Rothwells, were dealing with a cash flow
business that sold so many ice creams a week and could be
expected to sell much the same ice creams the next week. To the
extent that it was a realisation — there was a large element of a
realisation process, and perhaps more so in Connell's case, and
while it is possible to say "Oh well, let's do a budget and we'll
agree that we can sell 50 horses next week and we can sell the
instrument company the week after, and we can sell Paragon
Resources the month after that and we will be able to borrow more
money, to be able to renew those facilities next month" the fact of
the matter is that those sort of budgets are, of their nature, very
uncertain."
Knowing, as Mr Lloyd then did, about the extent of Connell related loans made by
Rothwells, we regard it as wholly inappropriate for him to have left the assessment of
Mr Connell's future needs to Mr Connell himself and Mr Burgess. Mr Lloyd said that,
at least in part, he placed reliance on Mr Burgess as a result of Mr Burke's view that he
was an honest person with integrity. Mr Lloyd said that "in the end" he came to the
view that Mr Burgess was under Mr Connell's influence and would do Mr Connell's
bidding.
16.15.27
Mr Lloyd said he could not recall including Connell related items in any
cash flow about which he talked to the Government when seeking financial assistance
for Rothwells from that quarter. He could not be sure he had told anyone in the
Government that from time to time Rothwells was making lease payments in respect of
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Mr Connell's horses, or paying the wages bill for L R Connell & Partners. He said he
had a "fairly indistinct recollection" of explaining to the Government, after May 1988,
that Rothwells was obliged to make substantial payments to NZI and Standard Chartered
for the purpose of supporting Mr Connell. Mr Lloyd was unable to say to whom he had
given that explanation.
16.15.28
Mr Lloyd thought it unlikely he had informed Government
representatives early in 1988 that Rothwells was funding Mr Connell's essential
expenditure, because he did not believe then that those payments had a "negative
effect". In other words, he thought Mr Connell was withdrawing no more money with
Rothwells than he was depositing. The work carried out by Commission accountants
shows this not to have been the case, although the indebtedness of
L R Connell & Partners and Oakhill did fall during two periods. It rose to $3.06 million
between December 1987 and January 1988, and fell to $2.1 million by the end of
February 1988. In March the outflow rose to $5.01 million but was reduced to
$2.04 million by the end of April. From 31 April until 31 October 1988, however, the
outflow of funds to L R Connell & Partners and Oakhill increased by $42 million. This
was a period during which the extent of Connell related indebtedness to Rothwells was
well known to Mr Lloyd, and yet he did nothing to monitor the outflow of funds.
Despite that, according to Mr Lloyd, Government ministers were well aware that
Mr Connell was being supported by Rothwells. Mr Lloyd said he provided cash flow
information to Government Ministers. The only tangible evidence that he did so is a
copy of a cash flow forecast dated 14 July 1988 in the form of a memorandum from
Mr Jones, Rothwells Treasurer, to Mr Lloyd and Mr Hilton. The document was
produced to the Commission by Mr Grill who said he was unable to recall the
circumstances in which Mr Lloyd gave it to him. Neither did Mr Lloyd have any
recollection. The cash flow forecast indicated that from 20 June to 8 July 1988,
$1.5 million had been paid to Mr Connell for "deposits expenses", $0.7 million had been
paid to Oakhill for "Standard Chartered" and that $2 million had been advanced to
"family". Mr Lloyd said that "family" referred to funds advanced to companies related
to Rothwells "who we had taken a decision to support in terms of maximising our
position". We have characterised this practice earlier as throwing good money after
bad.
16.15.29
Mr Lloyd was asked whether at any time after he had become managing
director, in his discussions with any Government representatives about cash flow
requirements and liquidity requirements, he had explained that at least to some extent,
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Mr Connell's requirements had to be taken into account in addition to Rothwells'
requirements. He said:
"I can't say that I did in exactly that form."
He was then asked whether he had conveyed the information in any other form. He
answered:
"It's just very difficult — it's a very broad question and I had
numerous meetings during the year in which we discussed
Rothwells' cash flow requirements ... It would surprise me, I think,
if I didn't, in the process of some of those, explain what those
requirements were but I just — I couldn't ... point to a meeting or
recall a conversation where I said ... how those cash flows were
drawn up and what those requirements were."
In any event, as Mr Lloyd observed, the Government was well aware by June 1988 of
the extent of the Connell related debt to Rothwells which, whether they knew it or not,
included indebtedness incurred after the October 1987 rescue. Given his ignorance
about the extent to which Mr Connell was being supported by Rothwells, and the
vagueness of his evidence about informing Government of these matters, we are not
satisfied he did so. Mr Edwards said he had not heard talk of "keeping Connell whole"
until the second half of 1988. He recalled discussing the concept with Mr Lloyd in the
context of the PICL deal. He did not recall discussing it with Mr Dowding, but thought
Mr Parker and/or Mr Grill may have been present when the point was made that if
Mr Connell was subjected to bankruptcy proceedings
"... it would bring the whole house of cards down."
16.15.30
We have no doubt that, in a general sense, this was understood by the
Government from April 1988 at the latest. It may have been that appreciation of
Mr Connell's dependence on Government support which prompted approaches to him
to make political donations. These approaches won immediate support. On 14 April
1988, only a few days after it had been revealed to Mr Dowding that Rothwells was
facing a major deficiency as a result of Mr Connell's borrowings, Mr Connell donated
$50,000 to the campaign to promote Mr Dowding's image. Mr Connell said he was
unable to recall the circumstances in which the donation was made although, he said,
it was requested by Mr Darcy Farrell who was then a director of Rothwells. Later, on
6 May 1988, Mr Connell donated a further $50,000 to the Australian Labor Party to be
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used as a contribution to Mr Brush's legal fees. Mr Connell said he was unable to recall
who had approached him, but thought it was Mr Lloyd. He had declined to assist when
Mr Brush himself had made a request for assistance.
16.16

The acquisition of Western Collieries Ltd

16.16.1
On 22 April 1988, after Mr Lloyd had been informed by Mr Hilton
about the extent of the Connell related loans and the potential for a deficiency in
Rothwells, heads of agreement were signed on behalf of Rothwells and CSR Limited
("CSR") for the purchase of all of the issued capital of Western Collieries Ltd ("Western
Collieries") for a total consideration of $102.5 million. In addition to paying the
purchase price, Rothwells was obliged to re-finance a debt of some $27 million which
Western Collieries owed CSR. The total liability incurred by Rothwells in relation to
the acquisition of Western Collieries was therefore of the order of $130 million.
16.16.2
Mr Lloyd said it was first proposed that Rothwells might acquire
Western Collieries in February or early March 1988. This was after he had formed the
view in January that it would be desirable for Rothwells to acquire one or other of the
coal mining companies in Western Australia. The other company was Griffin Coal Ltd,
which was not on the market. Mr Lloyd said he was familiar with the energy situation
in Western Australia and that in particular there had been a substantial surplus of energy
in the State. He said that the international price of coal was depressed and that coal
mining companies were "out of fashion" in the investment community. In those
circumstances, Mr Lloyd thought it would be possible for Rothwells to acquire a
coal mining company in Western Australia at a good price below its long term value.
He saw this as consistent with Rothwells' business plan objectives and its desire to move
out of lending into direct investments, including resource base investments. He said he
regarded Western Collieries as a long term investment rather than as a provider of
immediate cash flow. We note the evidence of Mr Ian Ferrier, who became one of the
joint liquidators of Rothwells, that in fact it paid "a top price" for Western Collieries.
This matter is not within our terms of reference and we have not pursued it.
16.16.3
According to Mr Lloyd, by late February or early March, when the
possibility of acquiring Western Collieries became firmer, negotiations had commenced
between Mr Connell and Mr Hilton and the Managing Director of NZI in New Zealand
in relation to a closer association, or possibly a merger between NZI and Rothwells.
Mr Lloyd said the financing of Western Collieries was to be "the first concrete step
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down that path". He understood from Mr Connell that this had been agreed in principle
with NZI's Managing Director. It was understood that Rothwells would borrow the
entire acquisition cost of $130 million, although the price was to be paid over a period.
The first payment of $25 million was made at the end of May 1988.
16.16.4
Mr Lloyd said that before committing Rothwells to the acquisition of
Western Collieries, he had discussed the matter with Dr John McKee, the Chairman of
SECWA, and with Mr Parker. His object in doing so was to determine whether there
was any objection on the part of Government to the acquisition of Western Collieries
by Rothwells. He thought there was a requirement in contracts between SECWA and
Western Collieries that the transfer of control from CSR to Rothwells be approved by
SECWA or Government. As a result of his conversation with Mr Parker, Mr Lloyd
satisfied himself that there was no impediment as far as the Government was concerned.
16.16.5
Dr McKee recalled meeting Mr Lloyd in his capacity as managing
director of Rothwells at about the time Western Collieries was about to be sold by CSR.
It was Dr McKee's view that Western Collieries was an investment which SECWA
should consider seriously. He said that in all other States in Australia coalfields were
owned by the respective energy commissions. He suggested to Mr Parker, the Minister
responsible for SECWA, that the acquisition of Western Collieries by SECWA ought
to be considered. He said Mr Parker told him the Premier did not want to be involved
in that matter but he (Dr McKee) should speak to Mr Lloyd who was known to be
considering the acquisition on behalf of Rothwells. Dr McKee said he spoke to
Mr Lloyd who told him Rothwells was thinking of buying Western Collieries and
putting it into a form of coal trust which would then be marketed. Mr Lloyd said he
believed that would be beneficial for SECWA. Dr McKee said the discussion ended at
that point, given the political direction that SECWA should not become involved.
16.16.6
Dr McKee's evidence is supported by that of Mr Parker and Mr Grill,
both of whom said the Government did not want to become involved in a coal trust,
when that proposal was raised early in 1988. Mr Dowding said he had absolutely no
recollection of the coal trust proposal.
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16.16.7
It seems the major proponents of the coal trust were Mr Connell and
Mr Hilton. Mr Connell gave evidence about his proposals for the creation of a coal
trust, which he claimed to have discussed with Mr Parker. He said the coal trust would
have:
"vended into it, a power station by the government and Griffin
Coal by Ricky Stowe, Western Collieries by Rothwells. That it
would take over the management of the production of power, so
instead of selling coal to the Government, what was envisaged
was that it would actually sell power and there be developed this
new power station."
Mr Connell went on to say that Rothwells' acquisition of Western Collieries was merely
the first step in "moving it on again". Mr Hilton gave evidence to a similar effect,
namely that Rothwells was contemplating a substantial profit on the disposition of
Western Collieries into the coal trust. Although Mr Hilton claimed that Mr Lloyd
shared his views, Mr Lloyd said he did not. It was his opinion that capital profits of the
level anticipated by Mr Connell could not be sustained by valuations. More important,
according to Mr Lloyd, was the fact that the proposed coal trust could not produce
power at a price which would be of benefit to SECWA.
16.16.8
On 20 May 1988 Mr Lloyd sent a memorandum to his co-directors of
Rothwells in relation to the acquisition of Western Collieries. He noted that Rothwells
was proceeding with negotiations to execute a sale agreement with CSR on that day with
acquisition taking effect on 30 May when the first instalment of $25 million was
payable by Rothwells. He sought approval from the board for the formal signing of the
sale agreement and the funding arrangements set out in the memorandum. This was
given. The funding arrangements involved raising $105 million by assigning Western
Collieries income stream. Mr Lloyd referred to the projections prepared by Jarden & Co
on Rothwells' behalf. These indicated that $100 million could be raised by this means
on the basis of the then existing contracts between SECWA and Western Collieries.
This would have been unlawful, but it was not pursued.
16.16.9
Mr Lloyd's memorandum referred to Western Collieries potential to
increase profitability significantly within the subsequent four or five years. This, he
said, would result from increasing coal demand during that period as a consequence of
new industrial projects coming to fruition, some of which utilised natural gas. SECWA
would need to purchase coal to replace gas currently in use for power generation. The
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projects referred to by Mr Lloyd in his memorandum included the ammonia-urea plant
and the PICL proposal. Mr Lloyd also referred in his memorandum to SECWA
planning which indicated that the State would need a new power station in the early
1990s to supplement existing capacity. He noted that a start had already been made on
planning of the new station which would be coal fired and which would comprise two
units, each of 250MW capacity. He went on:
"This scenario indicates that [Western Collieries] will be able to
operate at significantly increased production levels by the early
1990s allowing in turn for a stronger revenue stream and improved
profit margins flowing on from productivity improvements. It is
proposed that Rothwells retain full ownership of [Western
Collieries] to maximise the benefits of the incremental cash flows
and profits derived therefrom."
16.16.10
Mr Lloyd noted that on execution of the sale agreement for Western
Collieries on 25 May, the sum of $25 million was required to be paid as the first
instalment. He wrote:
"Approaches are already well advanced for NZI to fund the
$25 million as a bridging finance facility secured against the
Rothwells unencumbered loan receivables.
It is envisaged that a takeout provision for this facility will be
structured when the final instalment of the acquisition package is
paid in November, 1988."
16.16.11
We find it extraordinary that at a time when Rothwells was facing the
prospect of a major deficiency in its assets, it should embark upon a major capital
acquisition with somewhat speculative prospects and without having finance in place.
Mr Lloyd said, however, that despite the uncertainty which had arisen as a result of
Mr Hilton's work and the information which he had provided about the Connell-related
loans, he (Mr Lloyd) did not consider the acquisition of Western Collieries to be, in any
sense, imprudent. Further, Mr Lloyd said he believed it to be advantageous to proceed
with the acquisition in the sense that Rothwells would be seen to be pursuing the
objectives of changing its investment activities in accordance with announcements
which had been made and the business plan which had been approved by the NCSC.
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When asked if he regarded the acquisition of Western Collieries as a public relations
exercise, Mr Lloyd said that those aspects of the transaction were "very minor":
"The important thing was to get on and change the nature of its
activities."
On 29 April 1988 Rothwells issued a media statement about the acquisition of Western
Collieries. In the statement, Mr Connell was reported as saying:
"The acquisition was in line with Rothwells' policy of investment
in hard assets and cash flow projects."
Mr Connell was then quoted as saying:
"This acquisition represents the classic opportunity to provide
increased levels of profit and cash flow ... in October, I made it
clear that following its restructuring Rothwells would, by selective
investment or equity participation, enhance its profit making
capacity."
Presented in that way, the acquisition of Western Collieries created the wholly false
impression of Rothwells, particularly given the absence of explanation as to the manner
in which the acquisition would be funded. The statement enhanced the myth that
Rothwells had by then been restructured and placed on a financial basis sufficiently
sound for it to embark upon the new venture.
16.16.12
In our view, the acquisition of Western Collieries by Rothwells was far
more of a public relations exercise than Mr Lloyd would admit. It was a transaction
which was calculated to enhance the standing of Rothwells in the public perception
when its financial position was extremely questionable. There is no evidence, however,
that Rothwells was prompted or encouraged by the Government to proceed with the
acquisition of Western Collieries. Nor did the Government provide any financial
assistance to Rothwells to enable it to pay the purchase price. In those circumstances,
we are not required to make any findings in respect of this transaction.
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15.1

The Purchase of Bell Properties and BHP Shares by SGIC

15.1.1
In mid November 1987 SGIC agreed to purchase certain central Perth
business district properties and 2.5% of the issued share capital of BHP Ltd ("BHP")
from companies associated with Mr Holmes a Court. These transactions, which
involved an outlay of some $480 million by SGIC were effected when Mr Holmes a
Court, whose business interests had suffered as a result of the stock market crash, was
seeking to liquidate assets in order to satisfy his bankers. In a memorandum written late
in 1987 or early in 1988, Mr Newman said that after the crash, the Bell Group had to
dispose of surplus assets very quickly. He said that confidence was being attacked as
a result of four major events including the stock market crash and the withdrawal from
the Bell Group by Merrill Lynch of a $1 billion credit facility. He wrote
"Only Mr Holmes a Court and myself knew the severity of the
situation."
Mr Newman said that within days of the crash the Bell Group adopted the policy of
making itself liquid and it was probably in the first week of November 1987 that they
began to make it known that certain assets might be available for sale. These included
properties, BHP shares, newspapers and television stations.
15.1.2
Both Mr Burke and Mr Parker said Mr Burke had become aware,
following the crash, that Mr Holmes a Court might be in some financial difficulty.
Mr Burke said that he did not recall how he learned of this. He asked Mr Parker to
speak to Mr Holmes a Court because he thought there might be an opportunity for the
Government to acquire some assets that Mr Holmes a Court might wish to sell.
Mr Newman's evidence of his discussions with Mr Holmes a Court suggests that
Mr Burke had expressed willingness to assist Mr Holmes a Court if that should be
necessary. We are unable to make any finding as to how this matter arose.
15.1.3
Mr Parker said he telephoned Mr Holmes a Court and spoke to him at
some length. During their conversation Mr Holmes a Court said he had put together one
of the best development sites in Perth, next to the Government owned Perth Technical
College site, which was available for sale together with the Forrest Centre, and that the
value of these properties was somewhere between $300 million and $400 million. He
also said he had not yet decided what to do with his BHP shares. If he did not proceed
with a takeover he would need to reduce his holding, in order to conserve resources.
Mr Parker said that the Government might be interested in acquiring through its
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agencies all or some of the properties and, if so, he would arrange for someone to
contact Mr Holmes a Court. As to the BHP shares, Mr Parker said he would have to
discuss the matter further. He did discuss these matters with Mr Burke who said they
might be interested in acquiring the properties and some of the shares. Mr Burke said
he wanted Mr Edwards to be involved in relation to the properties and that he would
speak to Mr John Horgan, the Chairman of WADC, about the shares.
15.1.4
Mr Edwards was telephoned by Mr Parker who told him that
Mr Holmes a Court was anxious to liquidate some of his assets and would be contacting
him about certain properties. Mr Edwards said Mr Parker informed him that he had told
Mr Holmes a Court about SGIC's possible interest in acquiring properties. According
to Mr Edwards, SGIC had previously received independent advice, and was of the view,
in any event, that it should add to its investment portfolio by acquiring central business
district properties. Mr Edwards said that he, Mr Rees and Mr Neville then met
Mr Michael Garner of the Bell Group. Mr Garner had been nominated by Mr Holmes a
Court as the person to deal with in respect of the properties. Mr Neville had some
valuations which formed the basis for negotiations but Mr Garner refused to accept less
than $226 million for the properties on offer and SGIC was not prepared to pay more
than $206 million. Mr Edwards said they were under pressure from both Mr Holmes a
Court and from the Government. He said Mr Rees telephoned other Commissioners to
keep them informed.
15.1.5
Mr Edwards was aware that while the property negotiations were in
progress, there were also negotiations with WADC. Mr John Horgan was involved
principally for the acquisition of some BHP shares. On Wednesday 11 November
Mr Horgan telephoned Mr Ross Grant in Sydney to tell him that the Government was
contemplating the purchase of some shares in BHP. Mr Grant, who was a director of
the Macquarie Bank and managing director of Jonray Holdings Ltd, had known
Mr Horgan for some years and was an adviser to WADC. Mr Horgan told Mr Grant
that the Government was contemplating the purchase of shares in BHP and that he had
recommended Mr Grant to advise the Government which, he felt, ought to have
professional advice. Mr Horgan suggested to Mr Grant that he telephone Mr Parker.
Mr Grant did so, in the presence of his assistant Mr Watson who made a
contemporaneous note of the conversation. According to Mr Watson's note, Mr Parker
referred to certain Government objectives
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"(1) ... one was how a West Australian company could not [be allowed to]
fail ...;
(2) was to buy an investment in a company that was regarded as a good
company that could be bought at a good price;
(3) it was believed that if Bell Resources sold a large shareholding in BHP
it would then have the capacity to buy further shares in BHP: and West
Australian interests would then become the major shareholders in BHP."
Mr Grant said he and Mr Parker went on to discuss the possible purchase of 20% of
BHP. In his evidence Mr Parker denied there was ever any discussion of the acquisition
of 20% of BHP "in any serious way". He said there was never any serious
contemplation of the Government purchasing more than 10% of BHP. Mr Burke said
he had never heard of the 20% suggestion until evidence was given at the Commission.
Mr Edwards' evidence was to the same effect. However, we accept Mr Grant's
evidence.
15.1.6
Mr Grant said he retained the services of Freehills, a firm of solicitors,
and began negotiations with Mr Holmes a Court and his staff. Mr Grant was of the view
that an understanding between the Government and Mr Holmes a Court that it would
purchase 20% of BHP, leaving him free to purchase an additional percentage for the
purpose of obtaining effective control, was illegal. He said Mr Holmes a Court knew
it was illegal. From the outset of their first conversation, Mr Holmes a Court was at
pains to ensure that his position was not compromised. He told Mr Grant that he and
the Government were not associates. The Government would not know what he was
going to do, and would not know the outcome.
15.1.7
The solicitor from Freehills involved in these matters was
Mr John Green. On 12 November 1987, he made a note of some discussions with
Mr Grant and others. As appeared from Mr Green's notes, as he interpreted them,
discussions covered the Government's desire to purchase 20% of BHP from
Mr Holmes a Court so that he might use the proceeds of sale to acquire further shares
in BHP. Mr Green thought the original intention was that Mr Holmes a Court should
acquire a further 20% although he could not be certain of that. He said there was some
concern about the viability of Bell interests at that time and concern that the proceeds
of sale might be appropriated by the banks so as to be unavailable for the purchase of
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further shares. Mr Green noted an apparent desire on the part of the Government to
persuade BHP to move its head office to Perth. He said he had various telephone
conversations on 12 and 13 November with Mr Burke, Mr Parker and Mr Edwards and
with Mr Holmes a Court in Melbourne. He could not say to whom he had spoken on
each day.
15.1.8
Mr Green told the Commission he had some concern that if the
Government's wishes were to be put into effect, problems might arise both under the
Takeovers Code and under an existing "standstill agreement" between BHP and
Mr Holmes a Court. Pursuant to that agreement Mr Holmes a Court required the
consent of BHP in order to sell any more than 5% of the shares in BHP to a single
purchaser. Mr Green also spoke of discussions with Mr Holmes a Court in which the
latter said there were no associations between the Government and himself and there
were to be no understandings about what might follow. Despite this, Mr Grant
described discussions with Government representatives in which, he said, there was:
"... a continued emphasis from Government that there needed to
be certainty that if Holmes a Court received funds from the sale of
BHP shares he would have both the capacity and the wish to apply
them in the purchase of further BHP shares."
This, in turn, would lead to Western Australian interests being in a position to control
BHP. Mr Grant said that on several occasions he emphasised to Government
representatives that the Government could not reach any such understanding with
Mr Holmes a Court and that, in any event, Mr Holmes a Court would not be involved
in that manner because he knew it involved a breach of the Takeovers Code. Mr Grant
said his opinion in respect of these matters was accepted by those representing the
Government.
15.1.9
In our view, the persons representing the Government appear to have
suffered delusions of grandeur in contemplating the transfer of BHP's head office to
Perth. It seems also that they failed to pause and reflect that if the initiating factor in the
whole exercise was the need of Mr Holmes a Court to realise some of his assets, then
it was highly improbable that he would immediately re-invest the proceeds. Mr Green's
evidence reflects badly on the Government representatives involved.
15.1.10
On the evening of Thursday 12 November 1987 there was a meeting of
Cabinet members in the 19th floor conference room at the Capita Centre. Mr Edwards
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and Mr Horgan were also present. Mr Edwards said he thought the meeting had taken
place on the Tuesday. However, we are satisfied he was mistaken about that. The
properties were discussed first. The Cabinet approved the purchase at $206 million.
Mr Edwards said there was some passing reference by Cabinet Ministers to the fact that
the purchase was helping Mr Holmes a Court. Mr Berinson's recollection was that the
proposal relating to the properties was "reasonably straightforward" and should just be
noted. Mr Edwards said Mr Horgan spoke about the purchase of BHP shares. There
was then some discussion about buying 10% of BHP but various Ministers including
Mr Grill and possibly Mr Berinson, expressed concern about acquiring a parcel of that
size. Mr Berinson said in his evidence he recalled the proposal that 10% of BHP be
purchased. Mr Berinson said that the proposal was put on two bases. These were that
"it was a straightforward investment" and "it would encourage BHP to establish more
operations in WA and to expand its operations here".
Mr Berinson said he and Mr Bryce spoke against the purchase saying it involved a huge
commitment which was disproportionate to the risk. According to Mr Berinson there
was, unusually, a vote in respect of the matter. This resulted in a resolution that SGIC
acquire 10% of the shares in BHP at a particular price. Mr Berinson's evidence was
supported by that of Mr Jeffrey Carr who produced a statutory declaration in answer
to a number of written questions asked of Cabinet Ministers by the Commission.
15.1.11
By that stage it must have been appreciated that WADC could not
acquire the shares, possibly because of its borrowing limitations. Hence the proposal
to involve SGIC. As Mr Horgan said, the WADC lost the carriage of the matter.
Mr Parker said the decision was taken to put the matter to SGIC to see if it was
interested. However, in our view, Mr Parker, insofar as he purported to suggest that
SGIC had any choice in the matter, misrepresented the position.
15.1.12
Mr Lloyd said he was present at the meeting, although he was not sure
who invited him. He said he did not contribute to the discussion and was not asked
about Rothwells. Mr Edwards left before the meeting concluded. He spoke later to
Mr Garner, at about 9.00 pm or 10.00 pm. Mr Garner said he would not accept less
than $216 million. He was under great pressure to conclude the transaction that night.
At about 2.00 am on Friday, 13 November in an attempt to resolve the impasse,
Mr Edwards telephoned Mr Holmes a Court in Melbourne. He said he offered
Mr Holmes a Court $206 million for the properties "take it or leave it". Mr Holmes a
Court accepted.
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15.1.13
With respect to the share transaction, Mr Lowry said that he was
telephoned by Mr Michell on the Thursday evening, after he, Mr Lowry, had returned
from late night shopping. Mr Michell asked Mr Lowry how quickly SGIC could obtain
a certain amount of money. Mr Lowry could not recall the exact amount, although
Mr Michell did tell him. Early the following day, Friday 13 November, Mr Lowry
phoned Mr Ted Davies, SGIC's investment manager, and asked him the same question.
At 9.00 am there was a special meeting of SGIC. Those present included Mr Rees,
Mr Edwards, Mr Michell, Mr Lloyd, Mr F A Saville and Mr W F Rolston, both
Commissioners, and Mr V. Evans, the corporate secretary. Mr Edwards said the
Commissioners all supported the purchase of the central business district properties. He
said they were not opposed in principle to the acquisition of 5% of BHP but they were
concerned about the size and scale of the proposed investment and concerned as to how
they would fund the purchase. They were also concerned about the difficulty of
liquidating such a substantial investment should it become necessary to do so.
Mr Edwards said the Commissioners decided that, rather than following their usual
course of making a decision subject to Government approval, they would require a
specific direction. On giving further evidence subsequently, Mr Edwards said the
borrowing issue was the major concern of the Commissioners. An additional concern
was the fact that the investment portfolio, the balance of which would be redressed by
the purchase of the properties, would be imbalanced again by the purchase of the shares.
It was Mr Rees' evidence that as far as he was concerned, a direction was required in
relation to the shares because such an investment
"... didn't have a great attraction for the SGIC ... other than if it
had other reasons behind it of benefit to the State ... ."
Against that, as Mr Michell said, BHP represented a microcosm of Australian industry.
SGIC would therefore achieve a range of diverse interests from a holding in its shares.
Mr Michell said that before the SGIC meeting there was discussion of a larger holding
than 5%. Mr Parker did not know how SGIC came to consider the acquisition of 5%.
Mr Edwards said he had discussions with Mr Berinson who was concerned as to the
scale of the investment and the amounts involved.
15.1.14
Despite the fact that on the Thursday evening Cabinet members had
resolved to purchase 10% of BHP, the resolution passed by SGIC on the Friday morning
was in terms that the Chairman and Deputy Chairman be authorised to purchase a 5%
holding in BHP from Bell Resources Developments Pty Ltd, subject to appropriate
direction from the Premier. This variation was the result of advice given by Mr Grant.
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On Friday 13 November Mr Burke telephoned Mr Grant and said a decision had been
taken to buy 10% of BHP from Mr Holmes a Court. Mr Grant took the call on a
conference phone. Certain aspects of the conversation were noted by Mr Green who
was also present. According to Mr Green, Mr Burke's instructions were:
(a) The decision had been taken to purchase 10% from Mr Holmes a Court.
(b) "... there had to be absolute certainty that he had the capacity to go on
and buy more BHP shares."
(c) The price was to be 5c per share below the market price.
Although Mr Grant had a poor recollection of the conversation, it was his view that the
Government's decision to reduce its purchase from 10% to 5% with an option over a
further 5% was a consequence of his advice that the sale of 10% would require BHP
approval, which was unlikely to be forthcoming. It seems likely that Mr Grant's advice
to that effect was given to Mr Burke in the conversation referred to above and that
advice was conveyed to SGIC before the 9.00 am meeting of Commissioners.
15.1.15
Although Mr Burke claimed to have no recollection of the conversation,
we have no doubt that it occurred and that Mr Burke's instructions were in the terms
noted contemporaneously by Mr Green. We regard it as quite extraordinary conduct on
the part of Mr Burke, that he should actively contemplate massive borrowings by SGIC
and some form of alliance with Mr Holmes a Court for the purpose of obtaining control
of BHP. It was, perhaps, the zenith of his entrepreneurial ambitions.
15.1.16
Mr Berinson said that having given the matter further thought following
the meeting of ministers, he telephoned Mr Burke at his home late one night and
expressed his doubts about SGIC's capacity to service the borrowings which it would
require if it was to purchase 10% of BHP. He pointed out that SGIC's average annual
profit at the time was about $2-$5 million. Mr Berinson said that at Mr Burke's
suggestion, he then telephoned Mr Parker. He did so at about midnight and he thought
it was on Saturday 14 November 1987. Mr Parker told Mr Berinson he would discuss
the matter with Mr Burke. It seems that as a result of those discussions the decision was
taken to reduce the purchase to 2.5% of the shares in BHP with an option over a further
2.5%. Mr Edwards said the change came about "in the context of liquidity problems at
Rothwells". He said he was informed by Mr Burke and/or Mr Parker that
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Mr Holmes a Court was prepared to make a deposit of $50 million into Rothwells,
"concurrent with the acquisition of 2 per cent [sic] of shares". He thought this was in
the following week but clearly, he was mistaken about the timing. Mr Grant said he
received instructions about the purchase of 2.5% from Mr Burke on Sunday
15 November. On that day, he was informed that the transaction was to be settled on
the Monday. This is consistent with Mr Berinson's evidence that before the Cabinet
meeting on the Monday, Mr Burke told him he had discussed the matter with
Mr Holmes a Court or someone from his organisation and informed him that the
Government would approve the purchase of 2.5%.
15.1.17
We appreciate that the circumstances in which SGIC came to purchase
2.5% of BHP shares are somewhat confused. The account set out in the preceding
paragraph is the best we can make of the unsatisfactory evidence relating to this issue.
15.1.18
The matter was considered at a Cabinet meeting on Monday
16 November 1987. Mr Berinson said Mr Burke informed the meeting that he had told
the vendors of the shares they could anticipate a purchase of 2.5%. A submission had
been prepared in relation to 2.5% of the shares in BHP. According to Mr Michell, the
submission was probably prepared in the Department of Premier and Cabinet.
Mr Edwards denied this. He thought it might have been prepared by Treasury. The
submission set out the grounds on which the proposal was recommended for
endorsement by Cabinet. These were as follows:
"1. The holding, if held as a passive investment, represents an
investment in Australia's leading company with diversified
interests in mining, oil production, heavy industry. Because
of its conservative investment management and gearing
policies, it is likely to be well protected against the effects of
recession and could be seen to be a good long-term
investment, despite the possibility of further short-term
fluctuations in share market prices.
2. The current position in respect of the ambitions of various
parties in taking control of BHP provides opportunities for
relative short term profit in either selling down the shares to
one or other proponent, or participating in the cash flow
generated by the sale of BHP's assets.
3. Whether BHP remains under current management or one or
other party is successful in taking control of the BHP Board,
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a 2.5% holding is sufficient to exercise influence over the
disposition of the assets affecting the State, and/or the
management decisions having an effect on the State's
economy and the State Government's finances. Of particular
interest to the State are:
(a)

future negotiations with the NW Shelf joint
venture participants (BHP is both a participant
in the project and major share holder in the
project operator Woodside Petroleum Ltd).

(b)

the operation of Mount Newman Mining and its
role in the future development and
rationalisation of the iron ore industry.

(c)

the iron and steel operations at Kwinana.

(d)

the Worsley Aluminium refinery.

(e)

the Boddington gold project."

The possible adverse effects on SGIC's finances were then discussed. The first of these
was the "possibility that SGIC could be locked into the 2.5% holding and see the share
market valuation drop under conditions of economic recession". This was despite the
anticipation that opportunities would arise during the balance of the financial year to
quit the holding for cash or convert it into a smaller and more diversified holding. The
submission then went on to note SGIC's practice of valuing all investments at market
value on 30 June each year. It was proposed to account differently for this investment
should it be retained on the 30 June following, by allocating the holding and any
associated debt to the Third Party Insurance Fund and holding it at cost as a "special
strategic holding pending realisation or diversification". The effect of this proposal on
the Third Party Insurance Fund would be to depress investment earnings by 9%, or
$26.6 million per annum. It was pointed out that as at 30 June 1987, the Third Party
Insurance Fund had a deficiency of $14.9 million. This was on the basis of a provision
of $539.8 million for outstanding claims, a provision which is "extremely sensitive to
actuarial assumptions which are within the control of SGIC to some extent". It was
concluded that by utilising the proposed accounting treatment the adverse effect of
holding the shares during 1987-88 would be relatively minor and would not require any
increase in Third Party Insurance premiums beyond the inflation rate.
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15.1.19
Despite the fact that SGIC had decided on Friday 13 November to
purchase 5% of the shares in BHP subject to an appropriate direction from the Premier,
the decision taken by Cabinet was to "approve purchase of 2.5% of BHP" by SGIC.
15.2

The $50 million deposit by Bell Resources Ltd in Rothwells

15.2.1
There is no mention in the Cabinet submission of the fact that
$50 million was to be deposited into Rothwells that day by Bell Resources, nor was
Cabinet told of it. It was, however, a matter of some importance, because it seems
Rothwells was once again facing a liquidity crisis. Several significant events occurred
at about that time which lead the Commission to that conclusion.
15.2.2
In the week commencing 9 November 1987 Mr Hurley spoke to
Mr Lloyd about a number of matters which he set out in a memorandum dated
13 November 1987 to all directors. The memorandum was produced as a result of
Mr Hurley's activities in attempting to assess Rothwells' financial position. It is an
extremely significant document. It contained a summary of the general economic
climate following the stock market crash. Mr Hurley then turned his attention to
adverse developments relating to Rothwells before the crash. He pointed out that in the
previous five years, Rothwells' assets and liabilities had increased by about 100%
annually. Those increases, he said, had been driven by a comparable expanding lending
portfolio. He went on to say:
"In reality approximately two-thirds of these loans aggregating
over half a billion dollars are in fact medium term equity
investments in related and unrelated corporations which are
unable or unwilling to repay the loans or indeed to meet
accumulating and compounding interest thereon.
These non-repaying investments presently have a negative cash
flow effect of $7 million per month or $84 million per annum and
will increase due to the compounding interest factor to $9 million
per month or $108 million per annum by next calendar year."
Mr Hurley then forecast that on the basis of certain assumptions there would be a
probable net cash outflow before 31 December 1987 of $82 million. He said that on
that basis:
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"with no new facilities in sight or anticipated, the company could
be expected to cease functioning early in the New Year unless
working capital is generated from repayment of major loans and/or
realisation or investments in one manner of another."
Mr Hurley then proposed a reconstruction plan involving a number of elements
including:
"an intensive assault on our 16 main loan/investments with the
object of liberating not less than $200m cash in the short term."
15.2.3
Mr Lloyd said he placed some weight on Mr Hurley's views and took
them seriously. In fact, they are reflected in a document entitled "Proposed
Organisational Structure" which Mr Lloyd prepared in mid November 1987. It
contained the statement
"Probably the most important task over the next three months is to
reassess, rationalise and partially liquidate the loan portfolio.
It has to be recognised that many loans are de facto investments
and need to be approached from that point of view. In addition,
new business in this area will be very limited." [our emphasis]
We have no doubt that Mr Lloyd informed Mr Burke about these matters. We take that
view on the basis of Mr Lloyd's role in Rothwells at that stage and his relationship with
Mr Burke. We have referred to these matters previously. Mr Lloyd said he could not
recall discussing Mr Hurley's views in particular but rather, a compendium of views
including his own.
15.2.4
On Saturday 14 November 1987 Mr David Jones sent a memorandum
to Mr Connell and Mr Beckwith in which he referred to a possible need to obtain about
$64 million before 31 December 1987. Mr Jones said he prepared his memorandum
after meeting Mr Connell and Mr Beckwith which he thought probably took place on
Friday 13 November 1987. We were told by Mr Lloyd that following the rescue,
Mr Burke spoke from time to time to Mr Beckwith. On that basis, it may well be that
Mr Burke became aware of Mr Jones' forecast also.
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15.2.5
Mr Jones said that possibly on Friday 13 November but certainly by
11.00 am on Monday 16 November he realised Rothwells would exceed its $4 million
overdraft limit to the extent of $5 million to $10 million on that Monday.
15.2.6
In our view, if Mr Jones had been aware by Saturday 14 November that
the overdraft limit would be exceeded on the following Monday, it is likely he would
have made reference to the fact in his memorandum. We therefore draw the inference
that he did not become aware of this matter until late on the Saturday at the earliest. It
will be recalled that on the Sunday, Mr Burke instructed Mr Grant that settlement of the
BHP share purchase was to take place on Monday 16 November 1987. It appears from
evidence to which we shall refer shortly that the settlement was arranged at short notice
as a matter of some urgency.
15.2.7
Mr Edwards' evidence was that at about the time of the purchase of the
BHP shares Mr Lloyd told him Rothwells needed some $40-$50 million. Mr Lloyd said
he had no recollection of speaking to Mr Edwards in those terms but said he was aware
of cash flow problems in November and passed the information on. When asked
whether at about that time he had told anybody in Government there was any urgent
need of substantial liquidity, he said:
"Well, I'm sure I did yes ... Because that was the position."
15.2.8
It is not clear when Mr Holmes a Court was first approached about a
deposit of funds into Rothwells. According to Mr Newman, Mr Parker had asked
Mr Holmes a Court some time before the sale of the BHP shares had been agreed, but
Mr Holmes a Court had resisted. It will be recalled that early in November, before the
NAB $50 million standby facility had become available, Mr Burke had asked Mr Parker
to seek Mr Holmes a Court's assistance. This may be the approach referred to by
Mr Newman, although he said the amount then sought by Mr Parker was higher than
$50 million. Mr Newman said that Mr Parker approached Mr Holmes a Court again
after an agreement in principle had been reached between the Government and
Mr Holmes a Court for the purchase of 2.5% of BHP. Mr Newman also said that there
was a delay of two or three days in settlement of the purchase. Given that settlement
and partial payment took place on Monday 16 November, the day immediately
following the agreement in principle, Mr Newman seems to have been mistaken.
Further, we doubt that the approach was made by Mr Parker. He spent the Sunday
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visiting mining and ancillary operations at Paraburdoo and Karratha although, according
to his day sheet, he returned for a meeting with Mr Burke at 5.30 pm.
15.2.9
The Commission concludes that negotiations over the purchase of the
BHP shares proceeded for some days before Sunday 15 November 1987, and that there
was then a delay while the Government considered the financial implications of the
purchase. This could be the delay which Mr Newman had in mind. The matter was
resolved by the agreement between Mr Burke and Mr Holmes a Court on Sunday
15 November 1987. It was then, in our view, that Mr Holmes a Court was asked again
about depositing funds in Rothwells. On the basis that Mr Parker was otherwise
engaged on that day, we find that the request was made by Mr Burke.
15.2.10

It was Mr Edwards' evidence that the $50 million deposit was:
"... a condition of the settlement ... we didn't hand over the cheque
or money until the cheque or money was handed over to
Rothwells."

In later evidence, Mr Edwards said these were his instructions from either or both
Mr Parker and Mr Burke shortly before the settlement. He said he understood then that
Rothwells had an urgent liquidity problem. It will be recalled that in his earlier
evidence Mr Edwards said he was told by Mr Lloyd, at about the time the BHP shares
were purchased, that Rothwells needed some $40-$50 million.
15.2.11
Mr Lloyd said he was told by Mr Burke before the weekend of
14-15 November 1987 first that a deposit was a possibility and later, that it was a
probability. Mr Lloyd recalled being told by Mr Burke the deposit was to be for
12 months and to be part of a $100 million deposit. He said he was also told the deposit
would be made only if SGIC or some instrumentality bought BHP shares from the Bell
Group. Mr Lloyd said Mr Parker may also have spoken to him in these terms.
Mr Parker denied that the $50 million deposit was in any way conditional on the
purchase of the BHP shares, and Mr Burke denied that there was any possibility of his
having told Mr Lloyd that the deposit would be made only if the shares were bought
because, he said, that was neither his understanding nor his knowledge. He said further,
that he did not recollect whether Rothwells had a liquidity problem at that time. We are
satisfied that he was aware of the urgent need for funds.
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15.2.12
We do not accept the evidence either of Mr Parker or of Mr Burke. We
are satisfied that it emerged during the weekend of 14 to 15 November 1987 that
Rothwells had an immediate need of liquidity and that agreement was then reached
between Mr Burke and Mr Holmes a Court that SGIC would purchase 2.5% of the
shares in BHP and $50 million would be deposited in Rothwells. We have taken
account of Mr Newman's evidence that Mr Holmes a Court told him the $50 million
deposit and the sale of the BHP shares should be regarded as two separate transactions.
Mr Newman had his suspicions, however, that the transactions were in fact related.
Indeed, in January or February 1988 he told the Bell Group auditor,
Mr Frank Montgomery, that the deposit was made at the request of the Government,
being required on the sale of 2.5% of BHP to the SGIC. Mr Montgomery made a
contemporaneous note to that effect. We are satisfied that Mr Newman was entirely
justified in his view, in the sense that if the shares had not been bought, the $50 million
deposit would not have been made, and vice versa.
15.2.13
On the basis of the evidence of Mr Grant, Mr Watson and Mr Green, all
of which we accept, we find that initially, Mr Burke and Mr Parker formed the view that
it would be desirable for the Government (or some Government instrumentality) to
become a major shareholder in BHP. Their original purpose seems to have been to gain
control of BHP, perhaps by acting in concert with Mr Holmes a Court. We find that it
soon became apparent that this objective could not be pursued. Not only were there
problems with the Takeovers Code, but there was also the inhibiting effect of the
standstill agreement between Mr Holmes a Court and BHP. In addition, there was the
problem of funding the acquisition of the substantial holding in BHP which was in
contemplation initially. In our view, while these matters were being considered, it
became apparent to Mr Burke, Mr Parker and Mr Edwards that Rothwells had an urgent
need of substantial liquidity. We find that during the weekend of 14 to 15 November
1987 there were discussions between Mr Burke and Mr Holmes a Court in which both
the purchase of shares in BHP and the deposit of $50 million into Rothwells were
agreed. By that stage, another factor contributed to Mr Burke's purpose in seeking to
acquire the BHP shares. Initially, his sole objective was to obtain control, or at least
substantial influence over BHP. Ultimately, his objectives embraced the need to obtain
funds for Rothwells. At the same time, as revealed in the Cabinet submission of
16 November 1987, Mr Burke wished to pursue the acquisition of 2½% of BHP for
commercial and policy reasons.
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15.2.14
We note the evidence of Mrs Janet Holmes a Court who was asked
whether her husband had ever said anything to her to indicate that there was any
connection between the sale of BHP shares and the $50 million deposit with Rothwells.
She said her husband took a telephone call from (she thought) Mr Parker. Following the
call, Mr Holmes a Court said to her:
"... something like, "now I understand why they wanted to buy the
shares" because they had been asked — he had been asked to
deposit $50 million with Rothwells, and I can remember him
saying, "oh now I understand why they wanted that" ... ."
Although Mrs Holmes a Court may have thought the conversation had been after the
sale of the shares, there can be no doubt that the request for the deposit was made before
the sale. Mrs Holmes a Court's evidence is consistent with our finding in relation to this
matter. Mrs Holmes a Court went on to say that she did not think that
Mr Holmes a Court had given any indication that he was under pressure from the
Government to make the deposit.
15.3

The settlement of the BHP share purchase

15.3.1
Settlement took place on the afternoon of Monday 16 November 1987
at Mr Edwards' office in the Capita Centre. SGIC then made a partial payment of some
$56 million, of which $50 million was immediately deposited in Rothwells. The deposit
was distributed unequally between five accounts, styled "BRG1" to "BRG5", and was
thus concealed. The urgency of Rothwells' need for funds is reflected in the haste with
which the settlement arrangements were made. This is illustrated by a number of
matters:
(a) Mrs Constance Chapman, who attended the settlement on behalf of Bell
Resources Limited, was instructed at about mid morning on
16 November by Mr Kim McGrath, the company's in-house solicitor in
Melbourne.
We infer that the arrangements were put in place after the Cabinet had
approved the transaction earlier that morning.
(b) SGIC made arrangements to obtain a bank cheque for some $56 million
at about lunchtime on 16 November, when Mr Lowry telephoned
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Mr Colin Lynn at the R & I Bank. Later that afternoon, Mr Lowry
called again and requested that the cheque be replaced by two cheques,
for $50 million and $6 million respectively.
We infer that the change in the arrangements reflects the stipulation
referred to by Mr Edwards that the deposit be made a condition of the
settlement.
(c) Mr David Jones, who attended the settlement for Rothwells, said he
learned of the deposit
"... about five minutes before I went to collect it."
He said he was told of the deposit by Mr Connell. According to
Mrs Chapman's attendance note, settlement was effected at 4.20 pm,
Perth time. On that basis, Mr Jones was probably told of the
arrangements about mid afternoon.
(d) The agreement executed and sealed that afternoon was in the form of a
facsimile which was transmitted to SGIC in Perth at about 3.30 pm,
Perth time.
(e) As at settlement, it had not been decided which company within the Bell
Resources group would be the depositor.
15.3.2
We accept as accurate the attendance note made shortly after settlement
by Mrs Chapman. The note recorded that the settlement occurred in the offices of the
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Department of Premier and Cabinet, 26th floor, Capita Centre. The agreement was
executed on behalf of SGIC by Mr Rees and Mr Edwards. Mrs Chapman then noted:
"Two cheques, drawn on the R & I Bank, and each made payable
to Bell Resources Developments Pty Ltd were handed over:
(a) for
(b) for

Total

$50,000,000.00
$6,768,813.70
______________
$56,768,813.70

Cheque (a) was endorsed to Rothwells Ltd and handed to David
Jones, Rothwells' Treasurer. He provided a letter of receipt
confirming deposit of $50M on the terms shown in that letter
(ie deposit for 182 days to 16.5.88).
I advised that the depositor might not be Bell Resources Ltd (to
whom the letter is addressed) and Jones undertook to have the
deposit recorded in the name of whichever company within the
BRL Group we advise. He did not wish to address that question
today.
Cheque (b) was endorsed to Bell Resources Finance Pty Ltd on
instructions from the Melbourne office. It was further endorsed
to the R & I Bank since banking hours had, by this stage, closed
and it would otherwise have not been possible to place the funds
on deposit overnight. Late banking on the basis of an endorsed
cheque was arranged by Liam with the R & I."
15.3.3
Mr Rees said he had absolutely no recollection of being present at the
settlement and said he was unaware of the existence of the two cheques. Yet when
asked if he remembered Mr Edwards receiving a telephone call from Mr Burke during
the course of the proceedings, he said that his recollection of Mr Edwards' office was
that it was quite small. But no mention had been made previously of the fact that
settlement had taken place in Mr Edwards' office. Mr Rees asserted that Mrs Chapman's
note made reference to Mr Edwards' office, but it did not. On that being pointed out to
Mr Rees, he said he had simply assumed that was where settlement took place. There
is no doubt that Mr Rees was present at the settlement. Indeed, it seems that he read the
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agreement after it had been transmitted by facsimile. We draw that inference from the
fact that he made amendments to the sealing clause in his own hand. We are therefore
disinclined to accept as genuine his professed lack of recollection. This occasion is one
of several at which Mr Rees was present, which might be regarded as memorable, and
of which he claims to have no recollection.
15.3.4
Mr Evans, SGIC's Corporate Secretary, was present at settlement to
attend to the sealing of the agreement. He said he had a particular recollection of
Mr Edwards speaking to someone on the telephone and then saying, after the
conversation had concluded:
"that was the Premier ... he worries unnecessarily."
Mr Burke said he did not recall making a telephone call to Mr Edwards at that time.
And Mr Edwards said he did not recollect receiving any such call: although he said he
often held the view that Mr Burke did worry unnecessarily. We have no reason to doubt
Mr Evans' recollection and we accept his evidence. We draw the inference that
Mr Burke was concerned to ensure that the arrangements had been put in place which
would enable Rothwells to overcome its pressing liquidity problem.
15.3.5
We have already referred to the true construction of the SGIC Act and
to its corporate objectives. The acquisition of shares for the purpose of obtaining funds
for Rothwells was clearly foreign to those objectives, as indeed, was the purpose of
exercising influence over the management or control of BHP in the interests of the State
as a whole. Mr Burke did not disclose to Cabinet on the morning of 16 November 1987
that the Rothwells deposit was an element of the proposed acquisition. Further, he
allowed Cabinet to proceed on the basis that the share transaction was an SGIC initiative
which Cabinet was being asked to approve. The reality, as he knew, was that the share
acquisition and the deposit were initiatives that he was determined to pursue. In our
view, Mr Burke acted improperly both by misrepresenting the position to Cabinet and
by requiring SGIC to act inconsistently with its corporate objectives.
15.3.6
This deception was perpetrated by an exchange of correspondence
between Mr Rees and Mr Burke. Mr Rees wrote:
"Dear Premier
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During the course of recent negotiations to acquire Bell Group
properties, the Commission was invited to also acquire a strategic
2½% shareholding in BHP from Bell Resources Limited.
The terms of the purchase arrangement proposed give the
Commission full title and voting rights on the execution of the
agreement but defers the consideration which is 5c below the
prevailing market price at date of execution until February 1988.
The acquisition of such a significant holding in Australia's largest
Company may produce benefits both in the short and long term for
the Commission and the State.
The Commission has resolved to proceed to execution, subject to
the Government determining that such a course of action is
appropriate."
As Mr Edwards pointed out, the invitation referred to in the first paragraph of the letter
came from the Government. Mr Burke replied:
"Dear Olly,
Thank you for your advice concerning the proposal that the
Commission enter into the acquisition of a 2½% shareholding in
BHP.
Cabinet have met and considered your advice and agree with your
view that this decision will produce major short and long term
benefits to both the Commission and the State and that such an
investment would be most appropriate.
Accordingly, Cabinet have decided that the Commission should
execute such an agreement.
In accordance with the SGIC Act, I also hereby approve the
Commission undertaking the borrowings as required up to
$300 million to complete the purchase."
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The impression created by this correspondence is that Cabinet met to consider a
proposal for the acquisition of 2.5% of BHP put to it by Mr Rees. This was, of course,
wholly false. Further, as Mr Edwards told us, the correspondence was brought into
existence after the event:
"... the decision had been taken, so ... construct a paper to fit the
circumstances."
This charade is another example of conduct which is quite inimical to the concept of
accountability. It is not the only occasion when documentation was created so as to
misrepresent the actual course of events.
15.3.7
It seems that although SGIC resolved on the morning of 16 November
to outlay some $285 million on BHP shares, it had no funds available with which to
make the partial payment of $57 million later that day. We draw that inference from the
fact that SGIC increased its overdraft at R & I Bank by $57 million in order that
settlement might proceed. It was then agreed between SGIC and Bell Resources
Development Pty Ltd, the vendor of the BHP shares, that some $933,000 of interest due
on the balance would be waived if the balance was paid on the due date, 27 November
1987. On 20 November Mr Lowry wrote to Mr Lynn of the R & I Bank, with whom he
had been discussing the provision of further funds. He requested a loan of $400 million
from 1 December 1987. The R & I Bank then arranged to syndicate the loan. It was
only on 25 November that the bank was informed by Mr Lowry that SGIC needed
$228 million out of the $400 million by 27 November. However, the funds were not
then available. It seems that SGIC completed the purchase on 27 November with funds
obtained from WADC.
15.3.8
The consequence to SGIC of the acquisition of BHP shares was to
unbalance its investment portfolio. Its holdings of shares increased from 5% to
approximately 35% of the total portfolio, 30% of which was exposed to BHP. Further,
the purchase was quite contrary to the advice received by SGIC from Dominguez Barry
Samuel Montagu Ltd ("DBSM") its financial advisers. On 4 November 1987 DBSM
had written to Mr Lowry in relation to SGIC's investment strategy for November 1987:
"Our advice is very straightforward - remain liquid pending some
stability emerging in the foreign exchange markets."
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The letter went on to refer to the weakness in the Australian dollar and the general
uncertainty created by the stock market crash. On 19 November DBSM wrote again to
Mr Lowry in relation to the SGIC's shareholding in BHP, saying:
"In the light of your acquisition of BHP shares during the last
week, the Commission's exposure to the share market has been
raised to a level where management of this risk must become a
clear priority for senior management. Needless to say, and we
infer no criticism of the Commission in this respect, this risk is
compounded to the extent that the share market exposure is
attributable to one stock."
15.3.9
It will be recalled that the submission to Cabinet contemplated that the
BHP shares would be held as a "special strategic holding pending realisation or
diversification" and envisaged that opportunities would arise during the balance of the
financial year to quit the holding for cash or to convert it into a smaller and more
diversified holding. Despite this, in a media release issued by SGIC on 18 November
1987, Mr Rees was quoted as saying that SGIC "saw itself as a long term shareholder
in BHP". Consistently with this, the DBSM letter of 19 November 1987 referred to the
holding of BHP shares as being viewed as a longer term strategic holding. For that
reason, DBSM suggested SGIC consider the application of portfolio insurance to protect
a minimum BHP share price.
15.3.10
In fact, as envisaged in the Cabinet submission, the BHP shares were
sold, this taking place progressively. By 30 June 1988, 43% of the shareholding had
been sold, another 43% were the subject of call options which were exercised
subsequently and $22.2 million of shares remained. However, just under 4 million of
the shares which had been sold were subject to a put option, whereby SGIC had
guaranteed to repurchase the shares at $8.00 per share on 25 May 1989 if the market
price was lower on that day.
15.3.11
In total, according to its annual report for 1988, SGIC realised
$21.7 million in profits (net of financing costs) to 30 June 1988 from the BHP shares
sold to that date and the premiums received from the option transactions. But, satisfying
though this may be, it cannot excuse the irresponsible risking of a huge amount of public
moneys involved in the transaction.
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14.1

Mr Lloyd's appointment as a Director of Rothwells

14.1.1
It was one of Mr Burke's conditions for the Government's commitment
to the rescue of Rothwells that a Government representative be nominated to the board.
Mr Burke said he nominated Mr Tony Lloyd on the Sunday of the rescue weekend, or
within a day or two thereafter. Mr Lloyd was reluctant to serve in that capacity and
suggested alternatives. Ultimately, he agreed to become a director as a result of
Mr Burke's persuasion and, as he understood it, at the request of the Cabinet. So far as
we are aware, the request came only from Mr Burke. The matter was not discussed in
Cabinet.
14.1.2
The brief review of Mr Lloyd's career which is set out in section 13.4 of
chapter 13 of this report demonstrates that before his appointment to the board of
Rothwells he had held administrative positions in university administration and local
government from which he had been catapulted, at Mr Burke's request, into the higher
echelons of the Public Service. However, despite his MBA he was quite unsuited by
qualification or experience to be the managing director of Rothwells. In our view,
Mr Lloyd's primary qualification for that appointment was his loyalty to Mr Burke, who
knew that Mr Lloyd could be relied upon to protect his and the Government's interests
with the utmost diligence.
14.1.3
Mr Burke agreed with the proposition that Mr Lloyd was a person with
whom he had a close and confidential relationship. Indeed, in his discussions of
27 February 1991 at Crown Law Department Mr Burke disclosed that he held Mr Lloyd
in very high esteem:
He is really bright, he is exceptionally honest, and he is genuine
and generous and kind, and I would trust him with my life."
In his answers to the questionnaire prepared by Mr McCusker, in the course of his
investigation, Mr Burke said that he gave general instructions to Mr Lloyd to protect the
Government's interest in Rothwells and to report anything which might impinge on the
Government's well being and the taxpayers' investment by way of the indemnity.
Mr Lloyd agreed that the Government nominee was required to oversee Rothwells and
to safeguard the Government's position. However, Mr Lloyd said that he could not
recall any specific instructions given to him in relation to that matter. Despite that, we
are quite satisfied that Mr Lloyd could have been in no doubt about what was required
of him. He was appointed formally as a director on 2 December 1987, when he was
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also appointed managing director, with effect from 1 January 1988. Although Mr Lloyd
was concerned to point out that he was appointed managing director by the board, he
said that he agreed to serve in that capacity at Mr Burke's request. This was no doubt
an element of the agreement reached between Rothwells and the NCSC, to which we
shall refer later.
14.1.4
From the outset, Mr Lloyd's role with respect to Rothwells was
extremely difficult. It was, of course, essential that the rescue be seen to have been
successful. However, contrary to the expectation of the rescuers, the run on Rothwells
continued when it re-opened its doors on Tuesday 27 October 1987. It was therefore
essential to obtain further liquidity. Mr Lloyd was involved from the outset in assisting
with the provision of liquidity. He was involved also in some attempts, largely
unsuccessful, to restructure Rothwells. But he seems to have left to others, principally
Mr Hilton, the crucial task of liquidating the loan portfolio.
14.1.5
There are several references in Mr Lloyd's evidence about the extent to
which he kept Mr Burke informed of Rothwells' affairs. Mr Burke was at pains to point
out that, to the best of his recollection, Mr Lloyd informed him of everything that he
knew, as he learned it. Given the nature of Mr Lloyd's relationship with Mr Burke and
the purpose of his appointment as a director, it would be surprising if that were not the
case. We are satisfied that Mr Lloyd informed Mr Burke promptly of all significant
developments concerning Rothwells' financial position. One specific matter of some
importance which Mr Lloyd addressed was the rapidity with which Rothwells utilised
the two $150 million facilities which had been obtained from NAB as part of the rescue.
One of those facilities was the subject of the Government's indemnity. The other was
of a temporary nature, pending receipt of the $150 million of new capital. Both
facilities were fully drawn within a few days. Mr Lloyd said he learned of this, he
thought, well into the second week after the rescue. He believed he reported it to
Mr Burke. However, in Mr Burke's answer to Mr McCusker's questionnaire he said:
"I think within six or seven weeks I'd become aware that there was
still a liquidity problem ..."
The impression created by that answer is that Mr Burke did not become aware of the
continuing liquidity problem until about 6 or 13 December 1987, that is, after the
injection of $50 million by Bell Resources Ltd, on 16 November 1987. When the
statement was put to Mr Burke he qualified it. He said he had meant to say that he
learned of the liquidity problem within a matter of weeks after the rescue. On the basis
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of Mr Lloyd's evidence, which we accept, we find that Mr Burke became aware of the
ongoing problems within a matter of days of the rescue.
14.1.6
Mr Lloyd was at pains to point out that after 1 January 1988, when he
became managing director, his role had changed in relation to the Government:
"I wasn't a public servant; I wasn't a Government employee - at
least substantively - and I didn't have any responsibility to report
to Government people."
But in his trial in the District Court on 25 January 1990, when Mr Lloyd was asked by
his own counsel:
"How did you see your position as a director in relation to the
Government of Western Australia?"
he answered:
"I saw my responsibility to report to the Government and that was
really why I was there."
Mr Lloyd explained this apparent inconsistency by saying that before 1 January 1988
he had "reported" to Mr Burke in the sense of being subject to his direction and
answerable to him. He said that after he took up the position of managing director he
had much less communication with Mr Burke. Prior to that time he said:
"... I was acting on direction ... and reporting in the sense of
communicating on direction and being responsible for providing
all the information that I found, albeit digested."
Against that, Mr Lloyd said in the course of his trial:
"I reported to the Premier, Brian Burke, up until 25 February 1988
when his term ended, he had resigned, and thereafter with the new
Premier, Peter Dowding. I reported also in particular to Mr David
Parker who was involved in the original rescue and to a lesser
extent, although particularly in Mr Parker's absence, when he was
absent from time to time, Mr Julian Grill who tended to act in his
portfolios when he was absent. I also reported, perhaps on a more
regular basis, to Mr Kevin Edwards who was the head of the
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Department of Cabinet at that time and was really the public
servant or executive officer who I report -- who I informed."
Mr Lloyd said to the Commission that he was using the term "report" in the sense of
"inform", and the above statement was accurate.
14.1.7
Mr Burke's evidence, which we accept, was that upon Mr Lloyd
becoming managing director:
"... he continued to report in the same fashion as he had
previously. I noticed no difference about his comportment or
demeanour or behaviour."
Mr Lloyd said that after Mr Dowding became Premier he spoke to him regularly about
Rothwells matters and that he also gave information to Mr Parker "fairly frequently".
At his trial Mr Lloyd had said he reported regularly, although not formally, and
"... probably as much about specific matters, probably more about
specific matters, rather than just general reporting."
Mr Lloyd said he thought the "specific matters" referred to would have been the cash
flow position, and that he had used the word "reporting" meaning "informing".
Further, Mr Lloyd said at his trial:
"And also I saw that it was very much in the interests of the
company to keep I guess what you'd call a contingent creditor very
much informed as to how the company was going."
He said he stood by that evidence, particularly since the contingent creditor was
continuing to support the company. We are satisfied that despite Mr Lloyd's assertion
that his role changed on becoming managing director, he did continue to inform
Mr Burke, and subsequently Mr Dowding, regularly, about Rothwells' financial position
and particularly, as he said, about the cash flow. Since the Government or its
instrumentalities were, directly or indirectly, the major providers of liquidity to
Rothwells following the rescue, it is inconceivable that Mr Lloyd would not have kept
them relevantly informed.
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14.2

Mr Lloyd's activities in November-December 1987

14.2.1
It is plain that from a time fairly soon after the rescue Mr Lloyd became
increasingly involved in Rothwells' affairs. There is a conflict between Mr Lloyd who
said that he spent perhaps a third of his time at Rothwells and Mr Connell and
Mr Aleco Vrisakis, each of whom had an impression of greater involvement.
Mr Vrisakis informed representatives of the National Companies and Securities
Commission ("NCSC") at a meeting on 10 November 1987 that Mr Lloyd was working
full-time at Rothwells. Mr Connell asserted that as from the date of the rescue,
Mr Lloyd had been acting as a de facto director. Mr Lloyd denied that he acted in any
way as a director before his formal appointment. We do not accept his evidence. We
are satisfied that Mr Lloyd told Mr David Fischer the R & I Bank Chairman on
30 November 1987 that he had become a full time executive director of Rothwells. It
is clear that Mr Lloyd assisted in the provision of liquidity to Rothwells soon after the
rescue, following discussions with Mr Peter Beckwith, the managing director of Bond
Corporation, and Mr David Jones, Rothwells' Treasurer. Mr Lloyd was involved in
arranging deposits from SGIC, via United Credit Union Limited ("United Credit") and
from Barrack Securities Ltd ("Barrack Securities"). He was also involved in discussions
with representatives of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese in attempts to persuade them
to maintain their deposits. The precise amount of time spent by Mr Lloyd at Rothwells
is immaterial. His main concern during this period seems to have been to access fresh
funds for Rothwells and to maintain its existing deposits.
14.3

The United Credit Union Limited deposits

14.3.1
We are satisfied that soon after the rescue Mr Lloyd approached
Mr Ed Turner, the managing director of United Credit in an attempt to obtain liquidity
for Rothwells from that source. Mr Lloyd said Mr Turner expressed willingness to
assist but was concerned that United Credit had insufficient liquidity. Mr Lloyd then
asked Mr Kevin Edwards to speak to Mr Wyvern Rees, the Chairman of SGIC, and
inquire of him whether SGIC would place funds with United Credit. Mr Lloyd said he
could not recall the conversation with Mr Edwards but he was absolutely sure that he
asked him to inform Mr Rees that there was to be a "back to back" arrangement with
United Credit, that is, the funds were to be deposited with United Credit for the specific
purpose of being onlent to Rothwells. Mr Lloyd could not recall whether Mr Edwards
reported back to him following his conversations with SGIC representatives.
Mr Edwards' evidence about this matter was somewhat vague. He did recall speaking
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to Mr Turner but he thought the conversation took place much later. He said he did not
conduct the transaction. He thought Mr Rees had attended to it. However, Mr Rees
said he did not become aware until later that the deposits had been made. He said it was
reported to the board later, by Mr Frank Michell, the managing director of SGIC, that
there had been an onlending of funds by United Credit to Rothwells. Mr Michell said
that SGIO had previously considered acquiring equity in United Credit with which it
had a long term business relationship. The accountants Arthur Anderson & Co had been
commissioned by SGIO to report on the way the two organisations might profitably act
together. The report was favourable and on 22 October 1987 SGIC resolved that the
managing director be authorised to negotiate further with United Credit. The basis for
negotiation was that SGIO would invest an amount equal to United Credit's shortfall in
maintaining a capital rate of 5%. This was about $3-3.5 million. The relationship
between SGIC and SGIO is referred to in section 13.11 of chapter 13 of this report.
14.3.2
According to Mr Michell, it was suggested to him by Mr Edwards,
following a meeting of Commissioners, that one of the ways to convince United Credit
of the value to it of SGIO, would be for SGIO to invest funds in United Credit.
Mr Michell said he referred the matter to Mr Martin Lowry, SGIC's finance director and
asked him to investigate the possibility. He said that as a result of his request Mr Lowry
arranged to invest $10 million. Mr Michell said he did not know until later, when
Mr Lowry sought instructions as to how $10 million should be split between SGIC and
SGIO, that the funds had been onlent to Rothwells. He said this was probably about
2 November 1987, although that was the date of the first deposit. According to
Mr Michell, Mr Lowry told him United Credit was obtaining a greater interest rate than
that being paid by United Credit to SGIC and, further, that United Credit was obtaining
security from Rothwells for its deposit.
14.3.3
Mr Lowry's evidence differed from Mr Michell's. He expressed himself
to be fairly certain that the instruction to invest $10 million came from Mr Michell. As
Mr Lowry put it:

"We wouldn't normally put $10 million into a firm [United Credit]
because we could have bought it for that."
We accept Mr Lowry's evidence. It follows that we do not accept Mr Michell's evidence
that he left the arrangements to Mr Lowry. We find that Mr Lowry was directed by
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Mr Michell to place $10 million with United Credit. Mr Lowry said he did not know
when he was given the direction that the money was to be onlent to Rothwells. He said
that he did not become aware until later in the year that was the case and attempts were
then made to recover the funds. As Mr Lowry said, and we accept, it was not SGIC's
normal practice to deposit funds with an institution so that they might be channelled
elsewhere. Further, the circumstances were even more unusual in that the funds had
been onlent to Rothwells, an institution with which SGIC would not normally have
dealt. We are satisfied that Mr Lowry did not become aware of the ultimate destination
of the funds until after it became apparent that United Credit was experiencing difficulty
in recovering them. Mr Lowry placed that at late November 1987. It follows, in our
view, that Mr Michell learned towards the end of November that the funds had been
onlent to Rothwells.
14.3.4
Mr Michell said as soon as it became apparent that there was a
back to back arrangement between United Credit and Rothwells, SGIC sought to
extricate itself from the arrangements. His evidence accords with the minutes of the
26 November 1987 meeting of SGIC, when it was recommended that the investment be
reduced progressively. Mr Michell's reason for seeking to extricate SGIC from the
back to back arrangement was that he did not want to implicate United Credit in
Government objectives. We prefer Mr Lowry's evidence. He said the true reason was
SGIC's concern about recovering the funds. As Mr Lowry put it, United Credit was a
relatively small organisation. If it had difficulty recovering the funds from Rothwells,
then SGIC might also be at risk.
14.3.5
The position of United Credit emerges clearly from the minutes of its
board meeting of 2 November 1987, the date of the first deposit. The minutes contain
a resolution
"to accept on deposit a sum of $10 million on the basis that the
funds be reinvested with Rothwells ... at a margin of 2% plus costs
... and adequate security ... is obtained."
The Commission was not able to take evidence from Mr Turner, the former managing
director of United Credit, as he resides outside the jurisdiction. However,
Mr Andrew Neale, the former credit controller of United Credit gave evidence that he
had been told by Mr Turner of his conversations with "Treasury", or possibly
Mr Edwards. Mr Michell said he spoke to Mr Turner who referred to his conversations
with Mr Edwards.
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14.3.6
In our opinion, it was an improper use of SGIC's funds to deposit them
with United Credit to enable it to onlend to Rothwells. We note that United Credit
deposited the funds with Rothwells only after it had secured its position by taking
mortgages over certain real estate. Clearly, it would have been open to SGIC to loan the
funds direct to Rothwells on the same fully secured basis and to earn a higher rate of
interest than it did. We are drawn therefore to the conclusion that the reason for the
indirect lending to Rothwells was to avoid the risk of public scrutiny and to maintain the
fiction that the rescue had worked.
14.3.7
We are satisfied that Mr Edwards spoke to Mr Turner of United Credit
about the arrangements. Mr Turner was well known to Mr Edwards, who had been a
director of United Credit during some earlier period. We have little doubt that
arrangements for onlending the funds to Rothwells were made between Mr Edwards and
Mr Turner and were kept confidential. In correspondence from United Credit to SGIC
there are various references to "the parties to which we onlent these funds". However,
the identify of the ultimate borrowers is not disclosed. We find that after Mr Edwards
had made the arrangement with Mr Turner, he approached Mr Michell and requested
him to deposit $10 million with United Credit. We accept Mr Michell's evidence that
Mr Edwards told him that the purpose of the investment was to assist United Credit and
generate goodwill towards SGIO. It follows that Mr Edwards acted improperly in
procuring SGIC to make the investment for $10 million in United Credit for the purpose
of assisting Rothwells without disclosing to the SGIC Commissioners the true purpose
for which the deposit was to be made. Mr Edwards has expressed the belief that SGIC
did not deposit funds with United Credit until after the latter had made its deposit with
Rothwells. He would not agree that the arrangement was made as an indirect means
of funding Rothwells. We are unable to accept Mr Edwards' evidence in this regard.
14.4

The Barrack Securities deposit

14.4.1
On 6 November 1987 one of the subsidiary companies of NZI Securities
Western Ltd ("NZI") which had $5 million on deposit in Rothwells, withdrew the sum
and deposited it with Barrack Securities Ltd ("Barrack Securities"), a member of the
Barrack group of companies. At about that time, Barrack Securities purchased Paragon
bills to the value of $5 million from Rothwells.
14.4.2
The Commission heard evidence from Mr Denis Horgan, the Chairman
of the Barrack House Group, who said the group's day to day management had been
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delegated to Mr Barry Arnold, the managing director of Barrack Securities and
Treasurer of the group. Mr Horgan said that at the time of the Rothwells' rescue he was
in Kenya where he was contacted by Mr Arnold who told him a rescue had been
mounted and that Mr Bond had spoken to him concerning the possible participation of
the Barrack group. Mr Horgan said communications were difficult and he left it to
Mr Arnold to reach a conclusion. Mr Horgan returned to Perth after the rescue had been
completed. He was told by Mr Arnold that Barrack group had not participated. Later,
Mr Horgan said, he was told by Mr Arnold and Mr David Oehlers, the Barrack
Securities money market manager, that they had been approached with a request to
invest $5 million in Rothwells or to deal with it in money market operations to that
extent. Mr Horgan was unable to recall who had made the approach. He understood
the purpose of Mr Arnold and Mr Oehlers informing him in those terms was to prepare
him for a direct approach which they then anticipated.
14.4.3
Mr Horgan said he was approached by Mr Parker who telephoned him
and asked if the Barrack group would deal with Rothwells' money market. Mr Horgan
thought that a figure of $5 million was mentioned but he could not be sure. He told
Mr Parker the Barrack group would need to be very confident that it would recover the
funds when due. He said he explained to Mr Parker that the Barrack group would not
normally take commercial paper and that if it was to lend an amount of that magnitude
to Rothwells it would have to have similar resources made available to it. Mr Horgan
said Mr Parker told him about the degree of financial support which had been given to
Rothwells. He reassured him of the diligence of those who had provided support.
Mr Horgan understood the request was being made for the purpose of obtaining the
Barrack group endorsement of Rothwells' bills, thereby demonstrating that another
successful merchant bank approved of Rothwells or was dealing with it. Mr Horgan
was left with a great deal of confidence that Rothwells was in a sound condition. He
told Mr Parker he would consider the matter and discuss it with his personnel. He said
he did discuss it with Mr Arnold but could not be precise as to Mr Arnold's response.
He suspected that as a result of his telling Mr Arnold he was not disturbed about putting
money into Rothwells they may have reached the conclusion together that it was
something the Barrack group should do. Mr Horgan disputed that Mr Arnold was
opposed to any such involvement.
14.4.4
Mr Parker said he was due to depart from Perth on 27 November 1987.
Before his departure he had a discussion with Mr Burke concerning ongoing problems
in Rothwells. Mr Burke asked him to speak to Mr Horgan to see whether the Barrack
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group would be prepared to assist. Mr Parker said he telephoned from Mr Burke's
office. Mr Horgan's reaction was initially one of reluctance. Mr Parker said he
explained the problems which had arisen in relation to the capital and the standby
facility. He asked Mr Horgan to assist, as the Government had done, together with other
business people, for the benefit of the State and the financial and business communities.
Mr Horgan said he would be prepared to consider the matter and that the Government's
technical people should contact Mr Arnold. Mr Burke had no recollection of this matter
other than a vague recollection of Mr Lloyd saying that he had spoken to Mr Parker
about it.
14.4.5
Mr Arnold said that during the rescue weekend, he had been contacted
by Mr Bill Hughes, Mr Bond's brother-in-law, who telephoned him on behalf of
Mr Bond to seek from Mr Horgan a contribution of $5 million towards the rescue.
Mr Arnold said he spoke to Mr Horgan who was then in Kenya. They agreed they
would prefer not to participate and that Mr Arnold should avoid the issue by saying he
had been unable to contact Mr Horgan. When Mr Arnold discussed the subsequent
approach with Mr Horgan, he advised against contributing or dealing with Rothwells'
money market. However, according to Mr Arnold, Mr Horgan told him he had changed
his mind after speaking to Mr Parker on the telephone. Mr Arnold said he then received
a telephone call from a Government Minister. When giving evidence he was uncertain
whether the caller had been Mr Parker or Mr Grill, although he had told Commission
officers previously that it was Mr Parker. We proceed on the basis that it was
Mr Parker, there being no suggestion from any other source that Mr Grill was involved
in this matter. Mr Arnold said Mr Parker told him Mr Horgan had agreed to "do the
deal on a secured basis". Mr Arnold said to Mr Parker he was aware of that, but
"security constituted in my mind bank bills or government bonds", and the Barrack
group did not deal in Paragon bills. Mr Parker then asked Mr Arnold to speak to
Mr Horgan.
14.4.6
Mr Arnold then spoke to Mr Horgan, saying they had insufficient
liquidity to lend $5 million and he did not wish to lend money on the security of
Paragon bills. He went on to express the view that the deal should be done only if
arrangements could be made for the Government to deposit $5 million with the Barrack
group. It seems Mr Horgan then conversed further with Mr Parker who conceded he
might have had two conversations with Mr Horgan within half an hour of each other,
both from Mr Burke's office. According to Mr Arnold, Mr Horgan told him
subsequently that Mr Parker had said the Government could not put money into the
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Barrack group because it was not an accredited borrower with the Treasury Department.
Mr Horgan went on to tell Mr Arnold that Mr Parker was to arrange for the Barrack
group to be put in funds by a third party. Mr Arnold said the Barrack group then
received an unsolicited deposit of $5 million from an NZI company for a period which
ended on the maturity date of the Paragon bills which the Barrack group was to
purchase. The Barrack group had not dealt previously with NZI. As we have noted
above, the $5 million had been withdrawn from Rothwells.
14.4.7
According to Mr Leon Ivory, who was then the Chief Executive in
Western Australia of NZI, there was nothing unusual about the withdrawal of funds
from Rothwells and their deposit with another institution. He was not aware of any
political intervention in the transactions, and would have remembered if that had been
the case. Neither Mr Nick Kingsmill, the money market manager and treasurer of NZI,
nor his immediate superior, Mr Russell Cribb had any recollection of the transaction,
but each denied any Government involvement.
14.4.8
Mr Horgan said he could not recall a second conversation with
Mr Parker and he denied discussing with Mr Parker that the Barrack group could
become involved only if arrangements could be made for the Government to put it in
funds to the extent of $5 million. Mr Horgan said that until he had caused inquiries to
be made, following publicity about evidence given to the Commission, he had no idea
where the funds had come from. He said that the inquiries did not establish that funds
had come into the Barrack group specifically for the purpose of being deposited with
Rothwells, only that funds had come in at about the same time.
14.4.9
Clearly, a decision was taken within NZI to provide the Barrack group
with $5 million. But given the lack of recollection by the persons concerned, and the
absence of documents, we have not been able to determine precisely how the
arrangements were made. Mr Lloyd's recollection was quite vague. He said he believed
the Barrack group was considered in the context of redressing the problem of Rothwells'
shrinking deposit base. He recalled speaking to Mr Parker and the outcome was that
Mr Parker would contact Mr Horgan to suggest that he make a facility available to
Rothwells. Mr Lloyd said he did not speak to Mr Horgan, nor was he involved in
making any arrangements for the Barrack group to be put in funds by NZI. He recalled
speaking to Mr Arnold at some time during 1987, or possibly later, when he sought to
obtain a deposit.
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14.4.10
Mr Arnold said Mr Horgan told him he proposed to accede to
Mr Parker's request because it would be in the best interest of the Barrack group to
participate in view of ongoing negotiations with the Government. At that time,
according to Mr Arnold, the Barrack group was "fairly extensively involved" with
Mr Parker's department, he being the Minister for Minerals and Energy. Barrack Mines
Ltd, a member of the Barrack group, operated gold mines and was negotiating with the
Government to establish a smelter which would be a large consumer of electricity.
Mr Arnold thought in this context it could be imprudent to decline to assist by
purchasing $5 million of Paragon bills, having declined the initial request, and given the
Government's $150 million "guarantee". Mr Horgan denied that his decision to assist
was prompted by the existence of ongoing projects or negotiations with the Government.
He could not say whether the Barrack group was so involved at that stage. He said:
"... if I thought doing this was going to influence anything I was
doing with the Government, I would not have done it, because I
would not have wanted to compromise myself."
14.4.11
Against that, the Commission heard evidence from Mr Oehlers in which
he asserted that the Barrack group in general and Mr Horgan in particular did receive
favoured treatment subsequently from the Government. He said within a few days to
a week of the $5 million transaction, Mr Arnold came to him and said they had been
given the first right of refusal to develop a piece of Government land in North Perth,
near the railway. He was unable to remember the location of the site. Mr Oehlers said
he was told by Mr Arnold that the proposal had come from Mr Lloyd. Mr Arnold said
he had no recollection of this matter. Mr Lloyd said he had not heard of it until he had
read an account of Mr Oehlers' evidence in the newspaper. Mr Lloyd dismissed as
nonsense the suggestion that there might have been any kind of quid pro quo for the
assistance by the Barrack group. He said he would have been outraged at any such
proposition. He was not aware of the Barrack group receiving any favoured treatment
in connection with its subsequent business affairs. The assertion made by Mr Oehlers
concerning the North Perth development site remains unsubstantiated.
14.4.12
Mr Oehlers also suggested that the terms of a $30 million facility
provided in October 1988 to Barrack Securities by the R & I Bank in connection with
the purchase of properties for the proposed Notre Dame University was granted on
extraordinarily favourable terms. In fact, although the facility was offered to Barrack
Securities, it was taken up by Ashdoor Pty Ltd, a trustee company. In relation to that
matter, the Commission heard evidence from Mr William Leary who was then a
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corporate lending officer of the R & I Bank, Mr George Prokojes who was the Corporate
Lending Manager, and Mr Dennis Whitely, who was then a director of the bank and
chairman of the lending committee.
14.4.13
Mr Prokojes said that in October 1988, he was approached by
Mr Oehlers who requested a $30 million facility to fund the purchase of properties in
Fremantle for the Notre Dame University. A telephone discussion was followed by
correspondence and some subsequent meetings. Mr Prokojes then discussed the matter
with Mr Leary who prepared a Lending Risk Proposal which was submitted to the
bank's lending committee. The proposal, dated 6 October 1988, was made on behalf of
Barrack Securities. It contained a statement:
"The proposed facility is to fund 100 per cent of the value of each
property purchase and although it is not the bank's normal policy
to advance funds on this basis it is considered acceptable in view
of the guarantee from D.B. Horgan and the indicated involvement
of the State Government of Western Australia and the Catholic
community."
In fact, as was pointed out later in the proposal, Barrack Securities had requested the
Bank to rely on the purchase prices of the properties as representing their respective
values. Mr Leary was unable to recall any previous dealing in which the Bank had
advanced the entire purchase price without obtaining a valuation. He said he
recommended it in this case because of the strength of the Barrack group and because
Mr Horgan was to provide a personal guarantee. He wrote:
"Denis Horgan is to provide the bank with a guarantee for
$30 million to support the proposal. Horgan is not prepared to
provide a statement of position, however Horgan was listed in the
Business Review Weekly's listing of the top 200 wealthiest
businessmen in Australia. Business Review Weekly reports
Horgan's net worth to be in excess of $120 million. It is
considered that the guarantee allows the bank added comfort in
the proposed facility."
According to Mr Leary, the Bank could also derive comfort from the State Government
and Catholic community "involvement" in the proposed university. He said:
"... we were aware from the Barrack Securities people that the
Government was happy to see another university operating within
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Western Australia and would give its support to allow the
legislation to be proposed in Parliament and ultimately passed."
Recognising that the university might not proceed, Mr Leary stated in his proposal that
the properties would be sold for the purpose of repaying the facility.
14.4.14
It was Mr Whitely's evidence that it was not usual practice for banks to
lend 100% of the value of a security without taking account of a guarantee or some
additional security, but every case would be taken on its merits and regard would be had
to the nature and purpose of the loan and the integrity of the people involved. In this
case, Mr Whitely said, the Bank had been given to understand the university would
proceed. In addition, Mr Whitely said, having regard to Mr Horgan's high profile and
high level of business acumen, the lending committee were of the view that he would
not have wanted to pay more than a fair market value for the properties. They therefore
approved the loan, subject to the Bank being satisfied:
"... at Managing Director level if necessary as to the personal
assets of the Guarantor."
In a memorandum dated 20 October 1988 from Mr Prokojes to Mr Fischer, the
managing director, the condition was drawn to his attention. Mr Prokojes continued:
"Mr D B Horgan is not prepared to provide a formal Statement of
Position in a public manner. It is therefore requested that to
enable compliance with the Lending Committee condition without
embarrassment to Mr Horgan, the Managing Director confirm that
from his knowledge Mr Horgan has sufficient net worth and is an
acceptable risk in fulfilling his obligations under the personal
Guarantee to be provided in support of the above facility."
Mr Fischer signed the memorandum on the same day under the word "confirmed".
14.4.15
In his evidence Mr Fischer said he gave his approval because the project
was fully supported by the Catholic Church and by the Government. He said
Mr Horgan and his group were prominent in the business community and were
long standing customers of the Bank. Although the facility amounted to 100% of the
purchase price of the properties and there was no independent valuation, he did not
require Mr Horgan to provide a statement of his personal financial position. Despite
that, Mr Fischer said he was satisfied the Bank was not at risk. He said he felt quite
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justified in taking the decision having regard to previous dealings with Mr Horgan
whom he knew to be an honourable man.
14.4.16
Each of the Bank's witnesses said that the facility was granted without
any interference from the Government and we have heard no evidence which suggests
that the Bank was subjected to any pressure in relation to this transaction. On that basis
we are satisfied that the facility was not granted as a quid pro quo for the involvement
of the Barrack group in the provision of liquidity to Rothwells in November 1987.
14.5

An approach to Mr Holmes a Court

14.5.1
One of the elements of the rescue package which had been negotiated
with NAB was a standby facility, which was additional to the two $150 million
facilities, of $50 million. This facility did not become available immediately after the
rescue because of Rothwells' inability to provide security which was acceptable to the
bank. This was probably due to the fact that such security as Rothwells was able to
muster had been utilised in the United Credit Union transaction. The difficulty with
NAB was overcome formally on 11 November 1987 when the standby facility was
converted into a facility for the endorsement of Paragon bills. However, some
$21.5 million of the facility was utilised on 6 November 1987, presumably in
anticipation of the formal agreement to vary it.
14.5.2
Mr Burke said he recalled discussions about the difficulty in accessing
the NAB standby facility. He asked Mr Parker to suggest to Mr Holmes a Court, or
request of him, that he arrange for funds to be deposited in Rothwells. Mr Burke said
Mr Parker did so and reported that Mr Holmes a Court was well disposed to that
proposal. Mr Parker confirmed this. He said Mr Burke told him that the difficulty in
accessing the standby facility was placing the reconstruction of Rothwells in danger.
At Mr Burke's request he spoke to Mr Holmes a Court and told him about the problem.
According to Mr Burke, Mr Holmes a Court said he regarded Rothwells as being worthy
of support, that he would consider depositing $50 million and as well, all of Bell
Resources' overnight money market deposits. Mr Parker said his approach to
Mr Holmes a Court was made after a Cabinet meeting at which the purchase of BHP
shares was considered, but he must have been mistaken. The Cabinet meeting could not
have been earlier than 12 November and the problem of the standby facility had been
resolved before then.
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14.5.3
According to Mr Connell he had a meeting at his home at about this time
with Mr Burke and Mr Parker. While being unable to say precisely when the meeting
took place, Mr Connell said that it was "post October 87". Mr Connell said that during
the discussion Mr Parker was asked to make some telephone calls. One such call was
made to Mr Holmes a Court in the presence of Mr Burke and Mr Connell. Mr Burke
had a recollection of the meeting. He thought Mr Beckwith and Mr Lloyd were also
present. He said that prior to the meeting he had the impression there was a liquidity
problem at Rothwells and the purpose of the meeting was to discuss that problem. He
said no particular figure or idea of the magnitude of the problem emerged during the
meeting. The discussion centred on the group of depositors who had previously been
regarded as "friends". These were people who had been expected to leave their money
on deposit, but were not doing so. Mr Burke said he had no recollection of anybody
proposing a solution during the meeting. It was left simply on the basis that there was
a problem. He did not recall any mention of Mr Holmes a Court during the meeting.
Mr Burke said he did not give any thought during the meeting to the consequences to
Rothwells if the problem was not solved but
"If you ask me now, I presume that Rothwells would not have
been able to trade."
We are satisfied that the meeting did take place, and we think it possible that
Mr Beckwith and Mr Lloyd were present although Mr Lloyd said that he had no
recollection of it. We find that those present were aware of the seriousness of
Rothwells' position and this was an occasion on which Mr Parker telephoned
Mr Holmes a Court to ask for his assistance. Despite Mr Holmes a Court's encouraging
remarks it seems that he did not then arrange for funds to be deposited in Rothwells.
According to Mr Newman the proposal was in fact resisted by Mr Holmes a Court.
Presumably, it became unnecessary to pursue the matter because the NAB problem was
resolved on or about 6 November 1987.
14.6

The Bond Media facility

14.6.1
It will be recalled that at the time of the rescue Mr Connell had decided
that he would give Rothwells the fee of $100 million which he claimed to have earned
for his activities in relation to the Fairfax takeover. The fee was referred to as the
"Tryart fee". Mr Connell said that in November 1987 he decided to discount the fee,
which had not yet been paid, with Bond Media Ltd ("Bond Media") in order to obtain
a facility from it for the purpose of assisting Rothwells with its liquidity problems.
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Mr Connell said that it had been his original intention to discount the fee with TNT Ltd
("TNT"), but Mr Bond prevailed upon him to deal with Bond Media. According to
Mr Connell, after he had withdrawn from negotiations with TNT and committed himself
to Bond Media, Mr Bond imposed conditions which resulted in his interests deriving
considerable advantage from the transaction.
14.6.2
Settlement took place on 18 November 1987 and the $100 million was
disbursed as follows:
Rothwells
Dawson Waldron (stamp duty)
W.B. Reuter
M.J. Dougherty
Bond Media
Bond Corporation International

$45.6 million
$0.4 million
$8 million
$2 million
$34 million
$10 million

We understand the amounts paid to Mr Reuter and Mr Dougherty to have been fees due
to them for their services in assisting Mr Connell in relation to the Fairfax takeover.
The amount of $34 million includes $18 million, the fee for discounting the Tryart fee.
Whether or not the balance is related to the alleged fee for the rescue is a matter on
which we refrain from comment in view of the current criminal proceedings. The
reason for the payment of $10 million to Bond Corporation International is not clear.
It may have been a repayment of the facility granted just before the rescue: see
paragraph 13.10.9 of chapter 13 of this report. However, it is clear from the
disbursements that Mr Bond was able to obtain considerable benefit for his own
interests at the expense of Rothwells.
14.7

R & I Bank facility

14.7.1
On 18 November 1987, Mr Jones, the Rothwells' treasurer, wrote to
Mr Prokojes, the corporate lending manager of the R & I Bank seeking on a "one-off"
basis an unsecured endorsement and/or discount facility of $5 million in relation to
Paragon bills. In his letter Mr Jones stated that new standby facilities of $220 million
had been arranged and were available for immediate use. This was, of course, a
misleading statement, in that the facilities had been fully drawn. Mr Jones had made
an earlier approach to the R & I Bank, in September 1987, on the strength of the 31 July
1987 accounts, which had just been published. The Bank had then declined to assist.
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Mr Jones was unable to recall the circumstances of his approach of 18 November 1987.
He assumed that he would not have acted of his own volition, given his earlier lack of
success but he was unable to say whether he had been requested to renew his
application.
14.7.2
According to a proposal put to the Bank's lending committee by
Mr Prokojes on 9 December 1987, the request had been "indirectly referred to the Bank
by Government". In his evidence, Mr Prokojes said he understood the approach was
made by Mr Lloyd to Mr Bill Phillips, a Commissioner of the Bank. Mr Prokojes, who
said he understood Mr Lloyd to be "working for the Government", said he had been told
by Mr Phillips:
"... this approach had been made to look at this specific
transaction, and with the view to seeing if we were able to assist."
It was Mr Prokojes' recommendation that the facility be granted. This was largely on
the basis that the Bank would have recourse to Paragon and to Gold Mines of Kalgoorlie
Ltd ("GMK"), each of which would endorse the subject bills. Mr Prokojes provided a
resume of Paragon and GMK, from which they each appeared to have satisfactory
prospects. He pointed out that GMK was part of the Bond group of companies, which
then had an exposure to the Bank of some $73 million, representing 26% of the Bank's
capital base.
14.7.3
The R & I Bank did grant the facility although it had declined to
provide facilities when previous requests had been made. According to Mr Fischer, the
bank's earlier refusals were because of Mr Connell's reputation:
"... and our observance of the way he performed along the
[St George's] Terrace over the years."
When asked to explain, Mr Fischer said Mr Connell had no experience as a banker, and
the R & I Bank knew very little about Rothwells. It seems that the Bank's favourable
response to Rothwells' latest request was prompted not only by the fact that it had been
made indirectly by the Government, but because of several factors including the
perceived improvement in Rothwells' financial position resulting from the injection of
capital, the apparent strength of the bill endorsers and the belief that Rothwells had
$220 million of standby facilities available to it. The Bank therefore had a wholly
inaccurate impression of Rothwells' strength.
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13.1

Introduction to Chapters 13 to 22

13.1.1
The Commissioners are required by their Commission, as affected by the
Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government Act 1992, to inquire and
report whether there has been —
(a) corruption;
(b) illegal conduct; or
(c) improper conduct,
by any person or corporation in the affairs, investment decisions and business dealings
of the Government of Western Australia or its agencies, instrumentalities and
corporations in relation inter alia to the following matters:
(i)

The matters referred to under the headings "WA State Government
Funding of Rothwells following October 1987 Stock Market crash",
"Share Trading by the SGIC and the GESB in Rothwells and Paragon
shares" and "SGIC trading in Bell Group shares" in the annexures to
Chapter 11 of part I of the "Report of Inspector on a Special
Investigation into Rothwells Ltd" by M J McCusker, QC.

(ii) The purchase by the State Government Insurance Commission of shares
in the Broken Hill Proprietary Company Limited from interests
associated with the late Robert Holmes a Court.
(iii) The Kwinana petrochemical project.
(iv) Central City property transactions entered into from 1984 onwards by
the Western Australian Development Corporation, the Government
Employees Superannuation Board (formerly the Superannuation Board)
and the State Government Insurance Commission (formerly the State
Government Insurance Office).
and further to report whether —
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(d) any matter should be referred to an appropriate authority with a view to
the institution of criminal proceedings;
(e) or changes in the law of the State, or in administrative or
decision making procedures, are necessary or desirable in the public
interest.
13.1.2
In the course of investigations relating to these terms of reference, it
appeared there might be sufficient nexus between the State Government funding of
Rothwells Limited ("Rothwells") following the October 1987 stock market crash, the
purchase by SGIC of the BHP shares and the Kwinana petrochemical project, to warrant
those matters being heard together. Likewise, certain of the Central City property
transactions entered into by the Government Employees Superannuation Board
("GESB") and the State Government Insurance Commission ("SGIC") appeared to have
a Rothwells connection. Although some transactions were clearly outside the relevant
period, the Commission included the entirety of those matters in its Rothwells' related
hearings. The ambit of the inquiry into the Kwinana petrochemical project is not
defined in the Terms of Reference. The Commission formed the view that it would be
sufficient for its purposes to investigate the circumstances in which the State acquired
an interest in the project, as it did on 17 October 1988. It therefore did not inquire into
those subsequent developments in the project which led to its failure. The Commission
is mindful that those matters are the subject of substantial litigation. While the
Commission appreciates that the relevant disputes may never come to trial, the existence
of the litigation and the magnitude and complexity of the issues militated against the
Commission's involvement.
13.1.3
Having regard to the magnitude and complexity of these terms of
reference, we have divided our report relating to them into 10 chapters. This chapter
deals mainly with the rescue of Rothwells, although we have included some related
matters. The remaining chapters are:
14. The immediate aftermath of the rescue and continuing liquidity
problems
15. SGIC's acquisition of shares in BHP Ltd
16. Rothwells from mid November 1987 to early April 1988
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17. SGIC's acquisition of shares in the Bell Group Limited and the
subsequent NCSC investigation
18. The Kwinana petrochemical project to the signing of the memorandum
of understanding
19. The Kwinana petrochemical project to the settlement on 17 October
1988
20. Events from the PICL settlement to the liquidation of Rothwells
21. Conclusion on Rothwells-related matters
22. Central City property transactions entered into from 1984 onwards by
the Western Australian Development Corporation, GESB (formerly the
State Superannuation Board) and SGIC

13.1.4
In the Rothwells' related terms of reference more than any others, the
Commission has been faced with the need to avoid prejudice to pending criminal
proceedings. Mr Connell was prominent among those witnesses against whom charges
have been brought. He gave evidence on a number of occasions. We were told by
Mr Geoffrey Miller QC, who appeared for Mr Connell on 17 June 1992 to make a
closing submission on his behalf, that Mr Connell lacked resources with which to brief
counsel to appear throughout the entire inquiry. Despite that, the Commission on some
occasions on its own initiative, took evidence from Mr Connell in camera and made
orders suppressing his evidence from publication.
13.1.5
Mr Connell inevitably received some publicity. In his closing address
Mr Miller said:
"But what effect all of this publicity will have upon forthcoming
proceedings in the criminal courts of Western Australia in which
Mr Connell is involved, it is impossible to say. One thing one can
confidently predict is that there would be very few Western
Australian citizens who have not heard of him or of his
appearances before this Commission, and it's those appearances
which may in the long term have a very significant effect upon his
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capacity to have a fair trial of the very many matters that he
faces."

Mr Connell was given written notice on 17 March 1992 of a number of potential adverse
findings. He was given the opportunity of having witnesses called or recalled in relation
to those matters and of making submissions in relation to them. He chose not to avail
himself of this opportunity. It is imperative to remind the readers of this report that
no one has been on trial in this Commission. If anyone should appear before a judge
and jury in criminal proceedings then the members of that jury must not be affected in
their consideration of the evidence then put before them by any findings or views we
have expressed in this report.
13.2

Rothwells before the stock market crash

13.2.1
Rothwells was incorporated in Queensland and carried on business for
many years as a retailer of menswear in Queensland and northern New South Wales.
In about 1981 the menswear business was sold and it commenced a money market
operation which continued for about twelve months. Rothwells was then acquired by
Mr Connell who resurrected the money market operation and in about 1983 took the
company into the merchant banking field. Thereafter, although Rothwells operated in
Brisbane and Sydney, its principal business activities were conducted in Perth, in close
association with L R Connell and Partners. That firm, which carried on business as a
financier and financial adviser also ran a small money market operation. Mr Connell
and his wife, Elizabeth, were the only partners but Mrs Connell was never active in the
business.
Mr Connell recruited a prominent Queensland businessman,
Sir Edward Lyons as Chairman of Rothwells, and Mr T.F. Hugall, a Perth accountant
became the Company Secretary. According to Mr Peter Lucas, a longstanding associate
of Mr Connell, and subsequent director of Rothwells, Mr Connell was given a very
substantial degree of authority by the board shortly after he acquired the company.
13.2.2
The directors of Rothwells at the time of the stock market crash in
October 1987 were Mr Connell, who was then the Chairman, Mr Lucas,
Mr William Burgess, Mr John Hilton, and Mr David Hurley. Although Mr Burgess died
subsequently, the Commission has received extracts from the evidence which he gave
in the course of inquiries into Rothwells by the National Companies and Securities
Commission ("NCSC") and Mr M J McCusker QC. The Commission took evidence on
a wide range of matters from each of the other directors.
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13.2.3
Rothwells before the stock market crash in October 1987 is not of direct
concern to the Commission. It was analysed in some detail by Mr McCusker who
reported extensively on that matter in 1990. As a result of Mr McCusker's work, and
further investigations conducted by the Rothwells' Task Force, a substantial number of
charges relating to pre-crash transactions have been brought against Mr Connell. In
addition, Mr Connell, Mr Lucas and Mr Louis Carter have been charged with conspiracy
in relation to a wide range of activities and transactions which are alleged to have taken
place within Rothwells during a period of several years before and after the crash. Their
complexity is such that the trial is anticipated to run for at least nine months. It will not
commence before February 1993. In these circumstances we have inquired into the
relevant matters only to the limited extent necessary for our purposes.
13.2.4
Neither is Rothwells' financial position at the time of the stock market
crash of direct concern to the Commission. It is now well known that immediately
following the crash Rothwells was in fact insolvent in the sense that its liabilities
exceeded its assets to a substantial degree. This was because of a deficiency in
Rothwells' most significant asset, its loan portfolio. Loans of the order of $500 million,
out of a total portfolio of some $600 million, were, in reality, irrecoverable.
13.2.5
The issue which we have addressed is whether any of the Government
representatives who participated in the rescue of Rothwells during the weekend of 24
to 25 October 1987 was aware that it was insolvent. We are satisfied they were not
aware this was the case. We have therefore been concerned to inquire whether the true
state of affairs, or any material fact, was concealed from the Government, either by the
directors of Rothwells or by the advisers who were involved in the rescue. We
summarise the evidence of each of the directors.
Mr Peter Lucas
13.2.6
Mr Lucas has a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of
Western Australia but he has no accounting qualification. In about 1971, when
Mr Connell was the money market manager of the Martin Corporation, Mr Lucas
became his assistant. They worked together until about 1973 after which Mr Lucas had
no further association with Mr Connell until about July 1979. Mr Lucas then joined
L R Connell & Partners, where he was the only employee. In about 1980 he
commenced the management of a small money market operation for L R Connell &
Partners. Subsequently, when Mr Connell acquired Rothwells, Mr Lucas took over its
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money market operations. He continued to manage both operations until the end of
1987.
13.2.7
In May 1985 Mr Lucas became a director of Rothwells but his role as
an employee of Mr Connell remained unchanged. He was appointed managing director
a few weeks before the crash, following Mr Connell's announcement to that effect at
Rothwells' Annual General Meeting in Brisbane. Mr Lucas said Mr Connell had not
discussed the appointment with him before the announcement. However, he said
Mr Connell had told him about his plan to sever his own connections with Rothwells
and to sell it to the management. It was for that reason he sought to have Mr Lucas
appointed as managing director.
13.2.8
The Commission heard from Mr Lucas and his co-directors about
discussions which took place in 1987 concerning a possible management "buy out" of
Rothwells but nothing came of that. Mr Lucas said he was aware Mr Connell borrowed
money from Rothwells both directly and through the medium of entitles owned or
controlled by him. He said that by mid 1987 these borrowings amounted to some
$324 million, although they were reduced to about $50 million by 31 July 1987 as a
result of certain transactions which occurred on that date. Mr Lucas admitted that
Mr Connell was not involved in the day to day transactions of Rothwells in 1986-7. He
said, however, that he always discussed "large exposures", being amounts in excess of
$5 million, with Mr Connell. He said that share investments in excess of $0.5 million
would also have involved Mr Connell. According to Mr Lucas:
"I believe I did as I was told and I certainly recognised that he
[Mr Connell] was the boss."
Mr Connell denied in strong terms that he was involved in Rothwells' transactions to the
extent asserted by Mr Lucas. We shall return later to this conflict of evidence.
13.2.9
Mr Lucas was also aware of Rothwells' chronic liquidity problem which
was, he said, a matter they were continually looking into. The problem was addressed
by Mr David Jones, Rothwells' treasurer. On 8 September 1987 he sent a memorandum
to all directors in which he pointed out that only about $0.5 million was being collected
in interest each month out of the $7.5 million which was due and payable. On the basis
that the loan portfolio then amounted to some $600 million (according to the 31 July
1987 accounts) the gravamen of Mr Jones' memorandum was that only some 6.6% of
the portfolio was performing. Thus 93.4%, or some $560 million was not performing.
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That figure may be compared with the anticipated deficit of some $400-$500 million
which emerged in April-May 1988. Mr Lucas said he did not recall receiving Mr Jones'
memorandum.
Mr John Hilton
13.2.10
Mr Hilton is an experienced chartered accountant who qualified in
England in about 1972. In the eight years prior to his joining Rothwells in January
1986, Mr Hilton had been the chief financial officer for an Arab group. He said he
controlled the group's financial operations in Saudi Arabia, America and Europe.
Mr Hilton appeared to us to be a financially sophisticated person who was involved
closely in a number of significant events relating to Rothwells. Prior to appearing
before the Commission he had been granted an immunity from prosecution in relation
to Rothwells-related matters. He therefore had a powerful incentive to tell the truth.
There is no obvious reason for him to have withheld or concealed evidence, except,
perhaps, out of a natural concern to protect his professional reputation. There is,
however, a considerable amount of evidence that although he was a director of
Rothwells, Mr Hilton owed his primary allegiance to Mr Connell. This is a matter
which we have taken into account in assessing Mr Hilton's evidence.
13.2.11
Mr Hilton told the Commission that on joining Rothwells he was
informed by Mr Martin Rowley, who was then a director, that Rothwells was controlled
by Mr Connell. Mr Rowley said Mr Connell had a very strong personality and ruled
Rothwells with something of an iron hand. One of Mr Hilton's first tasks on taking up
his employment was to review some 200 of Rothwells' loans. He said that in doing so
he discovered much documentation was missing. He said he reported this in writing to
Mr Connell, Mr Lucas and Mr Rowley.
13.2.12
Despite the apparently chronic nature of Rothwells' liquidity problem
and the lack of loan documentation identified by Mr Hilton (and indeed, by others), the
provisions for bad and doubtful debts contained in audited accounts were minimal.
Mr Hilton said he had been told by Mr Lucas that it was Mr Connell's policy to absorb
bad debts personally. He did so in order to protect his interest in Rothwells. Mr Hilton
explained that Mr Connell had a substantial shareholding in Rothwells, the shares in
which were being valued by the market on an earnings basis. Mr Hilton said he
regarded as inadequate the provision of $4 million in the 31 July 1987 audited accounts.
He was not, however, concerned by that inadequacy because, at the time, he believed
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Mr Connell had a very substantial net worth. A similar view was taken by Mr Carter,
who was primarily responsible for the Rothwells' audits. He said he regarded the
31 July 1987 provision as adequate on the basis that L R Connell & Partners undertook
to stand behind Rothwells' debts. He believed Mr Connell had the capacity to make
good that undertaking.
13.2.13
Mr Hilton said he was aware of a number of "illiquid loans". He
thought Mr Burgess, Mr Lucas and Mr Connell would each have been concerned about
the existence of these loans. Mr Hilton said he told Mr Connell in December 1986:
"... the market was in a very good position, that Mr Connell's
affairs were really quite substantial and impacted on Rothwells.
It was quite clear that Rothwells had a number of quite illiquid
loans ... ."
He then proposed to Mr Connell that Oakhill Ltd ("Oakhill") be floated. Oakhill, which
was one of Mr Connell's companies, had a substantial shareholding in Paragon
Resources Ltd ("Paragon"). The objective was to raise funds within Oakhill, and then
undertake a restructuring so that Rothwells became its subsidiary. This proposal
"could free up funds within Rothwells and provide Rothwells with
a substantial back up resource in its parent."
Mr Hilton was aware of Mr Jones' memorandum of 8 September 1987, but because he
had known about the problem before that date the memorandum "wasn't news". In any
event, Mr Hilton was of the view that Rothwells was powerless to remedy the situation,
hence his proposal that Oakhill be floated. Mr Lucas told the Commission that he
regarded the Oakhill float as a means of "rationalising" Rothwells' position. That, he
said, included the discharge of Mr Connell's indebtedness to Rothwells.
13.2.14
Mr Hilton said he had some idea of the level of Rothwells' bad debts at
about the time the management buy out was proposed. He said that although he had
difficulty in putting a figure on the level of bad debts it was probably of the order of
$70 million. Following the crash, however, he formed the view that if Rothwells was
to close its doors, the level of bad debts would probably amount to at least $200 million.
He expressed his view to representatives of Wardleys during the rescue weekend of
October 1987
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Mr David Hurley
13.2.15
Mr Hurley became a director of Rothwells, Oakhill and other Connell
related companies in July 1987. He came to Rothwells from Standard Chartered Bank
Australia Ltd, bringing with him some 40 years of banking experience. Mr Hurley said
that shortly after he joined Rothwells, either or both of Mr Burgess and Mr Lucas asked
him to review its liquidity position, which was of increasing concern to the directors.
He identified the problem as an imbalance between the term debt and the deposit base.
As he put it, the "hot ratio" was greater than 50% and should have been 20%. Put
another way, of the deposits of some $600 million, about $340 million were at 11.00 am
and 24 hour call. In Mr Hurley's view, the problem would be alleviated by arranging
lines of credit. He attempted to make such arrangements in the few weeks prior to the
crash but without success. He said, and we accept, that he did not analyse the loan book
itself. Mr Hurley was a relative newcomer to Rothwells at the time of the crash. We
accept that, while he was aware of its liquidity difficulties he was unaware then of the
fundamental nature of the problem which he uncovered in mid November 1987.
13.2.16
Mr Hurley said he recalled receiving Mr Jones' memorandum of
8 September 1987 which he discussed with Mr Jones himself and with Mr Burgess. He
said Mr Burgess was more concerned about the problem than he was although they
agreed that stringent action was necessary to rectify the non payment of interest and
generally to correct the "hot ratio". Mr Hurley said Mr Burgess told him on the
Monday following the receipt of the memorandum that he had made representations to
Mr Connell "as a friend" and had told him the matter was very serious and that
something had to be done about it. According to Mr Hurley, nothing was done because
Rothwells was overtaken by the crash and subsequent events.
Mr William Burgess
13.2.17
Mr Burgess did on 15 May 1990. In addition to receiving extracts from
the evidence given by Mr Burgess in the course of inquiries by the NCSC and
Mr McCusker, the Commission heard something of him from Mr Connell. Mr Connell
said Mr Burgess was loyal to him. We accept that to have been the case. No doubt for
that reason, and also because of Mr Burgess' experience and personal qualities,
Mr Connell held him in high regard. Mr Lucas confirmed that was the case.
Mr Connell told the Commission that prior to joining him in about 1979, Mr Burgess
had been the chief executive of Winterbottom Holdings Ltd which had been for some
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considerable time, a leading industrial company in Perth. Prior thereto, Mr Burgess had
been previously, the State Manager for Industrial Acceptance Corporation which,
according to Mr Connell, was one of the most active non bank lenders in Perth.
Mr Connell said in addition, Mr Burgess had been a longstanding treasurer of the Royal
Agricultural Society and had commanded the Naval Reserve in Perth for many years.
Mr Connell said Mr Burgess had been involved with him for a considerable time, and
to a large extent looked after many of his personal affairs. He had a genuine respect for
Mr Burgess' seniority and his loyalty to him. Mr Burgess lent a false air of
respectability to Rothwells.
13.2.18
Mr Burgess told Mr McCusker he knew that Rothwells made substantial
loans to Oakhill and to Mr Connell every year. He said he was not aware of the actual
magnitude of the loans until he was shown lists by representatives of the Corporate
Affairs Department. And then
"I was staggered ... I could not believe it."
Mr Burgess said he knew that the Connell related borrowings were "squared off" every
year, but he gave little thought to that. He conceded to Mr McCusker that he was
"perhaps delinquent" in failing to discharge his duties as a director. He expressed
himself to be "... mortified that these things happened without me knowing."
13.2.19
Mr Burgess undoubtedly received Mr Jones' memorandum of
8 September 1987. The copy which was given in evidence contained his notation:
"LRC. Needs urgent attention.
convenience. WB"

For discussion at your

According to Mr Burgess' evidence to Mr McCusker, he placed the memorandum with
his comments in it in Mr Connell's "in" basket on his secretary's desk. He said,
however, that he did not believe he discussed the matter with Mr Connell. This, of
course, conflicts with Mr Hurley's evidence that Mr Burgess told him he had discussed
the matter with Mr Connell. We do not find it necessary to resolve this conflict
because, for the reasons which will appear, we have no doubt that even if Mr Connell
did not see Mr Jones' memorandum, he was aware in general terms of the nature and
extent of the ongoing problem.
Mr L R Connell
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13.2.20
It was Mr Connell's repeated assertion to the Commission that he was
not concerned with the day to day management of Rothwells. This, he said, was
delegated to others and principally to Mr Lucas. We accept that at least in 1986-1987
Mr Connell was not involved directly in the management of Rothwells. He was away
frequently, and he was engaged in other pursuits such as the Fairfax takeover. It does
not follow that he was unaware of Rothwells' financial position at any time or that he
had no hand in directing it. According to Ms Suzanne Higgins, who was Mr Connell's
secretary from early 1987, he was in frequent contact with Rothwells during his
absences from Perth.
13.2.21
In 1986, Mr Connell brought Mr Bruce McGrainger, an accountant
employed in Rothwells' Brisbane office to review the operations in Perth. Mr Connell
said in so doing he was not motivated by any concern over Rothwells. Rather, he said,
Mr McGrainger was someone who had long experience in procedural matters in which
Mr Connell did not consider himself to have any ability. He said he asked
Mr McGrainger to check on the procedures in place and to recommend any changes he
felt were necessary. According to Mr Connell, Mr McGrainger did identify a number
of problems which required action and, as far as he was aware, they were dealt with.
13.2.22
Although the Commission did not hear evidence from Mr McGrainger,
it had the benefit of the report which he wrote to Mr Connell on 24 June 1986. In the
first section of his report Mr McGrainger referred to the fact that for various reasons
"a great number of Treasury and Accounting transactions were
either not recorded or recorded incorrectly."
He noted that between 28 May and 24 June 1986 there had been 187 adjustments by
way of journal entries and at least as many adjustments to the computer entries to bring
them in line with the investment ledger. He said the accounts were brought up to date
periodically when "a frantic level of activity was undertaken". This was usually
prompted by the imminent arrival of the auditors. Mr McGrainger identified lack of
direction, the lack of any clear line of command and the lack of administration as
contributing to the overall problem. In the second section of his report Mr McGrainger
referred to:
@

non collection of interest

@

non repayment of overdue loans
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@

inadequate security and poor documentation

@

inadequate filing

@

inadequate documentation and authorisation of rollovers of bills and
cash advances

@

a breakdown in the authorisation process for new loans

@

liquidity problems arising from lack of cash flow

He reported being told that client accounts on which interest was "rolled up", could
amount to at least 80% of the loans. He observed that there was no policy for the
collection of debts as they fell due. On most occasions the loans were simply rolled
over. He attributed the lack of control to poor management. He pointed out that by
reference to approximately comparable organisations, Rothwells was substantially
understaffed, and he identified shortcomings in particular employees. He proposed an
entirely new management structure and made some 16 detailed recommendations for the
future management and control of the company.
13.2.23
When Mr McGrainger's report was put to Mr Connell he said he recalled
seeing it but claimed not to remember details. He said he was aware Mr McGrainger
had identified a number of problems that needed to be dealt with and as far as he was
aware, the problems had been addressed. He asserted that the problems as identified by
Mr McGrainger "... basically came down to staff." Given the terms of Mr McGrainger's
report, Mr Connell's assertion is quite inaccurate. We find that Mr Connell was aware
of the seriousness of the situation as disclosed by Mr McGrainger. For reasons which
will appear, we do not accept that Mr Connell believed the problems had been resolved.
Mr Jonathon Pope's review
13.2.24
In about February and March 1987, at Mr Connell's request, Mr Jonathan
Pope a chartered accountant and partner in the firm of Price Waterhouse carried out a
review of a number of Rothwells' debtors. He said he was asked to review Rothwells'
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debtors and to make the comments that an auditor would normally make about the
accounting treatment to be adopted for the debtor accounts. He said:
"My instructions from Mr Connell were to report to him on this
assignment and to him alone, and that's the way we operated."
Mr Pope said that before he commenced the assignment, he and the colleagues who
assisted him were requested to sign confidentiality agreements. They did so a little
later. Mr Pope said that within a day or so of commencing he and his colleagues found
that Rothwells' accounting records were in a deplorable condition and that its financial
position was very different from that portrayed in its annual accounts. During the
course of the assignment, Mr Pope was instructed by Mr Connell that loans made by
Rothwells to L R Connell & Partners and Oakhill would not be included in the review.
These loans amounted to something under $200 million. Mr Pope and his colleagues
not only reviewed various debts, they also wrote a number of reports. Mr Pope said he
presented the reports to Mr Connell in two batches and recalled a conversation with
Mr Connell when either the first or second batch of was delivered. Mr Pope said:
"I expressed concern to him about the financial position of
Rothwells and I described the position to him in words that I
thought he would understand; that is, the debtors were not very
good and couldn't be relied upon to produce a source of cash to
retire depositors who were withdrawing their money and that the
continued existence of Rothwells was dependent upon more
people wanting to put money in than wanted to take it out and if
that changed he would have very serious problems."
Mr Pope could not recall whether Mr Connell responded to this advice.
13.2.25
Mr Connell denied that Mr Pope had spoken to him in those term. He
said he instructed Mr Pope because he had some dissatisfaction with the way in which
accounts were being managed and felt he was not being given answers to certain
questions concerning those matters by Rothwells' staff and by Mr Lucas in particular.
Mr Connell said he had a recollection of receiving from Mr Pope in loose leaf form
what were virtually single pages of review sheets on some files. These referred to
concerns about lack of security documentation. He said he passed those matters to
Mr Lucas for attention and they were attended to.
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13.2.26
We accept Mr Pope's evidence where it differs from that given by
Mr Connell. In particular, we accept Mr Pope's evidence about the advice he gave to
Mr Connell as to Rothwells' overall financial position. The reports produced by
Mr Pope comprise some 213 pages. They disclose a serious situation and do not answer
Mr Connell's description as single page review sheets expressing some concern about
lack of documentation. We accept that Mr Connell may have referred the matters to
Mr Lucas. Even if he did so, we would regard that as an insufficient response to
Mr Pope's advice. On Mr Connell's own evidence, and Mr McGrainger's report,
Mr Lucas was not performing adequately. That being so, Mr Connell could not
reasonably have assumed that the problems were either attended to or resolved. We
suspect Mr Connell was aware of Mr Hilton's view that Rothwells was powerless to
remedy the situation in the absence of a reconstruction.
13.2.27
Mr Connell did not accept that by early 1987 the majority of loans made
by Rothwells were to himself or to entities associated with him or his executives. He
said, however:
"But there is no question, and I've never resiled from the
proposition, that there were loans, underwritings, those sort of
things, dealings with L R Connell & Partners and Oakhill that
facilitated the business of Rothwells. ... In fact that was how the
whole thing grew. It was very much the basis that those two
businesses were run hand in hand."
Mr Connell conceded that if anybody knew the extent of his indebtedness, either
directly or indirectly, to Rothwells then it would have been Mr Lucas. It was put to
Mr Connell that, as Mr Lucas had said, the extent of Connell-related indebtedness in
mid 1987 was of the order of $324 million. Mr Connell said he was not aware of that
and did not accept it. Although he could not recall the extent of the indebtedness in
mid 1987, he said he had no conception that it would be so substantial.
13.2.28
As we have noted earlier, it is not necessary for us to attribute
responsibility for Rothwells' financial position as at the date of the stock market crash,
only to determine who was aware of it. We do not accept Mr Connell's protestations
of ignorance as to the true state of affairs. We are satisfied that he was aware at the date
of the crash that Rothwells' problems flowed from a major deficiency in its assets due
to the inability of a very substantial number of debtors to either repay or service their
loans. Those debtors, as Mr Connell knew, were in many cases owned or controlled by
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him or his associates. We are satisfied also that Mr Lucas and Mr Hilton were aware
of the position. Mr Hilton learned from his work on the Oakhill float that many of the
loans were Connell related. His awareness of the irrecoverability of many loans is
reflected in his belief in Mr Connell's willingness to assume responsibility for bad debts,
and his belief that Mr Connell was extremely wealthy. We doubt whether Mr Burgess
was fully aware of the true position, at least until he received Mr Jones' memorandum
of 8 September 1987 and we accept that Mr Hurley did not appreciate the seriousness
of the position until about mid November 1987.
13.3

Government assistance following the crash

13.3.1
The crash struck the Australian stock market on Tuesday 20 October
1987. There followed an immediate run on Rothwells. By Friday 23 October
Rothwells had received $35 million from transactions entered into by the Government
Employees Superannuation Board ("GESB") and the State Government Insurance
Commission ("SGIC").
13.3.2
Before dealing with these transactions, it is convenient to introduce two
government officers who were to play important roles in the provision of Government
assistance to Rothwells, Mr Tony Lloyd and Mr Kevin Edwards. It is convenient also,
since so much assistance was provided to Rothwells by SGIC and GESB, to consider
the relationship between these instrumentalities and the Government.
13.4

Mr Tony Lloyd

13.4.1
According to a curriculum vitae which Mr Lloyd prepared, he held a
Bachelor of Science degree in Agriculture from the University of WA. He majored in
economics and produced an Honours thesis on farm labour in Western Australia. He
was awarded a degree of Master of Business Administration (MBA) by the University
of WA, in about 1983, after part-time study over some six years. He has a diploma in
Local Government awarded by Perth Technical College, and a Certificate of Practice
as a town clerk.
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Following a period of self employment between 1969 and 1971 Mr Lloyd was employed
as:
@

Research Officer for the Guild of Undergraduates at the University of
Western Australia

@

Executive Officer of the Guild of Undergraduates at the University of
Western Australia

@

Schools Administrative Officer at Murdoch University

@

Senior Administrative Officer at the City of Stirling

@

Assistant Town Clerk at the City of Stirling (1980-83)

Early in 1983 Mr Lloyd was seconded from the City of Stirling at the express request
of Mr Burke to assist in the establishment of a Cabinet office. He became Director,
Policy Secretariat in the Department of Premier and Cabinet, a position he held until late
1984.
13.4.2
In April 1984, Mr Lloyd applied for the position of Deputy Under
Treasurer, apparently at Mr Burke's suggestion. We heard from the then
Under Treasurer, Mr Robert Boylen, that he opposed Mr Lloyd's appointment.
Mr Boylen said he was not inclined to appoint Mr Lloyd to such a senior position in
Treasury because he felt he lacked the necessary experience. He said Mr Burke was
very anxious that Mr Lloyd should come into Treasury and the matter took some weeks
to be settled. Ultimately, he said, Mr Burke directed him to appoint Mr Lloyd as
Assistant Under Treasurer. According to Mr Boylen, Mr Burke said Mr Lloyd's precise
position was immaterial, provided he was appointed to a senior position. In fairness to
Mr Lloyd, Mr Boylen said he found him subsequently to be a very hardworking, highly
intelligent and loyal person whom he came to like very much. He said, however, said
that he had no cause to change his original judgment which was based on lack of
experience.
13.4.3
Mr Burke said he recalled some discussions with Mr Boylen concerning
Mr Lloyd's appointment but he was unaware of the details. He said he did not recall
forming the view that Mr Lloyd should be appointed as Deputy Under Treasurer,
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although he might have said he wanted Mr Lloyd to be given a senior position in
Treasury. We note that, in a memorandum dated 7 June 1984, Mr Burke wrote to
Mr Boylen confirming his approval of Mr Boylen's recommendation that Mr Lloyd be
appointed as Assistant Under Treasurer, responsible for the research and the loans and
investments branches. We accept Mr Boylen's account of the circumstances in which
Mr Lloyd was appointed to that position. Mr Burke's memorandum was clearly
contrived so as to give a false impression of the events.
13.4.4
While Mr Lloyd was an Assistant Under Treasurer, he was appointed
Chairman of GESB, a Commissioner of SGIC and a director of the Western Australian
Development Corporation ("WADC"). He was also a member of the influential
Functional Review Committee: see paragraph 13.5.5 of this chapter. In October 1987,
in addition to his other duties, Mr Lloyd took up the position of Finance Director and
Chief Executive of Fundscorp, which was the funds management arm of WADC.
Mr Lloyd told the Commission that before 1986 he had formed the view that
Government funds were not being managed as professionally as they might be. It was
his view that funds available for "equity investment" should be pooled and brought
under professional management. Mr Lloyd said it was his objective in October 1987 to
establish the arrangements for Fundscorp, to recruit a team to run it including a
permanent head, and to devote himself to the position of overall finance director of
WADC. He saw that as his role for the next three to five years.
13.4.5
Mr Lloyd enjoyed a close and confidential relationship with Mr Burke,
whom he had known since 1963 or 1964 and who held him in very high regard. He was
also a close and longstanding friend of Mr Kevin Edwards, who succeeded him in the
Department of Premier and Cabinet.
13.5

Mr Kevin Edwards

13.5.1
Mr Edwards gradated from the Law School of the University of Western
Australia in 1978. He was admitted to practice in 1979. In 1981, he became the
General Secretary of the Teachers' Union, a position which he held until early 1984.
He told the Commission he had substantial experience in industrial negotiation and
advocacy. He then became the Executive Director of the Phosphate Mining Company
of Christmas Island, that being a company wholly owned by the Commonwealth
Government. In late 1984, Mr Edwards joined the Western Australian public service
on being appointed Director, Policy Secretariat of the Department of Premier and
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Cabinet, when that position was vacated by Mr Lloyd. The nomenclature of the position
changed later to Executive Director, Policy Division, Department of Premier and
Cabinet. Early in 1988, his title changed again to Chief Executive, Department of the
Cabinet. Mr Edwards said he applied for the public service position in response to an
advertisement. He said "a range of people" suggested that he should make an
application, including people who were "regularly associated" with Mr Burke. He
therefore assumed Mr Burke "would not be unhappy if I was successful".
13.5.2
Mr Edwards was one of 14 applicants for the position, and was
interviewed by a selection panel comprising Mr Lloyd and two others. Mr Lloyd and
Mr Edwards had by then been close friends for many years. Mr Lloyd said he
encouraged Mr Edwards to apply for the position after discussing the matter with
Mr Burke, whom Mr Edwards described as a "close colleague", and establishing that
Mr Edwards was acceptable to him. Mr Burke said he did not recall when he formed
the view that Mr Edwards would be a suitable replacement for Mr Lloyd in the
Department of Premier and Cabinet. He was unsure whether it was before or after the
selection process or the consideration of the candidates. We have no doubt that it was
before Mr Edwards was selected.
13.5.3
The selection panel was unanimous in recommending that Mr Edwards
be appointed to the position. In their report he was described as follows:
"He is an experienced negotiator and his communication skills are
good. Above all he has demonstrated an ability to take
responsible positions in organisations undergoing change and be
a constructive force for change and consolidation."
One of his referees was said to have spoken:
"extremely highly of his negotiating skills, his ability to analyse
situations quickly and direct others towards a constructive and
co-operative approach."
The report also noted that, in the interview, Mr Edwards:
"Demonstrated a capacity to analyse questions and respond
quickly but forcefully. He showed a sensitivity to Government
policy issues in a range of contexts and an understanding of the
requirements of working within a Government framework."
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Finally, the report noted:
"A capacity to work under stress, be innovative and motivate
staff."
13.5.4
Mr Edwards took up his new appointment on 29 October 1984. He
described his role in the Department of Premier and Cabinet from the time he joined in
1984 until 1987 in the following terms:
"I was in charge of the co-ordination of the Cabinet process and
the policy advice that was tendered to Government in respect of
Cabinet proposals."
When asked whether there were any changes in that role between 1984 and 1987, he
said:
"No, the role ... the role remained essentially the same; the title
changed, and the structure behind it changed. But the key
function was the co-ordination of the whole of Government
approach, so that Cabinet submissions were put in order. Previous
to the Burke Government there had been no such system. In fact,
there was no real Cabinet process, and documents were ... by this
process we determined the relevant departments that should
comment on the proposals, co-ordinated the comments, made
overview advice, and provided a monitoring role in respect of
Government policy and budgetary considerations."
He went on to say that all items before Cabinet had advice submitted under his hand.
Mr Edwards said his role required him to co-ordinate the whole Government approach
to policy matters to ensure departmental co-ordination and avoid duplication. He said
that leading up to the 1988 Budget, there were about 50 such departments. It was part
of his role to have some input on policy considerations and to arrange for
implementation of Government decisions. He said he did not formulate policy,
however, that being the task of the parliamentary members, albeit on advice.
13.5.5
In addition to his role in the Department of Premier and Cabinet,
Mr Edwards was a member of numerous committees, including:
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(a) the Functional Review Committee, which carried out an in depth
management review analysis of every department and instrumentality of
Government, aimed at cutting out waste and reducing the public sector;
(b) the Industrial Relations Committee, which was a committee of Cabinet;
(c) the Budget Committee, which was also a committee of Cabinet with the
task of advising Ministers on the material in submissions for funding and
evaluating funded programmes;
(d) the Multifunction Policy Planning Committee;
(e) the Land Use Policy Committee;
(f) the Government Management Policy Advisory Committee, of which he
was Chairman, and which was to develop management policy
recommendations for Government arising out of the white paper on the
public sector and managing change in the public sector; and
(g) the Community and Social Committee, also a committee of Cabinet,
which considered social policy issues and new community programmes.
13.5.6
From January 1987 until 22 August 1988, Mr Edwards was a
Commissioner and Deputy Chairman of SGIC. From 22 August 1988 to 31 December
1988, he remained a Commissioner of SGIC although he was no longer the Deputy
Chairman. His role as Deputy Chairman was not full-time but required his attendance
at fortnightly meetings. Mr Edwards said he saw it as part of this role to keep SGIC
informed of Government policy. From 1 July 1987 until about October 1988,
Mr Edwards was a member of GESB and was much involved in negotiating and
implementing the new public sector superannuation scheme.
13.5.7
It was undoubtedly the case that as a result of his close relationship with
Mr Burke and with Cabinet, Mr Edwards wielded considerable power and authority
across a broad spectrum of the public service, particularly in the Burke Government.
As Mr Edwards was aware, the description "de facto Premier" was used of him from
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time to time, although he said, not by him. As he said, on the basis that he conveyed
instructions and directions from the Premier,
"... one could understand that there were probably many
departmental public servants who felt that was the case."
When Mr Dowding became Premier in February 1988, Mr Edwards' authority was
somewhat diminished. He ceased to be Chief Executive in August 1988 when he was
given special responsibility in negotiating the PICL transaction.
13.6

The relationship between SGIC, GESB and government

13.6.1
It is clear that in 1987-88 SGIC and GESB were regarded in certain
quarters as financial arms of the Government. Mr Edwards put this at its highest. He
said SGIC was a creature of Government and was solely under its control, the
responsible Minister having an unfettered power of direction. In his evidence to
Mr McCusker, to which he adhered before the Commission, he said both GESB and
SGIC, and its predecessor, the Motor Vehicle Insurance Trust ("MVIT")
"... historically have been used by governments from time
immemorial for purposes of balance sheet funding and meeting
governmental requirements in avoidance of loan council
[constraints] ... ."
Indeed, he said, SGIC had been established in such a way that the objective could be
continued. He said the "tradition", as he described it, involved both instrumentalities.
He gave examples, including the fact that SGIC had provided liquidity to the Teachers
Credit Society in the course of its rescue. In later evidence, he agreed that the tradition
was achieved, at least in part, by the appointment of Treasury or similar senior public
servants to the boards of the instrumentalities, because they would best understand the
wishes and objectives of Government. Mr Edwards said he saw no conflict between his
role in the implementation of Government policy and as a member of SGIC and GESB.
13.6.2
Mr Brian Burke, as Treasurer, was required to approve investments made
by GESB. He was also, when Premier, the Minister responsible for SGIC. He thought
it might be "putting it a bit too starkly" to say that SGIC was simply an economic arm
of government. He said it was, however, regarded as being a vehicle for investment by
Government. Mr David Parker's view was somewhat different. He agreed that if the
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Government had particular objectives, it would be entitled to approach the
instrumentalities to see whether they would be prepared to undertake them. If not, he
said, that might have led to an argument, or to the Government abandoning its
objectives, or to a direction being given by the Minister. Mr Parker who had no
Ministerial responsibility for either GESB or SGIC nevertheless thought it "clear as a
matter of law", that the Government could direct GESB and SGIC to make an
investment which neither thought to be in its best interests.
13.6.3
We shall deal later with the construction of GESB and SGIC legislation.
it is sufficient for present purposes for us to observe that these views are misconceived.
The instrumentalities may give effect to Government policy if their proper objectives
are served by so doing. There is, however, no general power of Ministerial direction
over GESB, and only a limited power of direction over SGIC.
13.6.4
Within the instrumentalities, there seems to have been some uncertainty
as to the position. Mr Wyvern Rees, the Chairman of SGIC in 1987 and 1988 said he
regarded SGIC as a financial arm of the Government in the sense that it was
Government policy to harness all the State's financial resources. He agreed, however,
that SGIC should conduct its business as required by the legislation, unless and until
directed by the Minister in accordance with the statutory provisions. That leaves open
the question as to the form of any relevant direction, at least in 1987-8. As it was put
by Mr Frank Michell, the Managing Director of SGIC:
"Under the Act there was the ability for the Minister to direct, and
one would then say what form should those directions take, should
it be in writing, is it verbal; how does a minister convey his
wishes? On our board we had ... Kevin Edwards, for a
short time, earlier in 1987, there was Len Brush, there was Tony
Lloyd, and I feel that those people fairly well conveyed what the
wishes were of government."
He went on to say:
"The SGIC is owned and operated by the Government. It is not a
company registered under the Companies Code. For that reason
I believe that the direction ... and views that were expressed by
those Government personnel was sufficient ... ."
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13.6.5
The Chairman of GESB from 1 January 1988, Mr William Rolston, was
a former State Auditor General. He said he did not believe there was anything in GESB
legislation which enabled the Government to direct it. He understood that investments
required the Treasurer's approval. On a practical level, Mr Rolston found it difficult to
answer the question whether GESB would have been persuaded by Mr Edwards to make
an investment, on the basis that it would receive the Treasurer's approval. Mr Rolston
thought it would be unfair to say Mr Edwards carried GESB with him in everything he
suggested.
13.6.6
We have referred earlier to the considerable influence and authority of
Mr Edwards. In our view it is an important factor in the consideration of the
Rothwells-related transactions involving SGIC and GESB. So also is the close
friendship between Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd, and their friendship with and loyalty to
Mr Burke.
13.7

The approach to GESB and SGIC

13.7.1
It is clear that when the run on Rothwells began, a request for assistance
was made to Mr Lloyd by Mr Lucas. However, in our view, Mr Lucas was not the
initiator, nor did Mr Lloyd act unilaterally in supporting Rothwells. The Commission
received into evidence the transcript of a discussion between Mr Burke and
representatives of the Crown Law Department which took place on 27 February 1991.
In the course of the discussion Mr Burke said:
"Just in the back of my mind I think Connell rang me from Sydney
to say that Peter Lucas would be ringing through to try to sell
some properties or to do something for a liquidity problem."
In his evidence to the Commission, Mr Burke said he had a nagging thought at the back
of his mind that he spoke to Mr Lucas or to Mr Connell and referred him on to
Mr Lloyd. Given the relationship between Mr Connell and Mr Burke at the time, and
given the urgency of the problem then confronting Rothwells, we have little doubt that
Mr Connell did approach Mr Burke. That approach was the precursor to the telephone
conversation between Mr Lloyd and Mr Lucas. Having regard to Mr Lloyd's position
in the public service at that time and his relationship to Mr Burke, he would have been
the person best placed, from Mr Burke's point of view, to attend to the mechanics of
assistance.
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13.7.2
Mr Lloyd recalled a telephone conversation with Mr Lucas on the
afternoon of Wednesday 21 October or the morning of Thursday 22 October 1987.
Mr Lucas told him there was a run on Rothwells and he asked for assistance. He had
in mind $20 million to $30 million. Mr Lloyd also recalled a conversation with
Mr Lucas in which the latter said he was authorised to borrow money on the security
of Mr Connell's interest in certain properties in the central businesses district of Perth
for the purpose of placing funds in Rothwells. The properties were owned by Midtown
Property Trust ("Midtown"). Mr Lucas asked whether GESB could assist and
Mr Lloyd said that would not be possible. Mr Lucas then asked if a proposal could be
put to SGIC. The fact that Mr Lucas asked whether the Midtown proposal could be put
to GESB prompted Mr Lloyd to the belief that there was only one telephone
conversation with Mr Lucas, which resulted in both GESB's $5 million transaction and
SGIC's $30 million Midtown transaction. Mr Lucas claimed virtually no recollection
of the conversation or conversations.
13.7.3
We find that there was a single conversation between Mr Lucas and
Mr Lloyd. We find also that Mr Lucas telephoned Mr Lloyd as a result of some
encouragement which he or Mr Connell had received from Mr Burke. By Wednesday
21 October and certainly by Thursday 22 October 1987, the run on Rothwells had
reached a point at which $5 million would have been of little assistance to it. At that
stage there was a view within Rothwells that about $30 million would suffice.
Mr Musca's evidence to which we shall refer later, supports this view.
13.8

The $5 million GESB assistance

13.8.1
GESB's investment manager, Mr Brian Neville, was overseas from 10
to 25 October 1987. In Mr Neville's absence, Mr Lloyd telephoned Mr Ivor Byrde, a
GESB investment officer, and asked him what funds were available for investment.
Mr Byrde said that $5 million was available. Mr Lloyd instructed him to invest that
amount in Rothwells. On 22 October 1987, Mr Byrde wrote to Mr Lucas enclosing a
cheque for $5 million. Mr Byrde said it would have been necessary for him to make the
arrangements on Wednesday 21 October because the funds were on 24 hour call in
GESB's account at State Treasury. Although Mr Lloyd said he thought it unlikely that
the decision was made on the Wednesday, we have no reason to doubt Mr Byrde's
evidence.
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13.8.2
Mr Lloyd acted as he did without reference to any other members of
GESB. He thought that as Chairman he had the necessary authority to undertake such
transactions. Mr Neville said that it would have been unusual for the Chairman to act
alone. There would normally be a meeting or telephone contact between members of
the Board before any such decision was taken. He did not believe Mr Lloyd had
authority to act independently of the Board. In that respect, Mr Neville was correct.
The legislation permits the Board to delegate its investment decisions to an investment
manager but not to the Chairman.
13.8.3
GESB did not deposit $5 million in Rothwells. It bought Paragon bills
to the value of $6.5 million. It is clear from Mr Byrde's letter that the $5 million was
advanced before the bills were obtained. We think it likely that the purchase of the bills
was an afterthought, prompted by Mr Lloyd's concern to protect GESB's position as far
as possible. Mr Lloyd said he thought he had received some information from the
WADC money market that Rothwells' cheques had been returned by National Australia
Bank ("NAB"). He said he telephoned Mr Lucas who confirmed that was so. Mr Lloyd
said that in addition, he received some advice that there was an advantage to GESB in
buying bills rather than simply taking them as security. Mr Lloyd said he made an
inquiry of somebody at Fundscorp, possibly Mr Stuart Gregory, WADC's corporate
treasurer, as to the acceptability of Paragon bills as security. He said he was told that
Fundscorp regarded Paragon as good security. We note that in a letter of 27 January
1988 from Mr Gregory to GESB, he was critical of the GESB transaction although the
criticism was on the basis that the transaction was a cash advance, secured by bank bills.
13.8.4
Mr Lloyd said he believed he told Mr Burke of a proposal that GESB
would invest $5 million in Paragon bills. He said he would not have proceeded with the
transaction if Mr Burke had opposed it. Mr Burke said he had no recollection of GESB
proposal but he expected Mr Lloyd would have raised the matter with him. In his
discussion with Crown Law officers, however, Mr Burke said he told Mr Lloyd that he
must deal with the matter on a strictly commercial basis.
13.8.5
In our view, it is unlikely that Mr Lloyd would have proceeded with
GESB transaction without encouragement from Mr Burke. The impression we have of
Mr Lloyd is that in October 1987 he was a cautious and prudent public servant. He
would have had no reason to extend assistance to Rothwells unless he had been
requested to do so. It must not be overlooked that the immediate aftermath of the stock
market crash was a time of great volatility and uncertainty in the financial world. And
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Rothwells was not a prime candidate for public funds. Although we appreciate that
Rothwells' true financial position did not emerge until much later, we have received
sufficient evidence for us to conclude that it was not well regarded in Perth financial
circles. For example, we were told by Mr Gregory that between 1985 and 1987
Rothwells did not qualify as a WADC investment because of its inadequate credit
rating. According to Mr Gregory, this meant that Rothwells did not have the ability to
repay its indebtedness in a short period. Mr David Oehlers, who in late 1987 was the
money market manager of Barrack Securities Ltd, spoke of the perception of Rothwells
in the financial market at about the time of the crash. He said conservative money
market operators would not place funds with Rothwells. Mr Charles MacKinnon, who
was an associate director of Wardley Australia Ltd in Perth at the time of the crash said
the view commonly expressed by Perth businessmen of his acquaintance was that
Rothwells' loan portfolio comprised over 50% of bad debts.
13.8.6
In his evidence given to Mr McCusker during his inquiry, Mr Lloyd said
that at the time of the rescue he had not regarded Rothwells as a well-managed
organisation. Mr Lloyd resiled from that proposition in his evidence to the Commission.
When challenged about the contradiction in his evidence he said there was gossip in
St George's Terrace and in the newspapers about Rothwells. He said the substance of
this was that Mr Connell took on risky deals and that this raised a question about the
"quality" of the profits. Mr Lloyd also said he thought Mr Burke might have expressed
similar views about Rothwells, particularly in relation to its lending policies. Against
that, according to Mr Byrde, GESB had previously, albeit on only a few occasions,
deposited money with Rothwells on a short term basis. That was, however, when
Mr Brush was Chairman of GESB. Such deposits may have been attributable to the
relationship between Mr Brush and Mr Connell to which we refer in chapter 22.
13.8.7
In addition to its earlier deposits into Rothwells, GESB's predecessor,
the State Superannuation Board ("SSB"), had traded in Rothwells and Paragon shares.
These transactions are summarised in the annexures to Chapter 11 of Part I of
Mr McCusker's report. The Commission was told by Mr Neville that before
Mr Len Brush was appointed as Chairman of SSB, there was a share committee in
existence which had authority to transact business up to $250,000 without approval of
the board. The committee was still in operation at the time of the stock market crash.
The committee met weekly or fortnightly to review the investment portfolio. The
decisions of the committee which involved transactions within the limit of its authority
were referred to the board for ratification.
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13.8.8
It seems that despite the existence of the share committee, Mr Brush took
a close interest in SSB's share portfolio when he was its chairman. He said he made
day to day decisions about purchases. He claimed to have no recollection of discussing
the purchase of Rothwells shares with Mr Connell. According to Mr McCusker, SSB
acquired Rothwells shares during the period 10 September 1985 to 12 December 1986,
when its holding was 2,420,580 shares.
13.8.9
Mr McCusker's report made reference to trading in Paragon shares and
options by SSB, involving purchases in the period April to July 1986 and some sales in
November 1986. Some options were converted to shares in February 1987 and some
further shares purchased in March 1987, when SSB's holding was 2,160,000 Paragon
shares. Mr Brush said he recalled discussing Paragon shares with Mr Connell as well
as with Mr Neville, with a stockbroker and with other members of the share committee.
According to Mr Brush, SSB investigated Paragon "pretty thoroughly and we felt very
comfortable with Paragon shares". Nevertheless the Commission finds it extraordinary
that a trustee body should invest in a gold mining venture to such an extent.
13.8.10
We heard evidence from Mr Leon Musca, who was Mr Connell's
solicitor until about mid 1988, that he had been present when Mr Connell had
telephoned Mr Brush on occasions, when he was chairman of SSB. According to
Mr Musca, Mr Connell had ready access to Mr Brush and would request SSB either to
acquire particular shares or, alternatively, not to dispose of a current holding. Mr Musca
said he was unable to recall the names of any of the relevant shares. Mr Brush told the
Commission that he had "read with amazement" Mr Musca's evidence and "couldn't
believe it". We do believe it, having regard to the long standing relationship between
Mr Connell and Mr Brush who borrowed funds from L R Connell & Partners. We refer
to these matters in section 22.14 of chapter 22.
13.8.11
The last meeting of SSB attended by Mr Brush before his resignation as
chairman was held on 11 February 1987. According to the minutes of the meeting, the
board then "noted the performance of the share portfolio since 1 July 1983". The next
meeting, which was held on 24 March 1987 was presided over by Mr Lloyd who had
been appointed chairman in place of Mr Brush. According to the minutes:
"Mr Neville presented a report on the share portfolio. He said that
the portfolio is in good shape and since 1983 has generally
performed 10-15% above the All Ordinaries Index. The portfolio
got out of kilter in the past few months because of the exposure to
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hi-tech stocks. The performance in the last financial year was
probably one of the highest of any Fund in Australia.
Mr Lloyd expressed his concern over the Board's exposure to the
more volatile stocks and said that there is a need for a review of
the portfolio.
The Board agreed to sell shares in Rothwells, Sarich, Tony
Barlow, Armstrong Jones and Western Equity. Shares to be kept
under review with a view to sell included Sonartec, Vital and
Protective Research."
We understand the three last names to be companies associated with Mr Connell.
13.8.12
Mr Lloyd told the Commission he could not recall having the concern
referred to in the minutes, but that was his "general stance". He said he did not "focus
strongly" on SSB's equity portfolio, being more concerned with its other investments.
Neither could Mr Lloyd recall the reason for SSB's decision to sell shares in Rothwells,
although he referred to SSB wishing to move towards a portfolio which reflected more
closely the distribution of shares within the share market index. Perhaps for that reason,
SSB sold 1,660,000 Paragon shares in the period 2 to 18 June 1987. According to
Mr McCusker those sales resulted in a profit for SSB of some $1,130,000. The 500,000
shares which remained were sold at a loss, in May 1989.
13.8.13
On 21 September 1987, Mr Neville produced a report on the share
portfolio held by GESB, which had by then superseded SSB. It was Mr Lloyd's
recollection that the report resulted from his meeting with the two stockbrokers who
advised GESB about its investment portfolio. The report contained a number of
recommendations, including the sale of 1,200,000 Rothwells shares at $3.40,
representing a profit of approximately $1.00 per share.
13.8.14
It was Mr Neville's recollection that GESB approved all the sell
recommendations, except that relating to Rothwells. He said some Rothwells shares had
been sold in March or April 1987, but at some time between 11 and 24 September 1987,
he was instructed by Mr Lloyd to withdraw Rothwells shares from the market.
According to Mr Neville, he was told by Mr Lloyd that the instruction came from
"upstairs". Mr Neville assumed this was a reference to the Premier, Mr Burke with
whom Mr Lloyd was then liaising. Mr Neville gave further evidence, after reviewing
certain GESB files, that Mr Lloyd informed the board he wished to defer selling because
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there was a "restructuring or something happening in Rothwells which warranted
keeping the shares".
13.8.15
Mr Lloyd agreed he had instructed Mr Neville not to sell GESB's shares
in Rothwells. He denied telling Mr Neville the instructions came from "upstairs". He
said after the decision had been taken to place the shares on the market, he was
telephoned by Mr Lucas, the managing director of Rothwells, who told him:
"there was some transaction that was under consideration
involving Rothwells and that the placing of such a large parcel on
the market may make the consummation of that transaction
difficult, and that the transaction would be very positive to the
share price so that it would be in [GESB's] interest not to proceed
with the share sale at that time."

Mr Lloyd was unable to say precisely what the proposed transaction was, other than it
involved the acquisition of a major interest in Rothwells or a takeover bid by a third
party.
13.8.16
We are satisfied by the evidence of Mr Lloyd and Mr Neville that the
decision not to sell the shares was taken by Mr Lloyd, and accepted by the board, on the
basis of some inside information given to Mr Lloyd. We have not investigated the
source of the information or its validity. According to Mr McCusker the decision was
to result in GESB suffering a loss of $2,455,087 on the shares which it then retained and
a net loss from its trading in Rothwells shares of $1,397,249.
13.9

The Government Employees Superannuation Act 1987

13.9.1
We have set out in chapter 22 something of the history of GESB and its
investment powers. By section 6 of the Government Employees Superannuation Act
1987 ("the GESB Act"), the Board was required to determine policies for the
administration of the Act having regard to the need for equity among members and
beneficiaries under that Act, and known contributors and beneficiaries under the
Superannuation and Family Benefits Act 1935. By section 6(1)(a) and (b) the Board
was required to adopt strategies to achieve its policy objectives and to ensure that
decisions and operations of the Board were directed towards achieving those objectives.
As at October 1987, the Board's objectives were as set out in its Corporate Plan. That
plan formed part of GESB's first annual report.
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The objectives were:
(a) to ensure that sufficient funds were accrued to meet members'
superannuation entitlements;
(b) to provide information to members on their options and entitlements
under the scheme;
(c) to increase employee membership to the funds.
13.9.2
Section 9 provided that, subject to the GESB Act, there should be a Fund
to be known as the Government Employees Superannuation Fund to be maintained and
managed by the Board. Section 13 relevantly provided as follows:
"(1) The Board shall manage the Fund so as to maximise returns
and shall have regard to the continuing need (a)

To exercise care and prudence to maintain the
integrity of the Fund; and

(b)

to provide for the payment of benefits under the
Acts.

(2) Moneys standing to the credit of the Fund may, until
otherwise required for the purposes of the Acts and with the
approval of the Treasurer, be invested by the Board in any
manner in which the Board thinks fit.
(3) The Treasurer may give approval for the purposes of
section (2) in such manner and at such time as he thinks fit
and may require the Board to submit for approval specific
investments or classes of investments or the Treasurer may
issue guidelines to be followed by the Board as to the range
of permitted investments or the limits to be adhered to in
relation to specified investments or kinds of investments.
(4) The Board may, on such terms and conditions as the Board
thinks fit, appoint a person approved by the Treasurer as
investment manager for the Board.
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(5) The Board may delegate to such an investment manager the
powers and duties of the Board under the section with respect
to all or part of the moneys of the Fund available for
investment.
(5a) The Board shall not make a delegation under subsection (5)
unless the form and maximum duration of the proposed
delegation have been approved by the Treasurer.
(6) Whether or not the Board appoints an investment manager,
it must conduct a review every 3 months of its broad
investment policy and the management and performance of
its investments."
It was submitted to the Commission that the power and discretion given to the Board by
section 13 was limited only to the extent that the Board was required to comply with
subparagraph (1). In particular, it was submitted, there is no warrant by which the broad
discretion given to the Board ought to be restricted by reading that clause subject to
section 61, or to any policy objective or strategy. It was submitted also that section (2)
contemplated the investment of funds other than for "the purpose of the Act". On that
basis, it was submitted, the investment of funds would be ultra vires or improper only
if undertaken without the necessary care or prudence.
13.9.3
Mr Lloyd conceded that GESB's $5 million investment in Paragon bills
was made for the purpose of assisting Rothwells. He could hardly have denied it. That
was clearly not a purpose which fell within GESB's objectives. We do not think it
necessary to consider whether that alone rendered the investment improper. Even if it
did not, the fact is that the funds were utilised urgently in the purchase of Paragon bills
without proper advice in an extremely uncertain financial climate to assist an ailing
merchant bank which was associated with Paragon. In our view, those factors rendered
the transaction sufficiently imprudent for it to be regarded as improper.
13.9.4

Mr Lloyd justified the investment on two grounds. He said initially:
"I always took the attitude that the instrumentalities of the State
had a broader responsibility than simply to be conservative and
withdraw from such situations, and that they are set up by statute
to the benefit of the whole of the people of Western Australia
rather than have a particular trust relationship to those funds ... ."
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In our view, that is an entirely untenable position, having regard to the clear terms of the
GESB Act. In any event, as Mr Lloyd conceded, he did not know whether GESB's
investment would provide Rothwells with sufficient assistance to enable it to overcome
its difficulties. And furthermore, we are not persuaded that GESB's investment could
be said to be for "the benefit of the whole of the people of Western Australia". Later,
in examination by his own counsel he said he had been concerned that the collapse of
a major deposit taking institution such as Rothwells might have had a significant effect
on investments in Western Australia. He felt it would certainly have had an effect on
the value of GESB's other investments. In our view, those considerations did not justify
putting further GESB funds potentially at risk, without proper consideration of all
relevant circumstances.
13.9.5
By section 13(4) and (5) of the GESB Act, the Board is entitled to
delegate to an investment manager its powers in respect to moneys of a fund available
for investment. As we have noted previously, Mr Neville, the duly appointed
investment manager, was overseas when Mr Lloyd took the decision to invest $5 million
in Paragon bills for the assistance of Rothwells. However, there is no provision in the
Act which empowers the chairman to act on behalf of the Board. It follows that
Mr Lloyd acted improperly in committing the funds as he did, even though the Board
ratified his decision on Monday 26 October 1987. The ratification does not, of course,
overcome the fundamental impropriety of the transaction.
13.10

The $30 million SGIC assistance

13.10.1
On 23 October 1987, SGIC effectively loaned $30 million to
L R Connell & Partners, so as to provide funds which could be used to assist Rothwells.
The transaction involved SGIC purchasing for $30 million the 50% interest of
L R Connell & Partners in the Midtown Property Trust. At the time, the Trust held 50%
of each of two properties in the Perth Central business district, the David Jones and the
Perth Technical College development sites, which were both the subject of a mortgage
to GESB. The other 50% of each of these sites was held by GESB. Simultaneously
with the purchase, the following options were granted:
(a) a call option granted by SGIC to L R Connell & Partners. This allowed
L R Connell & Partners to repurchase the interest at any time between
6 and 12 months of the transaction, at a price of $30 million plus interest
at 16% per annum;
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(b) a put option granted by Bond Corporation to SGIC. This allowed SGIC
to compel Bond Corporation to purchase the interest for $40 million at
the end of 12 months from the date of the transaction.
The agreement was constituted by SGIC's acceptance of an offer contained in a letter
dated 22 October 1987 from L R Connell & Partners, signed on their behalf by
Mr Hilton, and varied subsequently during negotiations. Mr Hilton said he played no
part in formulating the offer but merely signed the letter as a matter of convenience.
Indeed, so far as we are aware, Mr Hilton was not employed by L R Connell & Partners.
13.10.2
Mr Lloyd said he spoke to Mr Burke about the proposal and that, as a
matter of reconstruction, he must have received some encouragement from Mr Burke.
Later, Mr Lloyd said he had received encouragement from Mr Burke in the sense that
he did not counsel Mr Lloyd strongly against the transaction which was, he said,
undertaken purely for the purpose of assisting Rothwells.
13.10.3
The offer from L R Connell & Partners was considered at a regular
meeting of SGIC Commissioners on 22 October 1987. Mr Michell said the proposal
had been raised with him in advance of the meeting either by Mr Lloyd or by
Mr Edwards. He said he was told the matter was urgent because there was a run on
Rothwells and it needed the liquidity. In his evidence Mr Rees agreed that was the case.
He said Mr Lloyd told the meeting that the proposal was supported by Mr Burke who
wanted SGIC to consider the proposal urgently. Mr Rees said that Mr Burke's support
gave the matter "a weighting". Mr Edwards said that the SGIC Commissioners took
account of the urgency of the situation, namely, a major financial institution was facing
a liquidity crisis. Despite the evidence about Mr Burke's support, Mr Michell said he
had no knowledge of any Government involvement in the proposal. We do not accept
his evidence in this regard.
13.10.4
The offer from L R Connell & Partners was supported by so-called
valuations of the relevant properties. These had been prepared for Mr Connell by the
firm of Richard Ellis and were, in substance, feasibility studies. The SGIC
Commissioners appreciated that the valuations of the properties would need to be
confirmed for SGIC's purposes. The basis on which the valuations were produced by
Richard Ellis, and the fact that they produced two different values for the subject
properties on the same date are referred to in section 22.23 of chapter 22.
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13.10.5
On the strength of the information available to it on the afternoon of
22 October 1987, SGIC resolved to proceed with the transaction, subject to certain
stipulations. It seems the Commissioners other than Mr Edwards regarded the
transactions as advancing funds against security, rather than as a purchase of property.
Indeed, Mr Rees said he regarded the transaction as a short term loan. He said that
although SGIC had in its books a series of advances to a large number of people,
frequently secured by mortgage, it had not previously made advances of such a large
amount. Against that, Mr Edwards said the transaction "was perceived as a sale in all
but name": he doubted that SGIC would have been prepared to make a loan.
13.10.6
The matter proceeded rapidly. SGIC's acceptance of the offer was
communicated that afternoon in a letter signed by Mr Martin Lowry, the Finance
Director of SGIC. As Mr Michell said:
"The purpose, or the urgency of the investment was very much a
matter of assisting in the liquidity of Rothwells. Against that ... it
was very much seen as an opportunity for the SGIC ... to invest
funds at very favourable terms."
13.10.7
Mr Peter Wiese a partner in Robinson Cox, a firm of solicitors, was
instructed that day on behalf of SGIC. He worked late into the night on documents
which were provided to him by the solicitors, Parker & Parker. Mr John Atkins, a
partner of that firm, had also been instructed on 22 October 1987. He said he received
his instructions from Mr Hilton, initially on behalf of L R Connell & Partners. He said
Bond Corporation became involved later. He then took his instructions from the
managing director of Bond Corporation, Mr Peter Beckwith. Ultimately, his firm's
account was paid by Bond Corporation. Mr Atkins also regarded the matter as
extremely urgent. He said that he worked throughout the night of 22 October 1987. On
23 October he had meetings in his office with Mr Beckwith and with others from Bond
Corporation. Mr Edwards was there on behalf of SGIC. He spoke to Mr Wiese on the
telephone and Mr Wiese might have attended in person. Mr Atkins said Mr Beckwith
was in constant touch with Mr Lucas at Rothwells. It was his impression that
Mr Beckwith was assisting Mr Connell, with whom he was in telephone contact in
Sydney from time to time.
13.10.8
Mr Atkins was not involved only in the Midtown transaction. He acted
also in the sale by Oakhill of an interest in a Falcon jet aeroplane to North Kalgurli, a
company associated with Bond Corporation, for $10 million. The total amount raised
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as a result of those two transactions was therefore $40 million. The disbursement of the
funds was set out in a memorandum dated 10 November 1987 from Mr Atkins to
Mr Hilton. The memorandum disclosed that:
(a) Molyneaux Pty Ltd agreed to purchase from "Tanbar", a company
associated with Bond Corporation, certain shares in Paragon. The sum
of $2,182,879.50 was paid to Tanbar.
(b) Mr Connell purchased from Bond Corporation for $10 million, the
$10 million debt owing by Rothwells to Bond Corporation. That sum
was paid to Bond Corporation.
(c) Mr Connell purchased from three associated companies of North
Kalgurli, being M.E.Q Nickel, Greenvale and N.K. Investments, debts
owing to them by Rothwells totalling $7.69 million.
(d) Mr Connell paid the sum of $12,040,983.50 to Midtown as trustee for
the Midtown Unit Trust on account of his share of the liability of
Midtown to the Superannuation Board with respect to the existing
finance arrangement. That sum was held by Midtown.
Mr Atkins told the Commission that in the heat and urgency of the situation, it was
unclear precisely how the amount of $12,040,983.50 should be dealt with. Parker &
Parker's Trust Account was regarded as a safe repository. The funds were placed there
until the matter could be resolved.
13.10.9
As a result of the disbursements summarised above, only about
$8 million out of the $40 million was available to Rothwells. The balance,
some $32 million was paid to Bond companies. Bond Corporation did, however,
provide a new $10 million facility to Rothwells, via Westpac, on 23 October 1987. The
total funds available to Rothwells as a result of those transactions was accordingly some
$18 million. It was Mr Atkins' evidence that the disbursement of the funds in the
manner summarised above was in accordance with instructions which he received from
Mr Beckwith, although he was satisfied he had Mr Connell's instructions to the same
effect. Mr Connell said, however, he believed at the time that the whole of the
$40 million had been paid into Rothwells. He said he discovered subsequently that
either Mr Bond or Mr Beckwith had imposed conditions which resulted in the
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disbursement of some $10 million to Bond entities, and that this had been agreed by
either Mr Burgess or Mr Lucas. Mr Connell's evidence is supported to a certain extent
by Mr Wiese whose perception was that Parker & Parker were primarily serving the
Bond interests. Mr Wiese did not think Mr Connell was much involved in the
transaction. He said Mr Connell acted through his attorney who was Mr Burgess. It is
certainly the case that Mr Connell was in Sydney at the material time and he was
undoubtedly distracted to a considerable extent by the more serious nature of Rothwells'
problems which had by then emerged.
13.10.10
As we have noted above, the resolution passed by SGIC on 22 October
1987 was expressed to be subject to the valuations proving adequate. In the event, all
that happened to satisfy that requirement was that SGIC obtained a letter from
Richard Ellis extending their liability to SGIC. The letter, which was dated 23 October
1987, contained the same qualifications as the valuations themselves. In short, the letter
did not address the adequacy of the valuations.
13.10.11
Part of SGIC's security was an option whereby in certain circumstances,
it would be able to put the properties to Bond Corporation. SGIC made no attempt to
assess the value of that put option, by undertaking any review of Bond Corporation's
financial position, or otherwise. Mr Lloyd conceded the transaction was carried out
without an exhaustive examination of SGIC's securities.
SGIC's resolution also required:
"all encumbrances and obligations relative to the two properties to
be cleared."
That requirement was not conveyed to L R Connell & Partners in Mr Lowry's letter of
acceptance dated 22 October 1987. There was in existence the mortgage to GESB
which is referred to in Mr Atkins' memorandum to Mr Hilton. It seems that although
SGIC was aware of the existence of the mortgage its effect in reducing the value of the
interest of L R Connell & Partners in the Midtown properties was not taken into account
(except by Parker & Parker). Thus SGIC overpaid L R Connell & Partners some
$12 million, as Mr Michell and Mr Edwards realised later.
13.10.12
The funds utilised by SGIC in the transaction had previously been on
deposit with IBJ Australia Bank Ltd ("IBJ Bank") earning about 11.45% per annum.
Thus the funds would have earned some $3.435 million in 12 months or $1.172 million
in 6 months.
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If SGIC had exercised either the put or the call options available to it under the Midtown
transaction after 12 or 6 months, it would have received either $35 million or
$32.6 million. It would therefore have earned a profit of either $5 million or
$2.6 million. Thus, the return would have been greater than that earned if the funds had
remained on deposit at the IBJ Bank. That profit, however, takes no account of the
stamp duty which SGIC was required to pay, being $1.3 million to $1.6 million
according to Mr Wiese, or about $2 million according to Mr Rees. We were told by
Mr Wiese that it was not appreciated until after the transaction had been concluded that
SGIC would be required to pay stamp duty. As a result of paying the duty, SGIC
achieved a lower return on its investment than it would have earned with the IBJ Bank.
A Deed of Variation which was executed on 16 November 1987 dealt with the
$12 million and stamp duty matters: see section 13.12 of this chapter.
13.11

The State Government Insurance Commission Act 1986

13.11.1
The State Government Insurance Commission Act 1986 ("the Act")
established SGIC and the State Government Insurance Corporation which trades under
the name State Government Insurance Office ("SGIO"). It repealed the State
Government Insurance Office Act 1938. SGIC was established under the Act as a body
corporate capable of acquiring, holding, managing, leasing and disposing of real and
personal property, suing and being sued, and doing and suffering all such acts and things
as corporations may lawfully do and suffer: subsection 4(2). It was identified as an
agent of the Crown in right of the State, enjoying the status, immunities and privileges
of the Crown except as otherwise prescribed: subsection 4(3). The Act provided for
the SGIC to have as its governing body a board of Commissioners with authority to
exercise and perform the powers, functions and duties conferred or imposed on it by the
Act: section 5. By section 6, SGIC was required to carry on third party insurance and
workers' compensation insurance business, to manage and administer the Government's
self insurance arrangements and to carry out various other specified functions. These
included the acquisition and holding of shares in SGIO in accordance with section 39
and the doing of all other acts and things or engaging in such other activities as it is
authorised or required to do or engage in under any written law. There was a clear
distinction drawn in the Act between SGIC and SGIO. The SGIC Commissioners were
nominated by the Minister, whereas the directors of SGIO were appointed by SGIC.
The Minister had no power of direction over SGIO although, by section 36 of the Act,
SGIO could be directed by SGIC.
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13.11.2
By section 7 of the Act, SGIC was invested with power to do, in the
State or elsewhere, all things necessary or convenient to be done for or in connection
with the performance of its functions. Without limiting the generality of that provision,
it had certain specific powers. For example, it could, with the approval of the Treasurer,
borrow money and give or arrange security for borrowing. it could lend money and
provide credit. It could issue, draw, make, accept, endorse and discount bills of
exchange and promissory notes. Although it had no express power to acquire property,
it could improve, develop or alter property. It could form, establish or participate in the
formation or establishment of any business undertaking. It could subscribe for, invest
in or otherwise acquire and dispose of shares in or debentures or other securities of a
business undertaking. All of these powers enabled SGIC to engage in many forms of
commercial activity. In addition to the powers vested in SGIC by section 7 of the Act,
it was provided by section 19:
"(1) Moneys standing to the credit of the Commission may, until
required for the purpose of carrying out its functions under this
Act, be temporarily invested or dealt with by the Commission in
such manner as the board of commissioners thinks fit. [our
emphasis]
(2) The board of commissioners, in the name and on behalf of
the Commission, may, by resolution, appoint a person as
investment manager for the Commission and delegate to the
investment manager the power of the Commission under
subsection (1).
(3) The investment manager may be appointed for such term and
at such remuneration as the board of commissioners thinks fit."
The word "temporarily" was removed from the text by Act No 5 of 1989. We accept
the submission made on behalf of SGIC that it should be construed to mean "until
required to discharge liabilities".
13.11.3
We have referred above to the direction of SGIC by its Minister.
Section 10 of the Act in its original form invested the Minister with a power of direction
which authorised him to give directions to SGIC with respect to its functions, power and
duties either generally or with respect to a particular matter. SGIC was required to give
effect to those directions. Mr Edwards identified this power as exemplifying the role
of SGIC as an institution designed to fulfil the aims and objectives of Government.
Originally there was no requirement that the directions be in writing. However, as a
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result of an amendment in 1989, directions were thereafter required to be in writing and
the text of any directions received by the Commission were required to be included in
the annual report submitted by the Commission under section 66 of the Financial
Administration and Audit Act 1985.
13.11.4
In our view, although SGIC had wide investment powers, these could be
exercised properly only for the purpose of furthering the objectives set out in section 6
of the Act. It follows, given SGIC's dominant purpose in entering into the Midtown
transaction was to assist Rothwells in a liquidity crisis, that it had no power to act as it
did. Clearly, that purpose was not within its statutory functions. The transaction was
not, therefore, permitted by any of the express powers, nor by the incidental power,
which may be utilised only for or in connection with the performance of SGIC's express
functions. This view, it seems, is contrary to the legal advice received by SGIC at the
time. SGIC has claimed legal professional privilege in relation to all advice which it has
received on matters into which we have inquired. Mr Edwards did, however, disclose
the substance of the advice given in relation to this and, we infer, all subsequent
Rothwells-related transactions in which SGIC was involved. It was:
"... if you can characterise a transaction as a commercial
transaction the fact that it has ancillary benefits is irrelevant."
He insisted that the catalyst "in all these transactions" was the commerciality:
"provided they were adequately commercial within the scope, no
hair off our back, so to speak, we were quite happy ... to
participate ... if it fell within our capacities and general range of
things we would normally do anyway ... and more particularly, I
guess, as a generality, if it was the wish of the government of the
day, because that has always been the approach of all
instrumentalities in every state, really."
He went on to add:
"if there wasn't a wish of the government of the day in many
instances you wouldn't have bothered ... because it wouldn't have
occurred to you."
In our view, that advice, and that approach is misconceived, ignoring as it does the
statutory requirement that transactions should be undertaken only in the performance
of SGIC's functions.
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13.11.5
Consistently with that advice, it was submitted to us on behalf of SGIC
that the nature of an investment discretion is not open to attack for want of power, by
reason that the discretion was exercised for the purpose of providing a benefit or
assistance to another. Every investment, it was submitted, provides assistance to the
recipient. While that is undoubtedly so, it is necessary to draw a distinction between
an investment made in furtherance of SGIC's objectives which results in some benefit
to the other party and an investment made for the express purpose of benefiting the other
party which may be of some incidental benefit to SGIC.
13.11.6
It was said by several witnesses that SGIC had a general power to act in
the interest of the State as a whole. Mr Lloyd and Mr Rees both said, in general terms,
it would be undesirable for the State if Rothwells were to collapse. In our view,
however, SGIC was influenced less by that consideration than by the fact that Mr Burke
desired it to assist Rothwells. Mr Edwards said although SGIC took account of the fact
that a major financial institution was facing difficulty, the "prime purpose" was a
commercially viable investment. Whether SGIC regarded Mr Burke's wishes as
tantamount to a direction is unclear. It certainly was compliant. Mr Michell said that
he had no qualms about SGIC making the investment, while Mr Rees said it made good
sense as a worthwhile transaction. That was, however, without taking account of the
matters which emerged subsequently, including the effect of the mortgage and the stamp
duty considerations.
13.11.7
It was submitted on behalf of SGIC than an attack upon an investment
as being beyond power would vitiate a transaction which involved third parties. That,
of course, would not be the case. The legal capacity of SGIC to enter into a transaction
would not be affected by the fact that it had been entered into improperly, either because
the transaction was not in furtherance of SGIC's statutory objectives, or because it was
imprudent.
13.11.8
Mr Wiese, who said he had "certain instructions" touching on the
question of direction of SGIC, advised it about that matter. Pursuant to its claim of legal
professional privilege, SGIC has declined to disclose either the instructions which were
given to Mr Wiese or the advice which he gave. In the absence of enlightenment from
that quarter, we can conclude only that SGIC, which had no obvious motive to assist
Rothwells in a liquidity crisis, did so principally in response to a request from
Mr Burke.
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13.11.9
Mr Burke's concern for Rothwells' position is illustrated by the evidence
of Mr Leon Musca, who in 1987 was Rothwells' solicitor. On 22 October 1987 he
wrote a brief file note in the following terms:
"`Vince' (B. Burke) phoned
Extent of problem?
Deal on CBD properties!"
Mr Musca said he had been present at a meeting in Rothwells' boardroom at which there
was discussion about the price the Government would pay for the Midtown properties
and about the amount which Rothwells then needed. According to Mr Musca, Mr Lucas
came into the room and said that "Vince" was on the telephone and wanted to speak to
him. The Commission understands "Vince" to be a reference to Mr Vince Shervington,
who was a services officer to Mr Burke. Mr Musca said he took the call in the
boardroom. He and Mr Burke discussed Mr Connell's objective, which was to raise as
much as possible for his interest in the David Jones' site. He said that Mr Burke wanted
to know from him how much money Rothwells needed to stop it collapsing. He told
Mr Burke he did not know, although he mentioned figures that he had been given by
both Mr Connell and Mr Lucas. Mr Burke said he did not recall any such conversation
with Mr Musca.
13.11.10
We have no reason to believe that Mr Musca fabricated either his file
note, or the evidence about his conversation with Mr Burke. Given the evidence to
which we shall refer later about the closeness of the relationship between Mr Burke and
Mr Connell, we have no reason to doubt that Mr Burke did make the anxious inquiry
to which Mr Musca referred.
13.11.11
Mr Burke's involvement in the Midtown transaction is illustrated also by
Mr Atkins' evidence. As we have mentioned previously, Mr Atkins had some dealings
with Mr Edwards on 22 and 23 October 1987. Mr Atkins said that although
Mr Edwards' role was not entirely clear he was in contact with Mr Burke. Before
midnight on 22 October, in the early morning of 23 October and later that day,
Mr Edwards made telephone calls from Mr Atkins' office either to Mr Burke or someone
conveying Mr Burke's thoughts about the matter.
13.11.12
Mr Burke sought to distance himself from these transactions. He made
reference to them in a statement which he prepared in consultation with a firm of
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lawyers. He was unsure of the precise circumstances in which the statement was
prepared. Although Mr Burke did not sign the statement, he accepted that the final
version incorporated amendments made in his own hand to an earlier draft. In the
statement Mr Burke said that in October 1987 he received a telephone call from
Mr Lloyd who told him he had been contacted by someone from Rothwells. That
person indicated to Mr Lloyd that Rothwells wanted to sell certain assets because of a
liquidity problem being experienced by the company. Mr Burke said that was when he
became aware of the problem at Rothwells. He said that to the best of his recollection
Mr Lloyd telephoned him in those terms on Thursday 22 October 1987. That
statement, of course, omitted Mr Burke's subsequent reference to the telephone call
which he had received from Mr Connell or Mr Lucas whom he referred to Mr Lloyd.
Mr Burke went on to say in his statement that he instructed Mr Lloyd to deal with the
matter on a strictly commercial basis. He said he told Mr Lloyd that the Government's
policy was not to buy or sell anything unless it could be done absolutely without
question in the interests of the public.
13.11.13
When Mr Burke first gave evidence to the Commission about his
conversation with Mr Lloyd he said:
"I can remember saying to him that any dealings that he had would
have to be based on the public interest and the obtaining for the
public of good terms and conditions but that was something that
he didn't have to be told."
When Mr Burke was recalled to give further evidence, some five months later his
recollection appeared to have improved considerably. He then said:
"... I said to Mr Lloyd that provided the proposal was consistent
with the policy and the interests of the SGIC and in the public
interest there was no objection from me in his proceeding."
And a little later:
"I clearly understood that the purpose to which the funds would be
put was the depositing of money in Rothwells and although the
conversation was a very brief one my view was that provided the
primary purpose was the one that I discussed with Mr Lloyd, if
there was another collateral benefit to the State which was to
assist in preventing a significant financial institution from
experiencing difficulty, then that was something that we wouldn't
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reject, but not something that we should be acting upon in
considering the main purpose of the matter. That was a collateral
benefit I would have thought."
13.11.14
We do not accept that Mr Burke's memory improved to the extent
reflected in his subsequent evidence. We consider that his evidence was contrived,
being a response to a proposition put to him by Counsel Assisting, that SGIC ought not
have entered into the Midtown transaction because it was for an improper purpose.
13.11.15
We note that in his discussions at the Crown Law office in January 1991
Mr Burke asserted that his memory was still in the top 10% of the country, although it
had previously been in the top .001%. When Mr Burke was reminded during his
evidence to the Commission that he had made this claim he said the point he had been
seeking to make was that his memory had deteriorated quite sharply from its earlier
state. In our view, if Mr Burke was possessed of the memory to which he laid claim,
it is surprising that, either when preparing the statement or on first giving evidence to
the Commission he did not recall the details of his conversation with Mr Lloyd to the
extent which he did subsequently. The fact that he did not, tends to confirm our view
that Mr Burke tailored his evidence to create an impression of propriety when, in reality,
he acted improperly by encouraging GESB and SGIC to make investments for the
assistance of Rothwells.
13.12

The variation to the agreement relating to the Midtown
properties

13.12.1
On 16 November 1987, the same day as the partial settlement of the BHP
share transaction to which we refer later, SGIC entered into a variation of the agreement
made on 23 October 1987 in relation to the Midtown properties. We were told by
Mr Wiese that following the original transaction of 23 October 1987
"... there was a perception that the SGIC may have overpaid."
This was because, as we have mentioned previously, the value of Mr Connell's interests
in the Midtown properties was reduced by some $12 million by the existence of the
mortgage to GESB. In addition to this matter, SGIC's liability to stamp duty was
discovered after the 23 October 1987 settlement had taken place.
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13.12.2
By clause 2 of the Deed of Variation, it was provided, in effect, that the
amount of approximately $12 million which was due under the GESB mortgage would
be put into an account at Rothwells and held for SGIC. According to Mr Michell, this
was done for the purpose of assisting Rothwells with its liquidity. He said there was an
urgency in providing Rothwells with funds and he knew that Rothwells still had a
liquidity problem. He said it was difficult to get money out of Rothwells at that time.
Mr Michell attributed his knowledge to "publicly available information" but he was
clearly in error, because Rothwells' post-rescue problems were not known publicly. He
may have known from the circumstances of the BHP share transaction.
13.12.3
The matter of the stamp duty was addressed by clause 2 of the Deed of
Variation. The call option consideration was increased for the purpose of allowing
SGIC to recoup the stamp duty which it had paid in relation to the original transaction.

13.12.4
In our view, it was inappropriate for SGIC to remove its $12 million in
Parker & Parker's trust account and deposit the funds in Rothwells to assist its liquidity,
when SGIC knew Rothwells was in financial difficulty. Even if that difficulty was
believed to arise from liquidity problems only, the deposit clearly involved a risk for
SGIC to which it should not have been exposed. We consider that Mr Rees and
Mr Michell acted improperly in relation to this transaction.
13.12.5
We note that in the minutes of the meeting of SGIC on 26 November
1987, Mr Rees reported about the Deed of Variation. The minutes included the
statement attributed to Mr Rees that:
"he advised variation resulted from a longer term investment
strategy which exposed itself following acquisition of properties
from the Bell Group and in addition it provided an opportunity to
further secure the funding outlay of approximately $12 million
made to L R Connell, which was an element of the original
$30 million transaction."
By contrast, the notes made by Mr Evans, the Corporate Secretary at the meeting,
referred to the fact that there was a problem due to the $12 million encumbrance to
GESB and the fact that the $12 million was in Mr Connell's hands. Mr Evans was
unable to explain the discrepancy between the notes and the minute he prepared.
However, we accept that the notes are an accurate record of what was said and are
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therefore concerned that the minute is not a faithful reflection of Mr Rees' statement at
the meeting. It is central to the concept of accountability that accurate records be kept
by Government instrumentalities.
13.13

The Rescue of Rothwells

13.13.1
As we have mentioned previously, Mr Connell was in Sydney on
Thursday 22 October 1987, the day on which GESB and SGIC agreed to assist
Rothwells. Mr Brian Yuill, the managing director of Spedleys Securities Limited
("Spedleys"), said Mr Connell was lunching with him in his office. According to
Mr Yuill, Mr Connell took a call from Mr Lucas. Mr Yuill said Mr Connell then
telephoned Mr Beckwith who in turn telephoned Mr James Yonge of Wardley Australia
Limited ("Wardleys") to make an appointment to see him. Mr Yuill said Mr Connell
then made another telephone call, but he could not say to whom he spoke. He thought
the call was related to the David Jones' site. Mr Yuill then accompanied Mr Connell to
Mr Yonge's office.
13.13.2
Mr Yonge said that on Wednesday 21 October 1987 he was telephoned
by Mr Beckwith who said he had been asked by Mr Burke to do whatever he could to
assist Rothwells, which was experiencing a severe liquidity crisis. Mr Yonge told
Mr Beckwith that if Mr Connell would call on him or telephone he would see him, but
he made no commitment. We do not accept that Mr Yonge received Mr Beckwith's call
on the Wednesday. We find that it was on the Thursday, the day on which Mr Yuill and
Mr Connell first attended on Mr Yonge in relation to Rothwells. Our view is based on
Mr Yonge's statement to the media on 26 and 27 October 1987, Mr Connell's evidence
and a statement, apparently made by Mr Beckwith, that on or about Thursday 22
October 1987 he received a telephone call from Mr Burke who asked him to assist
Mr Connell and Rothwells. The statement is referred to in Mr Burke's discussions at
the Crown Law Department. It has not, however, been made available to the
Commission because it is the subject of legal professional privilege, which has not been
waived. In his evidence to the Commission, Mr Burke said that he had no recollection
of speaking to Mr Beckwith.
13.13.3
In our view, there was no obvious reason for Mr Beckwith to say to
Mr Yonge when he telephoned on 22 October 1987 that Mr Burke had asked him to
assist, if that was not the case. Equally, there was no obvious reason for Mr Beckwith
to make reference to the conversation in a statement if it had not occurred. According
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to Mr Bond, he was told subsequently by Mr Beckwith that he had been having
discussions with Mr Burke since "early Thursday". The inference which we draw is that
Mr Connell approached Mr Burke on Wednesday 21 October 1987 when it was thought
within Rothwells that about $30 million would be sufficient to overcome the problem.
It was that call which led to assistance from GESB and SGIC. However, it soon became
apparent that more assistance was required and at that point, that is, early on Thursday,
Mr Burke phoned Mr Beckwith.
13.13.4
The meeting between Mr Connell, Mr Yuill and Mr Yonge commenced
at Wardleys' offices in the late afternoon of Thursday 22 October 1987. Mr Tony Oates
of Bond Corporation was also present. Shortly afterwards Mr John Dickinson, an
executive director of Wardleys, was called into the meeting. He had been an officer of
the NAB for many years. His assistance was sought because Rothwells' problems
stemmed from the actions of NAB in refusing to honour cheques. Mr Dickinson
telephoned NAB and confirmed that it was not prepared to honour any further cheques.
Later, at about 5.00 or 6.00 pm Mr Kerry Roxburgh was also called into the meeting.
He was another of Wardleys' executive directors. During the meeting Mr Connell said
Rothwells needed some $40 million to meet calls made by depositors. At that stage he
was, of course, in the process of obtaining $35 million from transactions with GESB and
SGIC and $10 million for the sale of Oakhill's interest in the Falcon jet. However, if,
as we believe, Mr Connell was aware that Bond interests were making substantial
inroads into the total, he would have appreciated that further funds were required.
Mr Connell requested Wardleys to advance $20 million on the security of his Dalkeith
property. Mr Dickinson left the meeting to consider the request. Mr Roxburgh also left
the meeting to obtain further information from Mr Hilton by way of an update on
Rothwells' July 1987 figures. Mr Roxburgh spoke to Mr Hilton on the telephone.
Mr Hilton could not say when it was he spoke to Mr Roxburgh but he remembered
Mr Roxburgh inquiring as to his belief in the level of Rothwells' bad debts. Mr Hilton
said he replied that they might amount to 20% of the book, that is, some $200 million,
if Rothwells closed its doors. At about that time, Mr Hilton and Mr Hurley had together
been advised by Mr Musca in Perth, that as a result of NAB dishonouring cheques,
Rothwells was technically insolvent. Mr Musca made a note of the advice which he
gave, timed at 5.30 pm in Perth.
13.13.5
Having spoken to Mr Hilton, Mr Roxburgh, and his assistant
Mr Jon Fennel, came to the view that it was pointless trying to assist Rothwells unless
the whole of its deposit base could be funded. Mr Roxburgh explained to the
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Commission why that was so. He said an institution such as Rothwells was able to
accept deposits many times greater than its capital base but if there was a run on its
deposits then the capital base would be inadequate to provide for the repayment of all
depositors. Mr Roxburgh said he reported his conclusion to Mr Yonge, although
Mr Yonge said he had no such recollection. Mr Roxburgh also said he was told by
Mr Yonge that it was important Wardleys give serious consideration to Rothwells'
position because, if it failed, Bond interests might suffer. Against that, Mr Yonge told
the Commission he believed the Bond exposure to Rothwells was small and was not
material to Mr Bond's decision to assist it. At about midnight on the Thursday the
Wardleys' representatives told Mr Connell they did not believe they could assist.
According to Mr Roxburgh, Mr Connell was then at his wit's end. Mr Roxburgh went
home that night thinking that there was nothing further to be done about the Rothwells
problem.
13.14

Friday 23 October 1987

13.14.1
On Friday morning when Mr Roxburgh returned to his office he found
Mr Connell still there. Mr Aleco Vrisakis, a Sydney solicitor, was also present, he
having been invited by Mr Yonge. Further attempts were made to raise funds.
Mr Vrisakis spoke to Mr Larry Adler of FAI Ltd and asked whether that company would
be prepared to lend $50 million to Rothwells. Mr Adler said it would, but only at a very
substantial rate of interest. Mr Vrisakis said that in subsequent discussions it was
decided not to pursue that avenue. Attempts were also made to explore the possibility
of a takeover of Paragon. Nothing came of that. However, according to Mr Yonge,
Mr Connell said he had good prospects of raising $70 million. Later in the day,
Mr Connell flew to Melbourne with Mr Yonge, Mr Dickinson and Mr Oates to see
Mr Nobby Clark, the managing director of NAB. Mr Clark was not helpful and the
party returned to Sydney.
13.14.2
Mr Yonge said by the end of the day, the view within Wardleys was that
there was nothing they could do to assist Rothwells beyond lending Mr Connell money
on the security of his Dalkeith property. However, after Mr Yonge had returned home
that night he received another telephone call from Mr Beckwith. Mr Beckwith told
Mr Yonge that the crisis at Rothwells was continuing. He asked Mr Yonge to come to
Perth to see whether they could help Mr Bond to assist Rothwells. Mr Beckwith gave
Mr Yonge no idea what assistance they might give. He said, however, that he had
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received another telephone call from Mr Burke "... putting the ... on me to help
Rothwells ...".
13.14.3
While these events were unfolding in Sydney, Mr Bond was in Rome.
He said he was telephoned there at about 3.00 am on Friday, which was about 9.00 am
Perth time. Mr Bond said he took two calls, one from Mr Beckwith and one from a
politician, whose name he could not remember. Nor could he remember what the
politician said to him. Mr Bond said he telephoned Mr Connell at the Wardleys' office.
We note that Mr Bond gave similar evidence on 13 February 1991 in the action between
Spedleys and Bond Brewing. He then said:
"I was called from Rome if I would come and assist with
(Rothwells). I was asked by a leading politician because it was
important for Western Australia that, if possible, this company not
collapse because it would - may have a roll on effect and in fact
what they were really after there was like a run on the bank and
could I come and give some assistance to it."
Mr Bond was not then asked to identify the politician. Before the Commission he was
asked whether it was Mr Burke who had telephoned him. He replied that although he
could not exclude the possibility he could not say positively. Mr Burke said he had not
spoken to Mr Bond. He said he had not known Mr Bond's whereabouts at the time.
13.14.4
There can be no doubt Mr Bond was in Rome, or that he returned to
Perth on being requested to assist in a rescue of Rothwells. Accepting as we do that
Mr Burke sought assistance from Mr Beckwith, we think it likely that it was
Mr Beckwith who telephoned Mr Bond to pass on the request. We think it unlikely that
Mr Burke contacted Mr Bond himself. We believe that Mr Burke would have dealt with
Mr Beckwith rather than Mr Bond. Mr Burke told us that was his preference; he found
Mr Beckwith to be a quiet and reasonable person, whereas Mr Bond was difficult to
deal with and his temperament did not appeal. According to Mr Lloyd, he was told by
Mr Burke late on the Friday about a conversation with Mr Beckwith. Mr Burke said
there were some efforts to deal with the problem at Rothwells, that the Government had
been invited to attend a meeting and that he (Mr Lloyd) was to accompany Mr Parker
and Mr John Horgan to the meeting on the following day. Mr Burke's initiatives in
these matters suggests a pre-disposition to assist Rothwells. If that were not so, there
seems to have been little point in sending senior Government representatives to attend
the meeting.
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13.14.5
Mr Burke's concern for Rothwells is illustrated by a conversation which
he had on the Friday night with Mr Alan Newman of the Bell Group Ltd. The Bell
Group owned The West Australian newspaper. According to Mr Newman, Mr Burke
telephoned him having learned that The West Australian was proposing to publish an
article on the Saturday morning about the problems affecting Rothwells. Mr Newman
said Mr Burke wanted to ensure the article was not published. Mr Newman told
Mr Burke it was not the management's policy to interfere in editorial decisions. In fact,
and then unbeknown to Mr Newman, the decision had already been taken not to publish
the article. Mr Burke said he did not recall the conversation with Mr Newman. We
have no doubt that the conversation took place and we accept Mr Newman's evidence
in relation to it. We note that by-elections were held in the Darling Range and
South-West Province electorates on the following day. Mr Burke may have been
concerned to suppress the article not only to avoid further harm to Rothwells, but also
to avoid prejudice to his party in those by-elections.
13.15

Saturday, 24 October 1987

13.15.1
Early in the morning, Mr Vrisakis and Mr Connell, both of whom had
flown from Sydney the previous night, went to Rothwells' offices in Perth. Later that
morning, Mr Parker was telephoned by Mr Burke who asked him to attend a meeting
at Rothwells together with Mr Lloyd and Mr Horgan. Mr Burke told him the meeting
was being convened by Mr Bond later that day. Mr Parker was told later to attend at
3.00 pm.
13.15.2
Also on the Saturday morning, Mr Yonge, Mr Roxburgh and
Mr Dickinson left Sydney for Perth. They were accompanied by Mr Yuill. They came
as a result of a request from Mr Bond which they had received the previous night.
During the flight, Mr Yonge said he did not know what they might do to assist. They
spoke about a possible "Trico" solution based on the recent rescue of the Tricontinental
Corporation by the Victorian Government. This would have involved the R & I Bank
taking over Rothwells. A draft proposal to this effect was prepared and was typed on
arrival in Perth. The proposal was discussed later that day but was not received
favourably.
13.15.3
On arrival at Perth, the party went to the Merlin Hotel. According to
Mr Dickinson, they were still unsure whether there was any role for them. Mr Dickinson
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said he recalled Mr Yonge speaking on the telephone to Mr Beckwith. He heard
Mr Yonge say, when he rang off:
"the Government was in, or committed, or something to that
effect."
In cross-examination, Mr Dickinson said Mr Yonge reported that the Government was
supporting the rescue. This may have been a reference to the assistance given by GESB
and SGIC. We were told by Mr Yuill that all concerned were impressed by the speed
with which a bureaucratic organisation such as SGIC had moved to assist Rothwells.
For that reason he said, there was general optimism about the likelihood of Government
support for a rescue.
13.15.4
The Wardleys team and Mr Yuill left the Merlin Hotel and went to
Rothwells' offices. Mr Connell, Mr Bond, Mr Beckwith and Mr Vrisakis were already
there. Mr Roxburgh said that at the meeting, which began at about 3.00 pm, Mr Yuill
proposed a solution which involved $240 million of bank finance supported by a
Government guarantee of $120 million and a rights issue to be underwritten by
Wardleys. Mr Connell was to contribute $50 million. Mr Dickinson's recollection was
similar. He recalled that $240 million was to be required to cover the outflow of funds.
He thought that was to be contributed equally by new shareholders and by the
Government. He said, in relation to the Government, "... they were talking guarantee."
It is not clear precisely when the matter of a Government guarantee was first raised.
However, it was the recollection of both Mr Connell and Mr Vrisakis that the suggestion
emanated from Mr Bond.
13.15.5
Mr Yonge had the impression that someone in the Government had been
spoken to before the 3.00 pm meeting. Mr Yuill's evidence was consistent with
Mr Yonge's, but went further. He said Mr Beckwith had already spoken to someone in
the Government before he arrived at the meeting. This was on the basis that when he
(Mr Yuill) arrived, there were already "a couple of pledges" from private investors.
These had been given on the basis that they would support the rescue if the Government
would also support it. Mr Yuill said Mr Beckwith telephoned from the meeting and
spoke to Mr Burke. Mr Beckwith said:
"Well it's actually 150; will the Government go to 150 as well?"
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Mr Yuill said the object of Mr Beckwith's call was to seek an increased commitment
from the Government to match increased private sector contributions.
13.15.6
We draw from this evidence the inference that before the arrival of the
Wardleys team at Rothwells' offices, there had been discussions between Bond
representatives, probably Mr Beckwith, and someone in the Government in relation to
Mr Bond's proposal that the Government provide some form of guarantee. We accept
Mr Yuill's evidence that he heard Mr Beckwith speak to Mr Burke. At that stage,
nobody in the Government, other than Mr Burke, had sufficient knowledge or
understanding of the problem. Further, the rescuers would not have proceeded as they
did to solicit private sector support on the basis of equal Government support, unless
they had been encouraged by someone at a high level in the Government to think that
such support would be forthcoming. As Mr Yonge said, it was considered desirable, if
not essential, on the Saturday, that the Government show some support for Rothwells.
While we do not suggest that any commitment had been made by the Government, we
think it likely that Mr Burke did respond favourably to the proposal that the Government
support the rescue by way of providing some form of guarantee. The fact that tentative
arrangements had been made before the arrival of the Wardleys team is supported by
Mr Dickinson's evidence. He said he spoke on the Saturday afternoon to
Mr Barry Hefron of NAB who was already aware that NAB would be providing funds
for Rothwells against the security of a Government guarantee. It is supported also by
Mr Bond's evidence that he was told by Mr Beckwith on his return from Rome that the
Government was in principle "prepared to play a role".
13.15.7
In due course, Mr Parker, Mr Lloyd and Mr Horgan arrived at the
meeting. They attended at the request of Mr Burke, Mr Parker acting as his
representative. According to Mr Parker, they were told that NAB was willing to provide
a $150 million line of credit provided the Government gave some form of indemnity.
Mr Parker said Mr Horgan spoke of rumours that much of Rothwells' lending was to
Mr Connell. He asked what the position was. He was told by Mr Connell that such
loans amounted to some $20 million to $30 million. Mr Yonge had a similar
recollection. Mr Connell, however, said he did not recall anyone putting any questions
to him about Rothwells' exposure to him or to interests associated with him. The
Government representatives also asked generally about the state of the loan book and
specifically about Povey loans. They were told that when the bank opened on the
following Monday, it would be necessary to pay out all depositors other than so-called
"friends". The funds which would be available to make those payments would include
the $150 million from the private sector, a facility from the NAB of $150 million
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supported by the proposed Government guarantee and the $70 million which had been
injected by Mr Connell. The rescuers said, however, that they did not anticipate a
drawdown against the NAB facility guaranteed by the Government.
13.15.8
Mr Parker said he, Mr Lloyd and Mr Horgan left the meeting and went
to see Mr Burke at his home. Mr Burke seemed worried and apprehensive. They
discussed the matter and decided they should look closely at the loan book. Mr Horgan
suggested Mr Bond might vary the rescue proposal such that those who subscribed
equity also underwrote part of the NAB loan, and that the Government might provide
its guarantee on that basis. During the discussion Mr Burke said it was a precondition
of Government involvement that the Opposition be supportive. Finally, and at
Mr Horgan's suggestion, Mr Horgan, Mr Parker and Mr Lloyd went to see the local
manager of the IBJ Bank. The WADC had some equity in the bank. The manager said
that the bank would not be able to assist.
13.15.9
The party went from the IBJ Bank to Rothwells' office where they
arrived between 8.00 pm and 9.00 pm. They put Mr Horgan's alternative guarantee
proposal to Mr Bond. He, however, declined to pursue it. He said that people had been
approached on a particular basis and they would not accept any additional exposure.
They also told Mr Bond they required Mr Lloyd to review the loan book. Mr Bond said
that would have to be done on the following day. He said that if the rescue could not
be "bedded down" before Monday morning, then the exercise would be pointless. The
Government representatives then left Rothwells' offices and returned to Mr Burke's
home, Mr Parker only briefly. After further discussion they came to the view that they
should either support Mr Bond's proposal or do nothing. The matter of Opposition
support was regarded as important. In the course of the discussion, Mr Burke asked
each of them for his opinion. Mr Lloyd said that in his view the Government should not
assist because they had insufficient information on which to base their decision and the
risks were too great.
13.15.10
At some stage during the evening Mr Burke telephoned
Mr Robert Holmes a Court to seek his advice. It was Mr Burke's evidence that he did
not apply any pressure to Mr Holmes a Court. Against that, Mr Newman was told by
Mr Holmes a Court that he had been telephoned by Mr Burke between 8.00 pm and
10.00 pm that evening and told "in fairly direct terms that the rescue would not go ahead
without his participation". If Mr Burke did speak in these terms to Mr Holmes a Court,
we doubt whether he was really of that view because, according to Mr Yuill, whose
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evidence we accept, the rescue was effectively in place by the end of Saturday. He
described Sunday as "a kind of limbo" when he and his colleagues waited to see whether
the Opposition would support the rescue.
13.16

Sunday 25 October 1987

13.16.1
Mr Parker said that during the Sunday morning Mr Burke spoke to him
on the telephone:
"Basically he said that he thought we didn't really have much
option, assuming we got the things in place that we wanted. That
is, assuming that Lloyd could tell us that the loan book wasn't too
disastrous as far as he could tell. Assuming that we got
Opposition support and assuming that Bond actually did come up
with all these people who were actually going to put their capital
in ... he said that he thought we should probably recommend it
to the other people on the Budget Committee that we should
proceed."
Mr Parker then went to Rothwells' offices so as to be available to any Opposition
member who wanted to speak to him about the proposals. He was aware that Mr Oates
had been involved in seeking Opposition support and he thought that Mr Bond may have
been entertaining Opposition members at his home. That was in fact the case. We shall
refer later to the meeting between Mr Bond, Mr Barry McKinnon, Mr Bill Hassell and
Mr Richard Court. Mr Parker left Rothwells' offices and went with Mr Norman Taylor,
the Director of the Government Media Office, to the home of Mr J M Berinson, the
Attorney-General and Minister for Budget Management. Mr Berinson told Mr Parker
that although he would like the matter to be considered by Cabinet, there was
insufficient time to arrange a meeting. He therefore suggested there be an informal
meeting of the Budget subcommittee. Mr Parker arranged for a 2.00 pm meeting of
those members of the Budget subcommittee who were available. He then returned to
Rothwells' offices.
13.16.2
At some stage during the morning Mr Lloyd went to Rothwells' offices
to review the loan book. He said he was to ask questions of Mr Lucas and find out what
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he could. According to Mr Lucas, he was told by Mr Connell that the Government was
sending Mr Lloyd down and that they had to cooperate with him. Mr Connell said:
"If you satisfy Mr Lloyd the Government will be in."
Mr Lloyd said he arrived at Rothwells' offices between 9.00 am and 10.00 am. He saw
Mr Lucas who showed him computer printouts of various loans. He asked questions of
Mr Lucas which he answered. This exercise continued until about 12.30 pm although
Mr Lucas was called away from time to time. Mr Lloyd asked Mr Lucas for his opinion
as to the magnitude of the bad debts. It seems Mr Lucas did not answer the question
directly. Given our view as to the extent of Mr Lucas' knowledge of Rothwells'
position, he may well have had good reason for avoiding the issue. Instead Mr Lucas
called in Mr Hurley. Mr Hurley told Mr Lloyd he had been with Rothwells for a
relatively short time. He said that in his view the bad debts would amount to some
$30 million. Mr Lloyd thought that was probably insufficient. He was aware of a loan
of $100 million to Beltech Ltd which was secured against a portfolio of shares and
properties. Mr Lloyd thought that loan might require a provision. Further, Mr Lloyd
was aware of a loan to Western Continental Corporation Ltd, a company which he knew
to be in difficulty. Mr Lucas' account of his discussion with Mr Lloyd was somewhat
different. Mr Lucas said he spoke to Mr Lloyd for about 10 minutes and that Mr Lloyd
spoke subsequently to Mr Thomas Hugall. Mr Lloyd denied speaking to Mr Hugall.
We are satisfied that Mr Lloyd did spend some time with Mr Lucas. We therefore
prefer Mr Lloyd's account, as summarised above.
13.16.3
Mr Hurley said that he went briefly through the loan book with Mr Lloyd
on either the Sunday or the Monday. We are satisfied that the exercise was carried out
on the Sunday. Mr Hurley said he told Mr Lloyd that, subject to a detailed review, the
loan book was not unsatisfactory, although perhaps needing more provisions. As we
now know, that assessment was somewhat superficial. Mr Hurley had not undertaken
any analysis of the loan portfolio and it had not yet emerged that there were significant
inadequacies in the computer recording of outstanding loans. In reality, the computer
printouts shown to Mr Lloyd were quite misleading. In any event, Mr Lloyd's own
assessment of the loan book, which he reported to Mr Burke at some stage during the
morning, was that it was in a shambles and difficult to understand.
13.16.4
While Mr Lloyd was engaged on his review of the loan book, Mr Yonge
and Mr Dickinson visited Mr Holmes a Court at his home. Mr Newman was also
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present. They told Mr Newman that the Government was looking at some form of
"indemnification". Mr Holmes a Court said he had been contacted already "by people
in high places", no doubt a reference to his conversation of the previous evening, with
Mr Burke. He expressed the view that if he did invest in Rothwells it was unlikely he
would recover his money. Mr Newman was rather less pessimistic. Mr Holmes a Court
asked whether Wardleys would take over the management of Rothwells. Mr Yonge said
they would not. Mr Newman said that he and Mr Holmes a Court then asked Mr Yonge
and Mr Dickinson for some information about Rothwells' loan book and its state of
liquidity. They were told that "wasn't allowed". Despite that, and despite, or perhaps
because of, the fact that Bell Group had suffered as a result of the crash,
Mr Holmes a Court did agree, in due course, to contribute $5 million to the rescue.
Mr Newman said it was in Mr Holmes a Court's character to enter into transactions such
as this if it had a potential to benefit Bell Group. On that basis we suspect that
Mr Holmes a Court may have regarded his contribution to the rescue as a form of
insurance.
13.16.5
Mr Dickinson left Mr Holmes a Court's house before Mr Yonge who had
other business to discuss. On the return journey he drove past Mr Connell's land at
Dalkeith in order to carry out a kerbside valuation. On arrival at Rothwells' offices
Mr Dickinson checked a draft letter to NAB and made sure Mr Connell and Mr Bond
were satisfied with it. The letter made reference to the financing package. It pointed
out that:
"An essential element ... is the commitment of NAB to make
advances to Rothwells against a guarantee of the State
Government ... ."
This letter provides further support for the view that the rescuers had some degree of
confidence that a Government guarantee would be forthcoming.
13.16.6
Mr Yonge said he was at Mr Holmes a Court's house for some time. On
his return to Rothwells' offices he was asked by Mr Lloyd to attend a meeting with
Mr Burke so as to answer any questions which he might have about the underwriting.
He walked with Mr Lloyd to the meeting. Mr Yonge was present for only a short time,
during which Mr Lloyd described the rescue package. Mr Yonge then left and returned
to Rothwells.
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13.16.7
Mr Yonge returned later to attend a further meeting with Mr Burke.
Mr Parker, Mr Dowding and Mr Berinson were then present with Mr Lloyd and
Mr Ross Bowe the Under Treasurer. Mr Beckwith and Mr Connell were also in
attendance, although it is less clear precisely when they arrived. The evidence given by
several witnesses who were present at the meeting shows there is general agreement
about the discussion which took place. Drawing on the evidence as a whole, we find
that the meeting commenced with Mr Burke asking for an explanation of the rescue
proposals. Explanations were given in somewhat technical terms, references being
made to subordinated loans and preference shares. Mr Burke then gave his
understanding of the proposals saying something to the following effect:
"As I understand what you're telling me, before any question of
the State having to face payment on its guarantees, there would
have to be a loss of all the shareholders funds and of the
$150 million of new capital and Mr Connell's $70 million, which
would be the last contribution available for repayment. It would
only be after the shareholders funds, the $150 million and the
$70 million that there would be any question of a draw on the
guarantee."
13.16.8
Mr Beckwith confirmed Mr Burke's understanding was correct.
Mr Burke then asked Mr Yonge if he also agreed with that understanding. Mr Yonge
said, quite emphatically, that he did agree. He added that in all the circumstances, any
risk to the Government was more theoretical than real. He said it was unlikely the
guarantee would be called upon. At that point Mr Berinson asked Mr Yonge why the
guarantee was needed if there was such a limited prospect of it being called upon.
Mr Yonge responded to Mr Berinson by saying "Who are you?" Mr Berinson had the
impression that:
"... he wasn't really asking who I was but trying politely to say
`what sort of an idiot are you?'."
Mr Yonge went on to repeat the analysis of the rescue proposals, indicating the point
at which the risk to each group emerged so as to demonstrate that the Government
would be the last party at risk. He returned to the point that the risk was therefore
theoretical rather than real. He emphasised strongly that Wardleys had played a major
role in the rescue by attracting private sector support and neither he nor Wardleys would
be putting their reputations at risk by their approaches to major clients if they thought
that the position was any different from that which he had just explained. Mr Yonge
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answered Mr Berinson's specific question by saying it was extremely important to
reinforce public confidence in Rothwells and that this would be achieved by
Government association with it.
13.16.9
There was then discussion about Rothwells' actual financial position.
Mr Lloyd and Mr Yonge both stressed the limitations in their comments about
Rothwells' problems. They each referred to the urgency of the situation and the lack of
time to undertake a proper analysis of the bad and doubtful debts. On that qualified
basis, Mr Yonge said he thought the bad debts might amount to $30 million. Mr Lloyd
then expressed the view Mr Yonge had not been sufficiently cautious. He thought that
the provision should be doubled and redoubled so as to arrive at a figure of some
$120 million for bad debts. Mr Yonge said he did not disagree with that approach and
that while there was a potential for bad debts it was not so large as to be of concern in
the context of the proposed package. Mr Yonge remained adamant that the situation
could not be so bad as to create any real risk for the Government.
13.16.10
Mr Yonge, who was described by Mr Parker as one of the most arrogant
men he had ever met, had a poor recollection of the meeting. He did not believe he
would have acted in an arrogant or an exasperated manner, saying:
"I think it's highly unlikely in that I was the managing director of
a not small bank going along to ... help the government reach a
decision that was important to Wardley as an underwriter. To put
them off side wouldn't be very smart, I don't believe I chose to do
that by being arrogant or whatever. I think it's inconsistent with
my general approach to life."
13.16.11
Despite Mr Yonge's evidence, we are satisfied that he did exude
confidence about the successful outcome of the rescue when he addressed Government
Ministers during the meeting. That confidence was based on the proposition that the
Government would not be at risk, at least in the long term until the shareholders' funds,
which amounted to some $66 million according to the July 1987 accounts, the new
capital of $150 million and Mr Connell's $70 million had been exhausted. Thus, a total
of some $286 million would be available to cover bad debts which, in a loan portfolio
of some $600 million, would not be expected to exceed $120 million.
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13.16.12
Mr Burke denied that Mr Yonge qualified his advice in any way. Indeed,
in a signed statement dated 14 January 1990 which Mr Burke produced to Mr McCusker
in his inquiry, Mr Burke said:
"When Beckwith and Yonge came to the meeting they said they
had satisfied themselves as to the loan book."
When Mr Burke was questioned about that very specific statement he qualified it by
saying:
"That's a summary. That's my impression of their position."
We accept that Wardleys had not examined the loan portfolio, and that Mr Yonge's
advice was qualified on that basis. It follows that we do not believe that Mr Burke
could have formed the impression referred to above, particularly having regard to the
advice from Mr Lloyd that the loan book was "a shambles". We are therefore satisfied
that the statement made to Mr McCusker was false. It carried the implication that
Mr Beckwith and Mr Yonge had examined or investigated the loan book and satisfied
themselves as to its value. The reality was that they had not carried out any such
exercise. They had calculated that the Government's guarantee would not be called on
unless Rothwells' bad debts exceeded $300 million, a proposition which they dismissed
as being laughable.
13.16.13
We have investigated the relationship between Mr Yonge and Rothwells,
arising from the fact that, at the time of the rescue, Mr Yonge had borrowed from
Rothwells, albeit indirectly as a result of an arrangement made with Mr Beckwith, the
sum of $750,000 for a personal business transaction. We are satisfied that although
Mr Yonge did not disclose this matter to any Government representative, which in our
view he should have done, his advice was not coloured by a personal interest in
Rothwells. Mr Yonge said, and we accept, that at Mr Beckwith's request he repaid the
loan in November 1988, shortly before Rothwells went into provisional liquidation.
13.17

Opposition support

13.17.1
As we have mentioned previously, Mr Burke had said on the Saturday
that the Government's support for the rescue would be conditional on the support of the
Opposition. Mr Berinson said Mr Burke referred to this matter on a number of
occasions, although not in terms of an absolute condition. Mr Burke said he was told
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initially by Mr Oates, who had discussed the matter with Mr MacKinnon, that the
Liberal Party would support the rescue. Mr Burke had a later conversation with
Mr MacKinnon who told him the position was being reviewed. Ultimately, according
to Mr Burke, Mr MacKinnon informed him that the Liberal Party would adopt a neutral
position. Mr Burke said he was shown a draft of a media statement prepared on behalf
of the Liberal Party which referred to its neutrality while stating that at times
Government involvement was necessary.
13.17.2
Mr MacKinnon's account was somewhat different. He said that he,
Mr Hassell and Mr Richard Court attended on Mr Bond at his home, where the rescue
was explained to them. They decided then that they would not support the rescue.
Mr MacKinnon said there were three main reasons:
(a) it was, as he put it "bizarre" to be asked to make a decision which was
not based on any documentation;
(b) they did not think the collapse of Rothwells would have too serious an
effect; and
(c) they thought that, in effect, Mr Burke was asking them to make the
decision for him.
After the meeting with Mr Bond, Mr MacKinnon was requested by Mr Oates to
reconsider the decision not to support the rescue. Mr MacKinnon did reconsider, but
he subsequently reaffirmed the decision to Mr Oates at about 6 pm on Sunday. At about
7.30 pm he was telephoned by Mr Oates who told him the Government had decided to
proceed with the rescue in any event. Mr MacKinnon agreed he had drafted a media
statement. It was not released and he did not keep a copy. Mr MacKinnon could not
recall the contents of the draft statement and he was accordingly unable to say whether
it gave the impression that the Opposition was adopting a neutral position.
13.17.3
Mr Court's evidence was in broad agreement with that of
Mr MacKinnon. In addition, he referred to some information which he had received
during the previous year from a source within Rothwells. The substance of that
information was that more than half of Rothwells' loans had been made to Mr Connell
or to companies related to him. Mr Court said he told Mr MacKinnon and Mr Hassell
in general terms the substance of his information but he did not reveal the source.
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Mr MacKinnon told the Commission that being possessed of that information made it
easy to take the decision not to assist. It is unfortunate that Mr Court did not disclose
his information to the Government or to Mr Oates on the Sunday.
13.18

The decision is taken

13.18.1
Mr Berinson said there came a point in the meeting, late on Sunday
afternoon, at which everything that could be said had been said. There was nothing left
but to come to a decision:
"Eventually, after some pause, the Premier said `We'll do it',
words to that effect, a very brief indication of the decision."
Mr Berinson went on to say Mr Burke looked round the room:
"... and it was one of those fairly rare occasions where you can say
that silence was acquiescence... ."
Mr Burke's evidence was to a similar effect. He indicated that the Government should
proceed and invited objections. None was raised, although Mr Burke knew that
Mr Lloyd was against the decision. The decision was taken by Mr Burke, Mr Parker
and Mr Berinson. Mr Dowding, who had been present earlier in the afternoon, had left
to attend a private function. Before his departure, he said he would support whatever
decision was taken by those remaining. The only other Ministerial member of the
Budget Subcommittee, Mr Bryce, had taken no part in the proceedings of that day.
13.18.2
In the discussions which followed the decision, Mr Burke told
Mr Connell that Rothwells would be required to pay a fee in relation to the indemnity.
According to Mr Parker, Mr Lloyd was "arguing vociferously" for a substantial fee.
Mr Connell said he had an argument with Mr Burke about that proposition. Mr Connell
was opposed to it, but either Mr Beckwith or Mr Yonge told him he was "just going to
have to wear it". In the end, Mr Connell came to the view that he could not risk
upsetting the decision by refusing to commit Rothwells to the payment of a fee. The fee
agreement was set out in a memorandum which was signed by Mr Connell on
26 October 1987, and in an amended form on 28 October, signifying his acceptance of
the terms. They included a payment of 1% per annum for the unused portion of the
indemnity and 1.875% per annum for the portion in use. On the basis that the facility
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was fully drawn within a few days of the rescue, the annual fee amounted to some $2.8 million.
13.18.3
Mr Burke told the Commission he had taken several factors into account
in deciding to commit the Government to support the rescue. These included the fact
that among Rothwells' depositors were charitable organisations, local government
authorities, semi government or government authorities and instrumentalities and the
Catholic Church. He was of the view that the loss by the Catholic Church of its
$40 million deposit would have caused the closure of the parochial school system. He
thought that if Rothwells closed its doors then, at the very least, the Government would
have been forced to reimburse those categories of depositors to the extent of
$100 million of more. He pointed to the experience of the Victorian Premier,
Mr John Cain, who had initially declined to assist the Pyramid Building Society when
it collapsed. According to Mr Burke, community pressure forced Mr Cain to come to
the aid of the society less than a week after he had declined to do so. Mr Burke said:
"We thought that we had participated on a basis that was wise,
prudent and would save money because all of the advice we were
given was that the package would work."
13.18.4
There can be no doubt that the advice received by the Budget
Subcommittee to the effect that the rescue would succeed was given only by Rothwells'
advisers and supporters. The Government had no independent advice and Mr Lloyd
had advised against it. Thus, Mr Burke proceeded despite the non-fulfilment of his
conditions that Mr Lloyd be satisfied as to the loan book and that the rescue be
supported by the Opposition. Mr Burke said that on the basis of the advice which the
Government received, Rothwells' problem was liquidity. He said that had been the
problem with the Teachers Credit Society which had been rescued by the Government
shortly before and the problem had been overcome. However, despite the Government's
attempts to create and maintain confidence in the Teachers Credit Society, it had been
subject to a run immediately after its rescue. That was a fact which was well known to
Mr Burke, Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards. On the basis of his Teachers Credit Society
experience, Mr Burke ought to have appreciated that there was at least a risk that the run
on Rothwells would not be halted by the rescue. Further, Mr Burke, Mr Lloyd and
Mr Edwards also knew by October 1987 that there was considerable doubt about the
recovery of loans from the so-called "big four" borrowers from the Teachers Credit
Society. That knowledge may explain the importance which Mr Burke attached to the
inspection of Rothwells' loan book during the rescue weekend. In any event, Mr Burke
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knew from Mr Lloyd's cursory review that the loan book was "in a shambles".
Mr Lloyd and Mr Yonge both advised Mr Burke that its value could not be assessed.
13.18.5
In our view, the situation which faced Mr Burke and his colleagues
during the rescue weekend was one which called for urgent independent advice.
Mr Burke said there was insufficient time to obtain such advice. Yet there was time to
send Mr Lloyd into Rothwells. We have no doubt that it would have been possible to
arrange for an independent accountant to undertake the task carried out by Mr Lloyd,
or at least to assist him. Mr Lloyd, of course, had no accounting qualifications. In this
context, we note the evidence of Mr Ian Ferrier of Ferrier Hodgson who was appointed
Rothwells' Provisional Liquidator in November 1988, and his colleague and fellow
chartered accountant, Mr Andrew Love. Mr Love reviewed Rothwells' position in late
October 1988 and came to the conclusion, after some 36 hours, many of them wasted
through his inability to obtain information, that Rothwells was insolvent. Mr Ferrier
said:
"In a well organised company you would have a file which would
evidence the loan, the terms of repayment, the security, the
financial position of the customer, etc. In Rothwells when one
went to the files there was no such history. So that by itself tells
an experienced investigator that there presumably is something
wrong."
We appreciate that when Mr Love and Mr Ferrier came to Rothwells, an audit was in
progress and that its loan portfolio had been reduced by the $350 million loans which
had been purchased by a company associated with Mr Connell. Their evidence does
indicate, however, that much can be achieved by experienced accountants in a relatively
short period.
13.18.6
We appreciate the decision taken by Mr Burke and his colleagues was
a difficult one. We are satisfied that, so far as Mr Berinson and Mr Parker are
concerned, they acted bona fide in the belief that on balance, it was in the public interest
that the Government support Rothwells in the way that it did. Mr Berinson, of course,
became involved only on the Sunday afternoon, when the rescue had already gathered
considerable momentum. There was then no opportunity of delaying the decision in
order to take independent advice.
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13.18.7
We turn to examine the conduct of Mr Burke. We have no doubt that
Mr Burke did take into account the matters to which we referred earlier. It was on the
basis of those matters that Mr Berinson and Mr Parker were persuaded the Government
should proceed with the rescue. But did Mr Burke take any other matters into account?
In the course of his evidence in relation to the purchase of the Fremantle Gas & Coke
Company Limited by SECWA Mr Burke was asked whether, following publicity
resulting from the acquisition of Northern Mining Corporation NL, he felt any
sensitivity or concern about the public image of his association with Mr Connell.
Mr Burke gave a spontaneous, unguarded, and in our view, revealing answer. He said:
"... my association with Mr Connell has destroyed my reputation
and has ruined my career. My association with Mr Connell was
the reason why I, at least in part, accepted in 1987 that the
problems associated with Rothwells were problems that we should
assist with and this was instrumental in my view about the
Government joining the rescue."
He sought to explain what he meant during the course of his evidence in relation to
these terms of reference. Mr Burke then said:
"... the relationship simply meant that there was an opportunity,
if you like, a predisposition for these people to seek the assistance
of Government and in no sense did I mean to convey to you that
I had any obligation of any sort whatsoever that would lead me to
think that the Government should participate."
Mr Burke went on to say, in effect, that because Mr Connell had been an adviser to the
Government and had been involved with the Government from time to time, his
relationship gave rise to a predisposition to assist.
13.18.8
What then, was the relationship between Mr Burke and Mr Connell in
October 1987? Since becoming Premier in 1983, Mr Burke had set out to cultivate the
business community in general and Mr Connell in particular. Mr Connell had been
Mr Burke's adviser for nearly five years. He had played a part in a number of major
transactions involving the Government including the acquisitions of Northern Mining
Corporation NL and the Fremantle Gas & Coke Company. He had also advised the
Government in relation to the reorganisation of the Motor Vehicle Insurance Trust and
the State Government Insurance Office. In that context, Mr Burke said he was
developing the view that Mr Connell was a trustworthy adviser. The relationship
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developed to the point where Mr Burke appointed Mr Connell as Chairman of the new
SGIC. That appointment was shrouded in mystery. It was revoked almost immediately.
Mr Connell said he knew nothing of the appointment and Mr Burke denied it had ever
been intended. He suggested Mr R Connell's name had been inserted in error in the
relevant documents and that Mr W R Caldwell of RAC Insurance was the intended
appointee. We are satisfied, on the basis of Mr Caldwell's evidence, that was unlikely.
Further, Mr Connell had made substantial donations to the Australian Labor Party
between 1982 and 1987 and, at Mr Burke's request, had encouraged others to do
likewise. In his fundraising for the party he had been involved in the Prime Minister's
lunch which had been held in July 1987. Mr Burke had supported a proposal that
Mr Connell be appointed a Member of the Order of Australia. While both Mr Burke
and Mr Connell contended that their relationship was not close, we are satisfied on the
basis of evidence from several sources that the relationship was closer than they
admitted. Indeed, Mr Burke said in his statement that he had decided he would not be
involved personally in the rescue of Rothwells because of the public perception that he
was close to, or a supporter of, Mr Connell, although he asserted that was not in fact the
case. He said he decided not to be involved in any of the meetings held during the
course of the rescue in order that he might make a dispassionate decision.
13.18.9
Mr Parker said Mr Burke told him he did not think that he, Mr Burke,
should attend the meetings because there was a perception abroad, with which he,
Mr Burke, did not agree, that he was very close to Mr Connell. Subsequently, according
to Mr Parker, Mr Burke indicated to him that it was his inclination to assist. Mr Burke
went on to say that might be the wrong decision, because it might be thought, albeit
wrongly, that the decision had been coloured by his association with Mr Connell.
Mr Parker said he felt the perception of an association between Mr Burke and
Mr Connell was justified to some extent. Mr Lloyd said that popular misconception was
of concern to him. However, he said he would not have described Mr Burke and
Mr Connell as friends but:
"They certainly knew each other quite well and had at times
consulted very often I believe."
13.18.10
As we have noted above, Mr Burke sought to cultivate the business
community on his becoming Premier. Indeed, the Labor Party derived much financial
support from that community. Support was sought on the basis that Mr Burke's
administration was good for business in Western Australia and specifically, good for the
businesses of those who supported him. The evidence of Mr Vince Yovich and
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Mr Denis Cullity underscores this proposition. Mr Yovich referred to a conversation
with Mr Burke in which Mr Burke referred to an obligation to support the Australian
Labor Party. Further, there is no doubt that Mr Burke himself derived personal benefit
from fundraising activities. For example, he obtained a substantial interest free loan
from his brother, Mr Terry Burke, out of the commission which the latter had derived
from his fundraising activities. We are satisfied, however, that Mr Burke was not
aware, when he took the decision to rescue Rothwells, that his brother Terry then had
funds on deposit with it.
13.18.11
In our view, both as a result of his association with Mr Connell and his
desire to support business interests in Western Australia generally, Mr Burke
demonstrated (as he said himself) a disposition to assist Rothwells from the moment
that he became aware that it was in difficulty. He was instrumental in Rothwells
obtaining support from GESB and SGIC and his preparedness to assist is demonstrated
by his conduct during the rescue weekend. He encouraged the rescuers on Saturday 24
October 1987 to proceed on the basis that there was likely to be some form of
Government guarantee. He despatched Mr Parker, Mr Lloyd and Mr Horgan to the
meeting of the rescuers on the Saturday afternoon, and he told Mr Parker on the Sunday
morning, before Mr Lloyd had investigated the loan book, that he did not believe the
Government had much option but to assist. He went on to take the decision virtually
alone, despite Mr Lloyd's adverse counsel, despite the non fulfilment of his condition
that Opposition support be obtained and despite the experience of the Teachers Credit
Society rescue which ought to have alerted him to the potential for loss of public funds.

13.18.12
It is clearly open to a government to determine that the public interest
requires it to come to the aid of a private financial institution. Equally clearly, such a
decision may well be attended by risk. However, in the present case, although we are
satisfied that Mr Berinson and Mr Parker acquiesced in Mr Burke's decision on the basis
of a belief that the public interest would be served by their so doing, we are satisfied
that Mr Burke was not motivated solely by those concerns. In our view, he had
additional reasons for committing the Government to the rescue of Rothwells. And
those included his desire to assist Mr Connell and to preserve the standing of the Labor
Party in the eyes of the business community. In all the circumstances, we are satisfied
that his conduct was improper.
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13.18.13
Although, as we have found, Mr Burke committed the Government to
the rescue of Rothwells without knowing the true state of its loan book, Mr Connell was
aware of the extent of the loans which had been made to him or to companies with
which he was associated. In our view, Mr Connell acted improperly in failing to
disclose the true position, which he ought to have done, knowing of Mr Burke's concern
in this regard. We find also that he gave a deliberately false answer to Mr Horgan who,
on the afternoon of Saturday 24 October 1987, asked a direct question as to the extent
of the Connell-related loans. The implications of this finding are discussed in a
confidential appendix to this part of the report.
13.18.14
As we have indicated above, we are satisfied that a number of the other
directors of Rothwells either knew, or were possessed of, information which ought to
have put them on notice that Rothwells' problem was more fundamental than a mere
shortage of funds. There is no evidence that any of the directors disclosed any of this
highly material information to the rescuers. We have the impression that the directors,
other than Mr Connell, regarded the Bond and Wardleys teams as very much in control
of the situation during the course of the rescue weekend. They undertook such tasks as
they were allocated and they provided such information as was sought from them. They
were not directly involved in the rescue which was being led by Mr Bond. Given their
lack of involvement and their belief that Mr Connell was involved, it was not
unreasonable for them to have assumed that the steps being taken would be sufficient
to overcome Rothwells' problems. Their advice was not sought.
13.19

The Cabinet meeting of 26 October 1987

13.19.1
There was a regular Cabinet meeting on Monday 26 October 1987. At
the meeting, Mr Burke informed those present about the events of the weekend and the
decision to participate in the rescue of Rothwells. According to Mr Burke, the matter
was put to Cabinet not only for information but also in order that the decision might be
ratified. He conceded that it would be extremely unlikely the decision would be
reversed, although he maintained that was a theoretical possibility. It is immaterial for
present purposes whether, as a matter of law or convention, Cabinet had any executive
authority or was required to ratify the decision. The point is that Mr Burke contended
that the decision was ratified by Cabinet, whereas, in reality Cabinet had no choice in
the matter. The commitment to indemnify NAB to a maximum of $150 million was
made when Mr Burke accepted it in those terms during the evening of Sunday
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25 October. We note that the letter made the commitment conditional upon NAB
seeking recovery from primary debtors and Rothwells before any government liability
would arise, and conditional upon Wardleys entering into an unconditional agreement
to underwrite the subscription of $150 million for ordinary and preference shares in
Rothwells. That being so, the commitment could also have been made conditional upon
Cabinet approval. That was not done. In our view, therefore, Cabinet had no option but
to acquiesce in Mr Burke's decision. In reaching that conclusion, we have taken into
account the evidence of a number of Ministers who were present at the meeting of
Cabinet. Included among those were Mr Robert Pearce and Mr Ian Taylor, each of
whom referred to the fact that Cabinet had taken the decision to support Rothwells.
They did not regard it merely as a matter of reporting. We do not think that their
perception changes the reality of the situation.
13.20

The Government indemnity

13.20.1
Once the decision had been taken to provide an indemnity to NAB, it
became important to ensure the necessary documentation was in place as soon as
possible, to enable Rothwells to continue trading. Mr Bowe said NAB insisted initially
that its standard form of guarantee be utilised. It seems that on the advice of Crown
Law and Treasury officers, this was not done, there being no legislative authority for
that course to be followed. At their insistence the indemnity was drafted in the form of
a gentleman's agreement, that being acceptable to all parties. Mr Bowe went on to say
that, outside any statutory requirement, guarantees and indemnities are given by
Treasurers only occasionally. And as he pointed out, the NAB indemnity was
particularly substantial. Mr Bowe classified an indemnity of this kind as a surety or a
gentleman's agreement. That was because such an agreement constituted an expression
of the Government's intention to honour an obligation if called upon to do so and, hence,
an intention to appropriate the necessary funds. Any such appropriation, as he pointed
out, would require the approval of both Houses of Parliament. Although Mr Bowe
admitted a legal possibility that the necessary funds might not be appropriated in any
particular case, such a result would clearly be unthinkable. No Parliament in a
Westminster tradition of government could contemplate reneging on an obligation
incurred by a State Treasurer irrespective of the circumstances in which it had been
incurred. It follows that for all practical purposes, Mr Burke was able, by acting
unilaterally, to commit Parliament to the appropriation of $150 million should it
ultimately be called upon to do so. Mr Bowe told us, and we accept, that if it had not
been open to Mr Burke to provide the indemnity during the rescue weekend, there was
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no other avenue by which Government support could have been obtained, given the time
constraints involved.
13.21

Mr Connell's personal commitment to Rothwells

13.21.1
Mr Burke said he included among the conditions which he set out on the
morning of Sunday 25 October 1987 a stipulation that Mr Connell should contribute to
Rothwells all of his assets except his house, his beach house, his car and his boat.
Mr Burke said he did not put this condition directly to Mr Connell but he understood
from the Government representatives that Mr Connell had accepted it. He said he
trusted Mr Connell's bona fides and did not think it necessary to have the commitment
reduced to writing. In his statement of 4 January 1990 Mr Burke said:
"... my understanding is that in the original agreement in October
1987 Connell had pledged all his worth to be used to the benefit
of Rothwells, with the exception of his house and a limited
number of things such as his beach house."
However, in his answers to a questionnaire from Mr McCusker, Mr Burke said:
"Yonge and Beckwith at the Sunday meeting told me that the
condition had been met as did Government representatives who
returned from Rothwells. That is, Connell had given assurances
that all his assets would be "on the line" in relation to
Rothwells ... I also understood from the October negotiations that
Connell had in fact, by way of the $70 million subordinated loan,
put all his assets into Rothwells."
We note that the last part of the statement - that the $70 million subordinated loan
constituted all Mr Connell's assets - cannot be correct on any view.
Mr Parker's evidence was that at the meeting on Sunday afternoon Mr Connell said
"exactly this":
"I'm going to put all my assets on the line."
Mr Parker asserted this was not limited to the $70 million and that Mr Connell had said:
"I stand or fall with Rothwells."
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By contrast, Mr Berinson said he was told on the Sunday morning that Mr Connell was
placing all his assets, which were referred to as of the order of $70 million, at the
disposal of Rothwells. He said that was confirmed by Mr Connell during the afternoon
meeting. Mr Lloyd said it was his understanding that Mr Connell was required to and
would commit all his business assets and other assets to Rothwells. He said this had
been stated either by Mr Beckwith or Mr Bond on the Sunday and the statements were
made in Mr Connell's presence.
13.21.2
We have gained the impression from the totality of the evidence relating
to meetings and discussions which took place during the rescue weekend that
Mr Connell was unusually subdued and that Mr Bond and Mr Beckwith were very much
in command of the situation. We do not accept that Mr Connell spoke in the terms
attributed to him by Mr Parker or Mr Berinson but we are satisfied that some form of
vague and ill defined commitment was given on Mr Connell's behalf by others,
probably Mr Beckwith. The latter's involvement is illustrated by evidence from
Mr Lloyd and Mr Musca. Mr Lloyd said Mr Beckwith told him the Tryart fee, which
was due to Mr Connell, would be put into Rothwells. Mr Connell himself said that after
the stock market crash he decided that Rothwells would take the benefit of the fee,
which he had earned for his services in the Fairfax Limited takeover. Mr Musca
recalled that while he was at Rothwells' offices on the evening of Saturday 24 October,
a draft of a newspaper article prepared by the late Mr Alan MacIntosh of the Sunday
Times was submitted for Mr Connell's approval. The article contained a statement
attributed to "a Rothwells executive" to the effect that Mr Connell was backing
Rothwells with his assets:
"He is a man of substantial wealth and will back Rothwells with
whatever is needed."
Mr Musca said he spoke to Mr MacIntosh in the presence of Mr Connell and
Mr Beckwith. During the conversation, Mr Connell confirmed that the statement was
true and this was confirmed also by Mr Beckwith. Mr Connell said he had no
recollection of any such event. His evidence has been consistently that he committed
only $70 million to the rescue, and that he pledged certain assets for that purpose.
13.21.3
We accept that there were discussions during the rescue weekend about
the extent to which Mr Connell would support Rothwells personally. However, we are
satisfied that he entered into no binding obligations beyond those relating to the
$70 million loan. Although we have no doubt that Mr Burke did describe Mr Connell's
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personal commitment as a condition of the rescue, he did nothing to formalise it. This
may be because he trusted Mr Connell to come to Rothwells' aid should it become
necessary. In any event, we are satisfied that Mr Connell's additional commitment, if
any, amounted to no more than window dressing.
13.21.4
Mr Lloyd said he was told by Mr Burke, quite soon after the rescue,
something to the effect that he had refined Mr Connell's commitment in conjunction
with Mr Connell and Mr Burgess. Mr Lloyd understood that Mr Burgess was to be
responsible for organising Mr Connell's affairs by selling his surplus assets and reducing
his personal expenditure. This is supported to some extent by Mr Burke's evidence. He
said he asked to see Mr Burgess and told him he was very concerned to ensure that
Mr Connell's personal assets were realised and contributed to the rescue. Mr Burke
wanted Mr Burgess to prevail upon Mr Connell and persuade him to keep a lower
profile and to end his public and conspicuous involvement in such activities as
horse racing. Mr Burke denied that his reason for wanting to enforce the pledge was
because, following the rescue, he had become aware of the ongoing problems in
Rothwells. He said however that he thought it was unconscionable for Mr Connell to
continue as he was without putting all of his assets behind Rothwells. Despite that,
Mr Burke did not raise the matter directly with Mr Connell, at least until May 1988.
13.21.5
According to Mr Lucas, Mr Burgess complained to him that he had been
put in an invidious position by Mr Burke in having to supervise or report on
Mr Connell's assets. Mr Burgess told Mr Lucas he did not know what he should do.
It seems what Mr Burgess did was to seek Mr Musca's advice. He told Mr Musca that
Mr Burke had asked him to open an account into which the proceeds of sale of
Mr Connell's assets were to be placed. Mr Connell was not to be a signatory and the
funds were not to be withdrawn except with Mr Burke's authority. Mr Musca said he
advised Mr Burgess that he should be taking instructions from his employer,
Mr Connell, and not from Mr Burke. So far as Mr Musca was aware, nothing was done
by Mr Burgess in response to Mr Burke's request.
13.21.6
Mr Connell said he had no recollection of any suggestion originating
from Mr Burke that his assets should be sold and the proceeds put out of his control.
He said he was sure Mr Burgess would have told him about that matter had it been put
to him. Mr Connell went so far as to say that Mr Burgess did suggest to him that he sell
assets to reduce borrowings and he said that was done over the year.
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13.22

Mr Bond's alleged fee for the rescue

13.22.1
According to Mr Connell, on the evening of Sunday 25 October 1987,
after the rescue was in place, he and Mr Bond reached agreement for the payment by
Rothwells of a $16 million fee to Mr Bond for his services in relation to the rescue.
Mr Connell said the agreement was documented subsequently. He said he was reluctant
to pay a fee but felt he had no option but to agree. According to Mr Yuill, however,
Mr Connell acquiesced in Mr Bond's suggestion that there should be a fee for his
services. Mr Yuill said Mr Bond proposed that he, Mr Yuill, should also receive a fee.
Mr Bond was unable to recall who raised the subject of the fee. He said it was either
Mr Connell, Mr Beckwith or himself. He said the discussion centred on the Tryart fee,
Mr Bond asserting that he and Mr Yuill should receive part of it. Mr Beckwith
suggested $20 million but it was generally agreed that amount was too great. They
settled for $16 million. However, according to Mr Bond no agreement was reached and
the matter was "very speculative". We note the impression created by Mr Bond during
his dealings with the Government and subsequently in the media conference which was
held on Monday 26 October 1987, was that he was acting out of altruistic motives, in
the interests of the Australian economy.
13.22.2
After Mr Bond gave his evidence to the Commission he was convicted
of dishonesty in failing to disclose the existence of the fee. The conviction was later
quashed by the Court of Criminal Appeal of the Supreme Court of Western Australia
which ordered a re-trial.
13.22.3
We are satisfied that there was never any suggestion to Government
representatives during the course of the rescue weekend that Mr Bond would be
charging a fee. Having regard to Mr Bond's pending retrial and possible appeal, it
would be inappropriate for us to comment further on his conduct, or that of Mr Connell
in relation to the fee. If they did reach agreement on a fee of $16 million, then in our
view that ought to have been disclosed to the Government at the time, because it
represented such a substantial liability on Rothwells.
13.22.4
We are satisfied that the Government did not become aware of the
existence of the alleged fee agreement until about mid November 1987 when monies
were paid out of the Bond Media facility to which we shall refer later. It was on that
occasion Mr Lloyd learned of the fee. He then told Mr Burke. Mr Lloyd said Mr Burke
agreed with him that the fee was outrageous. He told Mr Lloyd to contact Mr Beckwith
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to say that he, Mr Lloyd, was personally outraged by the fee and that although he had
not yet told Mr Burke he was certain that his reaction would be similar. This ploy was
designed to persuade Mr Bond to relinquish the fee. Mr Lloyd said he did speak to
Mr Beckwith. He told him the fee breached their understanding and had a significant
impact on the balance sheet. Mr Beckwith's response was that the fee was reasonable.
He gave his personal assurance that, if it was paid, Bond interests would support
Rothwells from a liquidity point of view. He refused to relinquish the fee. Mr Lloyd
said he spoke subsequently to Mr Bond in similar terms but, in addition, accusing him
of taking a secret commission. Mr Lloyd said that he did not, in fact, believe that the
fee constituted a secret commission. This, he said, "raised the temperature of the
conversation", but Mr Bond was equally unmoved. According to Mr Lloyd, he reported
his conversations with Mr Beckwith and Mr Bond to Mr Burke, who said they would
have to let the matter rest. No public disclosure was made. No doubt, if a fee had been
agreed, Mr Burke would have been extremely reluctant to disclose that at such a critical
time, some $16 million of Rothwells' evanescent liquidity had been utilised to discharge
a liability which had been incurred without the knowledge of the rescuers. This was at
a time when Rothwells was obtaining liquidity support from SGIC (via United Credit)
and from Bell Resources Ltd.

***
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